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RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 

that Life, whether in its latent or dyna~ 
mical forin, is everywhere. That it is 
as infinite and as indestructible as mat
ter it~elf, sincè neither can exist with
out the other, and that electricity is 
the vèry essence and origin of -Life 
itself. 'Purusha' is non-existent with
out 'Prakriti'; nor, can Prakriti, or 
plastic matter, have being or exist with
out Purusha, or spirit, vital energy, 
LIFE. 

Purusha and Prakriti are in short 
the two poles of the one eternal ele
ment, and are syrionymous and conver
tible terms.. Our bodies, as organized 
tissue; are indeed "an unstable ar
rangement of chemica! forces," plus a 

molecular force -,--as Professor Ba:in 
calls electricity - raging in it dynami
cally during lif e, téaring astin der its 
particles at _death, to transforni itself. 
into a chemical force after theprocess, 
and thence again tó resurrect as an 
electrical force or life in every indivi
dual atom. • Therefore, whether ït is 
called Force or Matter, it will ever re
main· the Omnipresent Proteus. of the 
U niverse, the one element- LIFE: 
Spirit or Force at its riegative, Matter 
at its positive pole; the· former the 
MATERIO-SPIRITUAL, the latter the 
MATERIO-PHYSICAL Universe··- Na
ture, Swabhavat or_lNDESTRUCTIBLE 
MATTER. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BOOK 1 -PROLOG 

(l) THE same distinction that ex
ist~ •. between Philosqphy and other 
Arts, 0 Lucilius, best of men!· 1 be
·lieve to existin Philosophy itself be~ 
tween that part of it which appertains 
to men and that part of it which apper
tains to the gods. The latter is high
er and of a more spirited sort. lt ven-

. tured • i.Ipon much, and was . not satis
fied with mere vision: it hàd intui
tions of something greater and lovelier 
which nature had set beyond the range 
of vision. 

( 2) N ext, there is as great a dis-

tinction between these . two, as be
tweèn god and man. The one teaches_ 
what is to be accomplished on earth; 
the other, whaUakes place in hèaven. 
The one dissipates our errors and af
fords us light by which the uncertain
ties of life are dissolved; the other 
rises far beyond the gloom in· which 
we wallow, and; snatching us out ofthe 
shadows conducts US thither whence 
light. comes. 

(3) Verily, therefore, 1 return 
thanks to the nature of things, when I 
view it not from the visible hut when 
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I have entered into its more secret 
parts: when I. leárn whaf may" be the 
stuff of the universe, who (its) author 
or custqdian, what godmay be: whe
ther he be totaUy inwrapped into him
self or whether he at all takes. thought 
of us; whether each day he fashions 
something or ~hether once for all he 
fashioned (all things}; whether he be 
a .part of. the world or the world itself; 
whether it be lawful today to make de~ 
crees respecting him and to repeal any
thing of the law of the oracles; or whe0 

ther it be a minishing of ( his) great
ness and an acknowledgment of error 
to have made alterable things 1 N eces
sarily, proper things only gratify him, 
to whom nothing is pleasing except 
the best. Nor is he on this account 
lessindependent and powerful: for he 
himself is his own .destiny. 

( 4) Were I not admitted to these 
(philosophical. arcana), . it had been 
better never to have been born ! For 
( otherwise) why should I rejoice that 
lam placed in the number of living 
beings? That I should merely pass 
through me food and drink? That I 
should .cram tliis sickly and :fluid and 
perishable body, even after it is al
ready filled, and live a servantof pain? 
That I should fear death, to which one 
thing we [all] are born? Remove 
this inestimable good (Philosophy, of 
which I have spoken); and life is not 
of such worth that I should sweat and 
laborl 

(5) Oh! How contemptible a thing 
is man, unless he has risen above ·hu
man 'things ! As long as we struggle 
with ignobkdesires, what high-minded 

thing shall we do? But if we are su
perior beings, we shall overcome even 
prodigies. What l Why should we dis
trust ourselves because we are unlike 
the meanest of creatures? I seè no 
reason why he should :flatter himself 
who possesses more robust • · health, 
merely, .than others. 

( 6) There is much difference be
tween •vfrtue and good health. , • Thou 
hast shunned the vices of the mind; 
thou bast no dissemblirtg visage nor is 
thy speech prepared with craft in or
der to meet another's will; thy heart is 
not full of stratagems, nor does avarice 
control thee which denies even to it 0 

self what it takes from all others; nor 
does luxuriousness govern thee, which, 
the shameful cause of loss of fortune, 
still mor~ shamefully seeks to repair 
its losses; nor does ambition, which 
carries thee to dignities hut only 
through the loss ofthine own dignity. 
Nothing of all this bast thou sought: 
many things bast thou :fled from, hut 
not yet thyself. For this Virtue which 
we love is magnificent: not because it 
is a blessed thing in itself merely to be 
free from evils, bût because it develops 
the mind and prepares it to recognise 
celestial things and renders • fit that 
which is to enter the company of the 
gods. 

(7) Then it bas achieved the full 
and perfect good of. human destiny, 
when, treading under all evil, it seeks 
the highths, and enters into the interi
or womb of . nature. Then, roving 
among the stars themselves, it . is 
pleased to scorn the wide halls of the' 
rich and the eàrth with all its gold -
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not only that which the earth gives 
forth and surrenders for coining tö the 
mint, hut alsp that which in secrecy 
it guards for the avarice of future gene
rations. Nor can it (the soul roving 
among the stars) fully spurn · the high 
portals, and the ceilings flashing with 
ivory; and the clipped groves, and the 
water-courses flowing into houses, be
fore it has made a circuit of the entire 
globe: and, seeing from on high this 
sphere of continents to be straight and 
its larger part covered by· the ocean, 
and even the portion that rises above 
the (waters) to be widely wa?te and 
either burned or frozen, it says to it
self: 

( 8) "This is that spot (point) which 
by the sword .and by fire is parceled 
out among so many peoples ! Oh! How 
laughable are the frontiers of mor
tals ! " Beyond the Rister the Dacian 
goes not forth. The Strymon and the 
Haemus inclose the Thracians. The 
Euphrates bars the Parthians. The 
Danube separates the Sarmatian from 
the Roman Territory ~ Th_e Rhine de
scribes the extent of. Germany. The 
Pyrenees raise a . middle chain of 
mounts • between the • Gauls and the 
Spains. · Between Egypt and the Ethi
opians lies a desert wilderness of sand. 

(9) If one were to endow ants with 
the intelligence of men, would not they 
also. divide a single stretch of land 
into many provinces? When thou hast 
raised thyself up to these really great 
( spaces), as of ten as thou seest armies 
advance with upright standards, and, 
just as if some great matter were in 
action, cavalry reconnoitering the far~ 

ther reaches • or scattered along the 
wings, it will plèase thee to say: 

The dusky train advances to the 
fields. 

The saying is of ants laboring in file. 
What distinction is there between us 
and them, except the measure of a 
tiny body? 

( 10) This is the point on which you 
sail. ( the seas), on which you wage 
war, on which you arrange kingdoms, 
very small, even when the ócean bounds 
them on either hand. Above are 
mighty spaces, into possession of which 
the soul .is admitted if it have home 
away with itself a.minimum of the 
body, if all uncleanness it ha~ washed 
away, and it have shone, free, light, 
and content. • 

( 11) When • .. it has reached thöse 
( spaces) it feeds, it grows, and, as if 
liberated from chains·, it returns to its 
source. It has this proof of its divi
nity, that t:hings divine delightit; nor 
does it attend to them as things foreign 
to itsel(but as to its own. Untroubled, 
it watches the faHs .and risings of the 
stars, and such diverse paths of har~ 
mönizing bodies. It observes where 
each star shows its light first to the 
earth, where its culminating point is, 
in what part its course lies, whither it 
sinks. An eager watcher, it examines 
each . thing, and investigatès. Why 
should it not investigate? It knows 
that these matters pertain to itself. 

( 12) Then it despises the nárrow 
limits of its former home. For how 
great a space is it that lies between the 
farthest limits of Spain and the In-
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dians? A journey of a very few days 
will cover it,if its wind carries the ship 
along. But in thosè celestial regions 
a certain very. rapid star will pursue 
its path for thirty years, never halting, 
hut advancing with equal measure; 
There at last it learns what it had for 
so . long sought. There -it bègins to 
know god.. What is god? ·The_ mind 
of the universe. What is god? All 
that thou seest, and all that thou seest 
not. Thus at last its native grandeur 
is restored to it, than which nothing 
greater can be conceived: if it alone 
is all things, it co~trols its Work both 
within and without. 

( 13) What, then, is the difference 
between the nature of god and our na
ture? Of us, the better part is the 
mind (animus) : in him, there is no 
part outside of the mind (animus) : 
he is ptire reason; • while, on the other 
hand, such great error holds mortals 
that this (world), than which nothing 
is more beautiful or more orderly àr
ranged or more invariable in purpose, 
men imagine tob~ fortuitous and hap
hazàrd in aètion and even confused, 
with the thunderbolts, clouds, tem
pests, and other things by which the 
earth and its neighboring spaces are 
disquieted. 

(14) Nor is this irrationality found 
only among the vulgar; it affects even 
those who make a show of wisdom. 
Thete are those who rècognise a mind 
iri themselves, even one possessing fore
sight, regulàting each thing - both 
their own and others': yet who suppose 
this universe, in which we ourselves al
so are, to be without purpose, and that 

it acts either by a certain hap of strif e 
or by blind • nature. 

(15) Of what worth dost thou 
think it to know these things, and to 
set limits to things: how much god 
can do; whether he himself fashions 
matter for himself, or, if mátter al
ready exists, whether he uses it; which 
of the two is prior: whether reason 
follow upon matter, or matter upon 
reason; whether god effect whatsoever 
he wills, or whether in many things 
events to be managed stand separate 
from him, many things in this mánner 
being formed ill by· a great workman 
- not becáuse ability is wanting, btit 
because thatupon which ability works 
is frequently insubordinate? 

(16). To examine-into these things, 
to learn about them, to brood upon 
them: is not this a passing beyond one's 
mortality and an enlisting in a higher 
destiny? "What will these things ad
vantage thee?" thou askest. If nothing 
~lse, this shall I know certainly: all 
things are base, having measured god. 
[But of these, later.] 

I 

( 1) I now will enter upon the task 
before me. Hear, then, what I believe 
co_ncerning those fires which cross 
athwart the atmosphere. That • they 
are impelled with great force is proved, 
for they are sent forth obliquely and 
with exceeding speed. They appear 
not merely to advance, hut to be hurled 
forth. 

( 2) Of fires, many and various are 
the appearances. Aristotle calls a eer~ 
tain kind of thèm she-goats. Do you 
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ask me why? First, mayest thou give 
me a reason why they. are also called 
kids. But if, as is most convenient, it 
be agreed between us that neither shall 
interrogate the other: that what one 
says the other will not reply to: it will 
be more useful to inquire into the thing 
itself, rather than to wonder that Aris~ 
totle should have called a globe of fire 
a she-goat. Such was the form of that 
one which during the war under Paulus 
against the Persians appe.ared in size 
like that of the moon. 

( 3) [We have also seen more than 
once a flame in the shape of a huge 
hall, which, however, was dissipated 
in its own course.] We have seen a 
similar prodigy about the time of the 
departure (/rom life) of the divine 
Augustus. We also saw (one) at the 
time of the Seianus' affair. Nor was 
the death of Germanicus without such 
• a forewarning. 

(4) Thou wilt say to me: "Artthou, 
then; so greatly in error that thou be
lievest the gods to foresend signs of 
deaths, and that anything is so great 
on earth that the world takes note of 
its passing?" Ariother time will come 
(lor discussion) of this matter. We 
shall (then) see whether a definite or
der of all things is deduced, and whe
ther each to each they are so dosely in
chained that what comes first is the 
cause of things which follow or merely 
an intimation thereof. We shall see 
then whether the gods have care of hu~ 
man concerns, or whether the (series) 
of events itself intimates by definite 
signs of things what it is about to do. 

( 5) Meanwhile, I believe as fol-

lows: Fires of such sort come forth 
from air which is in violent friction, 
when a tendency has been produced in 
it in another direction and ceases not, 
and ( the air} is in a .state óf violent in
terna:l commotion. Out of this agita~ 
tion arise meteors and globes, an.d fire
balls and ftames; but when the. äir is 
more lightly harassed, and, if I may so 
say, rubbed, smaller lights are sent 
forth. 

Flying stars trail a (fiery) mane. 
(Vergil, Aeneid, v, 528) 

( 6) Then exceedingly tenuous fires 
trace out and lengthen a meager ,path 
in the. sky; hence no night is without 
spectacles of this kind, for no. great 
movement of the air is required for 
producing these'. Finally, to speak 
briefly, these are prodtic~d in the same 
mode as thunderbolts, but by a less 
energy: Insuch manner as the clouds. 
when moderately colliding produce 
lightnings . arid when more strongly 
driven produce thunderbolts, so àlso 
in proportion as tliey are less forced to
gether, or when they are of smaller 
size, they send forth. thunderbolts of 
lighter · kind. 

(7) Aristotle gives the. method ·as 
follows: "Various and many a:re the 
things that the world breathes forth: 
some moist, some dry, some cold, some 
suitable to gather fires.'' . Nor is it 
wonderf ul that the earth should give 
off vapors, various ·and of every kind, 
sinc:ein the celestial vaultalso no single 
color of things appears, for the Dog
star has a sharper ruddiness, that of 
Mars a milder tint, and thà.t of Jupiter 
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is not red atall, his radiance passing 
info pure light. 

(8) Necessarily, therefore, .in the 
great number of corpuscles which the 
earth -exhales -and· moves upwar,ds, cer
tain. aliments for the fires should reach 
the_ clouds, aliments'. which can. burn 
not only from colliding together, hut 
also from being breathed upon by the 
solar .rays. Evén among ourselves, 
chips sprinkled with sulfur carry fire 
from one to another. 

( 9) It is therefore very likely that 
such matter gathered irtto the clöuds 
shoUld easily take flame, and firès both 
smaller and greater spring forth iri pro
portion as there is i_n them more or less 
of energy. It is·exceedingly stupid to 
think • or to decide that the stars move -
from their places (to become these 
fires) _ or that sOmething is taken away 
from themor is abraded away: for if 
this were so, they would ( at some 
time)' disappear. 

(10) No night is there in which 
some few of them • 1e·ave their places 
and .are seen to be drawn hither or 
thither; hut each is found in its cus
foniary place, and to each one temains 
its öwn magnitude. It follows, there
fore, -that these fires arise apart froni 
the stars and quickly perish, because 
they possess no foundation and definite 
seat. 

( 11) "Then why are they not also 
carried across by day?" What! Dost 
thou say that stars do not exis.t by day 
because they do not appear? Just as 
they are hid and are concealed by the 
splendor of the sun, just· so do the 
fire-balls cross ( the firmament) by 

day, the brilliance of the daylight hid
ing theni; yet, if at any time the energy 
( of the fire) bursts forth so great that 
they can vindicate even · against the 
daylight their brilliance, they are seen. 

(12) Certainly, óur age has seen 
fire-balls more than ónce, some from 
the_ orient falling to the west, others 
from west to east. Sailors consider it 
an evidence of stormy weather when 
many stars shoot across (the sky); 
which, if it is _a sign of winds, the sign 
is there whence the win_ds come: that 
is, in the air, which holds the middlè 
place • between • the moon and the 
earth. 

( 13) In great storms ( certain ap
peafances) like stars are wont to ap..: 
pear, attached to the sails. Then those 
in peril think themsèlves to be aided 
by the divine power of Castor and Pol
lux. A better cause of hope is that 
then the storm appears to abate and 
the winds to die down: the fires are 
carried elsewhere and do not remain; 

( 14) When Gylippus was besieging 
Syracuse, a star was seen resting.upon 
his lance. In camps of the Romans 
halls have been seento flame; evident
ly fires whkh had fallen tb.ere, which 
frequently, after the manner of thun
derbolts, kill both [ animals] and trees. 
But if they are actuated by smaller 
energy, they merely glide gently down 
and remain passive, neither killing nor 
wounding. 

(15) Some (fires) are forced out 
among the clouds, some when the sky 
is clear if the atmosphere is adapted 
to press fires out: for at times it thun7 
ders in a clear sky from the same cause 
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that acts when the sky is overcast, the 
air being in collision interiorly, whiêh, 
even if it be quite clear and dry (its 
parts) can yet uni te and produce cer
tain bodies similar to clouds, which 
from the shock (of their union)pro-

duc~ sohnd. Attimes,therefore, ap
pear meteors, at times . ( balls of ftame 
like) tound shields, and likenesses of 
enormous . fires- whenever upon such 
matter. (as is abovè described} a simi
lar but greater cause is at work. 

(To be continued) 

THE MOUNTAINS OF MEXICO 

Kenneth Morris, D. Litt. 

J SAW .your mountains, Mexico, 
Across the azure of the sea: 

A blue and endless rampart~row, 
1 saw your mountains; Mexicó. 
And they werè Horries of Gods for me! 

Wild porcelain and lazuli; 
Wrinkled, and flecked with foamy snow; 
And on the clark horizon, lo, 
lsaw your hills, my Mexico, 
The Homes of Gods they used to be. 

Unchanged by the ages! Even so 
The Kings of old Prehistory 
In chalchihuite gems and plumes aglow, 
YoUr noble mountaihs, .• Mexico, 
F rom this blue wàste wère won:t to see. 

What Seer among them, long ago, 
Adept in Ancient Mystery, 
So blest your Mountains; Mexico, 
That still they seem divine to me? 
Quetzalcoatl himself, may be? 
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psychometers wil! be able to travel from 
planet to planet, and r!!ad their present condi~ 
tion minutely, and their past history. 

- The Soul of Things, I, 273 

It is said that advanced Initiates 
can study the appearance of the 
heavens at various ages in the past at 
will, by some method analogous to 
that of Psychometry, hut far more ex
act. Even the little that is known of 
Psychometry by. the ordinary seer re
quires a positive eff ort,. and must be 
carried out in full consciousness .. • In 
this it favorably compares with the 
methods associated with mediumship 
in all its forms, ·wh~ch require trance 
or other pathological conditions, and, 
above all; a negative passivity that 
leaves the medium a possible ( and 

often an actual} victim to utterly un
known, and ' often very dan:gerous, 
forces ~ a condition no self~respect-· 
ing man or ,womai1 desires for.himself, 
nor should desire for. others. Any un
pleasant feelings caused by emotional 
disturbänce. aroused by distressing 
visions or too close connexion with the 
aura ofevil persons, can beimmediate
ly dissipated, in the case of Psycho:: 
metry, by laying aside the'object befög 
studied. There is nothing : 'spooki 
about it; it does not offer sensational 
manifestations fröm.other worlds, and 
in no way should it be offem~ive to th~ 
scientist. • In view of what Psychome'.: 
try can demonstrate to philosophical 
minds, its neglect is a reproach to the 
Academies. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 
(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 187.7) 

TRANSLATION BY G .. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D.-LITT. 

II 

( 1) Let us see now in what manner 
is produced the radiancy . which sur
rounds the orbs. It is recorded in. 
memory that on the day when the. di
vine Augustus entered Rome, return
ing from Apollonia, •• there was seen 
surrounding the sun a circle of varied 
hues, such as are customarily seen in 
the rain.bow. The Greeks call this a 
halo,'. we may most aptly call it a 
crown ( coronam). In what manner 

this is said to appear, L wilLnow set 
forth. 

( 2) When a stone. is thrown into a 
pond, w~ see the w.ater retreat, generat~ 
ing many rings (or disks), the first 
dng~bei~g verysmall, th~nawider one; 
and then. others,stiH large~, until the 
gene~atirig impetus dies out,.and ·is re
solved into .the surface of- unmoved 
water. Some· suchthing we c~nceive 
to occur also in .the atmosphere ( aer~). 
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When • it is densèr (than usual), it is 
enabled to react . to a blow; and the 
light of the sun or of the moon or of 
any other orb beating upon it, forces 
it to recoil in circles. For a fluid and 
the atmosphere . and anything else 
which takes form (or shape) from a 
blow, is compelled irito such a state as 
is that of the body which compels. 
N ow all light is round: therefore the 
air, struck by the light; will assume 
thàt mode~ 

( 3) On this account, the Greeks 
have called such radiancies threshing~ 
ftoors (ar.eas - halos) because com.:. 
monly places prepared for grinding 
grain are round. N everthelèss, we do 
not believe • these - whether they be 
halos or crowns ( areae sivè coronae) 
-to be produced near the orbs, for 
mostly they are distant from those 
( orbs), although they are seen to sur
round them and to crown them: Such 
images are produced not far. distant 
from the earth, for our vision, deceived 
by its natural weakness, supposes 
them to· be actually surrounding the 
orb itself. 

( 4) In the vicinity of the sim and 
stars nothing such can occur, because 
there the aether is thin. • For forms 
( shapes) are wont to be impressed ex
clusively . on gross and thick bodies; 
in rarefied bodies there is no place 
where they may consist and inhere. 
In baths also may be seen some such 
( appearance) arourid the lamp, on ac
count of the non-lucidity of the derise 
air. . . . [Probably a hiatus in the 
text occurs here.] 

( 5} Sometimes they dissolve and 

disàppear • by degrees; . sometimes they 
are broken in soine part, and sailors 
then look . for wind in that quarter 
where tlie fabric of the corona has suf
fered diminution: if this occur on ·the 
north, then the north wind will blow; 
if on the west side, then the west wind. 
An evidence of which is this: that these 
coronas are produced within that quar
ter of the heavens within which also 
the winds customarily arise. [But] 
the higher bodies have no • cororias, 
since indeed no winds are there; 

( 6) To these evidences, add aJsó 
this, that a corona never gathers ex
cept in still air and a lazy breeze. . . . 
[Another liiatus in the text seems to 
occur here.] But most frequently 
with the south-southwes~ wind, when 
the sky is especially heavy and thick. 

[Another hiatus here.] Other
wise it is not customarily seen. For 
air .which is without movement can be 
moved and,drawn out and molded in
fo some sort of shape; hut that which 
is flowing is not acted upon by light, 
for it off ers no resistance nor can it be 
shaped, because each first portion of it 
is scattered. 

(7) Never, therefore, will any orb 
surround itself with • such an iinage, 
except wheri the atmosphere is dense 
and umnoved and on that account pre
servirig the ray falling upon it from the 
round (source of) light. And with 
reason ! Turn back to the example 
which I gave a short while agóne: a 
pebble thrown into a pond or a lake 
and its neighboring water, makes in'
nuinerable drcles: hut this· same thing 
it will not effect in (the water of) a 
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river. Why? Because the flowing 
water disturbs all figures. The same 
thing, thereforè, happens in the air, 
for (air) which is quiet may be made 
to assume form; hut that which is car
ried along and which flows does not 
react according to its own properties, 
and every blow and impinging form is 
carried away. 

( 8) These coronae of which I have 
spoken, when they have uniformly 
fallen to pieces, and have vanished 
away of themselves, atmospheric quiet 
and rest and tranquillity are signified 
[and then look füou for rain]; when 
they suffer diminution in one part, in 
that quarter wind arises whence they 
have melted away; if they are broken 
in several places, there will be a storm. 

(9) Why this happens, may beun
derstood from what I have already set 
forth. For if the entire faèe bas de
creased, it shows that the air is steady 
and therefore qui et. If a part (of the 
corona) is destroyed, it shows where 
the air is pressing upon it, and hence 
that region will send forth wind. • But 
when it is everywhere torn and rent 
_apart, it is manifest that on all sides 
the corona is undergoing attacks, and 
that the air in a state of disturbance is 
dashing (upon it) from this point and 
from that. So that out of this change
ableness of the sky which is agitating 
so many things and which is every
where in labor, it

0
appears, that a teni

pest of various winds is about to break. 
( 10) These coronae are noticed 

conimonly at night, about the moon 
and the other orbs, hut rarely in the 
daytirne, so that certain Greeks abso-

IU:tely deny their appearance thèn, 
though records . refute them. The 
cause of this infrequency (during day
light) is this, that the light of. the sun 
is very strong, and the air being heated 
and agitated by it, is much rarefied: 
[while] the energy of the moon is more 
sluggish and hence more readHy .with
stood by the surrounding air. 

( 11) Likewise the other orbs are 
weak (in their light), nor can they 
( easily) pierce the air by thei~ energy: 
Therefore their. images àre captured 
and retained by matter more solid and 
more resistant ( than the impinging 
light itself). Fm the àtmosphere must 
not be so dense that it exclude and cast 
off from itself the inipinging light; nor 
so tenuous and thin that it offer no 
hindrance to the incoming rays. This 
proportion is met wifü at night, when 
the orbs strike with à gentle light the 
surrounding air, and nQt forcibly and 
violently, and penetrat~.a thicker (air) 
than is coinmonly the case in the day
tiine. 

III 

( 1) The rainbow, on the contrary, 
does not appear at night, except very 
seldom, because the moon iacks energy 
sufficient to pierce the clouds and suf
fase them with cölor, such as they re
ceive when touched by the sun; for 
thus they fashion the appeàrance of 
the multicolored rainbow, because 
some parts of the douds are swollen, 
others are very low, and certain parts 
are too gross to transmit the solar 
rays: others, again, are too weak to 
exclude those rays. This inequàlity 
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mixes alternately the light and shade, 
and -produèes that marvelous variety 
of èolor in the rainbow. 

( 2) Anothêr cause of the rainbow 
is givên in the following way: We see, 
when a water-pipe is broken in s6me 
plàcè, the. water spurting out thfough 
a small· hole, and 'sprayed against the 
sun·obliquèly situated:· it shows ·an ex
ample of the rainbow. Thou wilt see 
the same thirig happen, If at any time 
thou carest to watch' a fuller ·at work: 
wheri he has 'filled his" mouth with 
wàté; ànd thus lightly sprays clothing 
spreàd sfretched on a frame, there ap'
pear' in the air thus filled with spray, 
various"colors, such as shine in the 
rainbow. 

( 3) Thou wilt not doubt that the 
cause of this phenome~on. r~sid~s 'iri 
Illoistüre, for. no ra1.nbow ever appears 
e~ceptiQ dou.dy we.ath~r. . But let us 
èxámine how it comes about. Some 
say that on~ kind bf. mist • tr~nsmits 
thê ·sqlar r~ys, an.cl thàt anotlier kind, 
of denser nature, binders their pas
sage: that, thereforè, from the former 
is sent forth radiance and from the 
laUer-shàde; ançl thus fr!)m the inter
áctiori of the two the rainbow is pro
duéed, of ~hich the part is briHiant 
tb.at. gives • ~Î:itry to the solar rays and 
tpät p~rt is' darkesf w:hichexcludes 
tliem. and· casts shadow on the parts 
next to it. 

( 4.) .Others deny this to be the case: 
that • it would be obviously true,. had 
th_e rainbow two. colors only -if · it 
were . composed solely · of light and 
sha_de .. But .now 

When a thousand different colors 
shine, 

Tlze,very transition deludes the eyes: 
Where touching thèy seem the same, 

yet the extremes · are different. 
-Ovm, Metam.; vi, 66 

We see therein something of flame
cólor, something of yeÜow, something 
of blue; and other ( tints) drawri out in 
subtil lines, after the fashion of a 
pàinting; so that, as the poet says, 
whether they be distinct colórs thou 
canst not know, unless the extremes 
be brought together. For the bands 
deceive: so much so that what iri the 
wonderful art of Nature beginsh;i. al~ 
most idèritical tints ends in ariother 
most dissimilai:. How then can two 
colors _:_ of light and shàde only -
make it, when one is obliged to com
pute them as innumerable? 

( 5) Certain ones think the rainbow 
to be produced as follows: ·Where rain 
is. faUing, individual drops of the fall
ing rain are, each one, a mirror; . from 
each such drop, therefore, an image of 
the sun is produced. Hence many 
images, .. innumerable inçleed, carried 
dÓwnwards and in headlong fall, are 
confounded together. The_ .rainbow, 
in consequence, is a blending of many 
images of the sun. 

{6) They ·deduce this as follows: 
On a calm day, they say, set out a 
thousand .basins; each one will show 
an image of the sun. Or on individuàl 
leaves place a drop (of water)~ each 
one will show an image of the sun. But 
a large body of standing water, on the 
other hand, will show but a . single 
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image. Why? Because every surface, 
circumscribed and surrounded by its 
own limits, is a mirror. For instance, 
separate a pond of large size into parts: 
there will be as many images of the sun 
as there are divisions. Restore the 
pond as it was before, and it will show 
thee but one image. It is utterly un
important how small may be the fluid 
or the division: if it has limits, it is a 
mirror. Therefore the numberless 
drops of rain which the shower brings 
down, are so many mirrors; they have 
just so many images of the sun. These, 
on the other hand, to one looking at 
them, appear confused, nor do the in
tervals appear which separate each 
from each, distance preventing them 
from being seen. Finally, in each one 
appears an image, but confused by all 
the others. 

( 7) Aristotle declares the same 
thing: "From every smooth surface," 
he says, "the rays of vision are bent 
back. But there is nothing smoother 
than water and air; hence, even from 
thick air, our (rays of) vision are re
flected back to us. Where sight is dull 
and weak, the impinging against air 
anywhere is slight. Some people la
bor 1:1nder such a state of ill-health 
that they themselves seem to meet 
themselves, that they see their like
ness everywhere. Why? Because the 
weak power of the eyes cannot péne0 

trate even the air nearest to them, 
but halts." 

( 8) Thus, what dense air does to 
others, to these (persons) all (air) 
does: (air) of any kind whatsoever is 
strong enough to repel the rays of 

f eeble vision. But water much more 
powerfully reflects back the rays of 
our sight, because it is grosser and can
not be completely overcome; but de
tains. the rays of our eyes· and reflects 
them back whence they issued. Hence, 
when there are many drops of rain, 
there are just so many mirrors; but 
becausethey are small, they show the 
hues of the sun without form. N ext, 
when in innumerable rain-drops fall
ing without intervals, the same hue ap
pears, an image comes into being, not 
of many and intermittent likenesses, 
but of one, lengthened and continuous. 

(9) "How," thou askest, "dost thou 
say to me that it ( the rainbow) is 
(f ormed) of many thousands of like
nesses, there where I see not one? And 
why, since the color of the sun is one, 
the ( color) of the likeness is varie
gated ?" That I may refute not only 
the arguments thou hast advanced, 
but others which also should be re
futed, it. is necessary for me to speak 
as follows: N othing is more deceiving 
than our vision, not only in those things 
which the diversîty of stations with0 

holds it ( vision) from accurately ex
amining, but. also • as . regards those 
which it discerns just at hand: an oar 
in shallow water has the look of .a 
broken oar; fruits ( seen) through a 
glass seem much larger to observérs; 
in a long portico the intervals between 
the columns seem to diminish in the 
distance. 

( 10) Return to the s un i tself : This, 
which reason proves to. be larger than 
tlle [ who.le] earth, o:ur vision so dimin
ishes that wise men have Contended 
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that it is a foot in diameter; we1rnow 
it to have the greatest velocity of all 
( orbs), yet none of us sees it move, 
nor would we believe it to advance ex
cept that it is seen to have ,advancèd. 
The world itself which glides along in 
headlong velocity and repeats. its ris
ings and settings in a moment of time, 
none of us feels to be in moVerrient; 
why, then, art thou surprised that our 
eyes do not separate the drops of rain, 
an,d that · the distingûishing of minute 
likenesses by . observers, fails over a 
long distance? 

( 11) It can appear doubtful to 
none that the rainbow is a likeness of 
the sun; dewy, and formed in a hol
low ( or concave) cloud, a fact which 
will . appe~r to thee from the follow
ing: it is always opposite .to the sun, 
liigher o_r lower in proportion as the sun 
is sinking or rising, (the bow) moving. 
contrariwise. When the sun is sinking 
it is more highly placed; when the 
form er is high, it is very low. Of ten 
such a cloud is at one side of the sun 
and produèes no bow, because then it 
bears no likeness (received) in a 
straight line. 

(12) But the variety ofhues arises 
from no other cause than becausè a 
part of the coloring is sprayed from 
the sun and part is in the cloud itself. 
Moisture [indeed] at times draws out 
blue . bands, at times green, at times 
oth_ers similar to purple and yellow and 
flame-colored: two colors, one weak 
and the other strong, eff ecting this vari
ety. Thus also,. the purple dye does 
not leave the same shell-fish in one 
mode: 'it depends on how long a time 

it is worked whether the resulting dye 
be deeper or. more watery; whether it 
be frequently soaked and boiled or 
perhaps simply steeped once. 

( 13) It is therefore no wonder if, 
when there are two things, the sun and 
the doud - that is body and ·mirror 
- as maily kinds of colors are ex
pressed as those two can be brightened 
or dimmed to many sorts: for the orie 
colcir arises out of a fiery light, and the 
other out of _a weaker and gentler. 

( 14) In other matters, examination 
is uncertain wher'e we have nothing 
that we can hold in our hands, and 
conjecture has a wide field: hut here 
two causes of the rainbow appear, the 
sun and the cloud, for it ( the bow) is 
never seen in clear weather nor in a 
cloud when the sun is hidden. There
fore ündoubtedly it arises out of these, 
and is not from one without the other. 

IV 

( 1) Moreover this should be added, 
which is equally manifest: that the 
likeness is rendered . af ter the manner 
of a mirror, for never is . it rendered 
except in reverse, that is, unless what 
appears stands out of another part, 
out of another than what it shows. 
Reasons which do not ~erely per~ 
suade hut convince are advanced by 
geometers, and no one can have any 
doubt that the rainbow is a likeness of 
the sim badly expressed, on account of 
the defective nature and form of the 
mirror. Meanwhile, we shall enter up
on other demonstrations, which can be 
understood easily. 

(2) Among.other eviderices that the 
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rainbow is thus derived, I add this, 
that it is so rapidly formed: for a 
great and party-colored object . is 
woven together in a moment of time 
in the sky, and with equal rapidity dis
appears. Now nothing so quickly ap
pears as a likeness in a mirror, yet the 
latter makes nothing, hut merely re
flects. Parianus Artemidorus sets 
forth what kind of cloud it must be 
which renders such a like:riess. of the 
sun. "If ," he says, "thou mak.est a 
concave mirror, that it be a curved 
section of a sphere, and if thou stand
est outside of the center, those who are 
standing near thee will be seen to be 
in inverse position to thee and nearer 
to thee than to the mirror." "The 
same thing happens," he says; "when 
we look at a round and concave cloud 
from one side, that a likeness of the 
sun ( seems to) descend out of the 
cloud and appear nearer to us and 
more directed towards us. lts color
ing is flarrie-tinted from the sun, blue 
from the cloud, other tints being ming
lings of both." 

V 

( 1) Against the foregoing, the fol
lowing are said: . Two theories regard
ing mirrors exist: somethink that simu
lacra (phantoms) are to be seen in 
them, that is, that figures of our bodies 
are emitted and cast off from our 
bodies; others, that no likenesses in the 
mirror ( are seen), butthe bodies them
selves are seen bent back in the process 
of vision-reflected back upon them7 
selves. N ow it pertains not at all to the 
point how we see whatever we see; 
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( 2) but (how) a likeness is ren
dered faithfully by the mirror. • For 
what things are more dissimilar than 
the sun and the rainbow, in which 
neither the shape of the sun ,nor its 
color nor its magnitude appear? Th.e 
rainbow is by far ampler than the sun, 
and by far more ru,ddy in the parts 
where it shines than is the sun: dif
ferent also in its other hues. 

( 3) Then, if thou claimest the air 
fo be a mirror, it is needful to grant to 
it [ the same smoothness of body], the 
same quality, the same brillianc1;. But 
no clouds have the similitudè of a mir
ror: we frequently go through them, 
nor do we see ourselves in them; They 
who ascend to the stimmit of mountains 
see a cloud, yet do they not see their 
likeness in it. 

( 4) Individual raindrops are so 
many mirrors. I grant it. But this I 
deny, that a cloud is formed from rain
drops. . A cloud has certain things out 
of which raindrops may be formed, 
but not from the cloud itself. Nor, in 
fact, bas the cloud water, btit the mat
ter of water-to-be. 

( 5) We may concede, then, that in
numerable drops exist in the clouds 
and· that they render an image,- not; 
however, that all form one image, but 
each its own. N ext, join mirrors to
gether: they do • not uni te into one 
likeness, hut each pàrticle incloses 
within itself a similitude of the thing. 
There are certain mirrors formed out 
of many smaller èmes which, if thou 
placest an individual man in front of 
them, shew a crowd, each single parti
de shewing its own image. These, 
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when they . are: connectèd and con
joined, nevertheless shew each one its 
own reflexion and make a m:ultitude 
from. one. Besides, they do not con
fuse the crowd, but separate the out
standing _. ( crowd) into individual 
images; But the rainbow being cir
cumscribed in a single shape, there is 

' hut one image in the whole. 
(6) "What then!". he says; ''does 

not water spraying forthfroma broken 
pipe, or dashed up in spray by oars, 
• customarily shew forth something 
similar to the hues that we see in the 
rainbow?". It is trüe; buUhis arises 
not out of the cause which you are de
sirous of evidencing, that each single 
droplet receives a likeness of the sun. 
For the droplets fall too quickly for 
them to form the likeness. Lack of 
movement is, necessàry for them to 
shew a copy of whatthey receive; what 
then happens ?- This: • they shew 
color, riot a likeness. Moreover - as 
Nero Caesar says most eloquently: 

The Cytherean doves gleam with 
quivering necks, 

and_ the nècks of peacocks, whenever 
bended, also glistèn with various hues: 
-:- shall we then liken mirrors to 
feathers,of this kind, whose every in
clination ·passes foto new .tints? 

(7) _ Clouds -have no Jess a different 
nature from mirrors than have birds, 
w:hichlhave mentióned already; and 
chameleons and other animals are thus 
hued, whose color is either changed 
from themselves when .in anger or in
flamed with desire they vary the na~ 
ture of their skins . from the humors 

suffused within, or from the incidence 
of the light which . falls upon them 
either directly or obliquely. 

( 8) What then similar to mirrors 
have douds, since the former are not 
transparent, and the latter transmit 
light? the former dense and solid, the 
latter rarefied in texture? the former 
all of one matter, the latter fortuitous
ly composed of diverse [tlzings J, and 
on that account discordant nor for long 
coherent? Further, we see at the ris
ing of the sun a certain part of the 
heavensredden; we see clouds atlimes 
of a flamey color. What theri hinders, 
that in the manner by which they re
ceive this one col or from meeting' the 
sun, many may be drawn from them, 
though they have not the quality of the 
mirror? 

(9) "But," he says, "thou hast 
placed among thy arguments that the 
rainbow is always brought forth oppo
site to the sun, because no likeness is 
rendered even by a mirror unless the 
latter be opposed ( opposite the exciting 
cause). Now," he says, "we agree in 
that. For in the same manner that the 
thing is to be placed with regard to thè 
mirror in order. that its likeness may be 
conveyed thereto, so, in order that 
clouds may be tinged, must the sun be 
placed suitably, for the same results 
do not ensue from its shining every
where. And for this result the beating 
of the solar rays is sufficient." 

(10) The above are set forth by 
those who deciare the doud (merely) 
to be colored ( by the sun). Posido
nius and they who conclude these phe
nomena to be effected af ter the manner 
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of a mirror, have this by way of an
swer: "If àny color at all were (of it
.telf) in the rainbow, it would be per
manently there, and would be seen the 
more clearly the nearer it is (to the ob
server). N ow the image of the rain
bow, which is bright when seen from 
a distance, vanishes when it is ap
proached." 

( 11) I do not assent to this objec
tion when I examine the sta.tement it
self. Why? I will say. Because, 
while the cloud indeed is colored, yet 
this is not so that its color, appear 
everywhere; nor is ( the cloud) itself 
everywhere visible, for no one who is 
within such a cloud sees it. What 
wonder, then, if its color be not seen 
by him who does not even see the cloud 
itself? Yet that cloud is, though it 
·may •not be seen; and precisely so is 
the case as regards its coloring. It 
(is not) then a proof of a color-illusion 
which vanishes (!rom siglzt) to those 
approaching it. The same thing hap
pens as regards the clouds themselves, 
nor are. they mere cloud-illusions be
cause they are not seen. 

( 12) Besides this, when it is said 
to thee that the cloud is· suffused by 
the sun, it does not mean. that its color 
is burned into it as in a hard and stable 
and permanent body, but as in a body 
which is fluid and undefined, receiving 
nothing more than a brief semblance. 
There are also certain colors which 

shew their intensity by a ·changé' of 
position: the Tyrian purple (fór in
stance), which, proportionately as it is 
finer and richer, thou needest to hold 
the higher, so that it may shew its 
brilliance. Nor yet for • that •• reason 
has that purple no color because the 
finest shade it has it does not shew in 
whatsoever manner it is displayed. 

( 13) I am of the same opinion as 
Posidonius in this: that I judge the 
rninbow to be produced in a cloud 
formed after the manner of a concave 
and circular mirror, haviilg the form 
of a (concave) section of a sphere. 
This cannot be dèmönstràted without 
the assistance of geometers, who; by 
arguments leaving no· doubt; teach that 
it is an ·effigy of the sim, but different. 
Nor do all mirrors· reflect properly: 
there are some which thou wouldst 
dread to see, they render with such 
great deforming the distorted shape of 
those looking into them, the likeness 
being preserved; butwoi"sened. There 
are some, which, when thou lookest 
into them, give thy proportions as 
might pleasë thee, so greatly have the 
shoulders widened, and the form of 
the entire body is increased beyond hu
man limits. Sóme shew pleashi.g ap
pea1~ances, others uripleasirig; öthers 
distort and invert. Why then is it won~ 
derful that a mirror of stich a kind is 
próduced also in a cloud, by which an 
imperfect presentment or the sun is 
rendered?· 

(To be continued) 
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(VU Books. Haase's Text; Breslàu, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

VI (BOOK I) 

( 1) Among other evidences is also 
this; that never does a rainbow appear 
• greater .than a half-circle, and it is the 
smaller the higher the sun. As our 
Ver gil says: 

A11.d the mighty rainbow drinks 
(Georg., i, 380) 

when a shower is approaching; hut it 
does riot always signify the same 
menacing ( weather-conditions) in 
whatever quarters it is seen: appearing 
in the south it brings copious rainfall: 
such rains even an extremely f ervid 
sun· cannot overcome, so great is their 
power. If it bas shone in the west, 
the weather will be dewy with- light 
rains;. if in the .east', or thereabouts, 
-h proniises clear weather. 

( 2) "Why. then, if the rainbow is 
a rèfl.exion of the sun, does it appear to 
be far greater than the sun itself?" 
Because the nature of some mirrors is 
such that it displays things as far 
greater thaQ as seen, and increases the 
size of farms portentously; on the 
other.hand (the nature of some is) such 
as to cause diminution of size. 

( 3) . "Tell me this: Why does the 
form become circular, unless it be im
parted by a circular body? T.hou wilt 

perhaps say whence it receives its 
variegated tints; whenèe its shape, 
thou sayest not, unless thou showést 
some pattern af ter which it is shaped. 
But there is no [other] pélttern .than 
that of the sun, from which its color 
is-given ;to it as thou likewise sayest; 
it. follows that also its form is ( thus) 
given. N ext, between thee and rne it 
is agreed tha~ the colors with which 
that quarter of the heavens are painted, 
are from the sun; hut this-one thin~ is 
not agreed between us: thou saye_st 
that coloring to be (inherent) ;1, tb.at 
it merely appears (to be inherent). 
Whatever is; or whatever appears • to 
be, is from the sun. Thou ·explainest 
not how .that coloring suddenly vän
ishes, hut all sheening splendors gra
düally die a;.vay." 

( 4) In my view, both the form and 
its disappearance are sudden, for this 
is peculiar to mirrors, in which _oh~ 
jects which appear are not builded up 
hut suddenly appear as wholes. Eyery 
image ,vanishes from a mirrÓr with the 
same. suddenness · é!,S • it appears. there. 
N_othing more is required • to produce 
or-to effaèe them: than that the object 
be presented (bef ore the mirror) and 
thep taken- away. There is no real 
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substancé nor body in such a cfoud, 
hut only illusion: a similitude without 
reality. Desirest· thou to know this 
to be the fact? The rainbow will van
ish if thou hidest the suri'. Place be
fore the st.m, I say, a second clol,ld: the 
variegated coloring of the first will dis
appear. 

(5) "But the rainbow is consider
a~ly larger than the sun~'; I remarked 
a short time agone that soine mirrors 
are made which multiply the objects 
which they reflect. I will add this also, 
that objects observed through water 
( seem) to be to Observers much larger 
( than actuality)~ • and letters) howèver 
sinall and obscure, are seen to'be larger 
árid more legiblethrough a glass sphere 
filled with water; fruits seem to be 
handsoiner than the actuality if in
clOsëd in glass (si innafant vitro ...:_ ij 
they swim within a glass) ; stars seem 
to be larger to the observèr ( when 
seën) through a .cloud, _because our vi
sion is unsteady in fluids nor is it able 
to äpprehend faithfully what it wishes. 
This will bècome evident if thou wilt 
fill à cup with water and then throw 
théreinto a ring: for when the ring lies 
at the very bottom, its image is reri
dered on the water's surface; 

(6) Whatsoever-is seen through a 
liquid is in fact much larger ( in ap
pearance): what wonder, then, that 
the image of the sun is rendéréd greät
er when it is seen in a hurriid cloud, 
since this arises from two causes: be
cause there is • in • a cloud soinething 
similar to glass • wliich • is tränsparent; 
and something also similar • to water 
-· which, though it (the cloud) does 

not yet hold it ( as water) yet is evolv
ing it: that is, it is already of the na~ 
ture of it (the cloud) into which it is 
evolved from its own (nature). 

VII 

( 1) "Since," thou answerest, "thou 
bast made mention of glass, out of 
[this] very fact I wil! raise a proof 
against thee. There is commonly 
manufactured a wand of glass, chan
neled or knotty with various kno~s 
af ter the manner of a knotty stick: 
now if this be placed athwart the sun,. 
it renders color such as is commonly 
seen in the rainbow; yet thou may'est 
know thät this is no image of the su!l 
hut an imitation of. coloring arising 
from pètcussion ( beating of the solar 
rays.)" First, in this proof there are 
manythings in my favor: that (!or in
stance) it appears to be produced by 
the sun; that it appears that there 
must be something Slllooth, similar to 
a mirrOr, which may reflect the sun; 
next, that it appéars that no color is 
produced, hut a sort of false color, 
which, as I have said, the necks of 
doves both take on and drop, whenever 
they are moved. • But this likewisè oc
curs in mirrors, for no color is im
parted to thein, only a certain copy of 
an outside color. 

( 3) Y et this one thing remains for 
me to solve: that an image of the sun 
is not seen in the glass rod. This is 
because it is not capable of expressing 
it well; it indeed attemptsto render an 
image, because its material is light and 
apt for this, hut it cannot do so because 
it is irregular in construction. , If it 
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were fitly shaped, it would render forth 
as many suns as it had inclosed plaèes, 
which; because they are separated 
from each other, and are not sufficient
ly bright for a mirror, they begin 
images, as it were, but do not finish 
.them, and on account of their very 
nearness to each other, confuse and 
join ( the 'images') into an appearance 
of one color. 

VIII 

( 1) "But why does the rainbow not 
complete the circle (in its shape), but 
only a half-circle is seen when the bow 
is at its greatest size and curvature?" 
Certain think as follows: the sun, 
since it is much higher thanthe clouds, 
strikes them only on their upper side, 
and it follows that their under-side is 
not touched by its light. Therefore, 
since .they receive the sun on one side, 
they portray hut one part of the sun 

-which never is greater than a· half. 
(2) This argumentis of insufficient 

weight. Why? Because, although the 
sun is above the clouds, yet it strikes 
the entire cloud, and therefore also 
suffuses it. Why not so? since custo
màrily. it darts forth rays and pierces 
any density. Again, their proposition 
incloses a contradiction, for if the sun 
is above ( the clouds) and for that 
reason is poured only on the upper side, 
the rainbow never would reach to the 
earth: yet nonetheless it reaches even 
to the groünd. 

(3) Further, the rainbow is always 
opposite the sun. It touches the ques~ 
tion not at all whether the sun be 
above or below, because the entire side 

which is oppösite, is struck (witk its 
rays). Again, sömetimes the rainbow 
appears in the east: there certainJy the 
sun beats upon the clouds from below, 
being near the horizon: yet even then 
the half (of the circle) is seen, though 
the clouds receive the sun's (rays) 
from a low and inf erior (position). 

( 4) Our people, who, even as Hght 
is reflected from a mirror, insist that 
(it is so reftected) from a cloud, make 
the cloud concave and ( as it were) a 
section cut out of a sphere, which can
not therefore .reflect a • complete circle 
because itself is. a part ( only) of a 
circle. Iaccedeto the proposition, but 
I do not acknowlèdge the proof. • For 
if in a concave mirror the entire shape 
of a circle opposite to it is _expressed; 
likewise nothing prevents an entire 
sphere from being seen in a semi
circle. 

(5) "But, moreover, we have, said 
that circles appear surröunding • :the 
sun and the moon, of the appearancè of 
rainbows: how is it that these circles 
are complete; the rainbow never? 
Again, how is it that concave clouds 
always take the sun, and not, some
times, clouds which. are plane or tu
mid ?" ... (Probably a hiatus in the 
tcxt occurs here.) 

( 6) Aristotle • says _ that af ter the 
autumnal equinox, the rainbow is pro
duced at any hour of the day, hut that 
in summer it. is not produced except 
when the day is either opening or des 
clining. The.reas_on is inanifest: First, 
because during the middle of the day 
the sun is hottest and overpowers the 
dèmds, nor can it show an image of 
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itself i11 th.af which it dissipates. Yet 
i:,;1 morningtide; or. when: it is sinking 
in the west, ithas less power, and for 
this reason ( it) can be held ànd re
flected O by the clouds. 

(7) Next, ,since it makes, no rain~ 
bow, as a rule, • unless it be opposite 
thedouds on which it mayact, when 
the days •· are shorter it is. always 
obliquêly placed; .• Consequently, what
evér be the hour of the day, even when 
it .is highest it is in position to strike 
upón sorrie • clÓuds perpendicularly; 
but fü sûmrriertime it is over our heads, 
and hen2e; being àtmidday at its high
est,. it faces the earth in a line too per
pendicular for it to be inopposition to 
the' clouds, for it thërt has all clouds 
bëriëathit. 

IX 

(1) We must naw treat of weather
galls/ which we customarily consider 
not less colored and various than is 
(the rainbow), and equally as signs of 
rain. We shall not devote . much at
tention to them, because wèather-galls 
are nothing else than imperfect rain
bows. Their appearance is indeed 
colored, butthey are not curved: they 
lie straight. 

( 2) They are produced near to the 
sun, exclusively in a humid cloud which 
is . -in process of . dissipation. · Hence 
their cóloririg is the same as that of 
the rainbow, only the shape is changed, 
beèause (the shape of) the clouds,in 
,which they shine; is different, too. 

X 

(1) A similar variety exists in 
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haloes (coronis - crowns), hut they 
differ iri this, that haloes appear every0 

where, .wherever a starry body is; the 
rainbów only opposite the sun; weath
er-galls only near the sun. I may also 
in this fashiort state their diff erences: 
if thou dividest a halo, it will be a 
rainbow; if thou straightenest it out, 
a weather-gall. In all, is the coloring 
multiplex, party-colored from blue and 
yellow. Weather-galls lie only near 
the sun; rainbows are both solar and 
lunar; haloes (are phenomena) of·ill 
starry bodies. 

XI 

(1) Another sart of weather-gall 
appears, when rays, tenuous, intense, 
and separate one from the other, _are 
directed through . narrow openings in 
thedouds. • These are signs of showery 
weather. N ow how shall I conduct 
my examination here? What shall I 
call [them]? Images of the sun? 

( 2) Historians call them suns, and 
record their appearance. in twos and 
threes at one time. The Greeks call 
them parhelia, because they are sêen 
solely in propinquity to the sun, or be
cause they approach toa certain simili
tude of the sun: not that they repro
duce it wholly, hut its image and shape. 
Besides, they are never hot, hut weak 
and languid. What name shall we 
give them? Shall I do as did Vergil, 
who, doubting of the name, finally pro
posed what he had doubted? 

And how shall I name thee, 
0 • Rhaetian (grape)? Y ei· vie not wit!t 

the Falernian jars (Georgics, ii, 96) 
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So nothing prevents their being called 
parhelia. 

(3) They are images of the sun, 
in a doud which is dense and near, 
( acting) af ter the fashion of a mir
ror. Some define a parhelion thus: 
A round and shining cloud, similar to 
the sun; for it follows it ( the sun), nor 
is it ever left farther bebind than it 
was whén it appeared. Who of lis 
marvels if he se.e an image of the sun 
in some fountain or placid lake? No 
one, I think. But, indeed, its image 
can be rendered just as readily · far 
above us asit can be among 1us here, 
if only the matter which renders it be 
appropriate. 

XII 

( 1), Whenever we wish to observe 
an eclipse of the sun, we put out basins, 
which we fill with either oil or pitch, 
because a fatty fluid is Jess easily _ dis
turbed, and for that reason retains 
what images it receives;. hut images 
cànnot appear except in. matter which 
is both liquid and upmoved: then we 
inay notice in what manner the moon 
àdvartces over the sun and hides him, 
though heis so· much larger, with her 
interposed body; at one time only part
ly if it happen that . a limb only is 

. covered; and at another time complete-
ly. This latter is called a complete 
eclipse, when the stars shine forth and 
the light is intercepted, which .happens 
whei,1 the disks of the two stand un
der the same gravitational pull (libra
mento). 

( 2) Therefore,. in the manner that 
the . image of the one and the o,ther 

can be 0 seen on,earth; so also in,,airi 
when the air is so compressed yet lim~ 
pid that it ca11 recei~e theimage of the 
sun; and other cfouds also. receive that 
image, hut transmit it, ifJheyarefluid~ 
ic (mobiles) ot rarefied or coarse: the 
fluidic scatter. it, the rarefied- emit it; 
the coarse and gross are not aff ected 
by it, just as with us a dirty. ( surf ace) 
renders no image. 

XIII 

( 1) Customarily tw.o parhelia at. a 
time are produced. from • the __ same 
cause ( as above ). What objection is 
there, that they are not equal in num
ber to the, clouds which are capable of 
exhibiting an effigy of the stin? Some 
are of opinion, whenever, _two , such 
simulacra appear, that one is of the 
sun, and the other of the image itselL 
For also among us, when a number, of 
mirrors .are disposed in such manner 
that a view of one is had by anothet, 
all are filled, and . there is .only. one 
trueimage, the other- (im,ages) being 
effigies of the images. It matters 
nothing"what the obj~ct may bê which 
ispresented to .a, mirror: whatever ~t 
sees it reflects .. Likewise is it. thus ' . . . . . . 

there. in· space (in. subHmiJ : _iL some 
hap have so disposed the clouds, that 
they . view each other: among them" 
selves, one cloud wil! r~nder the .image 
of the. ~un, aµd anoth.er the image. of 
the image . 
. (2) Buf these,,c:louds, which, nianifes.t 
this, ,must be dense, li.ght, ,shining, 
trnly of the nature of the sun.. Hence 
simufacra of this kind are bright, and 
similar to lunar rings, , because they 
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shine from the beating (upqn·them of 
the) sun situated öbliquely, for. if the 
cloud were under the sun and nearer, 
it would be dissipated by its (rays). 
But if it ( the cloud) be distant, it does 
not refléct the rays nor form an image; 
just as with us happens also with re
gard to mirrors, which, when they are 
carried to a distance from us, render 
no shape, because our visual (rays) 
have no return back to us. 

(3) Now these 'suns,' if I may use 
the historica! • phrase, · are also fore
signs of rains. Especially if they have 
appeàred in the south, clouds will roll 
up more heavily thence: when such an 
effigy has girdled the sim from both 
sides, if we are to believe Aratus, a 
tempest will follow. 

XIV 

( 1) / t is now time to discuss other 
'fires/ • of which there are different 
shapes: at times a star springs into 
visibility; at times flaines: sometimés 
fixed and steady, sometimes moving. 
Of these, several kinds are seen: 
there are· {368vilot (like barreÎ-shaped 
jàrs), when, so tö say, à huge recess 
inwards öf the heavens is formed with 
incircling halo, which is similar to a 
pit digged into a sphere. There are 
pithiae (like jars), with the magni
tude of an immense rotind fire, similar 
(in shape) to a dolimn (a globular, 
large-mouthed jar), w,hich either moves 
along or gfows in one spot. There are 
chasmata (chasms, abysses), when a 
part of·the heavens ( seems to) fall 
away, and as it were yawning inward
ly, exposes flame. 

(2) .There are also many colors in 
all these: some of a dazzling ruddi
néss; some like an evanescent and 
weak flame; some of bright light; 
some glittering; some yellow through
out and without eruptions or rays: 
Then we see 

long trnins of stars whiten beltind. 
(Vergil, Georg., i, 367) 

( 3) These spring forth ( into visi
bility) like stars and fly across (the 
sky), and they are seen to cast out a 
long fire on account of their immense 
speed; for our vision does not discern 
the transit of their ( actual bodies), 
hut wherever they have appearêd, it 
believes aU that ( their fiery trail) to 
be of füe itself. So great is the veloèi~ 
ty of their movement that parts of 
their path are not perceived, hut only 
the head of it is grasped: we know 
more surely where the star appears 
than where it exits. 

( 4) Hence, it marks its path as 
with a continuous fire, because the 
slöwness of our vision does not follow 
the successive points of the speeding 
(body), hut sees at one time whence 
it sprang forth and where it has •• ar
rived. This also happens in the thun
derbolt: its fire seems long to us, be
cause it clashes rapidly over its coürse, 
and the entire ( distance) along which 
it is hurled appears to om eyes as a 
unity. But that fire is not ( born) of 
a body drawn out over the space which 
it follows; for the impetus of long and 
thin bodies is not powerf ul. 

( S) . In what manner, then, ·do théy 
break forth? A flame, kindled by the 
friction of the air, is hurled headlong 
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forwards by the wind, yet not always 
is it produced by the wind or by fric
tion: sometimes it is bom from a cer
tain suitableness of the atmosphere, 
for there are many things in those 
spaces high above which are dry, -hot, 
earthy, among which it arises, and 
flows down pursuing its food, and in 
this way is hurried along with velocity. 

( 6) "But why is its coloring di
'verse?" Because it depends on the 
nature of the thing that is kindled, and 
how powerful it is where it is kindled. 
A fall of this kind (of thing) signifies 
wind, and, indeed, from the very quar
ter where it breaks forth. 

XV 

( 1) "In what manner ," he says, 
"are those lightnings formed which the 
Greeks call sela?" In many ways, as 
they sày. --The energy of the winds 
can produce them; 'So can the heat of 
the higher sky. For whèn fire is wide
ly diffused, sometimes, if things below 
are fit for combustion, it seizes upon 
them; the motion of the stars in their 
courses can kindle fire and transmit 
-it to things bèlow. And, moreover: 
can it. not happen that the atmosphere 
may sertd forth a fiery energy even up 
to the aether, out of which lightning or 
heat may be bom or blaze similar to 
a star? 

( 2) Of these lightnings some dash 
headlongon, similar to 'shooting-stars.' 
Others remain in sorrie spot and emit 
so great a light that they chase away 
darkness and almost give day, until, 
their aliment having been consumed, 
they first become less brilliant, then, 

af ter the fashion of. a flame whiè:h dies 
out, they are reduéed to nothing 
through a constant diminution (of 
their light). Of these, some appeàr 
in the clouds, söme above thè clouds, 
when dense air near the earth, which 
had for • long fed fire, ejects it even to 
the stars. 

( 3) Same ofthese last not long hut 
run their path, or are extinguished al
most immediately where they _have 
blazed· forth. These are called light
nings, because their appearance is brief 
and transitory nor when they fall is 
it harmlessly. Frequently they have 
produced the damage (wrought) by 
thunderbolts ... We have seen buildings 
stricken by these without bolt, and 
the Greeks call them asteroplecta 
( wreathed lightnings ). 

( 4) But those of- langer duration, 
and of stronger flame ( which follows 
the movement of the heavens), or 
which follow their own path, our people 
call comets, concerning which we now 
speak. Of these, the -di~erent kinds 
are pog01;iia ( bearded), lam,pades 
( torches), and cyparissiae (like cy
presses), and all others whose fire is 
scattered in passing. It -is doubtf ul 
whether among these s_hotild be placed 
the trabes ( like clubs) and the pithiae 
(like jars), which are seen hut rarely. 
Many lack condensation of their fires, 
since their huge ,disk somewl}at ex
ceeds the magnitude of the morning 
sun. 

(5) Among these thou mayest place 
what we frequently read of. in the his
torians: the heavens were seen to glow, 
of which (phenomenon) -sometimes the 
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fla'.me· is so high thät • it is seeil :among 
,thè stars themselves; sometimes. so low 
down that it presents the appearance 
of à ·distant.conflagràtion. Under Ti
berius :caesar" crowds • ran together to 
the aid ofûstium as if it were burning, 
since the glow in the heavens fasted for 
a ·_large part of the night, not_ ".ery 
bright, and_ as -if from a thick . and 
smoky fire. 

( 6) • As regards· these; rio one doubts 
that they possess flame which they 
thus manifest. .-They possess a: parti
cular ·substance: hut of the former-'
I rrtean the. rainbows and haloes _:_ it 
is qtlèstioned whether they deceive our 
vision and- are really illusions largely, 
ot whether 'that which appears in them 
is a reality. 

( 7) It does not seem to us that there 
subsists either in rainbows or in halöes 
ariything, of a definite body: for we 
àre of opinion thát there is ·nothing in 
mirr.ors except dèceptive appeàrances, 
nóthing except an imitation of an out
side ·body. For that which is shown 
is, not. in the -mirror. Otherwise, it 
would not vanish; nor immedia:tely be 
prodûced from another . image, nor 
would inminiernble figures now vanish 
(!rom it) and now be caught (on its 
surjàce). 

(8) What then- (is the explana
tion)? ·These (images) are simulacra 
(phantorits) and êmpty copies of ac
tual bodies [ and (mirrors) themselves 
are so made by some people that they 
can also distortJ. . . . . (Probably a 
lacuna in: the '.text here), out of shape. 
For;.as_I have said, there are mirrors 
-which bend awry the· figures of -those 

who, look into them; there are others 
which so enormously -increase the size 
that it passes beyond .human propot
tion:s.and the rule of our bodies. 

XVII* 

( 1) _ Let Philosophers now _ be de
rided because they discuss concèrning 
the nature of mirrors_: pecause they in
quire. why our images are reflected 
back to us, and in fa~t face us; what 
the nature of things tould have èlesired 
for itself, that, although it has pr~
duced real bodies, it also wishèd simu
lacra of them to be seen. 

(2) What was the purpose in con
structing this material capable o(inter
cepting images? Cèrtainly not meré
ly that we might pluck ·out t_he beard. 
beforë a mirror or that we might beau
tify a man's face. In no sense as a 
means of. luxury did ( the nàture of 
things) bestow it upon us: but. first of 
all because our eyes being too. weak to 
beàr directvision of the sun would have 
been, ignorant of its (true) -.form, it 
showed the sun to us in a weakened 
light. . For . although o_ne may g~zè 
upon him when rising or setting, never~ 
theless his true appearance ~ what it 
really .is, not ruddy" but effulgent with 
a clear light'-- we should not know un
less he •be shown (to us) milder and 
easier to be seen, in s~me fluid. • 

( 3) . Further, the meeting of the two 
orbs ( eclipse) by which the . dayli-ght 
is usually darkened, we should not see, 
nor couldwe knowwhatit was, did we 

'~Chapter XVI is omitted in its .-entirety, 
nor -does the omission interrupt the argu
ment at all. 
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not discern with greater êase the 
images of the sim and moon (here) on 
the ground. 

( 4) Mirrors have been discovered 
so that man might know himself. 
Many things flow from this: First, a 
knowledge ( by man) of himself; riext, 
an understanding concerning certain 
things: if _ he be handsome, that he 
should avoid dishonor; if he be ugly, 
that he should know that by virtue is 
to be redeemed whatever is lacking in 
the body; if a youth, that he may be 
admonished in the flower of his age 
that then is the time for learning and 
for hearing manly (precèpts) ; if _ in 
age, that he should lay aside the in
decorums of the anima!, and should 
reflect somewhat on death: to this end 
the nature of things gave us the faculty 
of seeing ourselves. 

(5) A shining pool or a smooth
faced rock reflects his likehess to 
everyone: 

Latllly, I viewed myself upon the share, 
When, smoothéd by the winds, the sea was 

calm. (Vergil, Ecl., ii, 25-26) 

What thinkest thou to have been 
the condition of those who (first) 
fashioned for themselves a minor? 
That age being simpler and content 
with things as they carne, had not yet 
distorted a blessing into a vice, nor the 
invention -( contrivance) of nature had 
they seized for lust and luxury. 

( 6) . In the beginning, - chance 
showed to each man his form; -thèn, 
when alluring love made pleasing to 
mortals the aspect of their forins, 
mostly they respected those (mirrors) 

in _ which at first they had seen their 
images. Afterwards; ·a nieaner race 
descerided into the vèry soil, ready tó 
digout things that should be:buried: 
first, iron was in use (and this inen 
with impunity digged out when they 
digged into the earth) ; then at lerigth 
other-evil things of the earth, whose 
smooth surface -showed to men _ their 
appearance otherwise than this man 
saw in the cup) or that man irï brass 
prepared for other uses; and -soon 
af terwards •-was . the disk mirror es
pecially prepared for this office· (of re
ftecting images), of rriaterial fragile 
and vile, not yet of silvery sheen. 

(7) Then, too, since these ,men of 
yorê lived uncouthly, ( their mirrors) 
were bright • enough; if they washed 
away against the river's flow the ac~ 
cumulatèd stain from use; they had 
care to arrange their hair and-to coinb 
down the lengthy beard: _ and·' in· this 
task each to himself, arid again each to 
other, gave attention. Nor by the hand 
of comrades was that háir drawllto
gether - for it was the c_ustom of the 
men in those times to let it flow freely _ 
-hut the • fine-looking _ -themselves', 
without any artist, shook it out for 
thèmselves, not otherwise than as high
spirited animals shake their 'manes. 

( 8) Afterwards, in" the prevailing 
luxury of things, mirrors were cast in 
gold and silver, equal (in size) 'to the 
entire body;' at length even set with 
geins, and one ofthese was worth more 
to a woman than -was that dowry for 
womeri of ancient times: which was 
given .-by the-_ State to the children óf 
poor generals. -.. Dost thou imagine thè 
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daughters of Scipio to have had a mir
ror. set with • gold, when t:heir dowry 
was ponderous brass • (money) ? 

.(9)" Oh, happy poverty, which 
·gained rank by so great a title ! The 
_Senate had not dowered them hadthey 
had (means) '.. And whosoever he was, 
to whom the Senate was thus father-in
faw, he understood that he had re
ceived a dowry which it would be un
lawfulto return. But now: even for the 
girls of freedmen, that • dowry which 
the Senate gave (lor Scipio) would 

not suffice to buy even one mirror. 
( 10) Little by little; luxury grew 

worse, allured by its owri works, and 
vices increased enormously, so much 
so that all things are now closely con
nected in the most diverse arts, and 
that which was once called a woman's 
ornaments and wardrobe is now the 
baggage of men: I say not en~ugli: 
they have become military baggage .. 
Is t~e mirror now called. for only for 
adornment? It bas been made a neces
sity for all vice. 

THE POPOL VUH 
P. A. MALPAS, M. A. 

(Translated from the text of Brasseur de Bourbourg) 

PART H-:- CHAPTER II ( continued) 

AND Hunhun Ahpu. and Vukub 
. Hunahpu entered into the House 

of Dàrkn:ess. • They then showed them 
th_eir resinous pine-torches and each of 
them had his torch lighted; these 
torches were sent to them by Hun 
Canié andVukub Camé; and to each 
of them was given bis cigai;, likewise 
lighted, which the princes sent to them 
and which were then brought to Hun
hun Ahpu • and Vukub Hunahpu. 

When the messengers carne to give 
them the pine-torches and the cigars 
they had retired into obscurity, where 
the·flame of the resin shone immediate
ly or1 entering. Leteach one light bis 
torch .and bis. cigar. Let them come 
and bring them back at the dawn of 
day, hut let them be very careful not 
to hum. them up or consume them, and 

they must be given back to us as they 
have received them, the princes sàid 
to them. 

It is thus that they spoke to them; 
it is thus likewise that they were con
quered, Their pine-torches were con
sumed and like~ise the • dgars ,which 
were given to them were consumed. 
Wèll, then, the trials of Xibalba were 
numerous: these trials were of many 
different kinds. 

The first was that of the House of 
Darkness. The second was that of the 
House called Xuxulim, the blast of the 
north wind; Into this house penetrated 
a biting wirid,· cold and unbearable, 
which filled the whole place. 

The third was that öf the house 
called the House of Tigers, where there 
was nothing within hut· tigers which 
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stràct reäsonings do not touch human 
nature in any vital spot. It wöuld 
seem that the first rèquisit~ for tlieóriz
ing· about the proper government öf 
mankind and · his fut ure destiny. is·· to 
have some sort öf idea of what man is. 
And this proble\11 may be described as 
the :foundation of Theosophy, wherein 

man figüres as an incarnäte Divinity 
and as à miniatute of the. whole uni~ 
verse. 

So we may wind up by urging people 
tö do their own studying ànd not ac
cept the ipse dixit of 4nyone without 
examination, however eminent the 
authority may be. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BOOK II 

( 1) All research concerning the uni
verse is divided into celestial, sublime, 
and terrestrial matters. The first ex
amines thë nature of the heavenly orbs, 
and the magnitude and form of the fires 
by which the world is hiclosed; whe
thèr ·the sky be solidarid of a stable 
and concreted matter, or woven to
gether out of subtil and thin matter; 
whether it is moved or moves (of it
selj) ; also· whether the heavenly orbs 
are wandering beneath it or fixed into 
its own texture; in what manner it 
preserves the seasons of the year, 
bends back the sun ( in its course), and 
other things _similar. 

(2) The second part treats of things 
that are situated between the: sky and 
the ·earth. Here àre clouds, rain
storms, . snöws • [earthquakes, light~ 
nings], 

And tlmnders to shake tlte minds of nien; 
(Ovrn, Metani., i, 55) 

28 

whatever, also, the air does or suffers. 
These we call sublime, because they 
are more lof ty ( in position) • than the 
lowest parts. Thethird part examines 
suffidently concerning waters; lands, 
vegetation, and -·if I may use the lan
guage of the lawyers - concerning all 
things which are contained in·th'e soil. 

(3). "Why," thou askest, "hast thou 
placed research concerning the earth
quake in the list containing thûrièièi 
and lightnings which thou art going tó 
speak of?" Because, since movements 
of the earth ( earthquakes) are pro
duced by spirit - and spirit is driven 
air - even if it goes tinder the earth, 
it (spirit) is not to be seen thère: it 
should be examined in the seat whei·e 
nature has set it apart. 

( 4) T will add 'something that will 
seem more wonderful: it will be necès
sary to speak of the earth ( as being) 
a:mong celestial things. "Why?" thou 
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askest. Because, when we examine the 
characteristics of the earth itself · in 
its own place: whether it be wide and 
unequal and enormously extended, or 
whether it lie wholly in the form of a 
sphere and compress together its parts 
into an orb; whether it hold the 
waters together or be held together by 
the water~; wh~ther it be ,itself an ani
mal ( living being) or an inert body 
wï.thout sensation, full indeed of spirit 
but the làtter. of outside origin; and 
other matters of this sort .as of ten as 
they coine to hand (tor discussion, we 
see that) ,they belong to the .earth and 
are allocated to the lowest parts ( ter~ 
testrial). 

( 5) Yet where it is a question of 
the earth's position, or in what part 
of the world it is placed, or in what 
manner it is situated in opposition to 
the heavenly orbs and the sky itself, 
our investigation approaches higher 
( than merely earthly) matters, ànd, if 
I may so say, follows a higher rank. 

II 

(1) Since I.have spoken of the parts 
into which all the matter of the nature 
of things is divided, certain things 
should be discussed in common, and 
this first is to be assumed, that amottg 
those bodies by which the .unity (one
ness of things) consists, is the air; 

( 2) What that may be which we are 
first to discuss, thou wilt know if I 
say and claim a trifle more emphati
cally th_at there is a certain continuum, 
and a certain conjunction. Continua~ 
tion is the uninterrupted union of parts 
among themselves. Unity is continu-
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cLtion without conjunction, and [ con
junction ( commissura) is] the touch
ing of two bodies conjoined. 

(3) Is it doubtful that of the bodies 
which we see anc:l. handle, which are 
either felt or which feel, certain ones 
are [ composite, certain ones not] com
posite? They consist in either junc" 
tio~ or accumulation, as a rope, corn; 
a ship: or, . otherwise, non-composite, 
as a tree, a stone. Therefore thou must 
admit that of those which actually es
cape our sense, yet which are grasped 
by the reason,there is in certain ones 
a unity of bodies. 

( 4) See how I spare thy ears ! I 
were able easily .to explain myself _if 

I wished to us~ the language of philo
sophers, ifl were to say united bod.ies: 
since I spare thee this, bear me thànks 
for it ! Why ( do l say) this? Be
cause if I say one, thou wilt remember 
that I am · not referring to number but 
to the nature of a body cohering by no 
external power but fromits own unity. 
Of this sort of bodies is the air. 

III 

( 1) All . things which fall, or can 
fall, under .our notice, the world em
braces. .Of these, certain things ,are 
parts of it (the world), the remainder 
exists as matter. For all nature longs 
for. matter as does all art which con
sistsin (work of the) hand. Whatl 
mean I will now show more clearly. 

( 2) A part of us is the eye, the 
hand;. parts are the bones, the nerves; 
matter is.the juices of recently taken 
food going to the (different} parts (of 
the body). On the other.hafid,a quasi~ 
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part is our blöod, and yeFitis matter: 
for -it -builds up also other things and 
nevertheless it belèmgs to those things 
wllose combination makes the body. 

IV 

(,1,) Thus the air is a. part of the 
world, an:d indeed a necessary (part), 
for it is that which links together the 
heaven and. the earth; which separates 
the lowest and the highest parts in such 
maniier that it joins • them tbgether. 
It separates, because it 'stands be
twëen:. it joins together; beèause of 
this fact, there is t9 • both between 
themselves a common life. It carries 
above itself whatever it receives from 
earth: and, again, it pours into terres
trial things the energy of the heavenly 
orbs. 

( 2) I denöminate as .a quàsi 0part 
of the world, the animals, the vegeta
tion,, for the races of aniinals· and of 
plants are a part of the: universe, be
cause they are required for the com
pleting of the whole and because with
out them there is no universe. A 
single anima! and a single plant, again, 
is a· quasi-part; because, though it may 
perish, yet that out of which ît perishes 
is the whole. The air, as I have said, 
èohëres to both sky and earth: it is 
inborn in each of thë two. Whatevër 
of anything is an inborn part has ·un:i~ 
ty, for nothing is bom without unity. 

V 

(1) The earth is both a part of the 
world a:nd is-also matter. ,Why it is 
a· part, I think thou wilt not ask;' or 
thou wilt likewise ask,why the sky is 

also a part; because, forsooth, no more 
without the'; latter than without -the 
fortner cail the universe exist, because 
with these it is· the universe, out of 
whièh just as from it (the earth), àli
ment is supplied to an animals; all 
seeds, all stars. 

( 2) Hence singly to each, herice-to 
the world needing so much for itself; 
(food) • is supplied; hence proceëds 
that by· which are slistained so many 
heavenly orbs so -greatly at -work, · so 
greatly avid both by day and by night, 
of :work and of food. And the nature 
of allthings, verily, takes whatevêr of 
nutriment may be necessary for it; 
the world, whatever it desired fróm 
ëternity, it took. I lay here before 
thee a:h insignificant exemplar of a 
great _ subject: eggs inclose as· much 
liquid as is necessary for the develop
ment of the future anima!. 

VI 

( 1) Thê air is continuous w~th the 
earth and is so arranged that it instant
ly flows into whatever place whence 
the earth has moved. It is a part of 
the entire -world, hut, nevertheless; 
whatever the earth sends forth for ali
ment of celestial things, it ( the air) re
ceives it, so that it-must be understood 
in this case as matter, not as a pàrt. 
Out of this fact àrise its instability and 
its tumults; 

(2)- Certain men (say that) the air 
is strewn forth out of separate corpus
cles, af ter the fashion of a powder, and 
they • depart greatly from the truth.' 
It is never produced except thröugh the 
unify of a cohering body, since the 
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parts must combine and confer energy 
to produce the effort. But the air, if 
it be divided into atoms, is dissipated, 
for dissociated things cannot be held 
together. 

( 3) Things inflated and not yield
ing to a blow will show to thee the 
tension of the air; heavy objects car
ried to a distance by the wind- can 
show it; sounds show it, which are 
fairit or clear in propórtion as the air 
bas aroused itself: for whät is a sound 
if not a tension of the air, brought 
about, so that it may be heard, by the 
stroke of :the tongue? 

(4) What are movement forward 
and all motion if not the works of .. . 

spirit in a condition of strain? It im-
parts energy to the sinews, velocity to 
runners. When it is violently aroused 
it twists itself, upróots plants and for
ests, and snatching up entire buildings, 
breaks them into pieces aloft. It ex
cites the sea, of its own nature languid 
and still. 

( 5) Let us turn to less things: what 
musical sound exists without a tension 
o.f the spirit? Horns and trumpets and 
the_ (pipes) that produce by Jhe pres
sur~ of water a sound greater than that 
which can be rendered by the mouth 
(of man)_~do they not display their 
parts by a tensiori of the air? Let Us 
consider the things that use · immense 
energy in invisible ways: very small 
seeds, whose insignificant size finds a 
resting-place in the crevices of stones, 
so greatly increase' that they unsettle 
immense rocks and wreek monuments; 
crags also and cliffs • are split off by 
very minute and thin roots:• what èlse 
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is· this. than a tension.of spirit, without 
which nothing is capable of action? 

( 6) That there is a unity in air can 
be understood assuredly from this, 
that our bodies cohere togethèr. What 
other thing is it than spirit thal could 
hold them togethèr? Whät other thing 
is if by which • our minèl (animus) is' 
agitated? What móvêment has it ex
cept tension? • What. ténsion ( kas it) 
except from unity? What Unity (has 
it) except this were in ait? Wh~t 
other things produce fruit a.nd • the 
smaller crops, and thrust forth the 
vigorous trees and sprêad thêm out 
intö branches [ or extend thérn on high] 
than tension of spirit, and unity? 

VII 

( 1) Some ( in their theories) divide 
the air andmake it consist of particles 
so that they maymix voids throughout 
it. They consider it_ a proof,of .its 
not being.a_full (continuoits).body hut 
as having nmc;h of void, that birds have 
so easy a móvement in it, that both 
the greatest and the . smallest fly 
through it. 

( 2) But they äre deceived. For of 
waters also there is a similar facility 
(of movement in thent), and 'there is 
no doubt of their tinity, for fhey re
ceive bodies in such fashion that they 
alw'ays flow back agairist the bodies 
received. This, oitr people call cir
cumstantiain ( standing around - sur
rounding), hut the Greeks càll it &.vr,~ 

1replcna,nv which takes place in áir 
even as>in wäter. It surrounds evety 
body by which it is moved, There is, 
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therefore, no need whatsoever for, ari 
admixture of . void spaces. 

VlU 

But of these. things, elsewhere. 
Thai there is in the nature of things a 
certàin · vehemencè of great impulse, 
may bè_ gathered now in the following 
way: nothing very vehement exists 
without iension ( intenticirie - strain), 
so·much so, by Hercules! that nothing 
can be thrown into a state of tension 
by. ànother . thing unless • there were 
soinething put in a state of tension 
froin itselL We say in the same way 
that a. thing .can11ot b~ moved by an
other thing 'unless. something were 
movable from itself. • But what thing 
is there that may be .believed to suffer 
more tension from its own self than 
spirit? Who will· deny that this may 
be put in a state of tensfon ( strain) 
when he has seen the land with its 
mouiltai~s to be moved, • roofs and 
walls, great cities with their inhabi
tants, • and • the seas with all _their 
coasts? 

IX 

( 1) The velocity and th_e expanding 
•• of spirit show its tension. The eyes 
send. ihstantly th,eir vision over many 
mHes. A single sound strikes all cities 
at once. Light does not cn~ep forth 
slowly, hut in an instant is poured out 
up()n éill things. 

(2) But :water: in what' manner 
could it bt! .put into a state of tensi<m 
:without spirit? Dostthou doubt that 
the_ sprélying ?hower,. which, starting 
forth out of the-. foundatipn of the 

arena, reaches even to the highest part 
of the amphitheater, is produced with 
a tension of the water? And yet 
neither hand nor any catapult-engine 
can send forth or drive the water so 
(greatly) as can spirit. It { the water) 
adjusts· itself to it (spirit) ; the latter 
passing into it and compelling it, itis 
raised high; .• against its own nature it 
attempts many things·,. and ascends:; 
though born to flow down. 

( 3) Whatl Do ships deeply sub
merged by their load insufficieritly 
sho~ that it is not water which pre.: 
vents them from sinking, hut· spirit? 
For water would give way, i:J.or cotild 
it bear up burdens if it itself were not 
sustained. A dish cast from a high 
place into a pond does not sink, hut. 
reboünds: in what fashion, unless 
spirit were resisting it? 

( 4) By what • means is a sound 
transmitted . through the materials óf 
walls, if it were not that air is also, 
within the solid material, which both 
receives and transmits the sound from 
without? Forsooth, it (air) puts in 
tension by spirit not only open ( out
ward) things, hut also thóse. hid and 
inclosed, which it is easy for it to do; 
becatise nowhere .is it divided, hut 
through those very things by which it. 
seems to be separated it is continuous 
with itself. Interpose walls and. a 
range. of hills: through all these we 
have no passage, hut not ( so) to it. 
For that through which we may follow 
it is merely_ blöcked;. hut it, indeed, 
passes over through .itself where it is 
parted, and intervening obstacles it 
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does· not so much flöw around • or • in-' 
girdle; hut permeates them. 

X 

(1) Air is diffused fromthe bright
ly shining aether down to the earth, 
being more mobile and more tenuous 
and higher than the earth and also 
than water; on the other hand, it is 
denser and heavier than the aether·: it 
is cold and dusky in its nature. It bas 
light and heat from outside itself; hut 
it is not everywhere alike, for it · is 
changed by its neighbors. 

( 2) lts highest ·part is very dry and 
very hot, :and on this account also very 
thin; because of the nearness of the 
eternal fires and those manifold move
ments of the heavenly orbs and·· the 
perpetual revolving of the heaven. 
The part which is lowest and near to _ 
_ ea:rth is dense and murky, l;>ecause it 
receives terrene exhalations. The 
middle part • is more temperate - if 
thou compare it with the highest and 
lowest parts - as regards dryness and 
tenuousness, and on the other hand it 
is colder .föan the highest and low est. 

(3) For ,its higher. parts feel the 
heat: of the neighboring orbs. The 
lower parts also·are warm, first, from 
the vapor of the earth which carries 
much warmth with it; ·next, because 
the rays of the sun are reflectêd back, 
and as.· far as thèy are·· ablê to reach, 
warm ( those places) more abundantly 
with a double heat; finally, -.from the 
spirit which is in living beings and in 
plants, which is quite hot. Nothing 
could live without heat. 

(4) Add now the fires, riot so much 
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those made by hand; which ·are obvi~ 
ous, hut those concealeddn the earth; 
of. which some have· burst forth, and 
innumerable ones flame forth from hid 
and secret (places). These pal'ticular 
parts of it (the air), fertile of things, 
have (there f ore) somewhat of wa:rmth, 
since, truly, cold is sterile, warmth be
gets. Therefore • the middle part of 
the air being removed from these,· re
mains in its (state of) cold, for the na
ture of air is icy. 

XI 

(1) Since it ( the air) • is thus divided 
( into parts), in its lowest part it is 
especially variable and shifting and 
changeable. Around the earth it dares 
most, it suffers most, it stirs ( things) 
up, and is (itself) stirred up; yet the 
whole of. it is not affected in the same 
way., hut otherwise elsewhere; and in 
parts it is turbulerit and troubled. 

( 2) The earth furnishes other causes 
of its mutability and changefulness, 
for the (earih' s) positions turned;hith
er or thither affect greatly the air's 
temper; other ( causes) are the courses 
of· the heavenly orbs, of which thou 
mayest place the sun's as the most im
portant: itgoverns the year, and sum0 

mers and winters follow its fornings. 
Next is the power of the moon. The 
other stars also affect terrestrial con
cerns not less than (they affect) the 
spirit pressing upon the earth; and 
from their courses, or from adverse ap
proaches,· cause now colds, • now rains, 
and other injuries to the earth [from 
their· revolving.] 

(3) To one about to speak of thun"-
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der, thunderbolts; and lightnings, it 
was necessary to mention first these 
thir;gs (abov'e referred to); for since 
they take place in the air, it was need
ful that the nature. (of the air) be ex~ 
plained, in order that \vhat it can do 
or suffer, should more easily be shown. 

XII 

( 1). _1.'here are three things which 
oc;cun . lightnings, thunderbolts, thun
derings, which are heard together when 
produced somewhat late ( in the even
ing). • Lightning shows fire: the thun
derbolt • ( fulminatio) eniits .it. The 
former.; if I may say so, is· a threateri
ing, an attempt without a stroke:. the 
latter, a hurling, with a stroke; 

( 2} There are· some, conc'erning 
which all agree, and others conèerning 
whi.ch there are diverse opinions. It 
is agreed concerning the form.et;. all 
the latter are. in the cl.ouds and are 
prnduced by the clouds. Moreover; it 
is agreed that both lightnings and 
thunderbolts are either of. fire or of the 
appearance of fire. 

( 3) Let us now pass on tó those con
cerning which there is dispute. Some 
think that fire inheres in douds, some 
that it is produced at the moment and 
that. it had no existence before dis
charge. Nor is therè agreement, again, 
among • those who .consider fire as 
ready beforehand. One says that it is 
gathered fromoutside; others saythat 
the. rays of the sun, rushing in and 
rushing back and . thus • frequently 
meeting each other, excite (the produc~ 
tion of) fire. Anaxagoras says that it 
distils from the aether, and that from 
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such great heat of the sky. many things 
fall, which the clouds hold a long time 
imprisoned. 

( 4) Aristotle thinks that fire is riot 
colletted very long before ( it .appears), 
hut that itleaps forth in the:same in~ 
stant when it is produced. His opinion 
is as follows: Two parts of the world 
lie the lowest,. earth and water. Eaclt. 
of the two gives out something from it~ 
self: the terrene vapor is dry and simi" 
lar • to smoke, which causes · winds, 
thunderbolts, and thunderings. The 
vapor of water :is moist and results 
in showers and s·nows. 

( 5) But that dry va por of the 
earth whence is the origfo of winds, 
when it is closely compressed, . is 
dashed out of the meeting of clouds 
violently impinging. on each other: 
and, where it strikes the nearest clouds 
far and. 7'!Îde, the blow from the im-: 
pact produces sound, like that • given. 
out by our fires when the ftame 
.crackles from the burning of green 
wood; and this spirit, having some~ 
thing humid with it, when it is pressed 
into a mass, breaks forth in ftam·e. In. 
the same way, that spirit which a mo
ment agone I said was formed out of. 
colliding clouds, impinging upon. other 
( clouds), . can neither be brok en, nor: 
spring f orth in silence. 

( 6) The dissimilarity of the crack
ling ·sound is caused by the dissimilàri
ty óf the clouds. How? Some (clouds/ 
have a larger belly, some a smaller. 
On· the other hand, that energy of the 
forced~out · spirit is fire, havin.g the 
name· oj lightning, kindled by a light 
impulse and empty (of results). We 
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s~e theflash bejore·we hear the sound 
because the sense of the eyes (vision) 
is very q'uick, and greatly outdistances 
the ears (hearing). 

XIII 

( 1)' It can hé proved in many ways 
thàt the opiniönof those who ( teach 
that) firë is held in the cl ouds, is false. 
Hit fall from the sky, why does· this 
not happen daily, since it büms there 
always just as much? • Further, they 
have ··given no reason why 'fire, which 
riàture i::ails upward, should flow down~ 
ward .. The character of our fires óut 
of which sparks fall, is different, for 
(the~e sparks) have something heavy 
inthem:· fire does not fall'in that way, 
btit is ·precipitatèd and • drawn down. 

(2) N othing. similar to this occurs 
in that purest fire, in yvhich there is 
nÖthing that can be pressed down
ward: or, if any part of it should fall 
down, the. whole is in peril, becau!>e 
any whole may f~ll which can. be 
divided • into pieèes. • Further, that 
which ( its) Jightness binders from 
falling ... [probably .a lacuna in the 
text !tere] it bolds it in its hid reces~es: 
how could 'a heavy body be there, 
whence it co.uld fall? 

( 3) "What then? Are not some 
fires: commonly carried down to. the 
lower spaces, just as are these • very 
thunderbolts which we are examin
ing ?" I admit it; nevertheless they do 
not go (of t,hemselves) hut _are home 
down .. Some force bears them down
ward which is. not in. the aether. For 
nothing there is . compelled by vio-
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lence, nothing is broken:; nothing hap
pens beyond rule. 

( 4) There is order. ,in things;. and 
cleansed fire, ,· in the custody . of the 
world, having obtained the highest 
bounds of the work (of nature) ,.beau~: 
tifully incircles (all). It cannot de
scend hither, nor even be confined by 
aught beyond, because there is no place 
in thé aether for any undefined body: 
things that are defined and ordered do 
not conflict. 

XIV 

( 1) "Y ou," he says, "say, when yoti 
set forth the causes of shooting-stars, 
that some parts of the air can draw 
fire to themselves from the · heat in the 
higher spaces, and thus be inkindled." 
But there is an immense difü:rence 
whether one say that fire falls froin 
the aether, which nature does not suf
fer, or whether one say that heat out 
of a fiery energy passes over to those 
places.which lie below. For ,fire does 
not fall thence,. wllich cannot take 
place, hut is bom here. 

(2) We ,see .. actually among our-. 
selves, in a widespreading conflagra
tion, certain blocks . of houses, which 
after long supporting the heat,· burst 
into flames of themselves; In. Jike. 
manner it is very probable that there 
is in, the uppermostair, which has the 
faculty of catching fire, something ca
pable of beingJnkindled by the heat 
of.the superlying _aether. It is neces
sary also that the)owest · aether have 
sométhing similar to air and that the 
highest air be not dissimilar from tlle 
lowest aether, because ,the. transition 
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betwee1i contrary bodies is not instan
taneous: by degrees 'these ('bodies) 
coinmingle ·• their • energy where •• they 
ëorijoirt, in sûch fashionthat thou may
est ·· bè in 'doubt"whether·air•· or aether 
be therè. 

XV 

Some of our (thinkers) opine that 
the'. air, since it is changeable into fire 
and:·water, does not draw froin else
where other causes of the flames. For 
itself inkindles itself by moving, and 
when it disperses the dense and com
pact bellies óf clöuds, of Iiecessity, by 
the disruption of such great bodies, 
gives forth enormous sound. Further~ 
more,· this conflict óf heavily • moving 
clouds aids somewhàt in exciting the 
fire, as the hand, in the same manner, 
aids the iron (implement) in cutting, 
but yet the cuttingis done by the iron. 

XVI 

What, therefore, is the-difjerence be~ 
tween lightning and the thunderbolt? 
I will explain. • Lightning is fire wide~ 
ly spread; a tliuriderbolt is fire con
densed • and hurled with an iinpetus. 
We rèceive water between • our two 
hands joined together, and then, press
ing one palm against the other, expel 
it, àfter the manner of a siphon: iina
girie something sirnilar lo óccui there 
( in the cloud dis charging the bdlt). 
The mirrow spaces of douds com
pressêd together forc~ out the spirit 
hetweeri, arid by this·very· thing burst 
info flame, and·throw it forth áfter the 
manrier of a catapult; for ballistae 
and scorpions ( military engines of the 

catapult kind) • also when . hurling 
weapons, produce a sound. 

XVII 

Som_e opine that that spirit, passing 
through cold and moist things, gives 
out s~.mnd: but hot iron is not wetted 
in quiet, for if the glowing mass fall 
into_ water, it is extinguished with 
much noise. · As • Anaximenes says: 
"Spirit falÜng into clouds, gives out 
thunder, andt while it struggles to es
cape through the obstacles ánd inter
stices, by the very flight it kindles 
fire." 

XVIII 

Anaximandros . ref er red everything 
to spirit. "Thunders," he says, "are 
sounds out of a stricken cloud. Why 
are they unequal (in sound and vol
ume)? Because the stroke itself is un
equal. Why does it thuilder in a clear 
sky? Because thèn spirit leaps forth 
through shaken and rent air. Bût 
why, sometimès, does it not lighteii 
but yet thunders? Because spirit of 
wèa:ker power cannot produce flame, 
burdoes produce sourid. What then is 
lightnirig itself? A shaking of air 
which is scattering and which is rush
ing part upon part, uncovering a fire 
both languid and stationary. What is 
the thunderbolt? A rushing forth of 
a more violent and denser spirit." 

XIX 

Ariaximandros says: All the above 
thing~ occur in such .fashion that an 
energy descends into the lower parts: 
thus, fire dashing- into colcl douds·, 
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thunders; hut when·it cleaves them, 
it lightens, and a less energy makes 
lightnings, hut a greater, thunderbolts. 

XX 

( 1). Diogenes Apolloniates says: 
Some thunderings are produced by 
fi.re, some by spirit ( or air). Fire-pro
duces those which it itself precedes and 
announces: spirit (or air) those, which 
resound without· brightness. 

(2) I concede (he says) thateither 
without tlle other sometimes occurs, 
hut nevertheless in such fashion that 
no different power is in ( either o /) 
them, • hut èither from the other can 
be effected. For who will deny • that 
spirit, bo1:ne along with gréat impe
tus, when it produces sound will · like-

wise produce fire? -Who, agaill, will 
not concede this, that sometimes firè 
is also abie to dash irito clöuds and be 
unable to leave ·them, if, in the multi
tude of clouds, • thollgh _it may destroy 
a few, it be overpowered? Therefore 
fire will turn to spirit'(or air) and will 
lose its flame; and spirit, while it is 
clëaving ·the iower • regîóns, will in
kindle them. 

(3) Add this, which is necessary, 
that spirit (or áir) will send óut before 
it th~ impuls~s~óf the thunderbolt/~nd 
will drive before itself and. drag aftèr 
itself wind, when itf~lls with a·blow 
so enormous upon the air. Hence, 'an 
things, before they are struck, begin 
to quake, being shaken by tlïe wind 
that fire has sent out bèfore itself. 

(To be continued) 

THE NEVER-ENDING WRONG 
A DRAMA: BY KENNETH MORRIS AND REGINALD W. MACHELL 

( Continued /rom tlte ftme 1t1111tber) 

SCENE . V: THE PLOTTERS 

Kao Lis/tilt- Bid him attend you here? 
No nee_d, my lord; he'll hè here presently. , .. 

So - I have delayed long enough, it 
seems. 

(Claps hands. Enter a servant) 
That which I ordered must happen tonight 
outside • the western gate of the palace; to 
night, just before <lawn. 

Se1·vant- I understand, my lord. (Go
ing) 

Kao Lis/tilt - Stay ! I shall be there -
perhaps .. No account is to be taken of what 
Lmay say or do then. The orders already 
given .are to stand. Go ! 

(Exit Servant) 
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So, my lady,· you do not trust me? And 
you would rèmove, ministers -whom I find 
it convenienf to retain in ·office; and intro 0 

duce reforms - of which l do not· approve? 
Perhaps you have forgotten the· time when, 
to please you, your. lover bade me . tie that 
rhymester's shoeslace? The sting of. that 
insolence, so far as .you are concerned, shall 
!ie in my mind .only until. <lawn. 

The puppets of the state, madam, dance 
when / pull the string~; and you, it seems, 
would take those strings out of my hands 
into your own?. No, no! your hands are too 
fair, too delicate for the '\Vork, believe me! 
Your place is i~ pa.radise - and <lawn shall 
find you there. The ·Son of Heaven is to 
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dom of past researches made by wise 
and contemplative men in all ages? It 
wastes much time and labor for each 
student to startanew for himself, with
out availing himself of the results 
achieved by those who have trodden 
the same path before him. True • it is 
that we must accept nothing on any
one's say-so - knowledge cannot be 
acquired in that way; hut an adept 
may be able to show us in a moment 
some truth which it would have taken 
a long time for us to arrive at by our 
unaided efforts. It is this source from 
which Theosophy draws, for it is an 
interprètation to the modern world of 
the stored-up wisdom of the ages. 

We conclude with a fmal qtiotation 
fröm our author; as follöws: 

RESEARCHES 

Through . and above this troubled atmos
phere I . see a being pure, passionless, rightly 
measuring the proportions and • relations of 
things, for whom therè is, properly speàking, 
no present, with its phantasms, falsitiesjand 
half-truths: who has nothing personal in the 
sense of being opposed to the whole of related 
personalities: .who sees the truth rather than 
struggles logically towards it, • and. truth of 
which I can at present form no conceptión; 
whöse activities are • unimpedèd • by iritellec
tual doubt, unperverted. by mora! depravity, 
and who is indifferent to results, because: he 
has not to guide his conduct by calculation.of 
them, or by any estimat~ of their value .•• I 
lóok up to him with awe, because in bêing 
passionless he sometimes seems tö me to be 
withouUove. Yet I know thàt this is riot so; 
only that his love is diffused by its range,. and 
elevated in ai:Jstraction beyond my gaze. and 
comprehensiori. And I see in this being my 
ideal, my higher, my only true, in a word, 
my immortal self. 

INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY .G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

Boo:r{II-XXI 

( 1) Dismissing now ou1· authorities, 
l.et us begin to speak for ourselves, and 
let us pass hom acknowledged /acts 
to doubtful things. What (have we 
seen) in the acknowledged /acts? That 
the thunderbolt is fin, as is also the 
lightning, which is nothing else than 
flame - a thunderbolt • about to be, if 
it should draw .(to itself),more energy. 
These ( two) do not differ in nature 
hut · in onset. 

( 2) The color shows .it to . be fire, 
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for it ( the color) has no existence ex
cept from that which. it shows, for it 
is an effect. The thunderbolt frequent
ly. has been the cause of great confla
grations: forests have been bumed up 
by it, and parts of cit.ies. Also things 
that have not been stricken, neverthe
less are seen to be scorched: some, in
deed, are colored as if with soot. Why 
isit, that there is an oc:lor of sulphur in 
all things strièken : by the bolt? 

(3J .T4erefore each of the two, it is 
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manifest, is fire; and each of the two 
cliff ers ( only) in method of actfon 
( meando ....,,. in going) : lightning is a 
thunderbolt which does not reach the 
earth; and, on the other hand, thou 
1nayest say that the· thunderbolt is 
lightning conducted through to the 
earth. 

(4) I do not busy myself so long 
with this matter in order merely to 
play upon words, hut that I may prove 
these matters to be sprung from the 
same source, and that they are of the 
same character and nature: lightning 
is almost a thunderbolt; . now let us 
turn the phrase: the thunderbolt is 
something more than lightning. 

XXII 

( 1) Since it is manifest that bath 
things are jrom fire, let us see in what 
manner fire is commonly prQduced 
~mong ourselves: for it will. be pro
duced in the same method above: in 
two ways: by. one, )f it be excited, 
just as out of a stone [ which has been 
stricken] ; by the other way, if it be 
brought forth by attrition, just as when 
two (pieces of) wood are for l~ng 
rubbed together. Not all niatter will 
show this to thee, hut ( only) that which 
is fit for eliciting fires, such as laurel, 
ivy, and other~ known to herdsmen as 
used for this purpose. 

( 2) It can happen then that also 
clouds which have been stricken or 
rubbed produce fire in the same way. 
We mayobserve withhow greata force 
hurricanes rush along,, and with ho.w 
great inipetus tornàdoes whirl: what
ever is in tbeir way is braken to pieces 

and caught up and hurled far from its 
place. 

(3) Why is it then a wonder tb.at 
such great force calls forth fire, either 
from another source or . from üself? 
For thou seest what great heat the 
bodies ·must endure which are. rubbed 
together • by the passage of these 
(storms); yet this must not be be
lieved to be only in the~e and not in 
the heavenly orbs, whose enonnous 
power is universally acknowledged. 

XXIII 

(l) B ut, perhàps, cl ouds also, urged 
forwards against other clouds by a 
resounding wind which yet möderatèly 
drives. ( them) on, will call forth fire, 
which will flash but w.hkh will not 
spring forth: it requires less force to 
produce lightning than a thunderbolt. 

(:2) We have inferred from whàt 
has prececied to what great heat 
certàin. (things) are brought ,vhich 
have undergone friction: hut wh~n the 
mufable air is rubbed into fire with its 
greatest. energy at work, when it. js 
turped into wind, it is most likely thát 
the fire elicited is transitory and of 
sh~rt dui:ation, because it adses from 
no solid matter, nor (!rom 1natter) in 
which it can remain. •• It passes, there
fore, • and has duration only . for its 
path and course; it has been' hurl'ed 
forth without aliment. 

XXIV 

( 1) "Why," he says, "since thou af
. firmest the nature of fire to be this: 
that it seeks the ltighe:r regions: does 
the thunderbolt seek the earth? Or 
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it is false what thou bast said concem
ing fire: for its path is equally up
wards and downwards." Either of 
the two can be the fact, for fire by na
ture rises to a point, and, if nothing 
prevent, ascends; just às water by na
ture is carried downwards, yet if some 
force acts upon it (water) which im
pels it upwards, it strains ( upwards) 
whence it had fallen in rain. 

( 2) The thunderbolt from the same 
necessity by • which it was produced, 
falls. In . these fires there happens 
what ( happens) to trees whose sum
mits can b~ so bent over, that they face 
the earth: if . they are tender, they 
( the summits) may even touch ( the 
ground) ; hut when thou releasest 
them, they spring back to their place. 
Hence, thou shouldst not consider that 
particular deportment of. any thing 
which does not happen to it of its own 
will. 

( 3) If thou allowest fire to go 
whither it will, it seeks the sky,that is, 
the seat of everything that is lightest: 
where there is something that affects 
it and turns it from its (natural) urge; 
that is not its nature, hut becomes its 
servitude. 

XXV 

"Thou statest," sayest thoti, "that 
douds . suff ering atfrition beget fire: 
since they are humid, indeed wet, how 
can they bring forth fire,. which is no 
more likely to be produced out of a 
cloud than out of water?" 

XXVI 
(1) It is bom from the cloud. 

Water is not at first in the clouds, hut 

air, thick and prèpared to bring forth 
water; not yet changed into water· hut 
already prone (to become it) and 
verging intoit. It is not as thou may
est suppose first cöllected and then 
pressed out: it • becomes and falls 
simultaneously. 

( 2) N ext, if I were to concede the 
cloud to be moist, and full of waters 
gathered together, nothing even then 
binders fire from being educed from. 
the moisture; indeed-which may the 
more sürprise thee - from the very 
liquid itself. Some have denied that 
anything can be changed into fire be
fore it has been turned _into water., 
Therefore a cloud can bring forth fire 
from some part of itself, without the 
water which it contains being aff ected, 
as often one part .of a log will hum 
while the other part steams. 

( 3) I do not say that these ( two 
things) are nbt contrary one to the 
other and that the one is destroyed by 
the other, hut that where the fire is 
stronger than the liquid, it conquers. 
On the other hand, when the abun
dance of the liquid is the greater, then 
the fire is without effect. Hence, green 
things do not· burn. The quantity of 
water, therefore, is an important fac~ 
tor, for if it be small, it will offer no re
sistanée, nor does .it check the fire's 
power. Why not so? 

( 4) . In the memory of our fore
fathers, as .Posidonius has recorded it, 
when an island in the Aegean Sea 
arose, the sea foamed during the day, 
and smoke was 'carried out from. the 
deep: by night, indeed, it gave. forth 
fire, not continüously, hut àt intervals 
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bursting forth in the mariner óf thun
derbolts, as of ten as the inf ernal heat 
conquerèd the weight of the water ly~ 
ing above. 

(5) Next, rolled.stones, and rocks 
partly untouched which spiriLha.d cast 
forth before • they were burnt, • partly 
consum~d and reduced to the lightness 
of pumice: and last of all there ap 0 

peared the top of a mountain burned 
(byfire). Afterwards ·(material) was 
added to the highth, and that rock 
grew to the proportions of an island. 

( 6) The same thing happened again 
within our own memory, when Valerius 
Asiaticus was consuL· To what- pur
pose have I . brought these facts for
ward? -In order to show that neither 
is fire extinguished under a covering 
sea, nor is its onset ·prohibited from 
coming forth· by the weight of an im
mense body of. water: Asclepiodotus, 
the pupil of Posidonius, has. recorded 
the fact that the depth was two hu.n
dred , paces, through which the - fire 
shot forth, dividing the waters. 

(7) Because;-if the immense weight 
of the waters was not able to suppress 
the power of the .flames-cóming out of 
the dèeps, how much less ·would the 
tenuous and dewy liquid of clouds im~ 
pede · fire? .· Hencè, • this fact offers no 
objection whkh may be (considered) 
against the causes -of fire~ which we 
never see unless under a lowering sky. 
Clear weather is without thunderbolts. 
A bright day has no such fears, nor has 
night unless heavy with èlouds. 

( 8) "Wliat then ! -. Does it not some
. times lighten even when • the stars are 
shining and the night is·èalm?" But 

thou shouldst know that clouds are 
there whence the brightness comes, 
which (clouds) the swelling ( curving) 
of the • earth does not permit to be 
seeti by. us. 

(9) Add,again this which can hap
pen, that the highest clouds and the 
loyver, by their attrition together, can 
give out fire, which, forced out towards 
the lower regions, is seef! in the part 
of the sky • which is clear and pure: 
butit happens in the lower. parts (sor
dida}. 

XXVII 

( 1) Some have distinguished thun-. 
derings thus: they say that one kind 
exists of which the rumbling is heavy, 
like that which precedes an earth~ 
quake, caused by a wind inclosed and 
r9aring. .I will explain in what man
ner- this ( rumb_ling) appears to occur 
in these ( thunderings). 

( 2) When clouds have inclosed 
spirit within themselves, in their con
cave parts a twisting air makes a noise 
simHar to deep bellowings, (a noise) 
hoarse,::uniform, arid continuous: con~ 
sequently that region is álso humid 
andcloses (all) exit. Hence, thunder
ings of this kind are _announcers of a 
coming rain. 

(3) Another kind is sharp, which is 
rather pièrcing . . . [lacuna in text] 
I should say tl)an sonorous, such as we 
may hear when a bládder is burst asun
der upon someone's head. Such thun
derings are produced when a: inassed 
cloud is destroyed and sends forth the 
spiritby which itwas distended. This 
is properly called a crash, sudden and 
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violent, and wheri it. occurs, men fall 
and are deprived of breath; some in
deed, though living, are stricken sense
less, and swoon utterly away, whom 
we call thunderstricken ( attonitós), 
whose minds the celestial sound has 
expelled from. their seat. 

( 4) This ( kind) can also occur in 
the following manner: when air .is in
closed in a hollow cloud and is weak
ened by its own movements, it is 
poured forth; then, whHe seeking a 
larger space for itself than that by 
which it is inwrapped, it becomes re
sounding. And ,why n_ot? Just as 
hands clapped together give out ap
plause, cannot the sound of douds 
dashing together .also be great, .since 
great bodies then rush together·? 

XXVIII 

( 1) "We see," thou sàyest, "clouds 
driven against mountains, and that no 
sound occurs." First • of all, they 
sound not from being dashed. against 
each Óther in all possiblè ways, hut, 
only if they are appropriately com.
posed • for prndücing sound:· strike thy 
hands together back to back, they ren
dér no applause; but • palm brought 
against palm produces • it. It is of 
greatest . importance· whether ( the 
clouds) be hoHów which are dashed 
together, or flat and extended. Final~ 
ly, it is not necessary that the clouds 
should be in motion merely, .hut (that 
they should) be móved with great and 
boisterous force. 

(2) _Add also that a mountain does 
not split a cloud, hut divides it and 
dissolves each first part of it. Nor 

does a bladder, in fact, sound by every 
manhèr of its releasing the spirit (with~ 
in it) : if it be divided by a sword, the 
spirit exits without affecting the sense 
of hearing: it is necessary • that it be 
btirst for ,it to sound, and not merely 
be cut apart. I say the same thing of 
clouds, except they burst asunder with 
great impetus they give forth rio sound. 
Add again, thatwhen clouds are moved 
against a mountain they are not 
braken,. hut are poured around it and 
are dispersed among the different parts 
of the mountain, in the branches of 
trees, bushes, . rugged rocks, . and 
highths, in such fashion that what 
spirit they (the clouds) 'contain, they 
release over many places,• and: unless 
it (the contained spirit) burst forth as 
a whole, it does not rattle ( as does 
thunder). 

XXIX 

Besides the foregoing, air by nature 
is suitable to sounds. Why not? since 
sound is nothirig else than àir Which. is 
strickeni- Clouds; thereforè, must be 
brought together from both sides; aiid 
b~ hollow and .in tension. Thou seest 
by how muc:h empty'thfogs are more 
vocal than are the full, and by how 
much more are. things stretched tight 
than are the slack. Ih like manher 
tambourines and cymbals sound, be
calise they drive foi"th thè resisting 
spirit from the other side, and these 
themselves • do not jingle excèpt in 
hollow air. 

XXX 

(1) Some, among whom is Ascle-. 
piodotus, believe .· that thunder and 
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thunderbolts can be also produced by XXXI 
the meeting together of certain bodies, 
Aetna', once abounded with fire, and 
threw, up an enormous quantity o~ 
burning sanq. The sky was wrapped 
in dust, and sudden night terrified mul
titudes. 'Atthat time, they say, thun
derings and thunderbolts •• were ex~ 
ceedingly • frequent, which . were pro
duced from the concourse of arid 
bodies and,notofclouds, none of which 
could have existed, it is most probable, 
in such a heated state of,the air. 

(2) Once Cambyses sent to Am~ 
mon an army, which the sand, raised 
by the south wind and falling like 
snow, . covered; and finally buried. 
Then, likewise, it is probable that 
thundering and thunderbolts were pro
duted from the attrition· of the sand 
( -particles) in friction. 

( 3) That opinion is not repugnant 
to our proposition. We have said that 
the. earth breathes out bodies of the 
o~e and the other nature and some
thi~g of the dry a.nd of the moi.st to be 
diffuseci throughout. the air: Accord
ingly, if ,.some such thing, ~ake place, 
it composed a doud more .. solid .and 
thicker th'an Ü it had been woven from 
unmixed, spirit. 

(4) It can be broken and thus can 
give forth sound. Those .( two bodies) 
which I have mentioned,. whether they 
filled the air from smoking conflagra
tions, or the earth with burning winds, 
must of necessity produce cloud before 
(they produce) sound.· But both the 
dry and the moist combine to produce 
a dm.id; for, as I have said, clouds 
exist of'the density of heavy air. 
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( 1) Besidès, if thou wilt observe, 
there are wonderful eff ects of the tliun~ 
derbolt, leaving no doubt that in them 
( the bolts) thère is a divine and sub til 
power: silver is fused within un
harmed [and unattacked] caskets; the 
scabbard remaining, the sword itself 
is melted; and all the iron around the 
heavy javelin trickles (melted) down; 
the wood remaining untouched; also, 
wine • remains in- a ·• broken dolium 
( ~jar), hut this rigidity (of the wine) 
does not last beyond three days'. 

( 2) This . àlso thóu mayest place 
among the things to be noted, that of 
both men and of other animals (living 
beings) which have been stricken, the 
head faces in the direction of the egress 
of the thunderbolt, and that splinters 
of all trees which have been stricken, 
spring forth against the bolt. Why is 
it that of venomous serpents and of 
other ariimals in whic4 resides a death
giving virus, when they are stricken by 
the bolt, the virus is wholly consumed? 
"How knowest thou this?" thou sayest. 
In poisoned bodies no worm is bom: 
hut those stricken by the bolt, within 
a few days contain Worms. 

XXXII 

( 1) Why is it that they portend 
things which are to be; nor do they 
give signs only of one or of another 
matter, but frequently they announce 
a long series 'of following fateful 
events, verily, by evident signs, by far 
more manifest than if they had been 
written? 

(2) There is this difference between 
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us and the Tuscans, who possess the 
highest science in explaining lightning~ 
flashes: we think that thunderbolts 
are ejected because clouds have col
lided; they believe that cl ouds are 
dashed together in collision in order 
that thunderbolts may be hurled: for, 
since they refer _ everything to the 
deity, they hold the opinion that they 
are not significant because they mere
ly occur, but because they are (in~ 
tended) to be significant, they are 
produced. However, they take place 
from the same cause, whether they are 
intended .to be significant, or whether 
(they are significant as judged mere
ly) from what follows. 

( 3) "How then are they significant, 
unless they are produced for that pur
posè?" Iri the same way as birds 
which have not been influenced in this 
way to meet us, have furnished both 
favorable and sinister auspices. "And 
then," he says, "deity has influenced." 
Thou makest the deity alfogether töo 
idle, and.· a minister of petty con
cerns, if he distributes to some people 
dreams, and . ( arranges) entrails for 
óthers. 

( 4) 'N evertheless, th_ese things ,are 
prod11ced by divine power; but the 
wings (ftights) of hirds are not direct
ed by the deity nor are the viscera 
of cattle formed under the ax: by an
other method the series of fateful 
events is unfolded, furnishihg every
where indices of what is to be, and of 
these (indices of the future) some are 
familiar to us, some unknown. • What
ever h;ippens methodically ( ratione-,
by reason, by rule ), is a sign of some 

thing about to be: fortuitous things 
and those which are uncertain and 
without method, do not admit of divi
nation. In whatever thing there is or
der, it is also a presage. 

(5) "Why, then, has ihis honor 
beeri given to the eagle, that it should 
furnish omens of great events, or to 
the raven and (even) to the smállest 
birds; and the notes of others to be 
without presage?" Because (the 
voices and habits) of some have not 
yet been reduced to an art; some, in
deed, cannot ever be so reduced 0)1 ac
count of their too greatly different 
habits: yet there is no living . thing 
(animal) which does not foretèll soine., 
thing in its movements and.approaches 
(to us). Not everything, of course, 
but certain things. are noted. 

( 6) The auspices appertain to the 
observer: accÇ>rdingly it appertains to 
hiin .who has put his mind upon iL 
Further; also those things occur which 
conie to nothing. The observations of 
the astrologers (Chaldaeorum) es
pecially mention the powers of five 
stars. Y et what ! Dost thou judge 
that so many thousarids of those orbs 
shine idly? What else is more strange 
- which is imputed to those expert in 
casting nativities as the greatest of 
errors~ than this, that ther assign 
to us a few orbs only, when alfof them 
which are above us,lay claim.toa part 
of us? The lower perhaps direct their 
energies more . nearly upon us, and 
those which are moved very frequent
ly in another manner, also provide for 
us in another way. 

(8) Furthermore, those also which 
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either are unmoving, or,on account of 
their velocity ~ equal to • that of the 
heavenly • sphere - appear to be unc 
moving, are not without the control 
and dominion of our (world). Look 
up on high, and ponder on nature 
(rem) in its allotte.d fimctions. It is 
not more easy to know what they are 
capable of, thari that it must be doubt
ed wheth~r they are capàble at alL 

XXXIII 

N ow let us retiirn to thûnderbolts; 
the theory of which is dividêd into 
'these tliree: How we; shall invéstigate 
the,m; How w.ê shall interfret them; 
How_we shall appease them. The first 
part pertains to method; the second tö 
divination; the third to propitiating 
the gods, whoin it is needful t~ peti
tfon when the bolt is f àvorable, and to 
deprecate when it is evil: to pethion, 
that they may confirm their promises; 
to· deprecate, that they ,may remit 
their threats. 

XXXIV 

(1) They deciare that th~ power of 
the thunderbolt .is . supreme, because 
whatever other thi_ngs .may portend, 
the i11tervention of-the thunderbolt re
~oves_; wh.atever is portended by. the 
bolt, is fixed, nor is it changed by the 
signifi,cation of another omen. . What
ever entrails, w:hatever birds, may 
threaten, wiU . be abolished when the 
bolt is fayorable;: whatev-er. '.is an
nounced by the bolt, is refuted neither 
by (the signs of) en~rails nor by those 
co11trary ( $Îgns) in a bird. 

( 2) In which thing they ( the harus
pices mentiqned above) seem to me to 
be deceived. Why? Because nothing 
is truer than the truth. If birds sang 
forth things about to be, this -auspi
cium cannot be rendered void by the 
thunderbolt, for then the birds had not 
sung forth the future. I do not here 
match the bird with the bolt, but two 
signs . of the truth, which, if they are 
sigI]-S of the truth, are equal. Accord
ingly, when the iritervention of the bolt 
invalidates the. indicia ( signs) of the 
entrails or of the divination, then the 
entrails have _been poorly inspeded, 
the divination poorly observed. It 
matters not whether the appearance of 
either of the two is greater (in signifi
cance) or more powerful in character: 
if each provided signs of the truth, as 
far as this is concerned, they are equal. 

( 3). If thou sayest that there • is 
greater energy in flame than in smoke, 
thou wilt nöt have lied: but for indi
cating fire, the flame is worth as much 
as is the smoke. Accordingly, if they 
say this: "As often as the entrails shaU 
signify one thing, and the thunderbolt 
another, the authority of the bolt will 
be greater," perhaps I will agree. If 
they say this: "The other thing fore
told the-truth, but the stroke of the 
bolt destroyed the former (truth) and 
drew, belief to itself ( alone) ," it is 
false. Why? Because it makes no. 
diff erence • at an how many auspicia 
there may be: destiny is one, which, 
whether it be understood from the first 
auspii:;iu'f!'l, or from the second,· will 
matter nothing. 

( 4) .I say this: It matters not whe-
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ther it be another thing by which we 
seek ( the juture ), since the same des
tiny that we seek (to ascertain) from . . 

the bird cannot be thanged by the bolt. 
How not? For the boltitsèlf is apart 
of destiny. 

(To be continued) 

ANCIENT HISTORY OF THE HUMAN RACE 
AS RECORDED IN THE SECRET DOCTRINE BY H. P .. BLAVATSKY 

GERTRUDE W. VAN PELT, M. D., M. A. 

T HE vehicle was now ready. That 
momentous event, upon which all 

the energies of this planet had been fo
cused during the millions and millions 
of years it had then existed, was near. 
That which was to become Man had 
lived in every form which the infmite 
combinations of this world's elements 
could shape; had learned to mold and 
femold them; had functioned through 
each until perf ection and impossibility 
óf fault was reached and had then 
passed on to more complex forms. 

During all these eternities this, the 
Monad, had been overshadowed by the 
Hosts of Heaven, by denizens of great:.. 
er worlds and óf interstellar spaces. 
Throtigh their guidance myrfads of 
lesser lives had ·at the cyclic moment 
taken up their abode in the growing 
complex form which was to becóme 
the human temple. New faculties 
sprang into being as it silently moved 
toward its destiny. Out of the exhaust
less storehouse of Nature were brotight 
to this • màrvelous form the living re
plica of all her riches, furnishing it 
,vith the means to unlock every door 
of her secret chambers. Patience, 

V 

love, wisdom, had done their utmost. 
In such ways were built up these bodies 
which we too of ten desecrate; whose 
exquisite mechailism we disturb for a 
passfog pleasant setisation; whose har
mony and·grace we carelèssly destroy. 
But at the period of which we speak 
there wère no discórds. The lives pre
siding over the varibus organs knew 
well t~eir little kingdoins ( as they do 
now), and unnecèssary disturbers of 
the peace were absent. The Wise Men 
of the East, aJso, from the Spiritual 
Sürihróught their gifts to the Témple 
be}ng prepared for the inner Christos. 

For dwelling· within the living form 
was its spiritual Monad. N othing was 
lacking hut Mind. The earlier crea
tors had giveri what they ha:d, the ex
ternal form was by them built up, the 
Barhishad Pitris had given physical. 
creative fire, hut mind cir spiritual fire 
was nottheirs to off er. Thus the lower 
ánd the higher consciousness in this 
frame were. separate. • One knew not 
the other: they • wel'e tóo different in 
nature. The lower _animal was active, 
the higher part was latent and must 
continue so to be unless the gulf were 
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One man's thought; infinitely various 
as are its nianifestations, is nöt all-em0 

bracing; Denied ubiquity, •it must 
necessarily speculate hut in one direc0 

tion; and once transcending the boun
daries of exact human kriowledge, it 
has to err and :wand er, for the ramifica
tions of the one central and absolute 
Trüth are .infinite. Hence, we• occa
sionally find ev~rï the greater philoso
phers losing themselves in the laby
rinths ofspeèulations, therebyprovok
ing the criticism of posterity. But as 
all work for one and the same object, 
namely, the diserithralinent of human 
thought, the elimination ·of supersti
tions, and the discovery of truth, all 

are equally welcöme. The attainment 
of these objects, all agree, can best hè 
secured by convincing the reasort and 
warming the enthusiasm of the genern
tion of fresh young minds that are just 
ripening Îilto maturity, and making 
ready to take the place of their preju
diced and conservative fathers. And, 
as each - the great ones • as well as 
small - have trodden the royal .road 
to kri.owledge, we listen to all, and take 
both small ahd great into 6ur fellow
ship. For no· honest searcher comes 
back errtpty-handed, and even he who 
has enjoyed the least share of popular 
favor can lay at least his niite upon 
the one altar of Truth. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
LuciuS' A.nnaeus Seneea 
(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BOOK II - XXXV 

( 1) "W hat then! 0 f what use are 
expiations and expiatory sacrifices, ij 
Fate is immutable?" Permit me to up
hold that inflexible party of those who 
·take exceptionto thöse things, and who 
think that. they are nothing else than 
the . consolations of an anxious mind. 

( 2) The fates work out their law 
irrevocably, nor are they moved by 
any prayer: they are changed neither 
by pity nor by favor do. they decree 
aught: by a determined purpose events 
flow along an irrevocable course. In 
the. same ;way as the water of rapid 
torrents neither returns upon itself nor 

ever abides, for the following (wave) 
hurls the prior forward: thus the eter
nàl series of things \vhirls • forward the 
order of Fate, whose first law is to 
abide in what has been determined 
(stare decreto). 

XXXVI 

Vlhat then dost thou understand 
Fate to be? I think it to be the 
Necessity of all things and actions, 
which no power may break. H thou 
ju'tlgest that this (Necessity) can be 
moved by sacrifices or by the head of a 
snow-white ewe-lamb, thou hast no 
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knowledge of. things divine. Y e deny 
that the judgment of_ a wise man can 
be altered: how much less that of de0 

ity! While the wise man knows what 
(particular) thing is best in things be
fore him, to the divinity of deity every 
(single) thing is present: 

XXXVII 

( 1) I now will ta_ke up the case of 
those who. believe that thunderbolts 
can be averted by expiatory sacrifices, 
and who doubt riot that expiai:ions are 
useful at times in removing dangers, 
sometimes in mitigating them, some
times in deferring them. 

(2) What that may be which they 
( thus) follow, I' will take up a Iittle 
later: meanwhile, they have this in 
common witli us, that we also believe. 
that vows are advantageous,, yet that 
the force and power of Fate is unaf
fected thereby. For in the same way 
that things which are left ( to our own 
wilt) are so suspended by the immortal 
gods that they may turn to good, if 
prayers be addressed to the gods, if 
vows háve been assumed; just so is 
this (/ act) J1ot contrary to Fate, if it-
self be ( a part) of Fàte. _ 
_, ( 3) "Either that which is to be," 

he.sa_ys "is or is not: if it is to be, it '. ' 
will occur, evèn if thou rilakest no 
vows • if it is not to be, even if thou 

• ' 
wilt have made no vows, it will not 

"mUstof necessity be included in Fate,· 
that· thou shalteither assume'. vows or 
not." See me giving thee my hand 
and confessing this also is included in 
Fate, that undciubtedly <Vows shall oc~ 
cur: hence, they wilL occur: 

( 2) It is :Fate that a man may be 
learned but only if he shall have ' . . 

learned letters; but it is comprised in 
the same Fate that he shall learn let~ 
ters: for that reason hè willbe taught. 
This man will be rich, but only if-he 
shall have navigated (the seas in sèarch 
o j wealth) ; but in this course of Fate, 
by which a great patrimony is prcimised 
to him this a:lso must at once be said, 

' that he sha]l navigate·: hencè, -he will 
navigate. I say the same tci thee con~ 
cerning expiations. • He'. will • escape 
perils, if he shall have expiated the 
threats foretold by· divine providence; 
but this also is in Fate, that he ,shall 
expiate: for that reasoh he will expiate. 

( 3) These two things are customari
ly brought àgainst us: that it be proved 
that nothing is left to our will, and 
that all authority (power: jus) is in 
Fatè. As the discussion is cüncerning 
this matter, I will say in what manhèt 
Fate stillremaining, thereis somewhat 
of free will in man; now I have (at:. 
ready), in faèt, explained, in connex
ion with this; hciw, ifthe order of Fate 
be certain, expiations and· expiatory 
sacrifices may avert the perils of prodi
gies, because they are not in conflict 
with Fate but occur by the very law 
of Fate itself. 

~ccur." This syllogism is false, be
cause thou omittest the intermediate 
condition: it is to be but only if vows 
shall have been assumed. 

( 4) "Of what use to me then," thou 
sayest, "is a diviner? -For undöübted

(1) "This very thing," he says, ly it is necessary for me· to expiate, 

XXXVIII 
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even though he persuade me riot." It 
bas this use, that he is a minister of 
Fate. Thus, as heàlth is due to Fate, 
it is also dueto the physician, because 
this blèssing of Fate comes to us 
through his hand. 

XXXIX 

(1) T'he kinds of lightnings are 
three; says Caecinna: counseling, of. 
authority, and of condition. The coun
seling occurs .bt~.fore the act, hut af ter 
thought concerning it, when those turn
ing soniething over in the mind are 
either persuaded (to .proceed) or dis
suaded (!rom proceedfrig) by th,e 
stroke of the thunderbolt. Of authori-

, , 

ty, are those which happen after the 
act, and signify what the act is about 
to be for good or ilL 

( 2) Of condition; • are those which, 
where things are at rest, and no one is 
acting or planning, some thuriderbolt 
intervenes, and e.ither menaces, or 
promis.es, • or warns: this ( kind) 'he 
( Caecinna) calls monitory ( warning}. 
Büt I know not why it is not the 
same as the counseling ( kind), for he 
who warns;. counsels. 

(3) But it has a certain difference, 
and on account of this it is distin
guished from the counseling, because 
the Jatter persuades and dissuades; the 
former contains only an avoiding of 
impending danger, as when we suspect 
( the existence of) fire, cheating by 
those near us, plots by slaves. 

(4) Yet, further, I seè this distinc
tion: the counseling is that which hap
pens to one planning; the monitory (or 
warning), is that ( which happens) to 

one not planning. Both the one and 
the other has each 1its peculiarity: the 
deliberating are persuaded, and more
over are warned. 

XL 

( 1) First of all, they are not kinds 
of thunderbolts; hut of prognostics: 
for the kinds of thunderbolts are these: 
That which perforates; That whiclt 
sltatters; That w!tich burns. That 
which perforates is subtil and flamy, 
whose flight is through the riarrowest 
(places) on account of the pure and 
unmixed tènuity of the flamè. 

( 2) That which disrupts is conglo
bate (pressed into a mass), and con
tains an admixture of conipacted and 
stormy spirit. Consequèntly this bolt 
turns back and • e.scapes through the 
apertute by which it entered. lts force 
is widely scattered: it breaks what is 
stricken, and does not perforate it. 

(3) The third kind, which burns, 
has much of the terrene, and is rather 
fire than flame. Consequently it leaves 
large marks of fire, which remain in 
what is stricken. Indeed, no bolt falls 
without fire, butnevertheless we prop
erly call that fiery which leaves mani
fest tiaces of heat-which either burns 
or blackens. 

( 4) It burns in three manners: it 
scorches and clamages only lightly, or 
it consumes, or it sets on fire. All the 
foregoing burn, but differ in the mode 
and in the marmer. Whatever is con
sumed·, undoubtedly is burned: but 
what is burned, is not necessarily coi1-
sumed. 

( 5) In the same way, that' which is 
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set on fire (kindled): this can have 
burned from the mere passage of the 
fire. Who does not know that some 
things can be burned yet _ not be in 
flames, but that nothing can be in flame 
which is not burned? I add this: a 
thing can be consumed yet not be in
kindled; a thing can be inkindled yet 
not be consumed. 

(6) I now pass to the kind of bolt 
by which things stricken are black
ened: this kind either discolors or col
ors: I will explain the distinction. 
That is discolored whose color· is in
jured, but not changed; that is colored 
whose appearance becomes àther than 
what it was, just as blue ( may • be 
turned) either to black or to pallid. 

XLI 

( 1) Titus far, the above are com
mon bath to Etruscans and to the phi
losophers. They disagree in this, that 
(the farmer) say that the thunderbolt 
is sent by Jupiter, arid they: give to it 
three species ( manubias, lit., booties): 
the first, so they say, wárns and is 
gentle, and is sent by the intention of 
Jupiter himself. TJ;ie second, also, 
Jupiter sends; but (only) by the deci
si011. of• a council: he convokes the 
twelve gods. This bolt at -times pro
dU:ces s·ome good thing, yet not other
wise than th<J,t it also does some harm: 
it is of benefit, but not apart from 
punishment 

(2) The third species, Jupiter also 
sends; but with those gods attending 
the council whom they. call Higher and 
Hid • (involutos - wrapped up, cov-. 
el'ed), because it destroys what it falls 

upon; and unquestionably changes 
both the .private ai:1d public status (of 
things) which_ it finds; Jor there is 
nothing of fire ( in this): such as ·it 
( the state of things) wás, it suffers (the 
destruction above • mentioned). 

XLII 

( 1) Antiquity errs, if thou wilt exa
mine ( the matter), as regards the first 
species. What can be more stupid than 
to believe that Jupiter sends thunder
bolts from the clouds, aiming at col~ 
umns, trees, sometimes even his own 
statues, so that for unpunished sacri
kges, for stricken sheep, for burned 
altàrs, he may slay _ harmléss ~attle? 
And gods called tó his council by Ju
piter, just as if there were in himself 
too small a degree of counsel? That 
those thuriderbolts ·which he by him
self hurls forth are pleasing and gentle, 
and for hurling destructive ones a large 
cràwd of divinities has assembled? 

( 2) If thou askest me what I my~ 
self feel, I do notbelieve that peoplè so 
dull have éxisted as to believe that 
Jupiter is of a spitefül spirit, nor, as
suredly, less equipped (than others). 
When he sent forth his fires with which 
he should strike unoffending bodies, 
did he pass ovér the guilty? Did he 
have no desire to hurl ( hîs balts) more 
justly, or did he not succeed in so 
dóing? 

( 3) What, then, were they áirning 
at, when they said those things ?. • For 
coercing (governing) the mirids of the 
ignorant, (certain) very wise men.dè
cided upon ( using) .înèsé:apable f ear, 
in order that we should be in awe of 
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something above us, It·was useful -tö 
be in such audadty of villainies, against 
which no man seemed to himself to bé 
suf:ficiently strong. Therefore for dis
coüraging those in whom harmlessness 
finds no favor except from fear, they 
placed over our h,e,ads an avenger, and 
armed, at that. 

XLIII 

( 1) "\Vhy, then, i~ that. bolt which 
J upi,ter aJonë hmls f?rth, piacable ;. and 
that one -baleful _ concerning which _ he 
deliberateci ~nd :which he hurl~d forth 
-the o_ther gods being Jts authors 
alsof • Becaus~ it {~ -necessary that 
Jupiter, that is to s·ay the king, shall 
be -a doer. of·_ good only, • and shaU not 
do harm, except. it .. be· approved by 
many ( others }'.' • 

(2) Letthos~ Iéarn, ::tUwho_have ar
rived at great power among men, that 
no thunderboff whatsoever is • to . be 
hurled. forth \vithout counsel; let. them 
call ( oihers into their cou~sel), let 
tliêm consider the judgments of many; 
let thepi teniper what will be hctrmful; 
Iet' tllem reméml:ier this, when it is 
needfu_I' to str,ike, that not even to Ju
piter is his own cotmsel sumcient. 

XLIV 

(1) Notwere they so ignorant con
cerning anotJ1er point alsó, thát they 
could have thought Jupiter to cl!m1ge 
his weapçm~: that, is proper ( only) by 
poetical)icênse: 

There is anotker Ughter bolt, to which the 
right hand of tlte Cyclopes 

Adde'd less of jury and flàme, less of rage: 
The gods called·t!zem second arms. 

(Ov10, M etam,, iii, 305) 

{2) In truth, this error had no hold 
over those grea:test of men, that they 
.should consider Jupiter a:s using now 
(heavier-, now) lighter and sportive 
bolts; but they desired to admonish 
those (kings and rulers) by whom the 
sins of men are to be stricken at, that 
all things are not to be punished ac
cording to one mode: some things niust 
be held in check, some eradicated and 
dissipated, some warned against. 

XLV 

( 1) Nor did they believe this either, 
that Jupiter, the one whoi:n we worship 
in the Capitol -and in other •. temples, 
hurls bolts froril his hand, but they un
derstand the same one to be Jupiter 
that we also do, the governor and cus
todian of the universe, the mind and 
spirit of the world, the lord and autho1· 
of this Work, to whom every name is: 
suitable. 

( 2} Dost thou desire to call him 
Fate? · Thou wilt not err. He it is, 
from whom all things are susperided, 
the cause of causes. Dost thou desire 
to speak of him as Providence? Thou 
wilt say rightly, for he it is, by whose 
counsel the world is provided for, so 
that it may move along unhindered, 
and may unfold its own activities. 

(3) Dost thou desire to call him 
Nature? Thou wilt not be in fault: he 
it is, from whom all things are born, by 
whose spirit we live. Dost thou desire 
to call him the World? Thou wilt not 
be wrong: for he himself is this whole 
that thou seest1 dwelling in his owii 
parts, and sustaining both himself and 
his own. The same thing seemed prop-
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erto the Etruscans also; and hence they 
said that thunderbolts were sent from 
Jupiter, because without him nothing 
is administered. 

XLVI 

"But why does Jupiter either pass 
ovà wkat should be 'stricken, or strike 
harmless things?" Thou callest me 
here toa greater investigation,to which 
should be given its own day, its own 
place: meatiwhile, I say this, that bolts 
are sent from Jupiter, hut that all are 
so arranged that even those that are 
not produced from hini, nonetheless do 
not happen without the reason that is 
his, for even if Jupiter does not now 
produèe these, Jupiter has ordained 
that they should happen. ·He is not in 
individual things, hut neverthèless he 
gave energy and cause and instrument 
(nianum - hand) to all. 

XLVII 
To the following division by them I 

do not consent: they say that thunder
bolts are either perpetual, or limited, 
01· those admitting of delay. The per
petu.al: whose signification pertains· to 
the entire lif e, nor d9es it announce 
~me single matter, hut embraces the 
web of things to be, in regular series, 
for every age. These are the bolts 
which happen first, when a patrimony 
is accepted, or a new condition either 
of man or of a city ( is enterèd upon). 
The limited belong to the day only. 
Prorogative ( admitting of delay) are 
those whose menaces can be delayed; 
hut cannot be avoided or removed. 

XLVIII 
( 1) • /'will say why it is that 1 will 

not consent tó this division. For what 
they call a perpetual thunderbolt is 
also limited, sinc:e such as these· equal
ly belong to the day; nor are these 
limited, becatise they signify many 
things;. and that. which is considered. 
as prorogative, is also limitecl, for by 
their Ówn aèknowledgment it is às~e.r
tained for how long a time delay may 
be brought àbout: they deny that bolts 
aff ecting individuals can be deferred 
beyond thetenth year, and public he~ 
yond the thirtieth .. In this way these 
also (the prorogative) are limited, be
cause that which is not protracted be-, 
yond ( a certain point) is limited. Con~ 
sequently, a day is determined for all 
thunderbolts and for every occurrence. 
There cannot, then, be atiy bounding 
oL the indefinite. 

(2) W hat things are to be exam
ined in Ughtning, they tell (us) here 
and there, and vaguely; since they can 
so divide ( the details) -,- in the mati
ner in which they were divided by the 
philosopher Attalus, who had . given 
himself up to thjs study - that they 
examine Where it occurred, When, To 
whom, On what account, What was thè 
kind, How great. If I were to desire 
to set these in their proper places, what 
shall L be able to do hereafter? I 
shall embark on an endless ( lab 01:). 

XLIX 

( 1) / will now clearly distinguish 
between the. names of the lightnings 
which are set forth by Caecinna> and 
I will also èxplain what I think about 
thefn. He says that there are Postu
latory (required again) by which sacri-
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fices which have been neglected or not 
performed according to the rîtes,' are 
begun over agàin; Monitory, by whicli 
is set forth what is tó be guarded 
against; Baleful, which foretell exile 
and death; Deceptive, which injure 
through ha ving ah appearance of some 
good: they instance the consulate, hut 
resulting in evil to those holding it; 
and an inheritànce; whose val'ue is to be 
got only through great disadvantage. 

(2) Threatening, which bring an 
appearance of peril, yet without peril; 
Canceling, by which are canceled the 
menaces of prior bolts; Confirming, 
which accord with former onès; Ter
rene, which • occur in inclosed places; 
Overwhelming,- by which things pre
vfously stricken and which have not 
been expiated, are killed; Re gal, when 
the forum is 'hit or the place of. assem
bly ( comitium) ör the principal spots 
of à free city: the signification of these 
( bolts) threatens a change over to 
royal government; lnfernal, when firë 
has burst froin the earth; H ospitable, 
which summon Jupiter to us, in sacri
fices, and:_ that I may use the softer 
word of their own-invite • ( him) ., But 
he should not be summoned against his 
will: they affirm tha:t in such éase he 
comes with great peril to ( those) in
sulting (him); Auxiliary, which are in
voked, hut come for the good of those 
who call. 

L 
( 1) How much simpler is the divi

sion employed by our. Àttalus, a re
markable man, who blended the studies 
of the Etruscans with the Greek subtil
ty: Of thunderbolts there are certairi 
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ones which foreshow that which àp
pertains t.o us; and certain others 
which foreshow nothing, or that whose 
signification does not appertain to tis. 

(2) Out of those which foreshow, 
certain ones are propitious, others.ad
verse [ certain others are mixed], 
others are neither adverse nor propi
tious. Of the, adverse, the following 
are the species: either they portend 
inevitable evils, or those which can be 
escaped from, or those which can be 
minimized, or which can be deferred. 
The propitious foreshow what is to en
dure, or what is transitory. 

( 3) The mixed either have a part 
of good and a portion of evH, or change 
evil things into good or good things 
into evil. Thöse which are neithe1; ad
verse nor propitious, are they which 
notify us of some action by which we 
should neither be terrified nor over
joyed, such as a journey in foreign 
parts wherein there is neither f ear nor 
any hope (of benefits). 

LI 

l return to those bolts which por
tend, indeed, something wliich yetdoes 
not pertain to us, as whether in the 
same year the same bolt will happen to 
a man which has already occurred. 
(These) bolts signify nothing, or that 
whose significance escapes us, such as 
those which are scattered over the im
mense sea or in desert solitudes, whose 
significance is nothing . ( to us), or is 
lost. 

LII 

( 1) J will now add a few things in 
dèscribing the force of the thunder-
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balts, which does not injure all matter 
in the _same manner. It most, vigorous~ 
ly shatters things that are strohgest, 
because they • resist; hut sometimes 
traveq,es without injury those which 
give way to it. It battles with stone, 
iron,· and whatever things are hardest, 
because it has to seek a path through 
them by violence: hence, it forces ( a 
path) through which it may escape. It 
spares things • that are soft and diffuse, 
though they may seem appropriate for 
flames, because, a path through lying 
open, it meets less obstruction. Hence, 
boxes remàining intact, as I have said, 
monèy which is in them is found fused, 
because the exceedingly tenuous fire 
passes through them by hid apertures; 
hut whatever it finds in timber to be 
solid and unyielding, it overpowers; 

( 2.) It does not rage in one mode 
only, as I have remarked, put what
ever thing any (such) force may have 
eff ected, thou knowest from the nature 
of the damage itself, and thou recog
nisest the bolt from its effect. Oc
casionally, the force of the same bolt 
produces rhany different ( effects), as, 
for instance, in a tree, it burns what 
is_ very dry, it perforates and breaks 
what is most solid and is hardest, it 
destroys the outer bark, and breaks 
and splits the interior rind [in the in
ner bark of the tree], it traverses and 
shrivels the leaves, it congeals wine, 
and melts iron and brass. 

LIII 

( 1) Itis a wonderful thing that wine 
which has been congealed by the bolt, 
upon its return to its former state, 

when drunk, either kills or renders in
sane. Why this should happen, the 
following occurred . to me on thinking 
about it: there is a baleful influence in 
the thunderbolt. H is very • probable 
that some spirit of it ( the bolt) remains 
in the liquid which it has thickened 
and congealed; yet it (the spirit) could 
not be so detained ( in_ the liquid) ex~ 
cept some bonding power were added 
tó it. 

( 2) Besides, there is an, offensive 
smell in oil and every unguent after 
a bolt. From which it appears that 
there is in the exceedingly subtil nre, 
which has been moved against its na
ture, some pestilential power, by which 
the stricken bodies do not so much 
deteriorate but are scorched ( adflata). 
Besides, wherever the bolt falls, there 
for certain is an odor of sulphur,which; 
because it is oppressive, when frequent
ly drunk, makes one mad. 

( 3) But we will return to this when 
at leisure. Perhaps itwill be pleasing 
to show how_all these things have come 
forth from philosophy, the parent of 
the arts: for it (philosophy) first 
sought out the causes of things and ob
served results, and,- what in_ an in
vestigation of thunderbolts is by far 
the· best thing-,- joined the effects of 
things to their beginnings. 

LIV 

( 1) / naw return to the opinion of 
Posidonius: Out of the earth and all 
things terrene, the moist part is 
breathed forth, the dry and smoky [re
mains] : tlle latter are. the aliment of 
thunderbolts, the former of rains. 
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Whatever of the dry an.d smoky reaches 
the air, cannot endure to be inclosed 
[ in cl ouds], hut breaks the inclosing 
(matter) : hence comes the sound that 
we. call thunder. 

(2) Likewise, in'the airitself, some
thing is rarefied at the same time that it 
is_rendered dry and warm: this also, 
if it be inclósed, equally seeks flight 
arid, escapes with sound, and either 
erupts everywhere" thus thundering 
more vigoroûsly,,or it escapes in detail 
and• throughout the parts. 

( 3} Hence; . this . spirit produces 
thunderings; •· · either. while breaking 
through • the •· douds or whilè · flying 
through ( them). The rolling about of 
the spirit locked up in à cloud is the 
mostpowerful kind of friction. Thun
derings, in fact, are' nothing else than 
the souncling of air setinmotion, which 
(sound)· cannot 9ccur except while 
( the air) • either is causing friction or is 
itself ruptured. 

LV 

(.1) "And if cl ouds are brought into 
collision ·between themselves," he says, 
''thatstroke occurs, which thou art dis
ctissing." But nota universa! (stroke): 
since neither do all ( cl ouds) dash to
gether upon all, hut parts upon parts. 
Nor do the softer (clouds) rèsound, 
except they be dashed upon harder 
(clou~s) ; in the same way the tide is 

not heard, unless there be an impact 
( upon the s hore). 

( 2} "Fire," he says, "which is 
plunged into water, resounds while it 
is being extinguished." Thou mayest 
think so; it favors my view; yet not 
even theri does fire produce sound, hut 
the spirit escaping thrnugh what is be
ing extinguished. - I grant to thee that 
fire occurs in a cloud and is extin
guished, yet it is bom from • the spirit 
and. the friction. 

(3) "What then?" he says. "Can
not some one of these falling .sta1~s 
(meteors) fall into a cloud and be ex
tinguished?" We think it possible that 
this also may occur occasionally: -yet 
we are seeking the natura! and constant 
cause, not that which is in frequent and 
fortuitous. Thou mayest take it that 
I confess to be true what thou sayest, 
that occasionally, after thunderings, 
fires spring forth similar to shooting 
and falling stars: yet thunderings are 
not produced on account of that, hut 
even though this should happen· thun~ 
derings are produced. 

( 4) Clidemos • says that lightning is 
an empty appearance, not ( really) fire: 
thus. at night, a shining is seen by. the 
movement of oars (in water), but the 
parallel is false: for there the shining 
appears in the water itself: but what 
happens in the atmosphere, breaks 
forth ( suddenly) and vanishes. 

(To be continued) 

"WRAT a èhimera is inan ! What a confused chaos, what a subject of 
contradictions ! The glqry and the scandal of the universe ! "- PASCAL 
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RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT: 

BOOK II-LVI 

HERACLITUS thinks lightning to 
be ( something) like the effort 

of inkindling fires among us and its 
first uncertain flame, now dying away, 
naw gathering strength: these, the an
cients called heat-lightning. We say 
'thunderings, speaking in the plural, 
hut the ancients said thunder or sound
ing ( tonum, thundering ). This I find 
in Caecinna, an eloquent man, who 
would have had at one time a name for 
eloquence, had not the shade of Cicero 
('s genius) overpowered him. Besides 
the ancients used that word (tonitrum 
f or. tonitruum) ( with a syllable) dim
inished, which we use with the syllable 
lengthened: for instance, we say splèn
dëre and fulgëre; hut for signifying 
this eruption of sudden light out of tlie 
clouds, their custom was to speak with 
the middle syllable diminished, so that 
they said fulgere. 

LVII 
(l) Dost thou ask what 1 myself 

tlzink?. Up to the present, ,in fact, 1 
have aècommodated my hand to (de
scribing) others' opinions: I will then 
speak, It lightens, • when a sudden 
light springs widely forth. This hap
pens when the air is changed to fire in 
thin clouds, nor finds energy by which 
it may dart farther on. 

( 2) Thou wonderest not, I suppose, 
either that movement rarefies the air 

or that rarefication inflai:nes it: thus 
a glans (an acorn-shaped missile of 
lead) hurled from a sling, melts, and 
separates. into drops· from • thé fr_iction 
of the:air, just as by fire. Accordingly,. 
thunderbolts are most numerous in the 
summer, because it is then hottest; 
fire comes forthmore easily by the fric-

.J 

tion of hot bodies; 
( 3) In the same way happen both 

the lightning-flash, which shines só 
gt-eatly, and the thunderbolt, which sets 
fire (to things). But the former has a 
lighter energy and less of aliment; and; 
to say briefly what lfeel, the boltis a 
flash. extended ( intentum). Therdore,. 
where matter of ·a ho.tand fuming na
ture sent forth from the earth faUs 
Upon the douds, and has been ro.lled 
about in their belly for a long ûme, it 
bursts forth finally,·and, because it has 
no ( especial) energy (behind it ), is a 
dazzling light. 

(4) But where . those lightning~ 
flashes have had more matter, and haye 
burned with a greater onset, they clo 
riot merely appear, hut fall. Somebe
lieve the thunderbolt undoubtedly .tö 
return, others that it subsides; where 
alimerithas weighedjt down, then, toO; 
the bolt is carried below in a more lan7 
guid stroke. 

LVIII 

{l). "Butwhy does the thunderbolt 
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appear as a sudden thing,. and its fire 
not lé1stlonger?" Becàusè fire is rapid, 
everywhere -moved at once, and both· 
ruptures th,e clouds and sets- the air 
afire. Further, the flame dies away 
withthe ceasing öf the moyement; nor 
ag11in; is the course of the spirit con
stant so thatthe fire can beprolonged, 
hut as of ten ·as it inkirtdles. itself rriore 
strongly in the very violence of its pas
sage, it assumes the ru~h of a ~eeing 
thing; finally, when it has escaped and 
has left the struggle, from the -same 
càuse (as abo,vef it now is carried down 
to the èarth, and ;i1ow is dissolved be
fóre (that happens) ifit be urged by 
less energy. 

(2) ''Why is it carried obliquely?'.' 
Because it accords with the spirit, for 
spirit is· oplique and winding (in its 
course), and, becàuse nature calls fire 
upwarcl, and violence presses it down
,vard, it (fire- the bolt) takes on it~ 
self an obliqtie Course: At times neith.er 
ènergy yields to the other, andthe fire 
labors _tci rise to the upper parts and is 
pressed downwards • to the lower. 

( 3) "Why are the suinmits of moun
tains frequèntiy stricken ?'; -· Because 
they are placed just "linder the clèmds, 
and the {bolts which) fall from the sky, 
find a passage through them ( the sum-
1nits). 

LIX· 

(l) I understand what tl,lou desirest 
already for some time, what thou ask
est for so earnestly. • "l prefèr," thou 
sayést, "not to fear thunderbolts than 
to know ( what they are) : therefore 
teach others ho~ they are produced: 
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as for me, I desire to have my f ear öf 
thèm. ddvèn out,·. not that their nature 
be (merely) pointed out." 

(2} 1 will follów whither thou call
est: forto all things and to aU addresses 
there should be added something com
forting. When we travel through the 
occult (parts) of nature, when we tr_eat 
of divine concerns, the mind must be 
delivered from its woes_ and continu
àlly strengtheneQ, because this one 
thing is necessary -both for the erudite 
and for men of affairs: not that we 
should flee from the stroke of destiny 
( ictus rerum), for everywhereits blows 
win be hurled upon us, hut that we 
should endure "'.ith fortitude and con
stancy. 

(3) We can be unconquered; avoid 
the blows we cannot, though the hope 
may spring up that we may be able to 
avoid them. "How?" thou askest. 
Despise death; and all things which 
lead to death become. contemptible, 
whether they be wars, or shipwrecks, 
or the jaws of wild beasts, or the mass~ 
ive weights in the sudden giving way 
of falling ruins. 

( 4) For what inore can theydo than 
to separate the • body from the mind? 
This no diligence· can avoid, no felici
tous condition can avert, no power can 
overcÓme. Such various things does 
fate grant to pleàsure ! yet death im
partially recalls themall. Death awaits 
both the off ended and the propitious 
gods. 

(5) The mind is caught away from 
very hopelessness: even the most 
timid of animals, which nature formeèi 
for flight, when no escape is at hand, 
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will turn and,fight with their unwarlike 
bodies. No enemy is more dangerous 
than he whom extreme need makes au
dacious, and the struggle is always far. 
more violently maintained from neces
sity than from courage: the great and 
determined mind will attempt even 
[greater] or certainly equal things. 

( 6) Let us reflect, that, as far as 
death is concerned, we are without hope 
(of escaping it): let us then choose 
(our course). It is evenso, Lucilius, 
we are all reserved for death. All these 
multitudes whom thou seest, all whom 
thou supposest to be anywhere else, na
ture will soon recall (to herselj) and 
will lay them aside; nor is it a questión 
about the thing itself, hut only of the 
day. 

(7) Itmust come to this, sooner or 
later. What! Does not he who, with 
great running to and fro, seeks for a 
delay of death, seem to thee to be the 
most timid andthe most foolish of men? 
Wouldst thou not despise him, who, 
condemned, among .· those who are to 
die, should entreat as a favor that he be 
the last t_o off er his netk ( to the 
sword)? We do the same: we think 
it a great thing to die a little later. 

( 8) All . are condemned to suffer 
death; and, verily, by a most just con
demnation. On the other hand, great 
.is usuaUy the solace of those aboutto 
suffer the extreme (penalty) that their 
cause is the same, their fate the same ! 
If it be our fate to be delivered over by 
judge or magistrate, we ought to yield 
obedience to our executioner: what 
difference i.s there whether we goto our 
death· by order, or are born to it? 

(9} Oh! thou demented man; for
getful of thy (ncitural) perishability, 
if thou fea.rest death when itthunders ! 
Does nötthy welfare turn upon this? 
Thou wilt live, if thou escape~t the 
bolt? The sword will find thee out, 
the stone will seek thee, bla.ck bile will 
destroy thee: the thunderbolt is not 
the greatest of thy perils, but the most 
beautifull 

(10) How ill, forsooth, will it be 
clone with thee, îf infinitè celerity shall 
prevent the antidpation of thy death! 
If thy death shall. be managed for.thee ! 
If, verily, whenthou expirest, thou art 
nota useless thing, butthe sign of.somè 
great thing ! How ill, forsooth, will it 
be clone thee, if thou art laid aside with 
the bolt! 

( 11) But thou becomestalarmed at 
the din .in the heavens and tremblest 
from ,fear of the cloudyvoid, and, as 
óften asit flashes,thou expirest. What! 
Thinkest thou that it is more honörable 
·to pedshin swoön than by the thunder
bolt? For that reason, tlierefore, arise 
hut the more fümly against the men~ 
aces of the sky, and, .eveh were the 
world everywhere to, be inwrapped jn 
flame, reflect that there is nothing in 
the universa! death that can destroy 
thee. 

( 12) Fodf thou believest Sl,lCh con
fusion of the, heavens to be prepared 
for thee, such discord of the ele.
ments; if on thy accouritthe·.massed 
and swirling clouds do roar, and such 
ravaging offires to be dashed forth 
for thy demise; yet, by way of com
fort, reckon thy death to be a matter 
of such great consèquerice ! 
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( 13) But there will be "no place for 
this reflexi01i: the emergency ban~ 
ishes fear; and among othet things, 
this advantage likewise • belongs to· it, 
that it anticipates its expectation.. No 
one ever has f eared the thunderbolt, 
unless he has escaped it. 

BOOK III - (PRE.FACE) 

( 1) It has not escaped me, Lucilius, 
best of men; how I, an old man, will lay 
down the fûndamêntals of great mat
ters - who have determined to enèom
pass the world and to dig out its causes 
and secrets, and· fo publish for. others 
t~ings thàt can be known. When maf 
1 follow up so many things? when, 
bring tögether füings· that are so wide
ly separated? when, explore things so 
occult? 

(2) Let age, then, press upon (me) 
and cast inmy way the yèars consumed 
in profitless pursuits: by so much the 
more rrrnst'wepress.forward; let labor 
repair the lcisses of a life unfortunately 
wasted; l~t 11ight add to the day., Let 
preoccupations be less. Let care of a 
patrimony, Jying far disfant frorri its 
owner, be released. ·. Let the mind he 
freed (Jrom other preoccupations) un-. 
toitself, and letit löok toa conterripla
tion of itself, at least now at the ·end. 

(3) It shall so dó, and it will draw 
nigh uilto itself, and daily it will meàs
ure out the shortnèss of time. What~ 
ever has been overlooked, itwill gather 
up by diligent use of the present life. 
The passing over to hónorable things 
throtigh penitence, .is very silre. It is 
pleasing, therefore,'to me to exclaim in 
thatverse of an iliustrious poet: 

We carry miglity minds, and t!te greatest of 
t!tings; 

In small time, do we accomplis!t: 

this I should say, if, as a boy or a youth, 
I were setting to work, for soine time is 
short in such great things: hut now, 
verily, we have approached a thing 
serious, weighty, immense, after the 
meridian years (of life). 

( 4) Let US do what is customary in 
tra vel: they who start out later ( than 
otkers), make it good by speed: Let 
us hasten, let us undertake á work -
I know not whether it be beyond our 
powers, hut it certainly is great-e.::_with
out the plea of old age. The mind in
creases (its powers)-'-- as often as it 
displays and reflects over the magni
tudes of the undertaking - according 
tö the object ( in view), not according 
to its remàining span (of Ufe). 

( 5} Some have exháusted them
selves in composing the acts (histories) 
of foreign kings, and those things which 
nations have suff ered or have dared in 
turn: how much more profitable it is 
to extinguish one's own ills than to 
pass on tó posterity the ills of others 1 
How much better it is to celebràte the 
works of the gods than the robberies of 
Philip or of Alexànder or of others, 
who, famous by (their) ruin of peoples, 
were not less the bàne of mortals than 
a flood bY which all the level earth is 
covered, or than a conflagration in 
which a grèat part of living beings wàs 
extinguished. ·-· 

( 6) They write how Hannibal 
crossed over the Alps; how, elated by 
the disasters of Spain; he unexpectedly 
carried war into Itàly, and when (his) 
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plans were brok.en and after Carthage, 
obstinate, he wandered from king to 
king, offering himself as a general,seek
ing an army; how, though an old man, 
he . left not off seeking war in every 
corner: verily, he was able to endure 
being without a country, but he was 
unable (to suffer) without an enemy. 

(7) How much better it is to seek 
for what is (yet) to be achieved than 
for what has been (already) accom
plished, and to instruct those who have 
surrendered themselves to ( their good) 
fortune that nothing enduring has 
(ever) been given by it, and that all 
its treasures flow rapidly away! It 
( Fortune) knows no rest; it rejoices 
to substitute things of sorrow for things 
of joy, at least to intermingle them. 
Accordingly, let no one èonfide in suc
cess; from what is adverse let no one 
revolt; the vicissittides of things alter
nate. 

( 8) Why exultest thou? Those 
things by which thou art borne to thè 
highths, thou knowest not when, they 
wiH leave thee: they have their own, 
not thy, en_d ( in view). Why liest 
thou ( supine) ? Thou hast been borne 
down to the depths: now is the moment 
for rising again: the ad verse are 
chànged for the better, the desired, for 
theworse: 

(9) These fluctuations ai'e to be 
conceived by the mind not orily as mat
ters of -private concern, which some 
light cause sets in motion, but as ( mat
ters ój) public (concern). Kingdoms, 
rising from the lowestdepths have out
lasted their conquerors; • oJd empires 
in their flower have fallen. • The num-

her cannot be ascertained (of those) 
which have been braken off from 
others,· so many are they;. for .verily, 
while thê deity raised up some (!rom 
their origins), others · he overthr.ows 
and in no gentle wày, but ordains that 
from even their • foundations no relics 
are to remain. 

( 10) We believe these things to be 
great (matters), bècause we ourselves 
are small: there is greatness in many 
things, nöt from their own nature, hut 
verily fröm our owri smallness. • .. What 
superiority is there in human. affairs? 
(I t is) Not by filling the seas with 
ships; nor by planting standards' on 
the shore ofthe Red Sea; nor, when 
our country lacks space, by. wa.nder
ing over the ocean seeking the un~ 
known; but by seeîng all things bythe 
mind, and --:--there is no greater •· vic~ 
tory than this ~ subduing our vices. 
They who have held nations and dties 
in thei_r sway, are innuinerable: very 
few who ( have held sway over) them~ 
selves. 

( 11) What is superiodty? It is to 
elevate the mind above the threats and - . . 

promises o'rfortunê; to consider that 
the fortune thou hopest for has nothing 
of worth (in it) :.for what worthy thing 
hasthatthou longestfqr? Thou, who, 
as of ten ás thóu hast fallen away from 
intercmirse with divine matters to ·hu
man concerns, art blinded not other
wise.than they whose eyes have turned 
from the brilliant sunlight to dense 
shadow. 

(12) What is superiority? To be 
able withjoyful heart to bear adversity. 
Whatevèr may happen, to bear it just 
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as if thou hadst willed it to thyself: for 
thou hadst been bound to will it, hadst 
thou lmown all things to happen by de
cree of t:he divinity .. Weeping,lamént
ing; groaning, are revolt. 

(13) What is superiority? A mind 
strong arid obstinate against calamity; 
not so much aversé to luxury as uneàsy 
in it; neither eager for danger nor 
afraid of it; which knows how to make 
fortune, not merely to awáit it; an:d to 
advance against one and . the other 
-(good f ortune and ill) intrepid and un~ 
confused, nor to be overpowered by the 
tumults of the one or the brilliance of 
the other. 

(14) What is superiority? Not to 
admit evil counsel 1nto the mind; to 
raise purehands to heaven; to seekfor 
no good which, thatit may pass to thee, 
someone must give or someone must 
lose; .towishfor that which is wished 
for without envy__:a good mind: other 
things • held · by mortals as of great 
worth, although some hap may have 
brought theïn ( to • thy) h<>me, are to 
be looked upon just as if they were 
about to leave thee as they carne. 

(15) What is superiority? To carry 
the spirit high over.fortuitous happen~ 
ings; to be mindful of man, sotha,t if 
thouartfortunatethou mayest know it 
willnotlonglast; or, if thou art unfor
tunate, thoumayest know that it aff ects 
thee not,if thou believest it not. 

( 16) What is superiority? To have 
breath on the edge of theHps ( doubt
less a proverbial saying, meaning: Be 
ready.to die at any moment, thus reach
ing freedom). This makes one free, not 
by the làw of the Quirites, but by the 
law of nature. He.is free who has es
caped from his bondage, for the latter 
is constant ànd unavoidable and weigh
ing upon one equally by day and night, 
without intermission,without furlough; 

( 17) Servitude to self is theheaviest 
bondage,-which yet it is easy tó break 
if thou wouldst cease asking many 
things for thyself, if thou wouldst: cease 
giving thyself rewards, if thou wouldst 
keep before thy eyes both thy nature 
and thy age - though this be youth ~ 
and wouldst say to thyself: Whyam I 
so senseless? What do I pant af ter? 
Why do I sweat? Why do I haunt the 
earth, the forum? Nor is it a task 
either difficult or long. 

(18) For this, it will help us to ex
amine the nature of things: at first we 
shall leave behind us whatevèr is vile; 
then the mind itself, concërning which 
the need is superlatively great, we shaU 
turn away from the body. Finally; ha\7-
ing exercised our wits in things hid; 
they will not be of poorer qualify with 
regard to whatis evident. For nothing 
is more clear than these salutary mat
ters, which we condemn, yet lay not 
aside. 

"DwELLING in· darkness, wise in their own conceit, puffed up with vain 
knowledge, they gó round and round, staggering to and fro like blind men led 
by the blind."- From the Mtmdaka-Upanishad 
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light the torches which it has sèemingly hid
den away in its mountain-hermitages and 
desert spaces, aghast at the glare and blare of 
today's materialism? Are not Arabia and 
India stirring even today before the rustling 
dawn of a new order? 

We may wonder if that intuitive wri
ter is aware that the mystiè _ East has 
sent its Messengers to carry the light 
of ti-ue wisdom in its purity to the 
West; and that the torch is burning 
brightly for those whos·e eyes are not 
blinded by false educätion, prejudice, 
and personal desire, and· who . are not 

RESEARCHES 

afraid to follow the gleam. In the 
words of Dr. G. de Ptrrucker: 

The Ancient Wisdom . . . which has no 
dogmas, which has no creeds; which does not -
demand that you must believe this or that, 
unless it appeal to your spiritual and intellec
tual and moral senses: is· the formulation in 
human language of -the disoveries of the grëat 
Seers • and Sages of pas't _ages, . who have -sent 
tlieir inquiringspirit behind the veil of/the 
visible into the invisible, into the very womb 
of being, and have brought back wisdom, 
knowledge, and have formtilated them in re~ 
ligio-philosophical shape; -ahd _ this formtila~ 
tion today is called Theosophy. 

INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 
(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER,-M': A.,D. LITT. 

BOOK IH---: I 

(1) Let us, then, make research 
concèrning waters, and investigate in 
what inanner they are produced, whe
ther as Ovid says, 

There was a_fountain-ltead clear, silvery witlt 
spar kling waves. (M etam;, iii, 407), 

or, as Vergil _ says, 

W/tence, witlt vast murmur óf the mount, 
• .tltrough • nine mouths 

It goes, a sea bursting forth, and presses the 
fields of the sounding main, 

(Aeneid, i, 245) 

or, as I find in thy own work, dearest 
youth, 

Pressed jrom Sicilian founts, the river ftows, 

if, inany manner, law controls waters, 
in what so many huge rivers flow on 

by day and by night. Why some 
rivers swell with the winter-ftoods, 
and others, 'though _ lacking tributary 
streams, increase in volume, 

( 2) M eanwhile, we reserve the Nilè 
outofthe multitude (of others), being 
of a singular and -_ peculiar type, and 
to it ,we will give due notice: - but now 
let us_ consider ordinary waters, both 
the cold and the hot, and we shall in
quire abóut tlte latter whether they 
spring jorth hot, or beco-me so. We 
shaU also treat of' others, whiclz taste 
or some particula-i-use renders remark
able:. 

( 3) for some aid eyesight,. some the 
nerves; some. complete.ly heal invetë
rate disordei:s_ which have been given 
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up by physicians; some are good for 
sores, some taken as .drink: foment the 
interior parts, and.relievetheaffections 
of lun_gs and viscera; some keep down 
the-blood;. to each there is as great a 
variety of use as of taste. 

II 

( 1) All waters are either at rest or 
in motion, or are collected, or have 
various . channels. - Some are sweet, 
some change11ble; acri<;l, too, are 
found; (others) brackish and bitter; 
or medicinal, of which we may men~ 
tioi1 the sulfurated, those containing 
iron or alum: the taste shows the 
quality. 

(2) They have, besides the llbove, 
mäny dijjerences_. First, <>f touch: 
c~ld and hot; next, of _weight: light 
and heavy; next, of color: clear, tur-

-bid, bluish,. leaden; next, of whole
sómeness: •. for some are useful, some 
are death-giving; [some are hard
ened intostone; some are thin, some 
greasy ]; some strengthen, some pass 
out;withoutany benefit to the_drinker, 
some when drunk confer fecurtdity. 

III 

The nature of the situation deter
mines whether the water be at rest, or 
flow: it :flóws alon:g a downward 
course; 011 a plain fL-is at rest, and 
stagnates. Sometimes it is impelled 
by spirit upstream: in this case it is 
in compulsion, and does not flow. lt 
is collected from the clouds; bu,t is 
original, when (flowing) jrom its 
springs. Yet nothing prevents water 
from being both collected and spring-

ing forth in the same locality, which 
we see in Fucinus (Zake), into which 
the surrounding mountains distribute 
whatever the rain has poured down, 
hut large and hid water-veins are in 
( thdake )itself. Therefore even whert 
the winter torrents pour (ïnto it) it 
preserves its customary level. 

IV 

N ow first let us ascertain in what 
manner the earth suffices to keep up -
the flowing of the rivers, since such a 
great quantity of water leaves it. We 
wonder that the seas do not f eel the in
crease brought by the rivers: it is 
equally to be wondered at that' the 
earth does not feel the loss of what 
flows a'Yay. Whatis it that has either 
filled the earth so greatly that it can 
yield up· such_ quantities from its secret 
places; or that immediately renews 
the supply? Whatever èxplanation we 
may advance with regard to rivèrs, 
will apply also to brooks and springs. 

V 

Some deciare that the earth receives 
back whatever ( amount o !) water it 
had surrendered, and on this account 
-the seas do not increase, because what 
has flowed into thein they do not add 
to their own (bulk) hut continuously 
give it back: for the sea flows under 
the earth by secret paths and appears, 
then returns to the hid parts, and is 
filtered in transit, because being lashed 
along through manifold circuitous 
routes -in theearth it divests itself of 
its bitterness, and its unwholesome
nes.s [ of flavor] it throws off_ in such 
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vadety of soils, and thus passes back 
into pure water. 

VI 

( 1) Some think that what the earth 
receives from rains, • is drawn down
wards to the deptlis and again is sent 
forth ( as rivers) ; and they add this 
by way of proof, that rivers are very 
few in those places where the rainfall 
is small. 

(2) For that reason they say that 
the solitudes of Aethiopia are dry, and 
that fèw springs are to be found in-in
terior • Africa; because the nature _. of 
the sky is hot and almost always sum
m~rlike: stretches of sand, therefoi:e, 
lie ( there), uncultivated and without 
trees, without husbandmen, sprinkled 
by rare showers which .are forthwith 
absorbed. But, on the other hand, it 
is well • known that Germany ánd 
Gaul, and next.to them Italy, abound 
in brooks and rivers, becausè they en
joy a watery sky, nor are rains làcking 
even in summer. 

VII 

( 1) Agàinst these ( arguments), 
many things, as thou seest, can be said. 
First; I, who am a diligent cultivator 
of vineyards, assure thee that there is 
no r~in [so great] which will wet the 
e<J,rth beyond a depth of ten feet: all 
moisture is consumed within the firs_t 
crust (of the earth), and descends not 
tó the lower parts. 

{2) How, then, can rain~supply in~ 
cr~ase to waJer-courses, when it moist"' 
ens ónly the top~soil? The larger part 
ofit is drawn off througp. the beds of 

rivers to the sea. It is a small por
tion only that the earth absorbs, -nor 
does it ( the earth) hold it: for either 
it is arid,-and takes to itself whatever 
bas been infused (into it); or, satti-. 
rated,. it throws. it off, if more than it 
needs -has fallen. -".\nd for this reason, 
streams do not increase in size from the 
first rains, because ·the thirsty • eàrth 
draws them. all into herselL 

( 3) Why is it that certain streams 
burst forth froni rocks and mountains? 
To these the rains bring some part, 
which (rains) are carried down to it 
through bare and i:'ocky ground; nor 
hàvéthey [soil] ihto whichthey may 
sink. Add this, thàt •• wells digged · in 
the driest · places beyohd a. • depth -of 
two hundred or thi"ee hunc:Ïred f eêt; dis..: 
cover copious veins· of water at that 
depth, to which water does not pene
trate; só thou màyest know that this 
moisturè is· neither celestial, (rain
water) nor colleded togetheri bu:t, as 
is customàrily said, livin$ water. 

( 4) Their opinion is also disproved 
by this fact, that cerfäin springs flow 
cöpióusly at the very summit ofmoun
tains. It would seem ·that they. were 
either forced up thither, or originated 
there, sinëe all rainwater flows down; 

VIII 

Some think that just as in tlie out
er part· of the • earth . there lie vast 
swainps and great and navigable lakes; 
just as the seas have flowed into vat:
leys over an immense extent [of land}; 
thus the inner parts of· the • earfü 
abound with sweet waters a,nd form 
bodies of water not less ( in size} than 
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the oc:ea:n and its bays arriong us: nay, 
they are the great~r by as muchas the 
eatth extends downwarcls. Henc~e, out 
of that deep copiousness (of water) 
the streams are discharged; and why . . 

shoÛldst thou marvèl at it if the earth 
.does not feel ( their: loss) when drawn 
away, -Since the seas do not feel them 
when added to it? 

IX 

( 1) To some, the folfowing explan., 
ation is pleasing: They • say. thàt the 
eàrth has within itselfhollow retreats 
and a great amount of spidt which 
necessarily becomes chilled, pressed 
under hiavy darknesS; then, since. it 
has·ceased to move itself, ináctive and 
unmovi~g, it is convertedto water. 

(2) Just as alllong us a mutàti<:m 
of the air mal{,es rain, thus below the 
earth, ( it makes) rivers and brooks. 
Abovê • us it cannot long remain slug
gish and heavy: for sometiµies it is 
rarefied by the stm, sometimes it is ex
panded by the winds. . In this manner 
there are the great intervals in rains: 
bllt whatever is under the ground that 
converts it to water, 'is always the 
same: perpetual darkriess, eternal 
cold, unyielding density. Hence it 
will • àlways pro.vide causes for both 
river ~nd ·spri~g. 

( 3) We believe that the earth is 
mutable; and whatever she breathes 
out, because it is not .received in the 
freeair,forthwith thickens and is con" 
verted to fluid. Thou hast (here) the 
first cause of waters having birth un
der .the eartlt. 

X 

(1) Thou mayest also add that all 
things are produced from all things: 
air from water; water :from ai!; firé 
from air; air from fire: why then may 
not water be. produced from earth? 
Which Iàtter, if itbe mutable to other 
things also ( is it changeable) to water 
-iiideed, especiaHy to this. Both 
things are related, both are heavy, 
both dense, both ~oved to the lowest 
part (in extremuin) of the world. 
Earth is produced from water: . why 
may not water be prod~ced from 
éarth? 

(2) ''But the rivers are_ large." 
Since thou bast seen how many there 
are, on the othe.r hand .consider. from 
what great (supply) they come forth, 
Dost thou wonder that. new water is 
always ready for them, since they con-: 
tinually glide away, some, indeed, be
ing. hurried rapidly along? What if 
thou shouldst wonder that, , since the 
wincis urge forward the entire :(body 
of) air, spirit does not lack, hut flows 
equally by day and by night, not being 
home along in certain beds like rivers, 
hut spreads • itself with • wide impulse 
over the vast spaces of the· heaven? 
What if thou shouldst wonder at any 
billow (of the sea) remaining, which 
follows upon so many broken waves? 

( 3) N othing is wanting, • because 
everything returns back to itself: 
there are transmutations ( recursus -
returnings) of all the elements into 
each other. Whatever pedshes in one; 
p~sses. over into anothet; ·: and nature 
equilibrizes her. parts as if they were 
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disposed by weights, lest, in a dis-· 
turbed equilibrium of portions, the 
(physical) world preponderate. 

( 4) All things are in all: the air hot 
only passes over into fire, hut it is 
never lacking in fire. Remove • from it 
(the air) its heat: it will condense, it 
will be at rest, it will harden, and the 
air will pass over into fluid, hut never
theless it is not without fluid. The 
earth makes both air and water, hut 
it is never more without water than 
without air; and the mutual intermu
tation is on that account the easier, 
because in those things into which • the 
mutation occurs, are already mixed 
things (composite of different ele
ments). 

( S) Therefore the earth has liquid 
(in itself); this it presses out. It has 
air (in itself): this the darkness of the 
wintry cold condenses, so that it be~ 
comes liquid. • It • ( the earth) itself is 
changeable into liquid: it acts froni 
its own nature. 

XI 

( 1) "W kat then?" thou sayest: 
"Ij the causes are perpetual by which 
rivers and springs come into being, 
why do they sometimes dry up, and 
sometimes spring f orth from • places 
where ·before they were not?" Fre
quently their channels are disarranged 
by an earthquake and the catastrophe 
interrupts the flow of water/which, 
held in check, seeks new outlets and 
dashes in another direction; or they 
áre carried over fromone place to an
other by the movement of the earth 
itself. 

( 2) • Among ourselves it, happens 
t,hat rivers, abandoning their beds, 
spread abroad at first, and then, be
cause they have lost their path, make 
( a _new one). Theophrastus saysthat 
this happened in Mount Corycus, in 
which, after an earthquàke, new 
springs appeared.. 

( 3) • There are others who opine tha~ 
still different causes intervene, which 
call forth waters or cause them to 
change -their beds or their direction. 
Haemus at one time was badly wat
ered, hut when the tribe of Gauls, 
blockaded by Cassander, threw them-:
selves into that place and cut down 
forests, water in great quantity ap
peared which manifestly the groves 
had taken for themselves, and these 
being.cut down, tlie liquid·which now 
was no longer absoi:'bed by the trees, 
flowed forth. He· says that the same 
thing happén~d arotuid Magnesia. 

( 4) Bût with Theophrastus' good 
leave,. it inay be said that thîs is· not 
likely to be _the truth, because coninion
ly whatever (places) are very shady 
are abounding in wáter, which would 
not happen if the trees dried out the 
möisture, for their need is derived from 
the immediate heigliborhood. Indeed, 
the water of rivers flows forth from the 
deeps and is received from • a greater 
distànce thari thàt which may possi
bly go out from roots. Besides, trees 
which have been feHed, eagerly take 
up liquid; for they draw not only that 
by which they may live; hut that by 
which they increase in growth. 

(5) He . says •. that . the safue • thing 
(häppened) aroûnd Arcadia; which 
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was a cityJn·füe island of Crete: that 
the springs and brooks ceased, be~ 
cause whenthe city was destroyed, the 
earth was no longer cultivated; hut 
afterwards, when it collected together 
husbandmen, the waters also began to 
gather'. He puts forth the following 
èause of the· drying, that • the soil be
coming set, had hardened, and was un
able to transmit the rains from lack of 
being worked. 

( 6) How is it then that we see the 
largest nurhher of springs in the most 
uninhabited places? In short, we find 
many more places which began to. un
dergo cultivation on account of (their) 
waters, than those which began to get 
water because they were cultivatèd. 
That the ( water) . is not pluviaL ( de~ 
rived /rom .· rains) which forms vast 
rivers even at their spdngs, and are 
navigable for Jarge vessels, thou may" 
eshmderstand from this, that thefall 
(des cent) from the springhead is equal 
both through winter and summer. Rain 
can make a torrent, it cannot (make) 
a strearil, gliding along in equal course 
between its own banl,rs: this rains • do 
not make, hut merely swell it. 

XII 

(1) Let us return a little to a pre., 
vious thought, if it please (thee), and 
thou wiltknow. that thou hast nothing 
to complain of when thou reachest the 
true origin of water-courses. A river, 
of course, is an .abundant flowing of 
unfailing water: Therefore if thou 
ask me how water is produced, I will 
ask in my turn how the air of the earth 
is produced; 

( 2) t The Egyptians made fóur 
elèments, then from each one, two, 
masculine and feminine: they deciare 
the air to be masculine when there is 
wind; feminine, when it is cloudy and 
still. They call the sea virile water; 
all other, f eminine. They call fire male 
where flame burris; feminine, where it 
shines, and is harmless at touch. Théy 
call earth male that is resistant, such 
as rocks and stones: they give the 
name of female tO' it when it is work
able and cultivated;t 

( 3) But if in the nature of things 
the elements are four, thou canst not 
ask whence water is produced, for it 
is· the fourth part of nature itself: why 
then dost thou wonder if so great a 
portion of the nature of tlÏings can 
constantly pour out something Jrom 
its very self? 

( 4) In the manner that air - it
self a fourth part of the world-moves 
the winds and the breezes, so does 
water the brooks and rivers. If wind 
is flowing air, then also is a rive·r flow
ing water. • I gave to it sufficient and 
much énergy when I said that it is an 
element: thou understandest, then, 
that what goes forth from it cannot 
fail. 

XIII 

(1) I will add, as Thales also puts 
it, that it is a most powerful element. 
He thinks it to have been the first ( ele
ment), and out of it all things to have 
arisen. But we also hold either the. 
same conclusion, or ( cleave to) his la~t 
( element as the first), for we say that 
it is fire which fills the world and con-
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verts all things together into. itself: 
this (fire) being evanescent, sinks in
to itself; and nothing else is left in the 
nature of things, the fire having sub
sided, than nioisture: in this lies the 
hope ( seed, • so to say) Óf the world 
next to·be. 

( 2) Thus, fire is the end of the 
world, moisture •. the original (com
mencement) : dost thou marvel, then, 
that streams can continuously flow out 
of this ( moisture) which was before 
all things and· out of which all things 
are? This [inoisture], in the multipli
cation of things (in manijestation) is 
reduced into fourths, and so arranged 
that it can be the source for pröducing 
rivers, brooks, springs. 

XIV 

( 1) The foolish opinion that fol
lows is Thales's. He says, forsooth, 
that the globe is sustained by water 
and borne (by it) after the manner of 
a ship, and that when it undulates from 
its mobility it is said- to quake: it is 
not wonderful, therefore, if it abound 
in moisture • capable of pouring out 
rive~s, since it is wholly ( immersed) 

••in .. moisture. 

(2) Reject this old and crude opin
ion! Nor shouldst thou believe that 
water seeps ~into the globe through fis
sures and makes bilge-water. 

( 3) t tThe sea is one, thus consti
tuted in fact from the beginning. It 
has its veins ( channels) by which it is 
filled and agitated. Of the sea, even 
as of thfa softer water, the cause of the 
amount is hid: there is sent forth from 

it as much as ever may be needfuL 
There is, a .vast passage in the .secret 
parts of the sea that the dischárge of 
no river will ever drain dry; 

XV 

(1) There are certain ones of these 
(statements) to which we. are a.ble to 
give assent; but in addition l hold the 
following opinion: I believe that the 
earth is directed by nature, and, in
deed, on the pattern of our bodies, in 
which are veins and arteries -: the 
former, receptades of bfood, the lat
ter, of spirit. There a,re also in the, 
earth certain passage-ways through 
which water • courses, and others 
through which (courses) spirit: and 
nature . formed these . so • predsely . on· 
the sii:nilitude of human bodies, that 
our ancestors also used to call { the pas
sage-ways) of the waters, veins. 

( 2) But just as in ourselves there is 
not on_ly blood butmány kinds of fluid: 
some (kinds) of an indispensable (ftu
id), some of a corrupted and, indeed, 
of a somewhat gross (ftuid) : the brain 
in the heág, the .marrow in the bones; 
the mucuses, the slimes, tears, and 
something which is excreted irtto the 
joints by which these are flexed more 
quickly from its slippery nature: thus 
likewise in the earth are very many 
kinds of fluid: some which • harden in 
due time: 

( 3) hence (from the last men
tioned) • is all the earth of .the metals, 
in which avarice séeks gold ànci silver; 
and which are turnéd into stönè from 
liquor (liquid). Earth and the fluid 
actually decay into_certainthings, such 
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as bitumen and other things similar to 
tliis. This is the cause of the waters, 
föllowing the law of nature and the de
sire of the things thus mutatin:g ( nas
centium - of.· the things coming to 
birth). 

{ 4} Moreover, just as in our own 
bodies, só also in her ( the earth) fre
quèntly. the fluids contract diseases 

·(vitia): either a blow, or some quak~ 
ing, or debility of the spot,· ör cold, or 
heat, have corrupted its nature. And 
.à sulphur-vein: (perhaps) has collected 
fluid, which • sometimes • lasts • · long, 
sometimes only for a short time. 

( 5) Therefore, as in our bödies the 
blood, .. when a vein is opened 'by a 
wound, keeps flowin:g away until it is 
aHgone or until the opening of the vein 
doses and shuts off ( the flow), or some 
other cause • farces back the blood: 
th:us also in the earth, whèn veins have 
been destroyed and laid open; there 
pours forth either à river or a brook. 

( 6) It is important how greatly the 
vein has been opened, which soinetimes 
fails, the water (in. it) being • all con
siJmed ( by its flow) ; sometimes it runs 
dry from some. impediment; some
times it unites, as in a wound; and 
doses up the passage which it had 
open_ed. Sometimes the energy of the 
èarth ·-:-:-which we have already said 
to be· mutable - no longer is able to 
convert its aliment _ into fluid. 

(7) Yêt sometimes, when it (the 
vein) is drained, it is filled ·again from 
itself; its fluid having regathèred to
gether ; sometimes { its flitids) are 
b:rought over from elsewhere. Fre
quently, empty spaè:es near • to • full 

withdfaw the fluid into themselves; 
frequently, the earth, if iLbe îndined 
to decay, itself dis.solves and beè:omes 
watery; [often] the same thing hap
pens benèath the earth that ( happens) 
in the douds, that [air] thickens, ancl 
being too heavy to remain in· its own 
nature begets fluid; frequently, a thin 
and scattered liquor aîter the irian:ner 
of dew is_ gathered together, . which 
flows together from many places to 
one: this, the water-inspectors ·. call 
sweat, beè:ause certain drops are either 
squeezed out by the pressure in the 
place or are. evoked by heat. 

(8) This tenuous moisture barely 
supplies enóugh, for a spring: hut 
rivers flow forth from great causes and 
great gatherings (of flitid), .sometimes 
escaping gently, if the water is carried 
down by, i.ts own weight only; some
times violently and with noise if spirit 
interrriîngled with it has thrown it 
forth. 

XVI 

( 1 )' "But why are some springs full 
f ór six hours ( at a time) and then dry 
/or six hours?" It is needless to name 
individual rivers which are swollen in 
certain months. and in others are 
shrunken, and seek for a plausiblè ex
planation for each one, since I can give 
the same cause for all. 

(2) In the same way as the quartan 
ague returns·at its (regular) hour; in 
the same way as gout in the feet an
swers to its ·hour; in the same way · as 
a purg'ation, if nothing binders, keeps 
its àppointed day; in the same way 
as the young is ready when its month 
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comes: sowaters have intervals (peri
ods, cycles) in which they withdraw 
themselves and in which. they come 

•• forth again. Some intervals are small 
and discernible for that reason; some 
are greater, hut not less certain. 

( 3) And how is this wonderful, 
since thou seest the order of things and 
nature. proceed by fixed laws. ( consti
tuta): winter never bas strayed (!rom 
its season) ; the summer (has always) 
grown hot in ~ts season; the changes 
both of auturrin and of spring have.al
ways come; the. solstice as also the 
equinox bas, each one, come around 
in season. 

( 4) There are also laws of nature 
under the soil less ~nown t~ us, hut not 
less fixed: believe ( that) to be .below 
( the earth) which thou seest above it. 

There àre also vast caverns; there are 
immense recesses, alld roomy spaces 
in mountains suspended on this side 
and on· that; • • there are precipitous 
clefts extending indefinitely, which fre
quently have' ingulfed sunken cities, 
and have pilèd up immense ruins in 
( their) depths. 

( S)_ These (spaces) are fuU of spi;. 
rit, for nothing is ever empty: swamps 
by darknesses and by wide places. 
Living beings also are bom in therri, 
hut unformed and sluggish, beêause. 
conceived in. unlighted and heavy air, 
and ip waters torpid from their loca
tion, Many of these are blind, like the 
moles and subterranean mice, whoJack 
sight, because : it i~ :useless. T~ence, 
ás Theophrastus élffirms, fishes are in 
certáin places. ê·ast fodh. 

JUDGES OR SLANDERERS? 
HELENA PETROVNA .BLAVATSKY 

Translated from Le Lotus; June, 1887, by Ci J; RYAN, M. A. 

"For our own part, we regard her [Madame Blavatsky] neither as the inouth
piece of hidclen seers, nor as a niere vulgar idventurêss; wè think that she has 
aè:hieved a title to .permanent remembra:nce as one of the most accomplishecl, ingeni-
ous, and interestingîmpostors in history." • • 

-Society /or: Psychical Research Proceedings, Vol. III, p. 207 

MR. HODGSON, the .autlior of 
. • . • • • this remarkable verdict, ought 
to have added the following, in order 
to show that he was as . prophetic as 
he was sagacious: ''Yes, her name will 
pass into history. lt will figure, in the 
twentieth century, between the names 
of Count Saint-Germain and . Caglios
tro in future encyclopaedias: article 
'Celebtated Impostors.' "* 
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Well, I have no objection. I shall . 
find myself in · excellent company. 
Really, an old woman • who .bas had, 
enó.ugh wit from herchildh.oocito ~ake . . . 

*See The Occult World (preface, p. vi, etc., 
and Appendix p. 349, etc.). For aH obscure 
passages in this article, we refer the reader 
who is ignorant of those contemporary e:vents 
to The Occult World, published by the Editor 
of this Magazinè.,F.·K. G. 
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and could be seen under whatever sky, 
goidened by the sun or silvered by the 
stars ~who cán imagine the magie of 
its influence? Under it slowly, per
haps quickly, the storms which threat
en our civilization would subside; con
struction would supplant destniction; 
and aU the splendid qualities now so 
of ten spent in neutralizing unhappy 
results; would turn their energies to
ward fulfilling the real purpose of life, 
and the nations would begin the order
ly and dignified march toward their 
destiny. 

It is another part, in fact the main 
part, of the missiön of Theosop~y to 
clear awäy the clouds which hidethis 
picture; 'to demonstratè to the wait
ing world that Brótherhöodis afact.in 
Nature; and not only to demonstrate 
it to _the head by the presentation of 
the Ancient Wisdoin, the basis of all 
philosophies and· all religiöns, butto 
awakeri iUn the heart; to aroµsè the 
intuitión, latent, if not active in all, 
which will clarify the mind and bring 
with each totnorrow atruer int~rpreta
tion of life's meaning'. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus· Seneca 
(VII Books. Haase's Te:rt; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G .. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BooK !II-XVII 

( 1) Many things enter thy mind at 
this point, which thou mayest politely, 
as in an -incredible matter, call [fa
bles]: not with nets nor with hooks, 
but with a _ pick-axe shall someone go 
fishing for one ( such) : I expect that 
some one shall hunt in the sea. But 
how is it, why fishes should not come 
to la11d if we go to sea? We have 
changed our habitats ! 

(2) Wouldst thou wonder if this 
happened? How .much rriore incredi
ble are the works of luxury? How of
ten does ( luxury) either imitate or sur
pass .nature? Fishes. swim in bed; and 
one is caught under the tàble itself, to 
be forthwith set upon the table; Not 
fresh enough seems the red mullet, un-

less it die in the hand of the guest! 
They are fetched inclosed in glass jars, 
and the colodng of those dyihg is 
wàtched; ( coloring) which deàth chan~ 
ges, through many mutations, by rea
soh of the struggling spirit: others 
they kill in the sauce, and pickle· others 
alive. 

( 3) Are • these thèy who think it 
fabulous that a fish cari live under the 
soil .and be digged out, not caught? 
How incredible it. would seem to them 

' .. 

if they were to hear that.a fish swain in 
the sauce, and that it was killed not to 
form· the dinner but to. be an addition 
thereto, since it was so greatly reHshed 
{by the eyesigh't) arid that it fed the 
eyes even before the gulletJ 
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XVIII 

(J) __ Permit me, layitJ,g aside (lor 
the moment) our subject;- to·castigate 
luxu~y. "There is nothing," he. says, 
'.'m_ore beautiful than: amullet expiring 
there: by the ~ery struggle, first a 
pink cölor and then a paleness is suf
fused -into the vital power prostrating 
itself: how equally they à.re varie
gated; and how the col or changes into 
other tints between life and death!" 
Long and idle ~aiting oflazy luxury! 
How · iáte it f eels itself to be cheated 
and to be defrauded of so much that is 
good ! _ Up to t:b,e present it was fisher
men who delighted·_in·so lovely a sight! 

( 2) i'Where is the fish coóked? 
Where is it lif eless? •· Let it 'die• in the 
dish!" Wè wonder·that so much fas
tidiousness is found in them, that they 
will not touch ( the fis h) unless c~ught 
on t_he same dày, so that, as they say; 
it shall taste of the seà. There_fore is 
it carried. ( to US) ori the run;. therefore 
the way is cleared to the _bearers has
tening on ;with panting and shouts. 

( 3) To what 4as volûptuousness 
reache~? The fish has been killed for 
these people for putridity ! . "Has it 
been:taught today? I cannot believe 
thee in so great a matter: it is import
ant· that thou- thyself • kill it not. • Let 
it hè fetched hithei.": let it show its 
vital • power • before me ( let it • be seèn 
alive) :'' The • stomach of the volup
tuaries has • àttained such· arrogance 
that it is unable to enjoy a fish unless 
they • have· sèen -it in -the f east -itself 
swiniming and palpitating:. so greatly 
does luxury approachingenuity ii:i per-

ishable things; so greatly does riiad
ness -e:,;:cogitate daily somethiilg more 
cu~ning and mo~e. fashionable, despis
ing homely things. 

(4) We·used to hear this: ·"Noth~ 
ingis bettet than a rock-mullet"; but 
now we hear: ·"Nothing is more beau~ 
tiful than one which -is • expiring, Put 
into rily hands the glass vessel, in 
which it leaps about and trembles ! " 

(5) When it has struggled much 
and for long, it is removed .from that 
transparent container. Then everyone 
shows how very experiericed he is: "See, 
how the red is inkindled, brighter than 
vèrmilion itsel_f; see the veins that it 
moves on the sides; Behold ! Thou 
wouldst imagine the belly to be ·blood. 
What à. peculiar clear blue has shone 
fotth in à moment! Now it extends 
wider, and pales, and is turned to a 
single hue ! " 

(6) None of • these (people) • re
mains ( at the. bedside) of a dying 
friend; no one can end ure to see the 
death of his own father, which he has 
longed - for ! • How many follow the 
funeral procession of one of their own: 
to the pyre? The last moments of bro~ 
thers and relatives are desetted: thère 
is a running to the death of a: _mullet, 
forsooth; for nothing is more beautiful 
than it. 

( 7) I do not restrairi myself from 
using here hold words, nor from going 
beyond the customary proprieties :· 
they are not content, either with teeth, 
mouth, and stomach, with the food of
a restaurant: they are gluttoilous even 
with their eyes ! 
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XIX 

( 1) But let me return to our sub
ject;· Take the proof: thatthere is a 
great body of waters in the hid sûb
terranean plac13s, producing horrible 
fis hes, ugly ·from their situation; if jt 
afany time erupt forth, it bears along 
witlÎ it an immense quantity of living 
things, disgusting [to look at] and 
filthy and noxious in taste. 

( 2) Indeed, wh_en such an outflow 
sprang forth about the town of Hydis
sium, in Caria, all who had eaten the 
fishes in it perish~d, (fishes) which 
the new water-course brought up from 
a region . uriknown before. that day. 
Nor was it wonderful. Thei~ bodies 
were greasy and puffy a_s from 1o_ng 
làck of èxercise, . fl.abby furthermore 
and fatteneci in darkness, also. unused 
to light from which comes health. 

( 3) That fishes may be bom in 
those depths of . the earth is demon
strated by the fact that eels are bom 
in spC>ts full of hiding~places, .and they 
are a heavy food on account of their 
inàcti~ity,. especially if the._ depth of 
the mud hides them: far within it. 

( 4) The earth, then, has not only 
vei11s of water-from which, when they 
have flowed together, streams may be 
formed, but also rivers of vast magni
tude: • of which some have a course 
always hid until finally they are swal
lowed down into some recess of the . . . . 

earth, and some emerge under different 
lakes. Who doe_s not know that some 
swamps are without bottom? Whither. 
does this lead? (To this): that it ap~ 
pears thatthis water is th,e everlasting 

reservoir . for . great rivers, whose ( the 
waters') . ends are not reached ( are be~. 
beyond · re~ch), : like the· springs of 
streams. 

XX 

,( 0 "But why does the savor of 
waters difjer?" Frpm Jour causes: 
the first.is froîn the söH throug~ which 
it is cai'ried; :the_ seçónd is from the 
same, "if It be bom during i rinitation 
of it( the sqil); • the _tliird is· frmri the 
spirit, which is transfo~mèd-int.~ water; 
the fourth is from the taint that waters 
which. have bee~ damaged • f requently 
contract. 

( 2) These causes: give various sav-. 
ors to water: they • (give to it) a medi~ 
cal quality";. a heavy fume and a bale
ful odor; lightness and body; eith.er 
heat or too m.uch hardriess._ It matters 
whether they have traversed . placès 
filled with sulphur, or niter, or bitu
men: corrupted after this fàshion,they 
are drunk with <langer to life. .•. 

(-3) Hence Ovid: • 

Tlze Cicones have a river, wiziclz drmzk; tûrns 
tlze viscera • 

To stone: and, t/zings touclzed, it incrusts _with 
• marble. (Ûetam., xv, 313-4) 

It is medicàted, and has _a slime of 
such character that it sticks to bodies 
and renders them hard. In the same 
way as the powder (earth) of Puteoli, 
if it touch water, becomes stone, thus,. 
contrariwise, thàt water, if. . it have 
touched a solid body, adhere~ and sol
idifies; 

( 4) · Hence it happens that when ob
jects are thrown. into that lake,, they 
are later taken out Jike, stones - ( a 
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thing) thatoccurs älso in several places 
in Italy. - If thou hast stibmerged 
either à stick or a branch, thou wilt 
take it out ·a stone a:fter a few days: 
the slime is washed around the body, 
and is 'slowly besmeared ( over it). 
This will seem to thee to be ]ess won
dèrful, jf thou hast noted the Albula 
springs, and, ,generally, sulphurated 
water, to be hardened along its chan
nèls and. banks. 

(5} These làkes have another qual
ity ( cäusam )_ 

whièh, when. anyone • Jzas drunk · it ( the . water) 
• down his throat, 

as the same poet says, 

he either raves, ·or suffers. a sleep, wonderjul 
in its heaviness. 

They (these waters last mentioned) 
have a similar power ( when drunk) in 
pur~ wine, hut more violent; for in 
the same way as drunkênness, until it 
has passed off, is madness, and when 
very greatin degree changes into stu
por; thus the sulphurous power of 
this water, having [also] a certain 
very penetrating poison derived from 
baneful àir; • either agitates the brain 
into fury, or oppresses it with • sleep. 

(6) This evil thing has 

the Lynceian stream, 
W hich, whoever !tas drttnk with toa eager a 

throat, 
He reels, scarcely otherwise tlian ij he had 

'drunk of wine umnixed. 
(Ovid, Metam., xv, 329-331) 

XXI 

( 1) They who _have looked down 
into certain caverns, die. • The evil is 

so rap id (in action), that it throws • (to 
earth) birds flying over ( its emana
tions): such is the air, such is· the 
place, .. from which the Lethal Water 
trickles. Now if the plague of_ the air 
and. of the place were les~ strong, the 
noxiousness, also being more moder~ 
ate, would assail nothing more than 
the nerves; just as in those lying stupe
fied from drink. 

(2) Nor do I wonder, if plaçe and 
air inf eet waters, and yield them simi
lar ( in quality) to the regions through 
which and out of which they ( the 
waters) come: the taste ·of the ( cow' s) 
food appeàrs in the milk, and the vin
ous quality r.emains in vinegar, There 
is nothing which does not give evi
denCes of that whence it was borh. 

XXII 

There is another kind of waters, 
which, Ü, seems to us, have come into 
being with the, world: if the Jatter ( the 
world) is eternal, the former (these 
waters) also have always been'; ifthe 
latfer (the. world)·-.had any origin, the 
former also were included in the whole. 
Dost'thou ask what (waters) these be? 
The Ocean, and what sea derived from 
it that penetrates the earth> Somede
clare that streams also, whóse nature 
cannot be described, had their begin
nings with the world itself, such as the 
Hister (the low er part of the Danube), 
and the Nile, vast rivers, and too note
worthy for it to be said that the same 
origin is theirs as of others. 

XXIII 

This, then, is the list of (kinds of) 
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waters, as it appears to some: The ce
l~stial, out of the later in date after 
the Ocean, which the. douds póur 
fotth; • others are out of the ground, 
swimming above, if l may so say, 
which ~reep over the highest part of 
the soil; othèrs hid,· whose charaèter' 
has already been set forth. 

XXIV 

( 1) W hy certain waters are warm, 
and others aga·in are so hot that they 
cannót be used unless they have evapo
rated in the open or are chilled by a 
mixture of cold (water), many causes 
are given; Empedocles thinks that the 
water is heated by fires, which the 
earth covering them hides in many 
places, if they lie under the soil through 
which the waters pass. 

(2) We commonly make dragons 
( vessels for water of long serpentine 
form) and miliaria (short, thick pü
lars ~ a tall vessel of small diameter) 
and many forms (of vessels) in which 
we arrange inclosed brass pipes on a 
-~lope, so that the water. going ( cqntin
ually) around the same fire may flow 
for such a length ~f space as shall be 
sufficient for heating it. In this man
ner itenterscold, and flows out hot. 

( 3) Empedocles thinks the same 
thing to occur beneath the earth, and 
they believe that he is not deceived by 
whom baths are heated without (do
mestic) fire. Spirit glowing in soipe 
burn,ing spot is poured forth into them 
( the baths), and having flówed through 
its channels heats the walls and vessels 
of the bath just as (ij this were done) 
by fire placed undemeath. All cold 

water, finally, is changed by the pas~ 
sage- into hot, nor does it bear any 
taste frorh a steam-pipe because jt 
flows along inclosed. 

( 4) Some think that by either leav~ 
ing or by passing through pla~es full of 
sulphur, the waters absorbheat; thanks 
to the matter thrëmgh which they flow, 
and that they dem:onstratè this by thèir • 
very odor and taste: for they give up 
the characteristic of the matter by 
which they were heateci. • That thou 
mayest not wonder that this rilay hap
pen, pour water into quickliine: .it will 
grow hot. 

XXV 

( 1) Some waters are death-giving, 
nor are they distinguishable. either by 
odor or savor. • Around Monacria in • 
Arcadia, the Styx,-- so called by the. 
natives - deceives strangers; because 
neither. in· appearance nor in odor is 
it suspect: of such sort are the poisons 
of the ·great chemists, which cannot b.e 
detected exèept by the death (of those 
who take them). This water, in fact, 
concerning which I have spoken a 
short while agone, destroys with the 
greatest rapidity, nor is there anyrnom. 
for a remedy, because once drunk it 
hardens forthwith, and just Hke gyp~ 
sum, it is drawn together, under liquid, 
and binds the viscera together. -

• ·. ( 2 ) There is. also a noxious watet' in 
Thessaly, around Temµ,e, which both 
wild beasts and all cattle shun: it eà.ts 
its way thróugh both iron and brass: .. • 
such great power has it for eating eveµ 
into hard bodies; nor does it nourisl;i 
any tree, and it kills herbs. 
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(3) There is woriderful power in 
some rivers, for there are some which 
when drunk dye ftocks of sheep, and 
within a specified tim~, those ( sheep) 
which were black bear white wool, 
those which carne white go away black. 
In Boeotia, two rivers effect this ( won
der), to one of which, from its action, 
the name Melas ( Black )is given: both 
the. one and the-other flow from the 
.sàme lake, each to do its different mar
.vel. 

( 4) In Macedonia also, as Theo
phrastus says, there is a river, to which 
they who wish to make sheep white, 
lead them; and whèn they ( the sheep) 
have drnnk of it for some time, they 
are changed just as if theyhad been 
dyed (white). But ifthey have need 
öf <lark wool, the dyer is prepared and 
at no cost: they lead the same flock to 
the Peneios~ I have other àuthorities 
(for saying) that ther~ is in Galàtia a 
stream which wörks· the same (mar
vel) in sheep. • There is also ( a river) 
in Cappadocia, which, when druilk by 
horsès, and by no other animal, the 
color (of the harses) may be changed, 
and the skin is sprayed with white. 

( 5) That there are certain làkes 
which sustain those who cannot • swim, 
is kriown: therewas formerly in Sicily, 
and there is to this day in Syria, a body 
of standing water, • on . which bricks 
float, and things thrown into it can~ 
not be sunk, even though they be quite 
heavy. • The. cause of .this fact is evi
dent: weigh whatever thing thou pleas
èst; and determine it against water, 
providing that the measure of bóth be 
equal: if the water be heavier and the 

object lighter than (the. water) itself 
is, the (water) will sustain it and will 
el eva te it above itself by just· so much 
as it (the object) is theHghter: heavi
er objeds sink. But if the weight of 
.the water and ofthe object which thou 
bast weighed against it, be équal, it 
( the object)· will neither sink to the 
bottom nor will rise to the top, but will 
be balanced with the water, and will, 
in fact, float, but completely immersed 
and standing out in no part. 

( 6) This is why certain pieces of 
timber almost wholly ·are carried. on 
the top of the water, others sink to the 
middle, others sink to an equilibrium 
with the water. For when the weight 
öf both is equal, neither gives way to 
the oth~r; the heavier, however, sink; 
the lighter- are carried ( on top). But 
heavy and light are not to bejudged by 
us, but by comparison with .that by 
which they are to be sustained. 

(7) For this reason, where the 
water is heavier than the -body of a 
man or of a rock, it does not allow that 
by which it is not overcome to be sub
merged; thus it happens that in cer
tain standing bodies of water not even 
stones go to the bottom: of course I 
speak of solid and .hard ( bodies ), for 
many things are likepumice and light: 
the· is lands consisting of such material 
and which arein Lydia, therefore swim. 
Theophrastus is the atithority (f or 
this). 

(8) I myself sawa floatingisland at 
Cutilia ( in the Sabine land); another 
is so carried in the Vadimonis lake ( in 
Etruria, now làghetto di Bassano); 
yetanotherin the lake of Statonia (in 
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southern Etruria). The Cutilian isle 
grows • trees · and herbs: yet it is sus
tained aflaat by water, and itis driven 
hither andthither not only by the wind 
butby a breeze, nor is it ever at rest by 
day pr night, so easily is it·moved by 
a light breeze. 

(9) There isa double causefor this: 
the weight of the water which is medi
cated (heavy with mineral) and henèe 
heavy; and the materiàl of the isle it
self which is thus transportable and 
which is not. of a solid body, although 
it nourishes trees. Perhaps, also, some 
greasy liquid seizes uponand binds to
gethèr light trunks (of trees) and green 
boughs strewn on the water. 

( 10) Fot this' reason, even if there 
are rocks anywhere in that isle, thou 
wilt find them moist and tubular, suth 
as are thóse which a hardened liquid 
makes, particularly around the chan~ 
nels of medicated springs. Wherefore, 
where the off-scourings of water have 
coàlesced and· foam is solidified, of 
necessity that is light, because it has 
beeri concreted; together ( congealed) 
out of what is windy and empty. 

( 11) The cause. (of the qualities) of 
some (waters) cannot be given: Why 
the Nile water makes wamen very fruit~ 
ful, so much so that the bowels of some 
whièh have been shut up through long 
stetility it has opened for conceiving; 
why èertain waters in Lycia retain the 
foetuses of wamen, which • they are 
wönt to seek whose • wombs are too 
f eebly tenaciou:s .. · As far as I àm con
cerned, l place these (reports) among 
what is thóughtlessly '.spread abroad. 
It is believed that certain waters bting 

scurf on t,he ,body,. some the· tetters, 
and a disgusting variety of the drysort, 
whether (the water be) injected. or 
drunk: they say the water has this 
taint from condensed dew. 

( 12) Who does not beHev~ those 
waters to be very heavy which unite to 
form crystal? Bui against that, there 
isthis: it happens to the iightest, which 
cold freezes· most easily on account of 
that very lightness. Whence coines 
the stone of that kind ( crystal), which 
appears among the. Greéks in the very 
name: Kpv<naÀ.À.ov is what they> call 
bofü this glittering stone and icè, out 
of which it is believed the stone .comes. 
For cel.estial water (rizin~water), hav-:.' 
ing the least amount of terrenequality 
in it when it has hardened, bythe per
sistency of long~continued cold}hick
ens more and yet rriore, until, all air be~ 
ing forced out,it is wholly cómpressed 
into its~H,andthe liquidthat was, has 
bec.ome ä stone. 

XXVI 

( 1) In the summer certain streams 
increàse, like the Nile, whose cause will 
be given in another place .. Tlieophras
tus is the a~thority thàt in. Pontus also 
certain rivers increase in the summer
time. They deciare that there are fou; 
çauses: . Eitller becàuse then the éarth 
is most greätly mutable intó water; or 
because the· greater rnins are (then) 
far away; whose water (however) hav 0 

ing been .conveyed by secret passages 
underground, is quietly- poured out 
( into such streams) ; third, if the mouth 
(of the river) bewhipped up·by very 
frequenfwinds and be rolled back as a. 
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tide, the river stands still arid seems to 
increase because it is not poured forth 
(along its bed); the fourth is the ac
tion of the heaverily orbs: for- this in 
certain months impels the rivers more 
strongly forward and·· empties them: 
when they { the orbs) have receded a 
greater distance, they take less, and 
draw less strongly. Hence, that which 
customarily is a loss (of water) now 
serves to refill (the channel). 

(3) Certain .streams fall before 

one's eyes into sonïe cavern and thûs 
are borne out of sight; certain Others 
are slowly withdrawn away, and per
ish. The same ones, after an·interval; 
reappear, and take_ a (new) name and 
a (new) channel. The cause is mani
fest: an empty place exists beneath the 
ground; all fluids by natureare càrried 
downwards ançl into voids; hence, the 
rivers·häving beeri received there, they 
continue their course out of sight, hut 
when there first occurs sotnething solid 
which opposes (th.eir onward, cOutsê), 
and that part which offers least resis
tance having been broken fürough, 
they resurrie their course: ( 4) 

·Titus, wltere tlte Lycus !tas lfeen swallowed 
down by a chasm in the .earth, 

lt springs 11p again far tltence, and is reborn 
/rom anotlter moutli . • 

Tlms at one ti?iie it. is drained away; at an
• otlter, ltaving flowed witlt silent flood, 

It re<J,PPears, the mighty Eràsinus, in Argolic 
waves. (Ovid, Metam., xv, 272-6) 

The Tigris in thè East does the same 
thing: it is swallowed down, and, long 
·desired, at length emerges again in a 
very re_mote place, though there is no 
doubt tllat it is the s~me. 

( 5) Certain springs at specified 
times cast forth rèfuse, as Arethusa, in 
Sicily, everyfifth summe~ according to 
the Olympic games; hence is the no
tion that ( the riv_er) Alpheos, .(ftow
ing f orth) from Achaia penetrates even 
to that place ( the Arethusan springs) 1 

pursuing its course under the sea, nor 
emerging before it reaches the Syra
cusan strand: and particularly onthose 
days on which the Olympiads fall, the 
excremertts of the victims, committed 
to a propitious stream, abound · there. 

( 6) This tradition is also (men._ 
tioned) by thee, dearest Lucilius, in 
( thy) poem, and by Vergil, who thus 
addresses. Arethusa: 

So, when thott glidest beneat!t tlte Sicanian 
flood, • 

May the bitter Doris (tlte sea) not 1ningle 
her waves witlt thee! (Eclog., x, 4-5) 

There is a spring in the. Rhodian Cher
sonese (a small promontory in Caria, 
f acing Rhodes), which, at long inter
vals of time, pours out in whirlpools 
certain füthy matters from the dèpths, 
until it is freed and clarified. 

(7) This, springs do in several 
places, and throw up not only mire hut 
leaves arid broken earthenware and 
whatever is putrefying. The sea every
where does the same, whose nature is 
such that all filth and refuse it casts 
upon the shore. Certain parts of the 
sea do this at set times, as around Mes~ 
sana and _ Mylae' ( in Sicily) ,the sea 
brings forth with swirling waters some
thing similar to dung, and boils up and 
foams, not without a foul odor: whence 
the legend that the cattle of th~ Sun are 
sta.bied there. 
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(8) But the cause of certain ones 
is difficult ( to àscertain), espedally 
where the time· of the matter which is 
under investigation is either unob
served or uncertain. Hence the proxi

. mate and immediate cause cannot, in 
fact, be discovered. On the other hand, 
the following ( cause) is . publicly 
known: _it is the nature of all standing 
or inclosed waters to purify them
selves ( for taints cannot abide in those 
[waters] which are running, fora pro
pitious energy [the current] bears 
them off and away) ; those. (waters) 

• . 1 wh1ch do not throw off whatever. bas 
entered them, are more or less agitated. 
The sea, in deed, brings forth • from its 
deeps corpses, litter, and similar rem
nants of shipwrecks; nor is it only by 
storm and tide that it is purified, but 
also when it is tranquil and smooth. 

XXVII 

( 1) But ~his-thought warns me to 
inquire in what manner a great part 
of the earth . will be overwhelmed by 
the waves whe_n the fatal day of the 
flood will have arr~ved: whether it will 
happen by the en~rgies of the Ocean, 
and the farthest main surge in upon us: 
or uninterrupted rains, and enduring 
winter, with no summertimes, cast 
down upon us immense quantities of 
water· from cloudbursts; . or the ground 
pour forth streams widespread, and 
open _new water-sourc_es: or whether 
there will be not one cause for such 
gr~at evil but all will work together, 
arid at. one and the same time rains 
will pour down, rivers will increase, 
the seas stirred out" of their seats ~ill 

overwhelm, and all, with single pur
pose, press on to the extinction of hu
man kind. 

(2) it is ·even so. Notliing is diffi
cult to nature, 'especially .when it is 
hastening forward to its end .. At th~ 
origin. of things, it uses sparingly its 
energü;s and distributes .. itself in 
growths eluding observation (in.ere~ 
mentis fallentibus): but _it comes to 
ruin suddenly, with its whole impetus. 
How long a time is it needf ui that the 
infant endure, from conception to 
birth! With what_labor is the tender 
child brought forth l W~th what càre
ful nourishing does. the b.ody, only late
ly so helpless, grow up! Btit with whát 
utter ease it dies! An age btiilds up a 
city; an hour ruins it: Ashes are pro 0 

duced in a moment, a forest, in a long 
time. · ( Only) by great care do aH 
things stand and bioom: but quickly 
1111d si1ddenly they go to pieces. 

( 3) Whatever nature turns from 
this state of things. (that now exists); 
is enough to cause the· destrudion of 
mortals; therefore when that neces~ 
sity of time (the flood) shall ha~e ar
rived, many fates together will set the 
(mediate) causes in motion; nor does 
such grèat change occur without a 
shaking of the world, ~s some suppose, 
among whom is Fabianus. 

( 4) At the first, immèasurable rains 
fal!, and the sky is heavy with clouds, 
nor is there ever sunlight, and thère is 
constant mist; and from the humidity 
(arises) a thick fog, the winds never 
drying it off. Hence is there e:vil 
enough, a withering of crops • whi_ch 
spring up and give no harvest. Then, 
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what is sown by hand, having·spoiled, 
swa:i1'1py hêrbs cover all fields; 

(5) Soon a:fterwards strongerthings 
suffer lÎurt, for with .thêir roots loos
ened the trees lie prone; and the vine 
and all shrubbery are not held by the 
soil, becausê • it is soft and fluid: ·now 
it beàrs neither• plànts nor pleasing 
food in the waters; hunger afflicts, and 
hands. are stretched forth ·to ancient 
food. Where there is a holm or an oak, 
it is eagerly shaken (f or food), and 
whatever. tree~ in these times of woe, 
that stai;J.ds; is held in some jointure of 
rocks, 

(6) Buildings are soaked and tot
ter, ·and they settle down to the very 
foundations softened with water; all 
the ~oil is fluid; useless are the sup
ports of the tottering (houses), for 
cvery prop rests in the slippery morass, 
~nd ·nothing is stable in the miry soil. 

( 7) Afterwa:rds, torrential rains 
pom. ever more and more violently 
• do~n, and snöws,. accum1,1lated. during 
ages; dissolve; torrents tumbling down 
frorn _ the highest mountains sweep 
away' the loosened forests and roll 
along rocks torn away from the whirl
ing struttures; they wash away farm
houses with their ówners intermixed, 
they carry away herds, and .smaller 
• dwellings ha ving been torn from their 
seàts by their passage, the viólent 
(waters) turn atfast to greater thirigs: 
they sweep away cities and the peoples · 
embra:ced within their walls, uncertain • 
whether they are bewailing a ruin or a 
shipwreck; since that which bas come 
tipoh them at one and,. the same time 
. both crushes and drowns (them) ; 

growing greater, next, in their · course, 
by a number of other torrents' joined 
to their own {waters), they render the 
plains desolate, far and wide; and last 
of all; to the great misery of men1 they 
spread (their waters) abroad, shining 
and . freighted. 

(8) Verily, the streams which are 
of their own nature vast, now seized by 
the tempests, leave· their beds. What 
thirikest thou the Rhone • to be, what 
the Rhine and the • Danube, whose 
streams and courses are ( by nature) in 
their channels, having overflowed; 
make for themselves new banks, and, 
through their doven· bounds, all· leave 
their beds at once? With what preci
pitate (course)· they are rolled along: 
where the Rhine, flowing over the 
plains, not indeed • languidly over a 
wide space, fills them as when (rush
ing) through à defile, (yet with) wid
est waters: when the Danube no long
er incircles the roots • and the middle 
portions of the mountains, but seeks 
their • very summits, carrying älong 
with itself the besoaked sides of the 
moti.ntains and excavated rocks and the 
promontories of large land-stretches, 
which (promontories), with loosened 
foundations, had receded from the 
mainland: then, finding no outlet; for 
it hasitseHshut off from itself all such, 
it forms a circle, and infolds within-a 
single vortex an immense circuit óf 
cities and lands. 

( 10) Meanwhile, the rains continue, 
the skies grow still more heavy, arid 
thus, for a long period of time, evils 
growing from evils are heaped one Upon .. 
another. ·what formerly was a cloudy 
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sky is now night, truly frightful and 
terrifying, with the flashings of awful 
Iightnings: . for thunderbolts flash 
thick, and squails shàke • the sea, now, 
for the first time, swollen by the flood~ 
ing of the streams _and too small for 
. itself: for now it enlarges its .coasts 
and no longer is restrained within its 
boundaries, for the torrents forbid its 
egress and force the tide aback: -yet a 
_ large part • (of its waters) , as if retained 
by a grudging bay, stagnates, and re
duces all plains to the form of a lake. 

( 11) Everything, now, wherever it. 
may be seen, is invested by the waters: 
every , hill is hid in the depth (of the 
waters), and ever:ywhere that depth is 
immense: only on the summits of the 
mountains are there shallows along the 
ridges. To these [highest spots] (men) 
have fled with their. children and their 
wives, driving their flocks before them: 
communication arid iritercourse be
tween these wretched beings are inter
rupted, since all the lower parts the 
flood has filled. 

(12) The remnants of the human 
species ~ling. to whatev~r loftièst 
highths there be ; • ,and being brought 
to extremest rieed, this is their only _ 
, comfort, that fear has changed into 
stupor. The watchers have no leisufe 
for f ear, nór has pain any place, inas
much as it loses its sting by this, that 
the wretched (people)' are beyond the 
sense qf _evil. 

( 13) Therefore, af ter the manner of 
islands, arise 

Motmtains, and tlte scattered.Cyclades grow 
• • more nu;nerous,· (Qvid, Metam,, ii, 264) 

as finely says that most ingenious of 
poets, ju~t .a·s he says the foUowing, 
from the magnitude of the thing: 

All tltings were tlte sea; sltores, also" lacked 
t!te sea, (Ovid, M_etam., i, 292) 

had he not reduèed suèh wëalth ofgeni-
• us and of matter to puerile ineptitudes: 

The wolf swims among tlte sl~eep, the waves 
sustai1t ilie tawny lions; 

( Ovid, Metani,, i, 304) 

( 14) It is not a thing sufficiently 
sober, to be sportive when the earth 
has been ingulfed. He spoke grandly, 
ànd grasped the pièture of such. great . . 

disorder, .when he sa.id: 

The rivers, wandering from tlteir course, rusli 
o'er tlte open plains, 

... and towers, bÓme· down, sink 'neatlt tlte 
raging stream. 

(Ovid, Metam., i, 285; 290) 

Magnificent, this, had he not stooped 
to say what sheèp and wolvès were do
ing ! • Can aught be susta}ned in the 
flood and in rapine (such) -as this?' 
Would not cattle have been ~ubmerged 
ii:i. _thé same rush (of waters) by which 
they were caught? 

( 15). Thou hait conc~iveèl a picture 
as imposing-as thou shouldst (have con
ceived), with ·all. lands o'erwhelmed, 
and the very sky sinking tö earth: • be 
patiènt ( with me) r Thou wiliknow 
what • is suital:ile, if thou wilt have pici 
tured to thyself thè earth floating: 
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bê-they religious. or .scientifiê, run largely counter to the aspiràtions: 
The doctrine.of a single earth~lif e for each individual cannot be made 
to-fit requir~men'ts. _The doctrine of an exclusive or paraniount reli
gion cannot; nor can the doctrines of human origin usually put for
ward und~r the aegis of science. Hen<:e the urgent need for a vital 
reasonablephilosophy, which shall interpret the facts as we find theni, 
and show how these facts· form part of one harmoniotis whole. 
• It is for these reasons, then, that we say that Theosophy - the 

original; pure ·Tl:ieosophy of ·H. P. Blavatsky and her successörs
wiU _prove the sheet-anchor for humanity in the years to conie. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 

Lucius Annaeus Seneca 
(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY: G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BooK III ~ XXVIII 

( 1} N ow let us return to our subject. There are those who think 
that. the earth Cl!ril hé distressed by immoderate rains, • hut not over
whelmed: g~eat .• things are. to be destroyed by great violènce. Rain 
wil! niáke póor crops, hail will strike off fruit, _streams wil! swell by 
( receiving) less streams: hut tMy will ( all) subside. 

( 2) By some it is thought that the sea moves, and thence çomès 
the cause ofsuch a great disaster: so imposing à. wreckcannot occut 
fröm the. damage ( wrought ·by) torrents or rainstorms or· streams. 
When that càlaniity impends, and it lias been deterinined that the hu" 
man species be changed, I wi_ll grant that continua! rainstorins • de
scencl, and that ther.e wil! be no limit to the ra1ns: with the Iiorth 
winds checked ë;l,S also thesouth winds with their drier breezes, douds 
and rail)storms and rivers wiH still abound. 

But hitlterto it has resulted in injuries; 
Crops prostrate Ue, and votivè ojferings. wept for 
By the husbandmen, • ue pro_ne; • while the useless tabor of the 

lonfyear perishés: (Ovm, Metam., i, 272-3) 

(3) T~e lands m1,1st be not ( merely) injured_, hut èovered. There~ 
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upón, when·the·(first aèt)has been played by thë foregoing, theseas 
rise above the ordinary, and send their tides beyoild' the farthest 
traces of the greatest storms. Then, from bebind, with rising winds, 
they (the seas) roll out an immense body ofwater, which, from the 
view of the inner (f ormer) shores, subsides. N ext, when the shores 
have been twice or thrice advanced, and a sea bas been formed where 
none stood before, as if froin a.n augrnentation of the horror, there 
rushes a tidal wave forward from the deepest recesses of the sea; 

( 4) for like that of the air,Hke that öf Jhe aether, so also is the 
matter of this element (water) very abundant, andmuch more abun
dant in the secret parts: this ( matter - water) moved by the fates, 
not by the tidal wave - for the tidal wave is but a minister of fate 
- raises its crest on high with vast bellying (of water), and drives 
itonward in front of itself: then it (the crest of the wave) is raised 
to an astonishing highth, and overlooks the safe retreats of men, nor 
do the _waters find difficulty in this, since it ( the wave) rises with sum:. 
mit equal to the earth. 

( 5) If anyone level the highth, the waters are equal to it: for 
everywhere the globe is equal ( in hig hth) to itself: its hollows and 
its plains • are depressions ( inf eriora) ; yet, with these, the earth is 
equalized toa sphere (in rotundum) by the deity. The seas are in 
parts of it ( in parte), which collect together into the equal form of 
a single hall. But just as the small slopes deceive one who is gaz:. 
ing at the fields, thus, when we do not understand the curvature of 
the sea, what appears is seen as a flat surface. • But that uniformi
ty belongs ( also) to the eàrth; and hence, in order thaLit ( the tidal 
wave) may flow forth (!rom the seas), it raises itself to no great 
highth, since it is .stiffiéient for it, in order that it may overtop equal 
levels, slightly to ri~e; nor does it flow off from the shore, whei-ê it is 
at a lower levèl, but from the middle, where it is a raised heap. 

(6) Therefore, as the equinoctia! tidès, greater than all others, 
custoinarily sweHunder the véry conjunction of the moon and ·the 
sun, thus this (tidal wave), which is sent forth to occupy the lands, 
being more violent than both the ordinary and the grea.test ( tides ), 
draws-(along with itself) more water, nor does it roll ba,ck before it 
bas overtopped the sumniits of the mountains which it is to inundate. 
For a hundred thousand 5 (paces), in certaîn places, do the tides rush 
forth, but harmless, and preserving the (regular) course: for they 
increase and aga.in decrease according to (customary) rule: but in 
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th,ese days (ojthe ftood)-, when it isfreed from (customary) laws, it. 
(-the tidal wave) js quried along without restraint. 

(7) By what èai1se? thou askest. By'the same cause from which 
will be the future Conflagration; Both the· one and the other occur 
whe~ it appear~ tó the deity proper to begin better things, and for 
the old to be bro-ught to an end; Water and fire rule in things ter
reiie: out of these are both the rise and the" death (of things). There~ 
fore, whenever new things ( a new age) have sèemed proper to the 
world, then, fröm above, the sea is sent forth upon us, just as heat 
and fire (are,-sent upon u,s) when another kind of destruction 
has seemed proper ( to the world). 

XXIX 

( 1) Some think that the earth will also be heaviiy shaken, and 
new heads of rivers laid bare in a rupture~ soH, which -(waters) will 
pour forth abundantly,·as from a reservoir. Berosus, who translated 
Belus, says that these things are produced by the courses of the heav
enly orbs. • Hence, he declares in fact, that he. can assign a time both 
to the Conflagration and to the Flood: he contends that terrene things 
are to b~ destroyed by fire when all the heavenly ·orbs, which now 
.move in diverse paths; shall have gathered togèther in Cancer, so sta
tioned under the same sign that a straight line can pass through the 
globes of them all. Thè Flciod will occur when the same body of orbs 
shall have gathereq together in Capricorn. In the former ( sign) the 
(summer) solstice is accorµplished; in the latter, the winter: signs 
9f great po_wer, inasmuch as they are the influences in the very muta
tion of the year. 

(2) I will accept these causes (for such a great calamity arises 
not out of one thing) ; and that ( cause) that se~ms proper to our 
• ( thinkers) as regards the Conflagratiön, I likewise think is to be trans
f erred to them: whether the world is a vital soul; or whether it is a 
body controllable by nature; like the trees and the crops: from it~ 
origin until its ern:l,. what_ever it may have to c:lo, whatever _it may have 
to suffer, it is under cöntrol. 

(3) As in the ~eed all the laws öf the.man aqo.ut to be are compre
hended, and the child_not yet bom has ( nevertheless) the law of the 
beàrd and of grey hair -Jor the lirteaments of the ~hole body and of 
its subsequent course are in little, and lie in secret -:- thus the origin 
of the world contained no less the sun and the ;moón and the offices of 
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thè heavenly orbs and the generàtions of living peirtgs, than those 
things by which tèrrene matters were to be changed. Among these 
was the Inundation, which, not otherwisè than the winter or the sum
mer, comes by the law of the world. 

( 4) Accordingly, that (renewal of the globe by ftood) will come 
to pass not by rain ( alone), hut by rain also ( in addition to other 
things); not by an incursiön of the sea (only), hut by an incursion of 
the sea also; not by a quaking of the earth. ( only), hut by a quaking 
of the earth also. All things will aid nature, in order. that the ordi
nances of nature may be carried through (tó ·their conclusion). The 
earth [itself] will furnish nevertheless the greatest cause for its own 
inundation, for we have ( already) said that it ( the earth) is mutable 
and resolvable into fluid. 

( S) Therefore, whenever the end of human · aff airs ·shall arrive, 
when its (the earth's) every part shall have to pass away and be abol
ished from the very foundations, in order that ( all) parts should be 
generated afresh, elementary and untainted, and no teacher of worse 
things shall survive: · there will be produced more fluid (wáter) than 
there ever was ( before). For now the elements are weighed accord
ing to that which is destined ( to be) : it needs be that some one cede 
to another, in order that the inequality may disturb those that stand 
in equilibrium: fluid will flow to fluid. For now there, is enough to 
incorilpass the earth, but not (enough) to overwhelm, whatever thou 
mayest add to it ( the water), of necessity it must flow over into new 
localities .. 

( 6) Therefore see thou that the earth have not less ( than is 
necessary), so that the weak be overcome by thè more powerful. Then 
it will begin to decay, and· hericèforwards, released (in its elements) 
it will settle into fluid, and will flow off by the continua! wasting. Then 
streams will course forth from under . the mountains and will shake 
them bytheir impetus (rushing out): hence will trickle out veins of 
gold, affect~d ( in their turn). 

(7) The ground everywherè will send forth waters; the highest 
mount~ins will stream; just as healthy patts pass over tö disease and 
( tissii1~) a.~ound an ulcer bècome infected, sö plàèes nearest to the 
nièlting (flpwing) lands will be washéd out, will begin to trickle and 
finally::wni run, and from gaping rocks in many places ·eqüal strearils 
will spring to form seas among themselves. The Adriatk ( wàters) 
will be' nothing, nothing the bays of the· Sicilian Sea, nothing Charyb-
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dis, nothing Scyllä: a new seawill overwhelm all (former) legends, 
and tl)e Ocean, which ingirciles the earth, assigned to the 01.1tmost 
bounds; will • tur11· upon the centra! ( land) 

'( 8) Wl_iat, _ then, follows?. - The -winter· will fall in other · months, 
summer wiH-disappear, and . whatever orb ddes the· earth, will cease 
from it, its heat heilig restrained. So many names will perish: the 
Caspian and the Red Seás, the Ambracian and the Cretan Bays, the 
Pi:opontis and the Black Sea; all distinctions disappear. Whatevèr 
nature has distributed into its ( several) parts, will be ·in confusion. 
Neither city-walls.nor towers will protect anyone: the temples will 
not'help the supplicants nor the highest parts of cities, inasmuch as 
the-flood will outstrip the fugitives and will wash them off the very 
battlements. 

(9) Water from the west, water from the east, will rush to union: 
a single day will blot out the human species. • Whatever so long an 
indulgence of fortune has developed, whatevèr it ha~ elevated over 
others, equàlly with the illustrious and brilliant civilizations of great 
peoples, ( that day) will overthrow. 

XXX 

( 1) All things, as I have said, are easy to nature, even those things 
whichfroni tJ;le beginning it h'.3-d determined to do: to which it comes 
not unexpectedly, hut by foréshadowings. For already from the first 
day of the world, when thfögsleff:formless· unity. for the present state 
( of natureJ, it was determined when • terrene things should be sub
inerged, and thatat no time might any difficult undertaking have place 
as if in actiön new (to nature) -:- even the seas were at work
at this. 

( 2} Seest thou not how the tide comes ,rushing in ·upon the shore 
as-ifit were about to leave (its seat)? Seestthou not howthe surging 
Wé!,ter transgresses its bounds, and how the sea is drawn into posses_
sioi:i of the land? Seest thou not how it is in perpetual combat with 
its harriers? Wha_t further? · Thence, whence thou seest suth, ( wa
tery} tumult, dread arises, out of the sea a11d its streams bursting their 
bounds wifü their mighty spirit. 

(3) Where has nature not placed fluid, so·that, when itshould so 
wish; it couldassailus on every side? I amdeceived, unless·water is· 
found by.those <ligging into the earth; and as of ten as avarice buries 
us ( cheaper than cremation), or some cause obliges us to dig-more 
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deeply, the <ligger comes toa stop at some time or other (in water). 
Add, that vast lakes exist in secret parts ( under the éa1·th), with a 
great part of a concealed sea and a great part of rivers gliding through 
dark spaces. 

( 4) Everywhere, therefore, there will be ( sufficient) cause for 
the deluge, since some waters flow under the earth, cithers flow around 
it, which, fora long time under control, will (finally) conquer; ·and 
rivers will join rivers, and morasses, swamps. Then the sea will fill 
the mouths -of all springs and release ( them) through a greater open
ing ( maiorè hiatu). In tlie saine man~er as the belly empties our bod
ies at the voiding-place, in the same manner as (our) energies pass 
into sweat, thus the globe will be Iiquefied, and other causes being at 
rest among themselves, it will come upon ( the condition) in which it 
will s;ink ( into ftuid). 

( 5) Thus, have I believed, all great ( the elements) are to run to
gether (into one). Nor will the duration_ of the catástrophe be long. 
The harmony (of things) is assailed and torn asunder. When once 
the world shall have remitted somewhat of the (present) sufficiency 
of (natural) supervision, immediately from every .quarter: from the 
open and the hid, from above, from the depths: the irruption of the 
waters will occur. 

( 6) N othing is so vioient, so impatient of restraint, so unyield
irtg and unquiet in its bounds as à large body of water: it takes ad.:. 
vantage of what freedom it has, and, nature impelling it, fills full what
_ever it breaks down and surrounds. As a fire which has broken· out 
in several places quickly turns i11to a conflagration by the flames rush
ing to join each .other, thtis, in a moment, the overflöwing seas unite 
in ·-many places-. 

( 7) Y et-not forever will this license of the waters exist, hut when 
judgment bas been completed on the human species and wild creatures 
have àlso been• extinguished ----into whose na,tUral qualities men will 
have degenerated --- the earth will once again absorb the waters; the 
earth will compel the máin to stand or to.rage within its own böund
aries, and the Ocean, thröwn back from·-olir seats, will be ddven to its 
secret pátts,· and the andent·ordet {of things) will be recaHed. 

(8) Every living thing will be generated anew, and man will bè 
givén back to eàrth, but'unconscious of crimes and bom under nóblet 
auspices. Yet innocence will nöt long remain in them, except while 
they are new. Quickly will evil-doing steal in: virtue is difficult" to 
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attain: •• it longs for • a governor and a leader; . and· without an over
seer, vices are learned. 

BOOK IV'---'-PREFACE 

( 1} Sicily delights thee, according to what thou writest, 0 Luci
lius; best of men! and the offices of private administration will alsö 
clelight(thee), provided thou desire to confinè them within their pro
per bounds and not to attain thatsway which (public) administration 
is. Ido not doubt that suchthou artabout to do. I knowhow greatly 
thou art free from anibition, how greatly addicted to private life and 
to letters. They desire the crowds of men and of things 1'7ho know not 
how to end ure their own self: to thee, however, to be with thine own 
seU is möst acceptable. 

(2) Nor is itwonderful that this be the lot offew who are in ad
ministrative functions, if we be irksome to ourselves, if only in love 
with ourselves, if only in disgust, we do our work: nowwe puff up·our 
miserable minds with pride, now we swell with cupidity, at other times 
we faint from pleasures, at other times we burn with anxiety. It is 
most unfortunate;that we ar_e never alone: hence of necessity strife 
will be constant.in.such a company of vices. 

( 3) Do, therefore, my Lucilius, what thou bast been accustomed 
to do: separate thyself as much as thou canst from the. crowd, lest 
thou give room to flatterers: they are masters at capturing better 
men_( than they are themselves): thouwilt not be their match, though 
thou take precautions. Believe me, thou wilt be caught, if thou sur
render thyself to ( this) treachery, 

( 4) Caresses have in them this peculiarity: even when they are 
rejected, they please; frequently when re'pulsed, they are finally ac
cepted: they (ftatterers) take into consideration this vèry thing, that 
they are repulsed, and, indeed, -they cannot · be conquered even by 
abµse. Whatl am about to say is incredible,-1:>utyet true: every
body is most exposed on that very side on whiçh he i~ assailed; for 
perhaps on that account, becàuse he is expo~ed, he i~ assailed! 

( 5) • Tlierefore so fashionthyself that tho~ mayestknow that thou 
canst not be pursued, that thöu be impenètr~pl~. When· thou bast 
guarded against aU things else,jt (flattery) will strike through marks 
ofhonor:. onewiH use adulation secretly, sparingly; another openly, 
in public,with simulated bluntness, as if simplicity were not that very 
art! · Plancus, the greatest artist·(in flattery) before Velleius, used to 
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say that sucêessful ( caressing) resides not in disguising it nor in dis
simulatiön: Requesting perishes, he says, ij it be kid. 

(6) The flatterèr ga,ins,most when he is detected: still more if he 
is rebuked, if he blushes: Refleêt that many Plancuses will be in thy 
surroundings, and that to be unwilling to be praised is no remedy for 
so great an evil. Crispus Passienus, than who I have known none 
more subtil in all things, especially in distinguishing arid cultivating 
vices, of ten used • to say that we do not shut the door upon flatterers 
hut open it. ( to them), and, indeed, as ( the door) is wont to be closed 
against a mistress, who, if she push it open is welcome; more welcome, 
if she break it open. 

(7) I remember Demetrius, an excellent man, sayingto a certain 
powerful freedman thafhe himself would have -an easy path to riches 
on the day when he were sorry for having a good disposition. "I will 
not envy you people for this art," he said; "hut I will teach-those to 
whom its pursuit is needful, in :what manner they need not undergo 
the doubtful fortune of the sea; or the struggle of buying and selling, 
or the uncertain fortune of the farm, or try the more uncertain (f or
tune) of the forum ( or mark et) : in what manner they may amass 
wealth by a way not only easy hut blithe, and ( how they may) despoil 
those who now enjoy it" 

(8) "I will swear," he says, "that thouart taller than Fidus An.:. 
naeus and Apollonius the boxer, albeit thou mayest havè a · highth 
of a Thrax joined to a'Thrax (a gladiatór armed in the Thracian man
ner). I shall not falsely assert that there is no man, forsooth, more 
liberal, since thou mayest be considered to have given to everybody 
whatever thou bast abandoned." 

(9) 'Thus is it, my Junior (Lucüius Junior). Where flattery is 
9peµest, where it is basést, where most it rubs its own forehead (in 
order to drive away the blushing)_ and brings it to (another's) cheek,. 
the,re it is most quickly successfol. For we have at present come to 
~mep: a pass óf dementia, that he who flatters sparingly, is held to be 
imf~iendly ! 

(to) I have often told • thee of Gallio, my brother, whoïn nobody 
s~ffid~ntly lóves, nay, even he whó cannotlóvè (kim) more (i.e., even 
he 11/!whas given him all the love in his power, loves. him not enough}, 
'\VhÖ possessed no other vices, and this one (ftattery) he hated. Thou 
triedst him in every part: thou béganst to praise his genius, greatér 
and more worthy than that óf all (others), which thou wouldst pref er 
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to be considered • divine than to. be· belittlëd: he leff you: . Thoü be
ganst to eulogize his · tèmperance; ón. account of which he so· recoiled 
from. ( these) ~new customs that he sêemed neither to have them nor 
tri c;ensurê them: • he cuts off short the first words. 

( 11) Thou beganst to admire his kindliness and his unaffected 
urbà.nity, which captures even those who sense it hut onèe -'- a volun
tary kindliness even to those who are (merely) niet: for no one is so 
dear ( dulcis) to any one human being as he is to all, while, in fact, 
his strength of natural goodness is so great that it has not even the 
odor of art or simulatiÖn. Everybody suffers ( the qualities of) public 
integrity to be ascribed to himself: he, in. this very thing, withstöod 
thy compliments, so that thou couldst have exclaimed that thou-hadst 
found a man unconquerable by stratagems _:_ which everybödy·re
cèives into his bosom. 

(12) Thou hast àcknowledged thà.tthou suspectedst this his prti 0 

dence and pertinacity in shunning this inevitable evil all the more, in
deed, because thoû hadst hoped to be receivedwith open (ready) ears 
_;. although· thou shouldst say fiattering things - simply because 
thou saidst what was true: .hut for that very reason he understood -
(the need of) greater resistance: for by the true (man), truthis al
wayslooked for in the false. Nevertheless,I do not wish thee to feel 
ittitatèd with thyself, as ifthou hadst badly played the part of a co
rriedianand as if he had suspected something' of a joke or ·nf guile: .•• hë 
did not catch thee at it, büttepulsëd (thee) ! • 

(13) Form yourself after•this:exemplar. When: smne flatterer 
shall have approached theè, thöu shàlt say:. ''Wilt·thoti c:afry these 
words, which now pass from one public ftinctionary tó ·a:nother·with 
the lictors, to soi:neonewho,·aboutto do the same things; desit.~sJq 
hear whatevër thou mayesthave·said? Myself, I wish rieitheri'tö\iëi 
~eive, nor can I be deceived. I should wish to hè pfäised by you (peo
ple) unlesi:ryou have praised also bad (men)." But why is· it neces~ 
sary to descend to this, • so. that they may approach thèe in ·pêrsón? 
Let there be greàt distance between you ! 

(14) • If thou·:shouldst long to· he· welf praised; why must thou owe 
itto anyorte?· 0 Pra:isethys•elf ! - Say: "I'ha've givënmyself up tó fiber:. 
al studies-; although: poverty rnight hàve ürgëd öthèr fäirigs ( upöii 
vie), and inëlination might have led nie tó the quàrter\vhère the pi-ice 
of assiduity brings rewards, l turned to poetry. v,r.hich pays nothing, 
· and applied myself to the salutary study of philosophy. • 
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( 1 S) l have shown virtue to reside in ,every breast, and ha ving 
surinounted thè difficulties of birth, I have ineasured mysèlf not by 
destiny but by my mind, and I have stöod the equal 'of. the greatest'. 
Even Caius did not snatch away my fidèlity in the friendship of Gae.
tulicus, por, in the case of other unfortunately loved ones, were Mes
s~Üà. and Narcissus, for, long public enemies before (they becam,e) 
t~eir ~wn ( enemies), able to divert my purpose: I risked my' neck 
for my fideli~y. Nota word was wrung from me, which should not 
have issued from a perfèctly good conscience.· I feared all things 
for .my friends: for myself, nothing, except that I might be an insuf
fiderit1y good friend . 

. (16) No woman's tears flowed fi-oni me; I have not hung sup
pliant at the hands. of anyone~ I have not done anything. iiidecorous 
eithet to what is good or to a man. Grèat În my perils, ready to move 
against those things that threatened, I gave thaiiks to fortune becausè 
it desired to put to the test the great value thatI set upon fidelity. 
So grèat a test necessarily cost me not a little, 'yet ittried me, indeed, 
no.long time: nor were the things in suspense as equals -whether 
it were better for me to perish for fidelity or fidelity for me. 

( 17) Nor did I send ( anyone) in frantic baste to a final council, 
by which I might snatch myself from the fury of the powerful ;_ I saw 
in Caius' tiniè the insfruinents of torture; I.saw the fües; I knew that 
formerly, under him, human concerns had fallen to.such a condition 
that the slain lay amorig works of mercy: nevertheless, I -foll not 
upori the sword, nor did I leap intó the. sea with opened. mouth, lest 
I should be considered as being able merely to die for fidelity." 

( 18) Add, again, a mind unconquered in office, and a hand which, 
fa such a conflict of avarice, has never been stretched' out for gain . 
. Add, furtherinore, frugality in the mode of life, modesty in discourse, 
humariity towards · the humbler; reverence towards the greater; af ter 
this, consult with thyself whether thou bast uttered the truth or what 
is false :' if they are true, thou art extolled in the ptesence of a greät 
witness; if false, thou àrt derided. 

( 9) I myself may also now be seen either as capturing thee or 
as proving (thee)': believe whichever of the two thou pleasest, and 
have f ear of à.Il,·. beginning with me. Listen to the Vergilian verse: 

Nowliere is fidelity sure, (Aeneid, iv, 373) 
or the Ovidian: 
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W /zere ver the • ea~th extends, the. wüd • Erinys • rulès :_ 
Tk()U u,ouldst suppose (men) t() havè sworn villainy; (Metam.,i, 241-2) 

or th~t (saying) of Menander: (for who bas not aroused, in this 
mattér, the fµH p<>wer ofhis owi1gênius, hating the common co11sent 
·of the human species rushirig into evil?) -Everyone, he says, lives 
evüly! a:nd he le~ps fortli upo~ the stage, ju~t like a country-poet. 
He b,as not ex<:epted the old man, nor the bpy, nor the woman, nor 
the man; and adds thatnot only individuals sin, nota few only, hut 
that at present crime is common ( contexti,mi) to all. 

(20) Therefore is it necessary tö flee aqd to retire into oneself: 
nay, rather, to go.away froin oneself ! I will try to prove this to_ thee, 
albeit we are sepai:ated by. the sea, in order that, with my aid, I may 
guidê (thee) through the uncertainties of .thy_path to better thirigs; 
and, lest thou foei Joneliness, I will; on th.at' account, exchange dis
courses with thee.· We shall be together wherever we are at. our ·best. 
We Will give ea.cp. other good counsel, and not (exchange). doubts 
(àerived) from the countènance of the hearér. 

(2l) I wilLlead thee far away froin that province ( Sicily), lest 
peradventure thou believe that great fideÎity is ( to be joun(i) in nar
ràtions, of past events, a11d thou begin to plume thyself whenever 
thou _ shalt réflect: .I have :uncler my rule this province which 
bas checked and brokeri the annies o'fthe greatest cities, when it lay 
the prize of an immense war· between Carthage and Rome; when it 
sa~ the fórces of four Roman commanclers - that is, of the entire 
empire.--:-assembled in one place, and raised aloft the high fortune 
of Pompeius, harassed that of Càesar, change~ that o! Lepidus, seized 
upon that of all of them: 

(22) _Which (Sicüy) -took part in that irn.mense spectacle; from 
which it niight becomè manifest to niortals how rapid would be a fall 
from the· highest point to the lowest, and how great a power fdrtune 
corild destroy in diverse ways: for at one iime it saw Pompeius and 
Lepidus, in one way and in another, cast down to the depths from the 
highest pinnacle ( of success), when Pompeius was fl.eeing from aJ1-
other's army, Lepidus from his own. 

(To be continued) 
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This prodigious king, Gucumatz by name, was of the fourth royal 
generatioii, and certainly he distinguished himself. as ahpop and ah
pop-camha. * 

They also left posterity and descendants who likewise reignedwith 
majesty; and their children also did many wonderful things. Thus 
were engendered Tepepul and Iztayul, whose reign made· the fifth 
generation. They were both Kings, and_ each of the generations of 
these princes had issue. 

*In following the list of the Kings of Quiché given ·by the Isagogue histories, 
of which some fragments' àre preserved in the Mémoirs of.the History of Guate
mala by Mgr; Garcfa Peláez, we find that King Hunahpu, the· third of the list of 
Juai-ros and the eighth according to the Isagogue, agrees with Gucumatz, who can 
equally be so named. Well, Hun~hpu is given _as the discoverèr of cocoa; he may 
have been ·considered as such by his subje_cts, because he was the first to carry his 
arms to'the coast whcre they cultivale this precious fruit, and to introduce jts use 
among the-Quiché. 

(To be ccmtinued) 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 
(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BOOK IV-I 

( 1) Accordingly}<ifüordeithat I may lead thee entirely away, al
beit Sicily have, both in it and ·around it, many marvèls, I will, never
theless, pass over all questions concerning thy province, and draw off 
_thy reflexions in another dirèction. I will, thereforè, inquire with thee_ 
info.the matter that in the former boök I postponed: why the Nüe 
SC> ouerfto'l.t!s in the summer months. To it, philosophers .have, as0 

signed Jhe .Danube, as (being) of a similàr nature, because it (not 
.only rises) in unknówn springs hut àlso is greater in summèr than 
in winter.· 

( 2) Both the one and tht! other have seem.ed ( to us) to be wrong. 
F9r we:have ascertai11ed that its Uhe Danube's) head is in Germany 
and. that,it does in-fact begin tö intrease in su.rnmer; hut yet the Nile 
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:düririg the first hëát remäins :within its .• (customary). bounds when 
the sun,móst rapiclly mèltithe snöws du.ring the last 'days·of spring, 
whiêhifconsumes beforetheNile begins to swell (inluly): in the 
rénàinder of the {early )·summer it diininishes and returns to its win
ter magnifude (in October) and fröm it is spread fo'rth (ovér the 
land.) 

II 

( 1) Bµt the NHe is increased b~fore the risings of the Dogstar, 
in midsummer, beyond the. equi11ox. This. noblest of rivers has na
~u~e bro~ght,Jorth.before. the .ey~~ .. qf the human.sp~ciè~, and·.so ar
ranged (tizings) that it shouldinundate Egypt àt the vèry timewhen 
the earth, heing most burnecl by he~t, would dra".\' the waters lowèst 
into itself, absorbing as much ( moisture) as might suffice for the an
nual drouth; for in that part whiéh borders on Aethiopia, there are 
either nö r'ains or they are rare, which (faence) do not reliev1 a:Iaµd 
unaccustiomed to celestial waters (r,ain,). 

(2) Egyl)t, as thou knowest, has her. one hope i~ this (river); 
hence the year is either fertile or sterile" proportionately as it . ( the' 
river)flows large or small. , None of the plowmen ever consults the 
sky: why ~hould I not jest with my poet, and cast at him his Ovid? 
who says: 

nor does the -yegetation supplicate rainy Jupiter. 

( 3) Whence it begin to increase, if it can be understood, and 'the 
causes of its increase, will be· ascertaine.d; now; in fact1 af ter ha ving 
wandered through great deserts and being ingulf ed in swamps, ~cat7 
tered among nations, first around Phifae it is collected together from 
a rnving and errant ( stream). Philae is an i~lancl1 rocky, and tugged 
all around; it is incircled ·by two streams run11,ing together into one, 
which change intothe Nile and,take that name. 'Thetown (Philae) 
embraces the entire ( isle). 

( 4) From this isle, the Nile, large hut not' imp~tuous, af ter leav
fag Aethiopia and the sandy. wastes over which rui:is the route· to the 
• commerce of the Indian Ocean, glides ·forward, The Cataracts re
ceive it nèxt_:_ a •plate (rendered) distingui~heq by the retnarkable 
spectacle: 

(S) There, thróugh stèèp and, in rifany places, channeled rocks, 
the Nile rises and puts forth its powers; for it i§ çlivided by the rocks 
that it meets; arid strugglirig alori:g through '.i:iàrtów chanriels, wher-
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everit either forces its way or ,is foiled, it rais~sits waves; and there, 
its waters.being for the first time aro_used-:- for it ha<;l brought them 
hither without tumult in_ a_ sniooth and easy bed-:- it rushes f~rward, 
impe_tuous and torrential, through perilous p_asses, ( a. river) different 
from its customary self :-_ indeed, it flows as far as this both turbid 
and muddy; hut where it lashes the rocks of the çrags, it breaks into 
foam, and its colot is not its own hut derived from the difficulties of 
the passage ( ex injuria loci). Finally, having overcome all obstacles, 
it takes a sudden plunge downwards from a grèat highth, on leaving 
the craggy defile ( destitutus), with irp.mense noise echoed from the 
sutrounding regiems. • Thè people which were once collected here by 
the Persians .were unable to end ure the ë:Iamor; their ears deaf ened 
by the constant sound, and on this account, their se'ats [being 
changed], they werè transferred to more quiet surroundings. 

( 6) Among the marvels of the river, I have been told of the in
credible audacity of the natives: they enter little boats, by. twos, of . . 

whom one handles the boat and the other bales out; theil; aftet hav-
ing been tum~led about for a long time between' the rapid frenzy of 
the Nile and the choppy waves, they enter at last ( certain) very shal
low channels by which they escape the natrow defiles of the cliffs, and 
darting ahead with the entire flood, they manage by hand the rush
ing boat, and to the great terror of the onlookers, are dashed down
~ards headlong: when t~ou a~Üamenting them as sunk, and believest 
them to be overwh_elmed jn such fearful odds, they .are floating far 
from the place where they fell; hurlèd ahead as from a catapult, nor: 
does the falling stream overwhelm, hut carries ( them) onwards to 
smooth. w~ters. 

( 7) The first swelling .of the Nile takes place around the isle that 
I have ;:ilpèady mentioned, Philae. -At a short distance from this ( isle) 
the crag is divided: the Greeks call it ''A{3arov (that is not to be trod
den), and nobody except the superior·priests set foot°upon it; These 
roc~s fe~l the first increàse of the river._.':I'hen, after a long distance, 
t'Yo prqj~cting rncks appear.: the natives call them the Veins of the 
Nüe; qµt ofwliich a.great.qtiantity (Qjwater) pours, yet not enough 
to. be à~~~ t~ inundate Egypt. When the solemn religious rites occur, 
the Pri~sts cast a log"and the prefects golden gifts, into these mouths. 

(S}'frnm here, now manifestly the Nile fr:om its _(accessio~) of 
new vo\ume, is carried along.in awide and de_ep_.chai:,mel; nor can_it 
w;iden,, ,J;>ejJ:1g liemmed in by the opposing hills. But at length, around 
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Memphis; itis ,free, and flowing over the· flat. land is· directed into 
several streams and info cánals made by hand so that its cóntents 
may be within-tlîe control of thosewho draw it;· and thu,s is distri~ 
buted over all Egypt. In the beginning it is (thus) divided; after
wards, with li.ninterruptèd waters, fr overflows, having the áppear~ 
ance oLa wide and 'turbid sea; the width:of the ~ounti:y cieprives it 
ofits current and imp~tuousness; for _it is spread over these (regions) 
on the right hand and on the lef t, embracing all Egypt. 

( 9) According as the Nile has swelled; sö is the hope for the (com
ing) year; nor does the reckoning deceive the husbandman, for pre
cisely accórding to the highth of the river, the earth respo!lds, which 
the Nile renders fruitfuî.. It (the river) depósits upon a sandy and 
thirsty soil both water and mud:· for since • its flow is muddy, it leaves 
bebind it all . ( its) sediment in the dry and cracked soil (locis) ; . arid 
whatever richness it ca:rries with it, it•deposits on the arid earth (lo
cis), and thus enriches ( iuvat) thé fields by two means: it both inun
dates and leaves mud bebind it. Accordi:ngly, whatever (parts) it 
does not reach, lie stêrile and poor. If it swell above the needfui 
measure, itis harmful. 

( 10) Hence the nature óf ( tliis)- river is wonderful, because while 
other rivers wash out the soil and erode it, the Nile, so much gteatet 
than others, far from destroying and carrying away anything, on the 
coritrary brings benefit and there is a superabli.ndance· in it • of that 
which improves tpe soil. With the mud which is broli.ght ( by it). it 
sàturates the sands and uriites (hem,' so that Egypt owes to it not 
only the fertility of the land, hut (the land) itself. 

( 11) It is a most beautiful sight, when the Nile bas spread over 
the fields: the plains are conc~aleél and the hoUóws are covered over; 
the towns stand. out like islands:· there is no communicatiön then in 
these midland parts except by boats: the less the inhabitants see of 
their land the greater is their joy. 

( 12) When, on the other hand, the Nile confines itself to its 
banks, it flo~s intó the sea by seven riiouths; whichever one thou 
rrîayest select out of these, is a sea, yet many mearier motiths does 
the coast present in one or anóther plaée. Morèóvèr; it stistains inori~ 
sters-equal either in size or in harmfulrièss to marine ( ànimals )', and 
from this it. can be estimated how greát it is, that'it èoritains huge 
animals with sufficientfood (lor them) and room: for röving (in its 
waters). 
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(13) Balbillus; one· of the best of men and in' all _classes of litera
ture of the rarest merit, is authority that when he himself had .ob
tained the prefecture of Egypt, he beheld, in the Heracleotic mouth 
of the Nilè -which is the largest - a spectacle ( of a battle) between 
dolphins assembling fro_m-the sea and crocodilès from the river form
ing an.opposing line, just like a battle between factions. The croco
diles were conquered by animals· both peaceful and innocuous in their 
bite. 

(14) Of these (crncodiles), the upper part of the bódy is .hard 
and impenetrable even, by the teeth óf the larger animals; bµt the 
lowèr is soft and tender. This part,. the dolphins, being submèrged, 
wounded with the spines which they bear protruding from the bàck, 
for, rising upwards against ( the crocodües' bellies) they gashed them 
open;· -a large number having been torn open in this manner, the 
others, just as if the line. had been turned, fled. 

(lS) A fleeing animal toa hold; the most hold, to the timid. Nor 
do the Tentyrites overcome them by any peculiarity of race or of 
blood, .buf by despising (them)and by temerity. Of their own ac.c 
cordlhey (the Tentyrites) chase them, and capture the fleeing ( croco
dües) withsnares which are thrown around { them) : many, of course, 
perish, in -whom • thete _ was • iess presence of mind i~ the chase. 

( 16) -_ Theophrastus • is authority that the·· Nile formerly, brought 
down sea-water. For a period of two years, without interruption, 
during Cleopatra's reign, it did not rise; this. was in the tenth and 
el.eventh years of (her) reign. They say that ( this) signified a_ loss 
td two rulers: for the power of Antony and of qeopatra fell. Calli
machus is the authority that the Nile did not rise for nine years in 
f ormer times. 

( 17) .But now1 will pass on to examine the causes on account o j 
which the Nüe increases. in summer; and! will begin from the most 
ancient (writers}. Anaxagoras ·says that the snows melted off from 
the_ mountain-rangts of Aethiopia· run down until ( they flow) into 
the Nile. All antiquity was of this opinion: Aeschylus; Sophocles; 
Euripi~es, hand iton; butthát· itis false, appears from many evi
dences, 

(l8}dn the first place, that Aethiopia is exceedingly hotis indi~ 
cated by;thè swarthy c,omplexion of the l1ien, and by the Troglodytes, 
whose dwellingsareunderground;· the rocks burn as i( (lzeated) ·by 
fire1 not önly at midday, :but -.when the sun is in an • indinèd position; 
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the dusty (soil) js hot, and the human sole cannot èndure it; silver 
is unsoldêred; the jöints of the -(_military) standar.ds are melted; no 
coating of niaterial. a,dditionally adorned .rèmains (on it);. the, south 
wind alsowlÎiêh blows fromthat region;is the hottest of winds; none 
of. those animélls which lie concealed, are ever bid a:way by winter, 
and the.serpent lives through the winters openly and on the face of 
the ground; Alexandria, likewise, is situated. far from immoderate 
heats, yet snows never fall there; places farther southlack rain. 

(19) How then bas a region subjected to such great heats re
ceived snows thatare to last through the entire summer? Of course 
certain mountàins do receive them: what ones more~so than the Alps, • 
th.e ranges of Thrace, the Caucasus? • Still, the streams of these moun
tains sweH in the spring and in the first part of summer, while they 
are of less size in the winters: for, in fact, in the spring-seasons the 
rains dissolve the snow, and the first heat melts what remains. 

(20) Neither the Rhine nor the Rhone nor the Rister [nor those 
others which] lie under a [ win try l sky. arise in summer: and in those 
northern parts the snows are constantly very deep. The Phasis and 
the Borysthen~s, aJso would inctease [in the same] season, (i/) the 
snows were. able to increase the streams before the summertime. 

( 21) Furthèr, if this cause were to enlarge the Nile, it would flow 
at its fullest in the early summer, for up to that time the shows are 
greatest and ûntouched and their melting of the slightest;· hut the 
Nile diminishes for four months (March-June) and its increase is 
steady ( not tprrential). 

(22) H thou beHeve Thales; the Etesian winds blow against the 
descènding Nile, and check its course by the sèa peing mcived ( by the 
winds) against the mouths ( of the river) ; Qei11g tj:iµs .tp.rown back, 
it returns upon itself, nor' does it increase (i~ siz~)'. buf prevented 
from flowing off (into the sca)' it stops, and tp~r~upoll, wherever it 
is able to do so; it .breàks out, being preveµtecl (from· advanèing.). 
Euthymenes. of · Massilia ( now M arseilles) . gfv~~ •hjs • testimony: "I 
have navigated/' he says, "the Atlantk Sea,\v4~11c:ç the'. Nile flows, 
very large as long as the Etesian winds keep (the)r) :p~rio,d,· for then 
the seais thrown up-(on the land) bythe pressHfä[wiµq.s; when·these 
have subsided, boththe me.inresumesits quiet·~~~ tj:,,'~rçjs,)1ence, less 
volume in the desceriding Nile. · Further, the;ta,~fä oft4~rsea is sweet 
(fresh water)' and·the,monsters_ (in it} are like 

0

thos~·öhlw Nile." 
(h) Nowho'Vis>it;if the Etesiari winds ~tir l_lp·füe Nile,thatits 
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increase begins. before they appear and continues af ter they .ceàse? 
Furthermore,: it does not become larger when they have blown more 
strongly, nor is it driven back nor augmented in proportion to their 
'.(the winds') impetus -'-·whkhwould occur if it (the'Nile) incfeased 
from the energy of the ( winds )? • Howis it, since the-Etesian-winds 
lash thè Egyptian strand and the Nile flows· dowri against-them, it 
( the Nile )" will come förth thence whence they come, if they are its 
origin? Besides, it would then flow out of the sea pure and blue, not, 
as it now is, muddy. 

( 24) Add; that his testimony is refuted by a crowd of witnesses. 
There was room for lies then, when foreigri regions were unknown, 
[if] one cared to attachfables to them; btitnow, irideed,the eritire 

·coast ofthe outer sea istouchedat by the ships ofmerchants, of whoin 
none. narrates * (probably a lacuna in the text here) now the Nile is 
bluè or that the sea is of another taste * which nature forb_ids belief 
in, betause it is the soil which carries whateveds sweetest and lightest . 

.. ·(25). Furthermore, why döes it (the Nile). not incfeaseinwinter~ 
time? . For then the sea can be stirred up by the winds, sometimes 
indeed, by the greatest: hut the Etesian winds are gentle. If it were 
derived out of the Atlantic Sea, it would fill Egypt completely all at 
once, hut, in fact, it ii:icreases by degrees. 

(26} Oenopides of Chios says: In the winter, thê heat is coó
tained underground. Hence, caverns are then warm and the water 
in wells is qui te tepid: for this reason the veins dry up by the internal 
heat. But in.other lands the streams are augmented by rains: the 
Nile, because it is aided by no rainfall, is diminished, and afterwards 
increases during the summer, when the interior parts of the earth 
grow cool and vigór returns to the springs. 

(27) Now if this were true,' in summer [all] the streàms would 
swen; all wells would in summer be fulL Then ( as regards the opinion 
thaO "in winter the heat underground is greater," water and caverns 
q,rid ~ells are warm because they do not receive the chilling air from 
~mt~ide: thus they have· no heat hut exclude the cöld; for the sàme 
rèas9n they are cool in summer, hecause the. air 'which is hot, distant, 
él.Il<:l apart, does not enter theie. 

(?8) Diogenes of Apollonia (in Crete) says: "The sun draws 
mqisture to itself: this · ( moisture) the dry earth absörbs from the 
s~~, ·als(> from other waters; dt·cannot happen that mie -fand be dry 
atid another wet; for all things àr'e porems and reciprocally pervious, 
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aµd at times the.dry take'up from the.wet; unlessthe earth received 
some (supply of water) it woulddry up cömpletely. Hence the sim 
draws up waters, but from those which it most greatly heats: these 
are southerly. 

(29) When the earth is completely dried out, it abs-orbs water 
but the more; as in lamps the oH flows thither where.it is burned tip, 
so water inclines thither where the energy of heat and of a burning 
soil attract it. Whencè, then, does it (the earth) draw it (the water)?. 
From those regions, in fact, which are always wintry, the northern, 
whence·it flows out; on this accoimt the Pontus (theBlack Seà) flows 
constarÏtly and rapidly into the fower sea ( in infernum mare) _.:_ not, 
as other seas, with tides alterriating to • and fro - being always in
clined and having a torrentin.one direction. Unless it thtis happened 
in these circulations that what is in def eet iµ any one thing were re
stored (to it) and what isfü excess in äriy one wave were discharged, 
all things would now be either dry or inundated." 

( 30) It pleases us now to question Diogenes'. Why is it if this 
close interch~nge [exists] in rivers, and all together pass to and from 
between themselves, that the rivers arenot in all places, in summer, 
larger? The sun scorches Egypt very gr~atly; accordingly, the Nile 
swells very greatly, but in other lands likewise some increase accrues 
to the rivers. - N ext, why is it that any part of -the earth is without. 
moisture, since each draws ( it) io itself out of other lands, especially 
strongly where it is botter? Finally, why is it that the Nile is sweet, 
if its waters (accrue) to it from the sea? for thereis a sweeter flavor 
in no other stream. * * * 

III 

( 1) * ,:, * [It is asked :-How is snow produced? * * Snow has 
a nature similar to]:ioar-frost:, there is mo-re of spirit in it tha11 of 
water, * . * Anaxagoras '~ '~ That which is the diff erence between 
water and dew, ·the same is also the difference qetween hoar-frost 
and ice, also between snow and haiL] * * 

If I were to dedare to thee that hail is produced in the manner 
by which ice is produced among us - the whole cloud being }rozen '-'---
I sJ:tould be töo audacious; hence, Tnumber myself among the wit
nesses of seconda.ry authority, who have indeed heard, but who deny 
ha ving seen for themselves; ·or, I myself .may do what the historians 
do: they, when-they.have asserted falselymany·things accordingto 
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their ·opinion, yet refuse to ari.swer for some one thing, hut add: "F aith 
is to.be placed in the authOrities." _ 

(2) Hence, if thou hast insufficient belief inme, Posidonius off ers 
thee warranty, as much in what he omitted as in that which will fol
low. Hail, then, is produced out of _a watery cloud, already turned 
to liquid: thus he declares, as if there were a difference. 

(3) ,Why.hail should be round, thou canst know without a teach~ 
er, ifthou wilt notethat all raindrops are compressed into spheres, 
à fa.et which also appears on .mirrors which collect moisture from the 
breath, and on bedewed cups, and on all other smooth (surfaces), 
nor less so on leaves; for if any drops have adhered, they assumethe 
spheroidal form. ( 4) 

Wltat harder titan the rock? What softer than water? 
Yet the hard rocks are hollowed by the soft water. 

(Ovm, Ars Amat., i, 4ï5-476) 
or as anóther poet says': 

The falling of the raindrop hollows the stone: (LuCRETIUS, i, 313) 

This very hollowing is round; from which it also appears that it ( tlie 
water)is similar tothat which_it hollows, for it (the water) has carved 
out a place for itself of its own form anq appearance. 

( 5) Furthermore, although hail be not such while it is brought 
down, it can become spherical, and tumbling around so frequently 
through a space of thkkened air, becöme smoothly molded into a 
globe-. This; snow cannot undergo, because it is not sö solid, and 
especially because it is so diffuse and does not fall from a great highth, 
for its origin is near the earth; thus its fall is not fröm a distance 
through the air; hut fr0m near at hand. 

(6) Why do not I also grant myself the same as Anaxagoras? 
Among noné others more thari among philosophers must there be 
equal liberty ! Hail is nothing else than suspended ice; snow, a con
gealing '(jreezing) hanging in hoar,:.frost: this we have already said; 
that between water and dew there is. the same difference as between 
hoar-frost and ice, as between snow and hail also. 

IV 

(1) Icould now free mys~lf from the investigation already con
cluded, but I will give good measure, and, whereas I may have begun 
to be irksome to thee, yetI will state whatever is in question in this 
matter. Now, it is askedwhy it snows in winter ·and.does not hail, and 
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whyháil·jalls in the spring whervthe cold #alreadytbrokert.,, Now; 
thatI may err, both to thee:and:myselfis ófcburse•obvious/for Ishow 

. •. ,: /: ,·_. •, . ' . . . 

myselfcrëdulous evenjn;Jhose·lightebdeceptiöns' foi-which the mouth 
is slapped büt for which·itis,not d1stomarythatthe:ëyes be:plucked 
out! 

(2) In the winter, the air stiffens, and, accordingly, is not then 
turned into water, but into snow to which the air is clóser; when spring 
has begi.m, ,thère follows a greater tendenèy of the seasón, and under 
a warmed sky, the raindrops become larger. Accoidiiigly, as. our 
Vergil says: 

when .the sltowery spring hastens. on ( Georgics, i, 313), 

the•mutation of the air, everywhere open and dissolv}ng in: itself, is 
pronóunced, being aided by the gentle warmth; cm this account 
heavy, pöurihg rains, more violent than lasting, are brought down. 

(3) Winter brirîgs lingering aiid light räi:ris, such as' ~ustomarily 
and frequently come when thiri anddrizzling räirihas also snöw mixed 
with it. We call a day 'snöwy' when lhe cold is-grêat and the sky 
overcast. . Further, when the north wind blows under· its own type 
öf sky, the rains•ate drizzlîng: with the sotith' wind, the showers àre 
more imperfect and the drops fuller. 

V 

( 1) The matter as advanced by our people· I dare neither statè 
- .. because it appears weak;--,-nor. pass -it ovei::: yet what. haim is 
there in writi:r;ig something to a co~pliant critic? Nay, if we began 
to demand that all evidences be putto the proof, it will impose silence 
(on us), for few things are absolutely without an opponent: the 
óthers, even though they prevail, arouse disputes. 

( 2} ~They say, then, that in spring, whatever is• frozen and boundi 
around Scythia and Pontus, and the northern quarter, is relaxed; 
then frozen strearns [ and lakes] open, then the läden mountains re
lease (their) snow; it is therêfore credible that icy winds (spiritus) 
are carried thence and are once more joined with a vernal sky: 

( 3) They also add what I neither have put to the test nor do I 
intend to put to the test. Thou also, I suppose, if thou ever desire to 
search otitthe truth mayëstput to the test the snow.in Caria! -They 
say.thàt the Jeet of those who tread on soHd and hard snow are less 
cold ·than ,óf those who (tread on snow that is) soft and yielding; 

(4) So, ·if they ate not in error, whatever is börne away from 
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those, rtorthem regioüs,when the snow is already béing meltèd and 
the ice is. breaking, binds together and· compresses the warm· and .al~· 
ready: moü,t air :OLthe southern parts.; and hence, when rain is pre7 
paring, hail occurs by the injuring action of the cold. 

(To be continued) 

NEWS FROM 
THE ARCHAEOLOGlCAL FIELD 

C. J. RYAN, M. A. 

IN the 'Archaeological News' for January the subject of the real 
period when Jesus lived was considered in connexion. with the in

teresting fact that modern thinkers are beginning to surmise that he 
was· on earth severnl. generations before the. ti~e n1entioned in.· the 
Gospels, possibly a hundred years before the 'Year of. our Lord,' Ane 
n,r Domini. Theosophical records support this view; and the impor
tance· of recognising it lies in the, fact that, if Christ did not liv.e at 
the time of Pilate, the Gospel narrative ce~ses to be a literal render
ing of events, hut becomes a rriystkal and allegorical drama of Ini
tiation built ai.-ound the personality of the great Teacher whose words 
are enshrined therein. Theosophy teaches that. there was such a 
great Personage, just as there were previous Saviors - Osiris, Or
pheus, Krishna, Buddha, etc., historica! characters; butthat around 
these Messengers of the Light all kinds of traditions collected, differ
ing in. many points hut agreeing in those that illustrate the story of 
the pilgrim-soul ·in man. 

Dr;. Nelson Glueck, archaeologist, referred to in the last 'News,' 
has found an apparent discrepancy in connexion with the real date of 
the Third Wall of Jerusalem and the alleged·dáte of the crucifixion: 
this, if proved, as seems likely, would provide strong evidence that 
the death of the real J esus took place a good deal earlier than 33 A. o. 

In connexion with this subject the following very interesting quo
tation from H. P. Blavatsky deals with the inner meaning of the Story 
ofChrist; arid the period in which the actualJesus lived. 'It is taken 
from a series of articles in the French Theosophical Magazine, Le 
Lotus for 1888, and has not appearèd in English till now. The whole 
series will pe brought out in translated form in the Ceiitennial Edi-. 
tion of H. P. Blavatsky's Complete Works nowbeing prepared at the 
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swihé do eat" These symbolisms ·and ceremonies were nothing to him 
but sign~posts; reminders, text.:.books, of the great drama of the soul 
Whkh he and no other for hün, not even Maximus, had to gothrough, 
live through, fi.ght through, And it is this effort, this bidden lif e, that 
made Juliari a man amorig men àtid a-friend ofthe gods. 

:Henceforth all life to him was different. His f eet wére on the royal 
road and there could be no swerving nor looking bac:kward. Maxîmus 
was his link with greater men, and he realized that the chain stretche~ 
eIJ.dless to the realms where the gods abide ~ and beyond. If others 
above. him thus helped hirri hè must in turn: reaèh down· and lend a 
helping hand to those who knew léss thi1:n he. 

Henceforth Julian's life wás a life of duty and purpose lived in 
the secrecy of his ow~ soul. Self had to be ignored so far as the Ïaw 
of ac:tion arid reaction opèrative in all Nature permitted. 

(To be contirmed) 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annäeus Seneca 

(VII Bo_oks. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877)_ 

TRANSLATiON BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BOOK IV-VI 

( 1) I do not restrain myself froni bringing forward all the ab
surdities óf our pe()pk They affirm that there are certain persons 
skilled in observing the· cláuds~ who (ihus) can predict when hailis 
about to fall. This they have been enabled to understand by prac
tice, when they had noted the color of the clouds, which (the color) 
the:hail regularly succeeded. • • 

(2/ It is incredible thàt at Cleortae (a small place in Argolis, 
Greece) • xaXàf oq,vÀàKEs ~ watcher's for hail - ~ere publicly _· •• ap
pointed. When these had given wárning tha:t ha:il Was at hand, what 
dost thou_ look: for? That men should run· for their woolen over: 
drtsses or their leathern? N ay, rather tha:t every öther n1an sacris 
fi.èe'd· a lamb for hhnself, 'every· other öne a chickeh: fó';thwith the 
clouds moved off elsewhere; since they had tasted somewha:t öf hlood ! 

-(3) Dost thou laugh? Here is something at which thoÛ mayest 
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laugh' still more: if anyone had neithe;r a lar.nb nor .. a chicken '- which 
might happen without in jury ( accruing to him).-::- helaid hands 011 

himself, and lest thou imaginethe clo1,1dsto be greedy or çruel, pricked 
1 

his finger with a finely-pointed writing-style, and sacrificed with this 
(his own) blood: nor·did thehail turn awaythe lessreadily from his 
little field, than from that (field) in which it had been-appeased by 
greater sacrificial victirns. 

VII 

( 1 )_ They investigate the reason of this matter:· sóme, -as befits 
really wfae men, deny that such ( a thing) can happen as thät a man 
may strike a bargain with. häiJ or buy off storms with irisignifü::ant 
gifts: as 1f ,presents might constrain even the gods ! . Others say that 
they themsèlves conjecture that there is in the very blood a certain 
energy powerful in averting the cloud or in repelling it. 

(2) But how can therè be such·'great energy in such a small 
amount of blood, that it penetrates on high, and thàt the clouds feel 
it? How much easier it was to say, It is a lie and a fable! But the 
decurionspassed judgmènt on those to whom had·been delegated the 
care of foreseeing storms, because by their negligence the vineyards 
might be stricken (literally, cudgeled) or the standing crops tnight 
fall flat. And among us, fa the Twelve Tables ( this) is guarded 
against: lest someo,_neshall }Jave charmed away a_nother' s. crops ( ex
cantasset - had sung out). 

(3) U ncultured antiquity believed also thatrains can be attract
ed or repellèd by songs ( - enchantment) ; hut that nothing of these 
things can occur is só'publicly known that the subject (cä-µsa) of tliis 
matter is not.to enter i~to the discourse of any philosopher: • 

VIII 

I will add yet another thing, and it will be pleasing to-have thee 
favor and applaud it. They say that snow is produced in that part 
oj,the air which is ne,ar the earth; this (part) ha ving more.heat from 
four causes: One, because all evapqration from. the earth, sincè it 
ha.s a.great deal of heat and dryness in it, is.the warmer,proportionate
ly .as it is the more recent; second, because.the rays of the sun re
bound from the ei:trtl:i and run• together, their rèflexion wi:trms what
eyer things are nearest the earth, which, accordingly, _have the more 
warmth because theyfeel the sun twiçe; the third c_ause is _that things 
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át ·á gteá.ter elevation are more blown upon, bu"t whateYér,things áre 
löwet, ·are less beaten by the 1winds. 

IX 

The reason of Democritus accedes to this: "Every body' in pro
portion as it is more solid, receives • heat more rapidly, and retains 
it longér. Hence, if thou hast put in the sun à brass, a glass, and a 
silver utensil, the heat would more rapidly enter into the brass, ,and 
would longer ding (to it)." He then adds how he imagines 'this to 
occur, "In those bodies," he says, ''which are hardest and· most 
comptessed, :of -necessity the -aperturès .are smaller and.· a thinner 
spirit is in each one; it follows that, just as the smaller rooms in baths 
and the smaller miliaria {'a tall and narrow vessel for 'drawing and 
warming wate,J) are more rapidly heated, thus these hid • apertures 
which escape the eye, both feel the heat more quickly, and, on ac
countof the same narrowness, give up _more slowly whateyer they 
have receivéd/' These matters being now at length settled, lead to 
that concèrriing which we ate now inquiring. 

X 

Ail air, in proportion as it is nearer to the earth, is thicker; just 
as in water and iri all liquid the dtegs, are -at the bottom, so iri -air 
whatever things are densest, settle downwatds;. But already it has 
been proved that all things, in proportiön asthey are of-a thicker·and 
more Solid material,. the more tenadously hold the -heat received. 
The higher air; in propörtion as it has receded farther from the im
purities of the earth, is the cleaner and the pure"r; accordingly it.re
tairis not (the heatdf}'thé'.sun, buttransmitsit as through a vaèuum, 
and is in consequente less heated (by it); 

.XI 

(l) Against (this), some say that'(ifthat were:thfi-case), in pro~ 
portion as the summits of mouritains are nearer the sun, they ·must 
therefore be the hötter; but they .seem to me to err; because tliey 
suppose that the Apennines and the Alps, and other mountains known 
for their great elevatión, so greatly rise that their•highth cari feel the 
neighborhood of the sun; 

(2): these are .very high, so long as tliey are compared··with i1s; 
but, indeed,. when thou èonsiderest the universe 1 the insi~ificance 
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of the1n. all is: .manifest. Among thelllselves, · they are· overtopped 
and ovèrtop; besides, nothing is elevated so greatly.that, in compari
son with the all, there is any proportion - not even as regards the 
greatest; for if it were not so, wê would not say that the entire orb 
oLearth is a sphêre (pilam ~ b.all). 

{3) The peculiarity of a sphere is rotundity with a certain even
ness (aequaHt~fe); hut the evenness thou must understand to be 
that.which thoÜ seest in a playing-ball: the seams and cr.acks affect 
it butlittle.in.those placeswhereit may be said to be less evenw.ith it~ 
self in any part. · In the, same manner as the$e ineq~alities in this 
balÏ are in no wise detrimental to the appeara'.nce of rotundity, in
dêed, so in the universe, ·neither are the lofty mountains of the earth; 
whose highth· is overwhelmed by comparison with the entire world 
(mundi). 

( 4). He who. says that the highest. mountain; ·· because it receives 
the sun .at a nearer distance, must be more, hot, he it is who says that 
a very tall man can necessarily be heated more quickly than a small 
man, and bis head more quickly than bis feet: hut whoever will have 
gaged. the world by its (real) size and will have reflected that the 
earth holds the situation • of a ( mere) point, will understand that 
nothing on it can be so elevated as t9 f eel more greatly · the heavenly 
bodiès - just as if it .had·. advanced into their neighborhood ! 

( 5) Those mountains which we look up at and which hold their 
peaks in .eternal snow, are, nevertheless, at the Jowest part; and of, 
course; a mountain is nearer the .sun than a field or a vale, hut only 
so • in the. way that a trifl.e • is thicker than anothe,r trifle; ~n the same 
manner .also a tree may be said to be nearer the sky .than anothèr 
(tree) -c-: which is untrue, be.cause among very small things there 
can be no great difference exceptwhile ,they ~re. peing · compared 
among themselves. Where one bas entered upon a comparison with 
an immense body, there is no contrast, however much one may be 
greater tha1,1 the other, beca:use, although·the differe11cejs great, yet 
the .very . small are overwhelmed, • 

XII 

( 1) Butto return to my theme:, On account of-the cau.ses which 
I have brought forward, it bas seemed good to mahy. that snow :is 
formed in that part of thé air which is near, to the .earth and there
föte isless bound, because it· (the. air) thickens in less cold•;. for the 
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neighboring air is, on the one hand, too cold forit to pass over into 
water or rain, and, on the other hand"is not cold enough for it to 
harden into hail. In this medium of .cold, which is not too intense, 
snows. are produced by. waters being condensed. 

XIII 

(l) "Why ·dost thou pursue so laboriously," thou askest, ','those 
trifles, in which èverybody is qui te learried, but (lor all that is) not 
a better man?· Thou tellest how snows are produced, when it con
cerns us much.more to betold by thee why snows should_not be pur
chased." .Dost. thou order me to strive with luxury?. That strife is 
a daily one, and without effect Let us strive, nonetheless; and, if it 
is to be the strenger, let it overcome (us) ( but) struggling and re~ 
luctant. 

( 2) What next? Dost thou believe that this very investigation 
of nature contributes nothing to that which thou wishest? When 
we question in what manner snow is produced, and say that it has a 
nature similar to hoar-frost, ( and that) there is in it more of spirit 
than of water . ...:c_ dost thöu not think that it is a reproach to those 
(people) jf they do not buy even water, since it- is disgraceful to 
buy water? 

(3) But, indeed, let us seek rather how snows are producèd than 
how they are preserved, since, not content (mèrely) •with pouring 
out (our) wine, we have found out how to class aged (wines) by 
flavorsand years, how to pack sn.ow so that it may cop.quer (the heats) 
of summer and itself be kept safe agailist the year's heats in a cold 
place. Whyhave we pursued (the subject) with such diligence?_ Ob~ 
viously· that we may·traffic in water which is free ( to all) ! , • We grieve 
that we cannöt buy spirit, nor the sun, that this air comes to the fas
tidious and to the rich so easily, and is not bought. Oh! what an evil 
it is to us, that anything from the nature óf things ( ~ in nature) is 
lef t open to all! 

(4) This thing that it (nature) willed to flow and be·open·to all, 
whose draught of life it made common (to all) : this, that it poured 
forth largely and blessedly for use, as much for man as {or.the wild 
beasts· -and birds and the most sluggish -animals, ingenieus luxury 
bas, against its öwn interest; reduced toa price: so grea:tly can nothing 
please unless it be expensive ! ; This was the one thing .which the rich 
equally with the multitudè could draw upon, in, whiêh they werè un:-
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able to outstrip the po'orest; hut by him to whom riches .are ·a:nnoy~. 
ing it ·has been thölight out höw even in water he· might seize 'lipon 
lüxuiy. 

( S) When it reached the point that no water that flowed was-suf
fidently cold for llS, I will ( now) tel1. As long as the_ stomach is' 
healthy and suited to wholesome food and is filled ( by it), it-is not 
overloaded and is content with natura! foods: when by dàily indiges
tions it feels not the heats of the season hut its own ( burning), wlien 
continua! drunkenness settles in the viscera and :burns the entrails 
with bile into which it is turned·, of necessity something is sought for 
by which the heat may be lessened: he who begins .to burn from this 
very water, by remedies aggravates the disease. Hence, fröm this 
cause, not only in summer hut in midwinter, they drink snow (iced
water). 

( 6) What is the cause of this thing if not an intestinal disease 
.and entrails corrupted by excess, to which no interval is ever given in 
which they can repos~; hut luncheons, continuing into dinners pro
longed until the {morning) light, are devoured, and the revelry still 
more deeply overwhelms the (f eedèrs), distended from. the abun~ 
dance and variety of the courses. Finally, whatever intemperance, 
never interrupted, had greedily cooked, renders it ( the disease )malig~ 
nant, and constantly influences it with the desire for new cold. 

(7) Hence, however much they may protect the dining-hall with 
awnings and window-palies and control the cold with much fire, none
theless the stomach itself is relaxed, and, languid in its fever, seeks 
something whereby it may be arousèd; for just as we sprinkle water 
ori those who have fainted or are stricken senseless, ,SO that 1:hey may 
return to·thèir' senses: thus the viscera of these (people}, torpid froin 
excessès, feel rtothing, unless thou burn them through and through 
with unusuaJly violent chillings ( frigore - cold). 

(8) Thence, is·.'it, I say, that thèy are' Iiöt content [even] with 
snow, hut demand ice, just as if a more certain ,chill were in it from 
( being) solid; and they melt it with repeated • (pourings) of water, 
which ( theîce) is .not taken from ( any) high place, hut is digged ·out 
óf stórehouses ( abdito -'- hid placés) so that :it may have greater 
energy (of çold) and a more lasting chill. • Henc:e, there is not even 
a set price ('!or it), hut water bas peddlers, and, for véry shánie ! , á 
variahle market-price ! 

(:9) The Lacedaemonians ·expelled perfumers "frórtî (theit) dty; 
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and ördered therh immediàtely to depart from their frontiers, because 
they were spoiling oil: what ( would) they (do) if they saw the houses 
for Storing snow, and so many, beasts ofburden deyoted to the carry
ing of water ( ice) whose color and taste thèy pollute with the chaff 
by which they prèserve (it)? Yet, good gods! how easy it is tó 
satisfy healthy thirst! 

(10) But what can dead gullets feel, indurated by burning foods? 
Just as nothing is sufficiently cóld for them, so nothing is sufficient
ly hot, but hot mushrooms1 greedily • dipped into their sauce, thèy 
send down almost steaming, and extinguish them afterwards with 
snowed drinks. Thou wilt see, I say, cèrtain slender fellows, wrapped 
iri hood and neckcloth, wan and sickly, swallow down not snow otily 
but actually become it • ( snow) and throw bits óf it into their cups 
during the very intèrvals of drinking. 

( 11) Thinkest thou it is thirst? It is fever, and in fact the more 
consuming in this, that it is d~tected neither by touching of füe veins 
nor by heat which has spread over the skin; but excess (luxuries) 
has dried the very heart - an invincible disease, ·hard and unyield
ing, ( arising) from a soft and fluid (cause). Dost not thou uiidei'
stand that all things lose their energy in ( excessivé) use? Herice· 
this snow, in which already ye even swim, has reached such a point 
in us·e and in the daily slavery ûf the stomaê:h, thàt it ·has taken the 
place of water. Morè, ye seèk something colder than it, becaüsè the 
familiar chill cóunts as nothing ! 

BOOK V 

(1) Wind isjlowing àir. Some have defined it thus: Wind is air 
ftowing in one.direction. This definition seems the better thosenjbe
catise air never is so motionless thatit is not in somè ( kind off agita
tion; thus the sea is said to be tranquil when it is lightly moved a:nd 
is not moved in one direction. Hence, if thou read: 

W!ten tlte sea sta11ds placid 1mder t!te winds, 

thou wiltunderstànd thätit is not still, hut is lightly heaving, arid is 
sa,id to ~e fr~nquil because it has no impul;è either hither or, thither''. 

( i) The sanie thing is to be. declared of air: that it is nót ever 
motiohl°ess, even' Ïf it be still. 'This thöu nfayest underStànd fr~:m th~ 
following: when the sun is caused. to shine into Sonie inciosed place, 
we see tiny corpusclès • rushing forward, some darting variously up
ward, some· downward. 
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( 3) So thaLhe comprehends with insufficient care what he wishes 
(to undersiand) who says: "The tide is an.agitation of the s_ea," be
cause, though tranquil, it yetis agifäted; hut he is abundantly careful 
( in his speech) whose definitionis ·this: "The tide is an agitation of 
the sea in one direction:." . So in this thing which we are just now 
examining, he will not be deceived who so frames his thoughts • ( qui 
ita· se gesserit} as to say: "Wind is air flowing in one direction," or 
"air flowing with impulse,".or, "an energy of the air moving in one 
direction," or "a very rapid course of the air somewhither,'' 

( 4)· I know what can be answered for another definition: of what 
necessity is it to show thee further "In one direction flowing air"? 
for_ assuredly that which flow~, flows in some direction; 'no one_says 
that water flows if it is moved only within itself; hut ( only) if it. be 
carried somewhither. A thing, therefore, can be moved and yet not 
flow; and, on the ëontrary, it cannot flow unless in some direction. 

( 5) But whether or not this brevity be sufficiently safeguarded 
froin chicanery, let us employ it; if anyone be more cautious, let him 

C) 

not be sparing with the words whose addition will be able to exclude 
all caviiings. Now; let us approach our subject itself,.since there 
has been enough discussion about the formulà. 

II 

Democritus • says: When in a restricted void there are. many cor
puscles, which he calls atoms, wind follows; hut, on the contrary, a 
quiet and peaceful state of the air ensuès, when in a large void the 
corpusclès are few; for just as in' the forum or in the street, as long 
as there is no crowd one walks about without disturbance, hut when 
a crowd runs together brawls occur from some colliding:with others. 
Thus in the space by which we • are surrounded, when many bodies 
have _filled a small part, it is inevitable that some collide wifü other's 
and drive them forward or be repelled ( by them), and • that they be 
intangled together and compressed; from which. wind. arises, since 
they ( th~ bodies) which were struggling together press _up9n ( each 
othèr), and vac~llating and waver_ing .fqr ;i lopg time, _(al last) h1ke 
a cèrtain dirèction ( inclinav~re se). But wh~n.in alarge spaèe few 
cè>rp11sdes are whirled about, they can neither rain_ ( one_ an_other) 
nor be driven. • • • • • 

III 

( 1) That this is false, thou mayest even gather from the fact 
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tha,t sometimes there is least wind when the airin a cloud is heavy, 
since then very· ruany bodies have collected fogether in a small space, 
and therice is the heaviness of the dense clouds. 

(2) Add, also, that around strearus and lakes clouds are fre
quent-from contracted and congested bodies, and yetthereis no wind; 
OccasionaHy, indeed, a heavy fog is spread out, which hides the view 
even close to the observers, which would not happen unless many 
bodies ( corpuscles) assembled themselves together in a small .space; 
yet no weather lacks wind more . thari-when it is cloudy. 

( 3) Add, again, what happens to the contrary, that the sun thins 
on its rising the thick and humid morning air: then the breeze arises 
when the bodies relax their ( union), and tlieir thronging and crowd
ing are dissolv~d. 

IV 

(1) "In what mannèr then," thou sa.yest, "are winds produced; 
since· thou deniest that they are produced in that [maririet] ?'; Not 
in one·manner oilly: sometimes, in fact, the earth itselfejects a great 
energy _ of.. air· and breathes it forth • from secret places; sómetimës, 
wh,en a great and continuous evaporatiöil from * the depths_ raises 
alóft what it had exhaled, the very interchangë offüe'mixed väpor 
is tui-ned to wind, . . . . . 

V 

(i) What then? Do I think that evaporations of waters and of
earth are the only cause of wind? And that.tlie heaviness of the air 
.( dérived) from these is then dissolved. by the violent motion when 
what had stood dense, being thinned, of necessity strained to get 
grêater':róom? I do, _indeed, so conclude ( that such°is) the( cause) ; 
hesides; this (cause) is by far more powerful.and more true, that the 
;iir. h~s a natui-al energy of self-movement which • it does not receive 
fronj êlsewhere, hut that it has in itself its own power just as ( the case 
if) y,ith_.other things. • • 

.(?) Dost thou then think .that tqus_ energies are given, indeed, 
q/ ~hi_ch· we móve ours~lves, Quf that _the air has been_ left inert arid 
imÏno~able? •• Sincè· water lias. its own. inótion, so ( is it) _ witl). wipds 
irirnpose; moss, too, is inbornin waters, ancl we seê cêrta.in vegetation 
fl.:qati#g :ori th~ir st,trf~c:e. Hence the:re is som~-vital power in water. 

VI 
Do·I speak of water? Fire, ,vhich c_onsumes all things, als"o be-
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gets certain things, and whát cannotseem like truth; is yet true - that 
living things • are generated in fire. The air, then, has some similar 
energy, and on that account now thickens itself, now•·expand·s itself 
and purges (itself), and at other times contracts, diffuses; and scat
ters. There is; therefore, the same diff erence between air and wind 
as between a lake and a stream. Occasionally, the sun by itself is 
the cause•of wind, softening stiffening (chilled) air and developing 
it out of dense and compact ( airt 

(TÓ be continued) 

A· REALIZED IDEAL 
The Lomaland Schqol 

REATA v. H. PEDERSEN 

T HE search of parents for a proper school to which to intrust the 
education of their children can be. a most disheartening expe-

·. . ' 

rience. It can develop many humoi;ous situations; . but the, thoughts 
ful person, the real child-lover, will be saddened.and his Ia:ughter may 
come through)ips Just a little awry. 

There are few schools in which. complete ~rust can be placed, the 
reason being, so it seems to me, that there is so little connexion be
tween the theory of what is to be ,done for the good of the child and 
that which is actually accomplished. 

In our search for a school,· ,we, two average persons with two a:ver
age childreri ( impersonallY judging theni), found the claim most 
common to all of them to be that always there was some responsiblë 
adult in charge of a child or gröup of children; but we had the, i:his~ 
fortune to prove the statement untrue o.n three occasions. 

It seemed to US that a school must provide ä home and the safety 
of a home as a first requiremei1t. ' Our ~e~ond was thàt the other pu
pils be of the same mora! standing as our own child"ren. ' The third, 
thàtproper food be 'ptovided, a~d the foqrth, that the' ~ystem of edu~ 
catiori 'offer preparnti◊n- f6r'üvirig alidthé makihg of:üfê something 
more thari a sordidstruggi(for hi~tenc{ • • • • • • • • • • 

We met comprehension of ciur ·rêqüii:efuents as to homè-atmo
sphere and diet-needs, 'iit1't .-whei"t' 'w·e ~aine to' ~b~sièlêra:tion of the 
othertwo we met "the psychologist\vho is connected with our school." 

N ow as. one ha ving had a nurse1s training. I know that it is some-
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slow expansion of consciousness untilthe inner Light breaks atlast; 
ages hence,throUgh the outer Darkness, and at last the Spirit shines 
throÛghthejmprisoning Matter. 

We touch here one of the greatest of the truths of the Esoteriè 
Philósophy, the Secret Doctrine· of Antiquity: the nature of man 
arid his)ong pilgrimage anddimb up the stairway of the seven wodds 
or,reahns of manifested Nature. Is there no ha:stening of the long 
climb? The answer is Yes. How may we shorten the long slow 
ioumey? By Initiation. For just as when crossing a great mountafo.
range those who carry heavy loads, who dare not face the heights 
nor ·scale the precipitous mountain crags, must make lQng détours 
and seek out easy grades, traversing many weary miles: such is the 
course of evolution. But the intrepid mountaineer, who through 
long training bas disciplined • himself to fatigue and almost super
human exertion, who is fearful of no precipices nor of any dizzy 
heights, and fears no danger-he takes the 'short way,' the direct 
way, climbs straight up, so to say, to the summit, and so reaches the 
'Promised Land/ Such is the Initia te; of whom and ofiilitiation we 
shall speak later. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATWN BY G. DE PURUCKERj M. A., D. LITT. 

BooK v~vII 
(1) We have spoken ojthe winds in general; now let us begin to 

examine them' singly: -perhaps it will appear how they are produced 
if it appear when and whence they arise. First, therefore; let us in
speet the breezes of the dawn, which are home either out of sfreams 
or oUt of inclosed valleys or out of some bay. 

( 2) None of these is lasting, hut falls when • the sun is somewhat 
stronger, 11or is it home beyond the range of view of the earth. This 
sart of wind begins in spring nor does it-continue af ter summer, and 
especially èomes from.the quarter where there is the most of waters 
or mountains. Plains, even if they abound in waters; lack breezes 
- I say it here-' which amount tQ winds. 
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VIII 

( 1) · 'H ow,. then, is originated such a breeze as the Greeks càll en
colpiam? ( a loc al wind blowing within the boundaries of a baf Aris~ 
totle; Mund., 4, lÖ). Whatever marshès and strèams give forth out 
of themselves - and that is both large in quantity and continuous -
is the aliment of the sun during the day; at night, it is not drawn out, 
and being-inclosed by mountains, is collected in one locality. When 
it lias· filled full that ( locality) and no longer can be held there, it 
is forced out in sorne part and proceeds in one .direction: this is the 
wind. Hence, it hastens towards that place where the freest outlet 
invites it and the opening of the place is largest: thither • the cóm
pacted mass runs off. 

(2) The proof of this matter is, that in the first part of the night 
it-does not blow, for its gathering then begins which is completed 
about the time of the daylight When overloaded, it seeks where it 
may flow off, and most vehemently leaves by-that place where there 
is the largest opening and a wide and open area; and the rising of 
the sun throws its darts upon it, striking the chiÜed air, for even be~ 
fore it ( the sun) appears, it works by its very light, and thöugh _it 
does not yet drive forward the air with its rays, nevertheless already 
it excites and irritates with its foregoing light, and wheri it ( the sun) 
has fully arisen, portions are snatched away upwards, portions are 
dissipated by the warmth: therefore it is hot giveil the~ to blow 
(flow) beyond the morning. All their energy is extinguished at the 
appearance of the sun, and. yet if they have been blowing with great 
violeilce they subside about midday, • nor ever does the breeze con
tinue till noon. ,But other (breezes) are weaker and shorter, propor
tionately as they have been compacted_ by causes stronger or weaker. 

IX 

( 1) "Y et why are such winds stronger in spring and in summer? n 
(for they are exceedingly light in the other part of the year, nor do 
any arise ( sufficiently strong) to fill a sail). Because the spring is 
more rainy; and there is greater evaporation from more waters, and 
places filled and overflowing on account of the humid nature of 
the sky. 

(2) "But why is it (such a wind) poured forth in summer?" ·Be~ 
cause, after the setting of the-sun, the diurnaLheat remains and con
tinues during a great part of the night, which evokes the outgoing 
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(corpuscles) •• anèLdra.ws yehémently out from these whatever cus
tomárily is given öut·óf its ovvn accord; finally, it (the diurnalhêat) 
ha.s no.t ériergy enough•to consurne what it bas evoked. On this ac
count, the earth, from itself, and from moisture, emits for a longer 
time the corpüscles - which customarily emanate forth and are 
breathed out. 

(3J But the risen sun produces heat not by wind afone, hut also 
by blows, for the light, as I have said, which precedes the sun, does 
n9f yet heat the air, but strikes through it only. Stricken through 
then on the surface, it yields; though I s.hould not at all cohcede that 
light itself is without heat, since it comes from heat. 

( 4) It has not, perhaps, as much heat as may appear from touch, 
yet it does its work, and diffuses what is. dense and· thins it;. further, 
the places that by sm:.ne unevenness. of. nature are so closed off that 
they-cannot rece_ive the sun, are warmed by this misty and uncertain 
light, and are less · chilly .by day than during the nights. 

( 5) Moreoyer,. all heat by nature drives away the fogs and repels 
them from itself: therefore the sun does the same, and accordingly, 
as it appears to some, thence is the breeze, /rom the pláce at which 
the sun is. 

X 

( 1) That this is false appears from the fact that nature carries 
,the air in every direction and that sailing can be done with strong 
wiµds againsf ( the quarter of the sun' s) rising, which would not hap
pen if wind alwayswere borne from the sun. The Etesian winds µlso, 
which are _advanced by some in evidence, do not very greatly aid 
( their) argument. 

( 2) I will first say what is pleasing to them, and then why it is 
displeasing to me.' "The Etesian winds,". say they, "do not exist in 
winter, because the 'sun, in the: very short days, leaves off ( its shin'~ 
ing) before the cold is completely overcom:e; • hence snows are laid 
down and last. In the summer they begin to blow, since both the 
day is lengthened and the (sun's) n~,ys are darted upon us perpen~ 
dicularly. 

( 3) Therefore it is probably the truth that the snows, ha ving 
been stricken by the ·great heat, breàthe out more humidity; fo the 
same waythe lahd, which has-been laden and covered again and again 
by the snow; breathes'out more freely. Thus, many bodies leave the 
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northem.part of the sky and are carried to those places which are 
lower ( ~ further south) and warmer; thus the Et~sian winds: ac
quire -impetus, and on this accounLtheir beginning is af ter the sol;. 
stice; hut beyond the rising of the Dogstar they do not prevail, be0 

cause then much bas been. collected out -of the cold part of the sky 
(the north) into this (part). 

( 4} But the sun, ha ving changed its course, is turned to our quar
ters and is more perpendicular, and attracts one part of the air hut 
d,rives forward another (part). -For the bree_zes of the Etèsian winds 
break the summer ( heats) and protect against the sultriness of the 
hottest months." 

XI 

(1) Now must be said that which I promised: Why the Etesian 
Winds do not aid you, nor bring any support to your caûse; We say 
that the breeze is aroused before dawn, and that it subsides when 
the sun strikes upon it. But indeed, the Etesian winds are èalled by 
sailors drowsy and luxurious on this-account, because, as Gallio says, 
they know not how to rise in the morning. They generally begin to 
come forth at the time when therè is no lasting breeze at all, which 
would not occur if, as it does the breeze, the sun aroused them in 
the same way. 

( 2) Add, too, that if the cause of their blowing is the extent and 
leiigth of the day, they should blow also before the solstice when the 
days are lóngest and especially when the snows melt away. In the 
month of July all things are already relieved ( of snow), or, cerfainly, 
very few (parts) still lie thus late undèr snow. 

XII 

( 1) There are certain kinds of winds which clouds, broken up 
and buiging downwards, emit: these winds the Greeks call ecnephias 
(hurricanes) which, I think, are produced in the f ollowing way: When 
a great inequality and dissimilitude of bodies ( corpuscles ). which 
the terrene vapor emits, rise high aloft, and some of these bodies are 
dry and others moist, out of such -a great discord -öf bodies •-in con
flict .among themselves when they are conglobated into one, it is ex~ 
tremely probable that certain clouds are rendered hollow, and spaé:es 
- tubelike and narrow like a pipe ~ .-are formed -among them. 

(2) In these spaces isinclosed a tenuous spirit whichseekslarger 
room, since, being violently stricken (.in all directions)in a course 
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inst1fficiently free, it grows hot; àndon· that account becomes inore 
dilated, and: (ihérefor:e) ·br~aks through its iricircliri.g (matter) and· 
bursts forth as. wind, which generally is tempestuous because it is 
despatch.ed from above: It fl:11ls upon· us violent and severe, because 
it:cómes neither diffuse nor through an open space, hut labors, and 
forces a path for itself by force and struggle. This blowing is gener
_ally of brief duration, because it breaks through the coverings and 
tjie hollows of· the. clouds through • which it was being borne: hence 
it comes full of tumult, sometimes not without fire and a noise in 
the sky. 

( 3) These winds are much greater and of lon'ger duration if thèy 
gather into themselves also other whids ( flatus - blowings) which 
are in movement from the same cause, many ha ving flöwed into one, 
just as torrents roll along of moderate size as long as each one keeps 
its separate course; hut when they have joined, indeed, many waters 
to themseh;es, they surpass the magnitude of moderate streams last~ 
ing through • the year. 

( 4) It is believable that the' same thing happens also in hurri~ 
cane~, as they are 'of brief çluration as long as they are single. But 
when they .have united their energies, and spirit has been dashed 
forth from many parts of the sky àl_ld gathers together in the· same 
place, then both impetus and duration accrue. 

( 5) A dissipated cloud, thereforè, makes wind, and it (the cloud) 
is dissipated in. many ways: sometimes spirit-breaks. up the conglo
bation; sometimes the struggling of (spirit) inclosed and laboring for 
an ~utlet; sometimes heat, which the sun at times causes, ( and which) 
at times ( is caused by) the-very buffeting and friction of large bodies 
( corpuscles) among themselves. 

XIII 

(1) In this place, if itplease thee, it mày be _asked how the tor:~ 
nado. is produced. lt of ten happens in streams that as long as they 
are carr_ied along without obstruction, their way is simple and 
straight': where they have rushèd upon some rock prbjecting towards 
a side of the bank, they are whirled around and turn (their) waters, 
ha ving 110 exit, into a • circle, such that the. swirling (waters) are 
.sucked into themselves and produce a whirlpool. 
• (2) Thus:the wind:- as long as nothirig opposes (it), it pours 
forth its energies; whèii it has been thrown back from some nioun~ 
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tain-range, or has been compressed. into an inclined and narrow pas
sage because of the surroundings appi:oaching each othèr, -very fre
quently it is whirled around itself, and produces a vortex shnilar to 
those waters which we have ( already) said to. be whirled ai:-ound. 

(3) This wind, being driven circularly, and going around .on the 
san.ie spot,. and gaining strength to itself by the very whirling, is the 
tornado; and if it be very aggressive and is whirled for a long time, 
it takes flame and produces what the Gree~s call pres ter ( a tornado 
accompanied by lightning). This is.a fiery tornado by which herds 
are caught up .and entîre ships are borne aloft. 

Moreover, certain winds generate contrary (winds) from them
selves, and scatter about the driven air in other directions than those 
towards which they themselves tend.: I will also mention this, which 
o~curs to me: just as raindrops, though they are already taking mo
fion and are gently sliding, do not yet effect (their) fall, but when 
several have united and their multitude has given (them) power, 
are then said to move and flow; thus, aslong as the movemerits of 
agitated air in many places are light, it is not yet wind; it begins to 
be only whèn it has combined ~Il those (light motions) and has 
brought theni together into a single ï°mpulse. 'It is measure which 
separates (distinguishes) spirit from wind: amore violent spirit is 
wind; reciprocally, spirit smoothly flowing, is air. 

XIV 

( 1) I wilt now repeat what I had said • at. first: winds are 
given forth /rom a cavity and an interior recess of the earth. The eri
tire· earth is not extended, even to its lowest part, as a solid body, 
but it is hollow in many parts 

and s11spended with secret recesses 

[(Lnd full of waters elsewhere]; and elsewhere it incloses vacuities 
without moisture. 

(2) There, even though,no light shows the differences of the air, 
nonetheless I will say that clouds and mists exist in. darknes_s, for 
not even these which are above the earth are, because they ~re seen, 
but because they are, they are seen; ·there, also, they are; Ilonetheless 
because they. are not seen. Thou mayest know àlso that streams, 
like ours, glide along underneath, in those places; .sorrie are smooth~ 
ly borne: along, some._sound loudlyin falling J:ieadlongthrough cata-
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ract~like pl_aces. What t:ben?- Wilt thou: riot conseqüently admit 
that there are '1akes t1nder-the earth, an:d that certain: waters with
out' óUtlet stagnate • (f or:m ni~rshes) ? 

( 3) • Ariq if these things are so, this also is necessarily true, that
tlie air is oppressed, and being oppressed ·presses forward, and thus 
àrotises wind by its propulsion. Hence, out· of thesè subterranean 
clouds, we may know that blowingsi are broUght about in those shad
·óws; whilst they posse~s • so much of ener·gy as the obstacles öf the 
earth have held there or have blocked up a free path to these blow
ings; and they are thus bórne forth through the caverns up to our 
realnis. 

(4) This certainly is manifest, thatthere is under the sóil a great 
quantity of sulphur and of other things fèeding fire 'not lèss .. When 
the spirit seekingfor itself an outlet through these places bas whirled 
about, of necessity it kindles flame by the very friction; then, when 
the flames are more widely spread, even whatever part of the air 1s 
sltiggish, being rarefied, is moved and ·seeks its path with a rush and 
a :résóunding clamor. But I will follow up these rhat(ers more par
ticularly whèn I inquire concerning earthqUakes. 

XV 

( 1) N ow permit me to tell a story. Asclepiodotus is the authori
ty that a large body of men were sent by Philip (of M acedonia) down 
into an andent mine, formerly abandoned, in ordêr that he should 
discover what its productiveness might be,. and what its condition, 
and whether ancient avarice had left anything to coming genèra
tions; that they descended with abundance of light, sufficient to last 
for many days. Finally, greatly fatigued after a long journey, they 
saw huge streams arid vast bodies of still water, similar to our own, 
not under pressure of the superincumbent eai:th but of free move~ 
ment - which (waters) were looked upon not without shuddering 
fear. 

( 2) I read this with immense delight; for I understood that our 
age was not laboring under new vices but from (those) handed down 
already from ancient times, and that avarice, • not for the first in: our 
tinie; had grubbed out the veins of earth and rocks, in seeking iri 
därkness things poorly hid (!rom us). Those ancestors of • ours, 
whom we celebrate wit~ ptaises and 1ament that we are dissimilar to 
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them, led by hopè; cut down mountains, and stood upcin riches hut 
under ruin. 

( 3) Before Philip the Macedonian there were kings who fol
lowed wealth even into the deepest recesses, and with an upright ar1d 
Jiberal spirit plunged into those caverns in which no di.stinction was 
made between nights and days ! What hope of value was füere, to 
leave the light behind? What was the great necessity, which crooked 
man double, man who is made uprighMo the·stars, and hid him, and 
pluµged him into the deeps of the innermost soil, so that he might 
dig out gold - to be sought with not less peril than ( there is) in pos-. . . 

sessing ( it) ? 
( 4) Ori account of this he drove tunnels, and crawled. along in 

search of inert and muddy plunder, forgetful of the. daylight, forget
ful of the finer nature from which he turned away. Is the earth, 
then, so heavy upon any corpses as it is upon these, over whom ava
rice threw the mighty weight of the earth, which deprived them of 
the sky, which dug them into the deepest parts where lurks that evil 
virus? They durst descend thither, where they would experience a 
new situation of things: the nature of the overhanging earth, and 
the winds ( blowing) through the somber vacuities, and the horrible 
springs of flowing waters of no valuè, and <leep and perpetual night. 
Finally, though they did these things, they feared the <lead (inferos). 

MEDITATION 

from The Songs of a Chela 

Reata V. H. Pedersen 

WHEN thought can rise unhurried, 
• yet unchecked; 

When deeps of love become hut names 
and I can neither foel nor hear 
with outer sense; 

When I can neither feel nor hear 
that thou art near, nor see -

Then Master, am I nearest thee? 
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may find .our way·.back to .·a .. weU~traveled highroad. Come, my 
friend, I see • a landmark,. that domed · building, that Temple, .where
in we know Truth to dwell. From it~ sanctuary there cameto us the 
Voice that bade us gaze toward the stars and there we first learned 
of the GoldenStairs up which we have sought to climb; hand in hand. 

Shoulder to shoulder we stood upon thefirst step; and heart open 
to heart we made our sacrifices, which allow~d of the second. With 
daring touch we have lifted the veil and penetrated to the Mystery 
- and find - and find Simplicity ! 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Senëca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslà:u, 1877) 

1'RANSLATION BY G; DE PURUCKER, M. A., D~.LITT. 

BOOK V-XVI 

( 1) But, that I may return to what our subjectis, the winds a1'e 
jou,-, divided info ( those which respectively blow) towards the sun
rise, the sunset, the south, and the north. The others, whichwe call 
by various names, are connected with these. 

Eurus tlte ( southeast wind) retired to the dawn and tlte realms of N abatltaea, 
And Persia, and momitain-ranges subject to tlte morning's ligltt-rays. 
Tlte evening star, and tlte sltores wlticlt glow. under tlte setting sun, 
Are neiglibors to tlte Zepliyrs (tlte west winds). Scytltia, and tlte seveit plow

ing oxen (tlte nortlt) 
Boreas tlte terrible i1tva.ded. The opposite lands 
Are wet '/l)Î~h constant clouds, and the rainy soutlt wind. (Ovm, Metam., i1 61-6) 

Or, if thou prefer them to be more briefly expressed, let them be 
assembled together into a single tempest - which, however, cannöt 
happen in any manner -

Eurus and Notus (tlte soutlteast and the soutlt winds) ruslt down togetlter and 
Africus(tlte soutltwest wind) tltick witlt storms, (VERGIL, Aen., i, 85-6) 

and Aquilo (the north wind) which has no part in tliat (Vergil's) 
struggle. 

( ;3} Some make them twelve: for they dividç Jhe four. parts of 
the sky into three each and give subsidiáry (winds}; two. by twó, to 
each single wind. Varro, a carefulman, arrangestpeminthis order, 
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and not without cause, forthe sun does nor rise and set always in 
the same place: for ,t4e equinoétial dsing and setting are in one 
place----,-,andtheèquin.ox occ:urs twice; in.another place ar~ the sol
stitia! (rising and setting'), in another the wintry. 

(4) That (wind) which rises at the time of the equinox, in, the 
east, is called. t.he east wind ( subsolanus) among us; the Greeks call 
itapheliotes( - /rom the sun ). From the wintry east ( see just above 
f or 'wintry') · Eurus proceeds, which our people called vulturnus ( a 
'soût~east-by-one-third-south wind'), arid Livy calls it by this 
name in that battle too little fortunate for the Romans, in which 
Hannibal managed to (put) our.army not only facing the rising sun 
but facing the.wind., Thereupon, by the aid of the wind and of the 
dazzling light striking upon the eyes of ( his). foes, he conquered. 
Varro also uses this name; buf eurus also now is customary ( dona-, 
tus - given) in the city (Rome), and occurs in our speech not like 
a foreign term. From the· east, at the time of _the solstke, the wind 
thè11 issuing the Greeks call KaLKlav, but among us it has no name. 

( S) From the westJ at the time of the equinox, comes the f a'l)oni
us wind (at thë begitJ,ning of spring), which they wili tell thee is also 
·called zephyrus, whi~h the Greeks know no namefor; from the west 
at the time of the solstice, comes the corus wind ( the northwest . . 

wind); which is called among some the ar gestes wind ( west-northwest 
wind) ; in which I do not agree, because the energy of the cotus wind 
is violent and carries all before if( rapax) in one dirèction, but the 
argestes, wind is generally gentle and just as kiridly (communis) to 
those going with it as to those going against it; from the west at the 
time of the wintry (hiberno; see a.bove) (comes) the africus wind, 
ràging and boisterous; which is called tips among the Greeks. 

(6) From the nqrthern. parts, the strongest wind is the aquüo, 
the medium in strength is the septemtrio, the least is the thrascias 
('the north-by-a-third-northwesf wind): the last. has no name among 

_us. From the southern pole, comes the euronotus ( the south~south
east wind); then the ni/tus wind, àuster, in Latin; finally, the leuco
notus ( the south-southwest wind) whid1. bas no nam~ ·ammig US. 

XVII 

(1) I hold that the winds are twelve; not because everywhere 
therè are> (just) so many, for the inclination ofthe èarth ( - the cli
mate) excludes• c~rtain ones, but because they are nëver more (in 
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number): thus; we. speak of six cases (in grammar), not because 
every word bas six (cases), but because none ( has) more thán six. 

, . 

(2) They who have declared that the winds are twelve; havè 
followed this (!act), that there are just as· mariy winds as tltere are 
divisfons of the sky, for the sky is divided into five circles which pass 
through the chief points ( cardines - hing es) of the world: (one) is 
the northern ( the Are tic Circle), ( another) the equinoctia! ( Equa
tor), the solstitia! (Tropie of Cancer), the brumal (-wintry, 
or Tropie of Capricorn), and the contrary to the northern (Antarctîc 
Circle). To these is added a sixth, ( the circular horizon) which sepa
rates the upper part of the world from the lower part: for as· thou 
knowest, half of the world is always above, half below. 

( 3) This line, whi.ch is between the visible and the invisible, is 
the circle which the Greeks call horizon: our people have named • ( Û) 
finitor ( boundary) ; others the finiens ( the limiting). To these is to 
be added the meridian circle, which cuts the horizon at right angles. 
Of these, scime circles run in cross-directions (- trànsversely) • a~d 
divide othe.rs at their meeting-places; and necessarily the,re are as 
many divisions of the air as there are parts (regions}. 

( 4) Hence, the horizon or Jimiting circle (finiens) cuts those five 
circles { or bes) wpic~ I have said to exist, and ( thus) makes teil 
parts (regi<ms, or rather intersections): five in the easf and five in 
the west. The meridian circlè, which meets the horizon, adds two 
regions ( quarters) : thus the air • receives twelve divisions and pro
duces just so many winds. 

( 5) Some (of these winds) are partzcular to certain place~, which 
do not leave their limits ( qui non transmittunt) hut blow. as far as 
their boundaries ( sed in proximum ferunt) : they recèive no impulse 
in relation with the entire world. The Atabulus ( wind) ( a burnitJ,g 
wind, now called the sirocco) molests Apulia; the Iapyx, Calabrfa; 
the Sciron ( a northwest wind), Athens; the Cataegis; Painphylia; 
the. Circius ( a west-northwest wind), Gaul, to which, though it shakes • 
buildings, the natives nevertheless return thanks, as jf they owed 
the salubrity of. their skies to it. Certainly, the divine Augustus, 
when he was dwelling in Gaul, vowed and builded a: temple to it. It 
would be endless if I desired to follow tip th~in all, for virtually there 
is no region, which has not some blowing ( wind) bom within itself 
and subsiding about itself. 
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XVIII 

(l) Hêitce;à1nong the othêr works o/providènce, this also every
bodywill esteefn worthy of admiration: that it has neither contrived 
the wîndsnor has it placed them in divers quarters for one purpdse, 
hut; first, thatthey ·should not permitthe air to become sluggish, and 
by cónstant_excitation should render it of use and life-giving to those 
whö brea.the if; 

( 2) next, that they should supply rains to the earth and when 
they are excessive that they ( the winds) should check them ( the 
rains), for at one time they bring the clouds and at another tirrte they 
blow them away, in order that over the whole globe the rains might 
be _sc_attered. The south wirid drives them over Italy; the north 
wind throws them back upon Africa:; the Etesian winds suffer not 
thaUhe douds settle too long among ourselves; they wet with con
tinual waters all India and Aethiopia during that time. 

(3) Is it not true that grain could not be collected unless the 
useless and• mixed were fanned _ out from those which are to be pre
serVed, by blowing ( - wind), and that it should stimulate the crops, 
and fully open the concea:led fruit by rupturing its coverings which 
husbandmen call husks? 

( 4) __ Is it not true that it ( wind) bas given commerce to all peoples 
among themselves, and has mixed nations scattered in ( various) 
places? An immense blessing of Nature, provided only that thè 
madness of men do not turn itto their own lmrt ! For that which was 
pûblicly said of the el der Caesar; and which has been recorded by 
Titus Livius: / t is in doubt whether his being born would have mqre 
advantàged the Republic than his not being bom, may also be said 
of the winds: however useful and necessary an:ything coming from 
th_em may -be, it cannot' be weighed against those· things. which _ the 
dementia of the human species excogitated for its own ruin. 

( 5) But not jor that reasón are those things not good by nature 
even ijthey injure through the jault of thóse who use (them) badly: 
(i: ·e:, tizo'se things are ndt bad by nature merely because some men 
iisè them ill). It was not for this that providence and that God, àr
rariger of the world, gave the air to be kept at work by the winds, 
and poured them forth frnm every quarter lest anything be incom
plete ( sqüalÎdtim )' in its post: that we should fill ships with armed 
men to occupy parts 'of the sea:, and should seek a foe either on the 
sea or beyond the sea. 
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( 6) What dementia tormetits üs, and prepares mutual ruin? We 
give ( oitr) sails to the winds, seeking for war, and.we are in peri! for 
the sake of peril ! We tempt an uncertain fottune, a death .without 
hope of septîlture. 

• (7) It would not be of such gravity if we were bome thrèmgh 
these things towards peace; now, when we have escaped so many hid 
reefs and the snares of a sea full· of shoals; when we have escaped 
mountains tempestuous from above, through which the winds da:sh 
headlong upon sailors; when the days have been inwrapped in som
ber weather and the nights were dreadful with pouring rain and thun
derings;. when our ships have been torn to pieces by whirlwinds --'-
what will be the fruit of (all) this labor and terror? What havèn 
will receive us, exhausted by so many evils? War, of course; and 
the foemen (waiting) to meet us on the shore; and peoples who must 
be slaughtered, and who will.for the most part drag the victordown; 
and the flames of ancient cities. 

(8) Why do we drive nations to arms? Why do we enlist armies 
who are to draw up their battle-lines on the high seas? Why do we 
disquiet the seas? The earth, manifestly, is insufficiently wide for 
our dead; fortune uses us by far too delicately: it has given us bodies 
by far too enduring, and fortunate health; misfortune rushing upon 
us does not waste us; one may measure out.his years according to 
his convenience, and descend to old age: hence, let us go down t9 
the sea, and call upon our own heads the rèluctant fates ! 

(9) Wretched men! What seek ye? Death, which everywhete 
prevails? It will claim you even on your couch: but let it claim the 
guiltless ! It will seize us in our very homes, hut let it seize those 
who-plan no evil ! Who will say that this, inci.eed, is something other 
than madness: to spread perils around .and to rush against ( un
known) peoples, enraged without hurt (!rom them) laying waste 
whatever is met with, and, after the manner of beasts,_slayingwhom_ 
thou hatest not? Yet their ambition (morsus -biting} is only for 
vengeance · or from famine: but we, without. any sparing of our own 
or. of o.thers' blood, move our hands, and draw .down ships, èommit 
oûr safe_ty to the waves, pray for favoring winds --we;whosedelight 
.is to be borne off-to war! 

(10) Whither have our evils carried us? Is it not enough to be 
out of one's mind within one's own. borders? ... Thus that most sense-:
less king of the Persians will .pass_ ovèr into Greece; which his host 
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:wiil ,not subdtie, thcnigh hè_ have .filled it fuU (with armed men) ; thus 
Alexander, farthe~ along; desi~es tö seek out fr_om the Badrians and· 
Indians what lies on the-other side of the great sea, and will fee! in~ 
digriàti,on thàt • soinething exists .· beyond him; thus -àvarice wil! give: 
Crasstis to the Peq,ians: ·he. will not shudder at the ill-boding omëns 
of _the Tribune càlling for bis return, nor the storms of the widest 
sea, nor the foreboding thunderbolts at the Euphrates, nor the oppos
ing • gods; . Through the wrath of men and gods he will go forward 
to his gold! 

(11) Therefore not undeservedly would one say that the nature 
öf things hád dealt with us better had it forbidden the winds from 
blo,ving, and, the runnings to and from of the madmen being checked, 
had commanded everyone to remain within bis own land: if nothing 
else, at least every man would have been bom only to his own evils 
and to those of bis kin. Now, though dome~tic affairs (have been) 
too slightly ( touched upon), yet foreign matters must be treated also. 

(12) No land is so far remote that it cannot send out some evil 
of its own: how do I know whether at the present • moment some 
ruler of a powerful people in secret parts, inflated with the favors 
of • fortune, does not hold troops within bis frontiers, or prepares 
ships, toilirig for unknown things? How do I know whether this or 
that wind will bring war upon me? A large part of human pea.ce 
was thà.t the seas be closed. 

(13) Yet, as I was saying a little while agone, we cannot com
plain of god, the author of us, if we have corrupted bis blessings, and 
have so managed that they should become .the opposite. · He gave 
the winds for guarding ~he due mingling of sky and earth, for evok
ing and suppressing waters, for nourishing the fruits of the standing 
crops and of the trees, which (fruits), with other causes, the very 
shaking to and fro brings to maturity; drawing the ntitritive juices 
to the top, and rousing ( them) lest they become • torpid. 

(14)' He gave the winds that regions beyond might be known: 
fot·man would have been an inexperienced anima! and without much 
knowledgeof things, had·he been circumscribed by the limits of bis 
natalsoil; he gave the winds s_o that the usefulthings of every re
gión should become common, not that they(the winds) should waft 
alémg the legïons and the cavalry, nor that they should carry along 
the baleful armies of the peoples. 

(15) Uwe have carefully weighed the benèfits of Nature by thE; 
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depravity of those who use them, have we leàmed something from 
our owri· evil? To whom is it advantageous to see?> To whcim"to 
speak? To whom is Iife not an anguish? Thou wilt find nothing 
of such mànifest utility that crime will not turri it to the contr1:1-ry. 
Thus N àture had contrived the winds to be good (!or man) : wè our;. 
selves have made them the opposite: all of them lead us iritö some evil. 

( 16) The cause for setting sail is not the same f or thesè andthose 
(men), but a rightfol ( cause for setting sail exists) for nonet For 
we are impelled by diverse incentives to tempt the sea: it is navigatèd 
only to some crime. Plato says uncommonly well '- who must be 
quoted now in the place öf witnesses concernii1g death-'- those things 
which men purchase with life, are of the least consequence. Yes, 
verily, dearest LucHius, ·if thou have 'properly estimated the mad
ness of those people - that is of ourselves, -for we wallow around 
in the same crowd - thou wilt laugh the more when thou hast con
sidered that ( those things) are prepared for life by which life ( itself) 
is lost! 

MORE LIGHT 
A Study of Freemasonry and Theosophy 

JOSEPH H. FussELL, 32° 
(Secretary General -of The Theosopbical Society) 

CHAPTER V -THE STORY OF EvoLUTION 

JT has been said that human nature is ever -the same. This, per-
haps, may be true if we set for the limits of humán nature,·át 

the one pole,-the loftiest expressions of nol)ility, wisdom and com-" 
passion such as are found in the lives of Jesus, Buddha, Lao-Tse, 
and a host of others - in fact, all the great Seers and Sages, Helpers 
of Humap.ity, the record of whose lives illumines the aimals,of hunuin 
history; and,.at the other pole, those who have followed evil as an 
end, seeking only thè gratification of personal ambition and supreme 
selfishness, utterly ruthless, utterly evil, devoid of all compassion, 
pity, and all human feeling, setting their wills against ·nature-.and 
nature's laws. We need not cite examples of these latter. • It \Vère 
fortunate for humanity if the record of their lives could be blotted 
out; yet it starids·indelibly written on the Screen of Time: à warning 
and a lesson which he who would understand human nature· and its 
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soaring; it is well to meditate there upon our acts and thoughts. Let 
us not be hasty and impatient - no, not even to do good, for the 
will to do good, if that will be violent and hasty, may result in the 
building up of emotions which in their turn may result in that which 
is evil. 

In that high place of thought, beyond which we catch a glimpse 
of the secret places of the Most High, we experience the 'headiness' 
which comes from achievemertt. Let us be careful; those who dimb 
mountains know the <langer of breathing deeply of that rarefied at
mosphere while the heart still beats unevenly as a result of the climb; 
Better, by far, rest quietly, until the senses are stilled and the voice 
which called unto Moses, which spake from the cloud, the voice 
from the Silence of that Inner God, can be heard. 

Ha ving heard it we shall lmow how to answer, without words, 
that we will obey. Then for one brief moment let us fasten our eyes 
upon the Vision Sublime, before quietly we begin the descertt to earth 
to take up with patient fingers our nearest task. 

In memory I have a phrase from an ancient philosopher: . THE 
Gons GAVE WORK TO MAN AND W0RK BRINGS MAN TO THE Gons. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BooK VI-I 

( 1) Pompeii - a celebrated city of Campania, at which point 
from one side the Surrentine and Stabian shore meets with the Her
culanean on ~he other side, and which belt within a pleasing bay the 
sea, lying in from the main - we have heard was overwhelmed by 
an earthquake, whatever regions surrounding it being also sufferers, 
0 Lucilius best of men! and indeed ( tlzis occurred) in the wintertime, 
which our forefathers customarily asserted was free from such perils. 

(2) This quake happened on the nones of February [Feb. 5, 63] 
Regulus and Virginius being then consuls, which devastated Cam
pania with great ruin, (though that district), never secure from this 
evil, (had) yet so many times escaped with fear (only): for bath a 
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part of the town of Herculaneum tumbled down and what remained 
is in a state of near-ruin ( dubieque stant), and the colony of the Nu
cerini, though it escaped destruction, was nonetheless badly shaken. 
N eapolis ( N aples) 'lost many private hut no public ( edifices), being 
only lightly touched by the immense affliction: country-houses were 
thi-own down, ( others) here and t?ere being shaken without ( other) 
damage. 

(3) To the· above are to be added the following: • a herd of six 
hundred sheep was killed, statues were shattered, and a • number of 
people, aff ected afterwards in their minds and unable to control them
selves, wandered about. That we should examine the catises of these 
things, both the design of our present work demands, and the calami~ 
ty itself, which is congruous with the occasion. 

( 4) Comfort /or the fearful is to be searclzed /or, and the immense 
fear is to be removed: For what can seem to anybody to be really 
secure, if the world itself is shaken and its most solid parts give way? 
If the one thing which is motionless and fixed in it ( the world), so 
that it sustains all things èxtended through it, moves; if the earth has 
lost that which is its particular property - to be stable: where, in
deed, will our fears subside? What tomb will (dur) bodies find? 
Where will the trembling take refuge, if f ear is bom from the vcry 
depths and is drawn from the very foundations (of the earth) ? 

( 5) Dismay becomes common to all when the buildings have 
rattled, and ruiri gives the sign ! Then everyone hurries headlong 
away, forsakes his household deities and trusts himself tö the public. 
What retreat have we in view, what help, if the globe itself is engaged· 
in (works of) ruin? If this, that maintains and sustains us, over 
which are placed the cities, which some have said to be the founda
tion of the globe, moves and staggers? 

(6) What can (remain) to thee- I will not say of help, hut of 
comfort - when fear has lost even füght? I ask, what is adequately 
prot'ected? What (remains) stedfast for the safety of others and of 
oneself? I will repulse the foe from the wall; and castles • of precipi
tous, highth, from the difficulty of approach, will hinder even great 
armies; harbors protect us from the tempest; dwellings shield from 
the boisterous strength of rainstorms and waters which fall unceas
ingly; the conflagration pursues not the fugitives; against thunder
ings and the menaces of the sky, dwellings underground and caverns 
dug out deep are protections; the celestial fire (lightning) strikes not 
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through the earth hut is deadened by a slight part of it between; in 
( time of) pestilence, one may change domicile; no evil is without way 
of escape. 

(7) Thunderbolts have never consumed whole peoples; a pesti
lential sky has. exhausted ei ties, hut has not displaced them: ( but) 
this evil spreads most widely, inescapable, greedy, nationally destruc
tive: for not only dwellings, or families, or single cities, does it swal
low down: entire nations and districts has it submerged, and at times 
covers them over, at times throws them into a deep abyss and, verHy, 
leaves not .even something from which it might appear that what it 
no longer now is, at least it was ( once) - hut over the noblest cities, 
without any trace çif its former state, the soil is spread! 

(8) Nor are there those lacking who fear this kind of death most, 
by which they are swept with their domiciles down a precipitous de
scent and are removed, living, from out the number of the living-'
just as ij every f ate does not come to the same end (death). Nature, 
among other things, has this peculiarity in its justice, that when it 
comes toa question of death, we are all on an equality. 

(9) Hence, it differs nothing whether a single stone crushes me 
or wliether I am overwhelmed by a whole mountain; whether the 
weight of a single house fall upon me and I expire under its sinall 
mound and its <lust, or whether the entire globe of the earth hide my 
head; whether I resign my spirit in the light and in the open, or in 
the vast bowels of the rending earth; whether l be borne alone into 
that abyss, or with a large company of people faUing ( with me) ; .it 
makes no difference to my concerns whatsoever, how great be the 
tumult arotind my death: . ( death) itself is everywhere just as much 
(death). 

(10) Therefore let us lay hold of greatness of mind towards that 
calamity, which can neither be avoided nor foreseen, and let us re
fuse to listen to those who have renounced Campani~ and who, 'af ter 
that disaster, emigrated (!rom it), and who refuse ever to return 
again to that district: for ·who can assure them that this or that land 
stands ( more firmly) on better foundations? 

( 11) All are subject to the same chance, and, if not yet moved, 
nonetheless are they movable: perhaps that very locality in which 
thou abidest more safely, this night or this day before the night 
( comes), will break asunder. Whence knowest thou whether the con
dition of the localities may not be better where fortune ( destiny) • has 
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already spent its strength, and which ( localities), for the future, are 
rendered secure by their very ruin? 

( 12) For we err, if we believe that any part of the earth is ex~ 
cepted and immune from this peril: all lie under the same law, since 
nature has conceived nothing irt order that it should be immovable. 
Different things fall in different circumstances, and just as in great 
ei ties now this dwelling and now that is unsafe ( suspenditur), so in 
this earth now this part gives way and now that. 

( 13) Tyre at one time lay. in shocking ruin; Asia lost twelve 
cities at the same moment; last year, the force of the evil .- what
ever (that force) is- fell upon Achaia and Macedonia, [which] now 
has stricken Campania. Fate goes around and about, and if it pass 
over anything fora long time, it ( nonetheless) hunts it out ( in time) : 
certain things it disturbs more rarely; other things, more frequent
ly: butit allows nothing to be immune and unharmed. 

(14) Not men only- for we are bom a transitory and falling 
thing ! - hut ei ties and the limits of the earth and the sea-coasts and 
the seà itself; come into servitude to fate; yet we promise ourselves 
that the good things of fortune shall abide with us, and we believe 
that góod luck - whose inconstancy is of all things the fleetest -
will find, in something, both weight and permanence, 

(15) and promising ourselves that all things are permanent, it 
does not enter our minds that the very thing upon which we stand is 
not stable; for not of Campania nor of Achaia (alone) hut of any 
land there is this defect, badly to cohere and to be loosened by many 
causes, the whole remaining, but sinking to fragments in parts. 

II 

( 1) What have I in view? I had promised comfort with regard 
to a few perils: behold ! I declare that everywhere ( there are) things 
to be feared! I deny that anything that can perish or destroy has 
everlasting rest. However, I put this very thing by way of comfort, 
and indeed a most powerful (comfort), though, forsooth, the fear of 
fools has no antidote; Reason overcomes terror in the wise; and to 
the inconsiderate, great safety accrues from desperation. Consider, 
then, that the following is addressed to the human species when it is 
said to those who are confounded at their sudden position .between 
fire and the foe: 

The one safety of the conquered is to expect no safety. (Vergil, Aen., II, 354) 
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(3) Ij ye desire tojear nothing, reftect that all things are to be 
jeared. Look around and see bywhat small causes we are destroyed: 
not food, not drink, not watchings,, not sleep, are wholesome for us 
without some moderation: then ye will understand that our feeble 
and soft bodies are of trifling use, destructible by no great effort. 
Doubtless, this one peril would be enough for us, that the earth 
quakes, that it is suddenly wrecked and lays low what stands on it. 

( 4) Hethinks himself of great consequence who dreads the thun
derbolts and earthquakes and cleavings (of the earth) : does he de
sire to fear the slime of bis own feebleness, of which he is conscious? 
Thus, forsooth, have we been bom, having obtained such lucky 
lhnbs; into our actual size have we grown: and therefore cannot we 
petish except parts of the world have been displaced, except the sky 
shall have thundered forth, except the earth shall have been sha.ken 
down? 

( S) A pain in the finger-nail, nor forsooth of the whole ( nail), 
but a crack at one side of it, kills us: and shall I, whom a thicker 
saliva suffocates, fear the quaking earth? Shall I be terrified at the 
sea leaving its bottom, and lest a tide in langer course than usüal 
and bringirtg more water (than usual) shall overwhelm (me), when 
a ( mere) · drink passing awry down the throat bas strangled some 
men? How foolish it is to be af eard of the sea, when thou knowèst 
that thou canst perish from a (mere), rain ! 

( 6) There is no greater consolatfon concerning death, than mor
tality itself; none (greater), concerning all those things that terrify 
from without (ourselves), than that innumerable perils lie in (our) 
very interior. For what is more demented than to faint at thunder, 
and to creep underground from f ear of the thunderbolts? What 
more foolish than to fear the swaying or the sudden lapsing of moun
tains, and the inrushings of a sea cast beyond its share, when death 
is present everywhere and everywhere meets ( us), and nothing is 
so small that it may not incompass the destruction of the human 
species? Hence, these things should not confound us, as -if they 
had more evil in them than common death; as, on the other hand, 
whe_n it may be necessary to leave lif e and somewhen to give up the 
vital soul ( animam) it helps ( us) to perish with more reason. Death 
is inevitable somewhere and somewhen. N otwithstanding that this 
ground stand (firm) and keep to its (regular) bounds and be not 
shaken with any damage, yet it will cover me somewhen. Is it of 
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consequence ( then), whether I myself place it over -me, or whether 
it itself lay itself upon me? 

(8) It is split and broken by an immense power of. I know not 
what evil, and bears me down to an immeasurable depth. What 
of it? Is death lighter (to bear) on the surface? What-have I to 
complain of, if the nature of things desires not to cast me aside by 
an ignoble death? If it throw into me a portion of itself? Beàuti
fully speaks my Vagellius in his celebrated verse: 

Ij (something) must fall upon me, I desire that it fall /rom heav
en! One may say the same: if it be necessary to fall, I will fallwith 
the stricken globe - not that it be right to desire a univers~l dis
,aster, hut because it is an immense consolation, with regard to death, 
to see that the earth also is mortal. 

III 

(1) This also will help, for the mind to take it for grantéd that 
the gods cause none of these things, and that neither the sky nor the 
earth is shattered by the anger of the divinities. These things have 
their cau_ses, and rage not by command (of the gods), hut are agita
ted, as are our bodies, by certain def ects, and when it seems the time 
for them to cause damage, then they ( the s liy and the earth) receive 
it (the damage). 

( 2) But to us who are ignorant of the truth, all things are the 
more terrible, and undoubtedly their rarity increases the fear of 
them: things familiar fall more lightly, and dread is the greater of 
the unknown. But why is anything uncommon to us? Because we 
coinprehend nature with the eyes and not with the reason, nor do we 
reflect upon What it (nature) can do, hut only what it may have 
done; hence we pay the penalty of this heedlessness by being fright
ened by new things, so to say, whereas they are not new, hut un
common. 

( 3) What besides? Does it not strike religious awe into the 
mind -:- and even publicly so - when the sun is seen to be eclipsed? 
Or the moon, whose obscuration is 1nore frequent, hides itself either 
in part or in entirety? And very much more so (in the case of) those 
fiery meteors driven across ( the s ky), and a large part of the heavens 
flaming, and hairy orbs ( comets), and many circles around the sun, 
and stars seen by day, and sudden rushings across (the sky) of fires 
trailing after themselves much light. 
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( 4) We look at none of these without fear. And since ignorance 
is the cause of fear, is it not of importance to lmow (things), so that 
thou mayest not fear? How mucli better is it to investigate causes, 
and, indeed, with the whole mind intent upon it! Nor can anything 
be discovered more worthy of respect than this to which one not only 
adapts himself hut devotes ( himsel f). 

IV 
(1) Let us therefore inquire what it may be which moves the 

earth in the lowest ( underground) part, that sets in movement a bulk 
of such great weight; what that may be which is more powerful than 
it (the earth), that causes such a great load to totter by its energy; 
why at one time it (the earth) quakes, and at another time it sinks, 
being relaxed; why, now being cracked in parts, it opens, and some
times preserves for a long time the apertures of its ruin and some
times doses them together quickly; now changes in a reverse direc
tion ( the ftowing of) rivers of renowned size; now sends forth new 
ones; at times opens the veins of hot waters, and at times renders 
them cold; at times emits fires through some hitherto unknown ori
fice of a mountain or of a cliff, and at times stops others known and 
celebrated for ages. It actuates a thousand marvels, changes its ap
pèarance in places, and brings down mountains, elevates plains, 
raises valleys, causes new islands to arise in the <leep. It is a worthy 
thing to examine from what causes these things happen. 

( 2) "What," thou sayest, "will be the value of the undertak
ing?" Even if there be nothing greater; to_ know nature. Fora dis
cussion of this matter has nothing in it more beautiful - though it 
has many things useful for the future - than that it check man in 
his pride: for he is ( thus) educated not by bribes hut by marvels. 
Let us, then, investigate what it may be by reason of which these 
things happen: the investigation of which is so very gratifying to me 
that although at one time, when a youth, I wrote a book on earth
quakes, yet I have desired to try my powers, and to prove whether 
age has added. anything to us, either of knowledge or, certainly, of 
carefulness. 

V 

(1) The cause by which the earth is shaken, some have thought 
to be in water, others in fires,. others in the earth itself, others in spir
it: others in several (of these), others in all these. Some have said 
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that out of these things some cause exists which is perceptible to them, 
but that it is not clear which one it might be. I will now take up 
each one. 

( 2) This is to be said before all else, that the ancient opinions 
were insufficiently exact, and crude. Yet there was an approach to 
the truth: all things were new to those who first examined. After
wards, the same things were investigated more accurately, and if any
thing was found out, what is acceptable must be ref erred to them 
nonetheless: it was the part of great minds to lay open the retreats 
óf the nature of things, and, not being satisfied with its outward as
pect, to look within and to penetrate to the secret seats of the gods. 
He contributed most to discovery who hoped for recognition; hence, 
the ancients must be listened to with tolerance. 

( 3) No thing is consummated when it makes a beginning; rior 
only in this matter, thè greatest and the most intricate of all, (is it 
different),- in which (matter), even when there is much achieved, 
every age will yet discover what it may accomplish - hut in every 
other concern ( also) the beginnings have been far from perfection. 

VI 

( 1) Jtis said that the cause is in water, but not by one ( think
er) nor by one method. Thales of Miletus declares that the entire 
earth is borne upon and floats in underlying fluid, whether thou call
est it the Oceari, or the Grnat Sea, or a yet uncompounded water and 
humid element of another nature. "In this liquid," he says, "the 
globe is sustained like some great vessel, and heavy in the water?, 
which it presses upon." 

( 2) It is useless to tel1 the causes on account of which he thinks 
that the heaviest part of the world ( the earth) cannot be carried by 
spirit, which is so thin and fleet, for at present it is a question not of 
the site of the earth hut of its motion: he puts this as proof that the 
cause pertains to waters, by which this globe is agitated; that new 
springs burst forth in every greater quake -'-just, as in ships also 
happens, for if they are heeled over and lie on their side, they take in 
water, which in every *(a lacuna in the text) of their burdens, which 
it carries, if they ( the ships) are heavily laden, it ( the water) either 
pours over them, or, at the least, rises more than commonly on the 
starboard or larboard. 

(3) That this opinion is false; can be quickly inf erred.: for if 
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the earth were sustained by water [and were at times violently shak
en by it], it would be always moved; nor should we wonder that it 
is agitated hut that it is (ever) still; Again, it would be violently 
shaken as a whole, and not in apart: now half a ship is,never tossed 
about, yet the movement is never, in fact, of the whole earth, hut 
only of a part. In what manner, then, can it happen that what is 
carried as a whole is not agitated as a whole, if by that by which it is 
carried, it is agitated? 

( 4) "But by what cause do the waters break forth?" In the 
first place, the earth bas aften quaked, and no new fluid bas flowed 
forth; next, if water burst forth from that cause, it would be poured 
around on the flanks of the earth, as we see happening in streams 
and in the sea, for the rise of the waters, as aften as the ship settles, 
especially appears on the sides. Finally, the eruption (of the waters) 
wou.Id not be so slight as thou sayest, nor. would the bilge creep in 
by degrees through crevices, as it were, hut an immense flood would 
occur, as coming from an infinite fluid which carries all things. 

(To be continued) 

THE CYCLES OF THE COSMOS 
A Suggested Solution of a Problem of Chronology* 

HANS MALMSTEDT 

"AS we are now in the Kali-yuga of the twenty-eighth age of the 
. seventh manvantara" (/sis Unveiled, I, 32), how many 

years have passed since the beginning of the present Kalpa? 
The Tamil calendar called the Tirukkanda Panchanga gives us, 

*Mr. Malmstedt's suggested explànation of the difficulty mentioned by H. P. 
Blavatsky in The Secret Doctrine is highly interesting, and it will be curious to 
see if any of our readers can find a serious flaw iri it. 

Western scholars have been psychologized for so long by the absurd limita
tion of the age of the world and the universe to six thousand years, forced on 
them by a literal reading of the partly esoterie Hebrew work known • as Genesis, 
that they have utterly repudiated the enórmous periods of time taught in India, 
Egypt, Persia, China, etc., and also in Mayaland. Even today, when astronomy 
demands more than a billion years for the earth's age, the Hindû yugas, or tèr
restrial and cosmic ages, are regarded with hesitation. Yet they are not fanci
ful, but are founded upon actual astronomical calculations. Of course, if man
kind has been civilized for a few thousand years only, it is puzzling to under-
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locked up within them, the same powers and faculties that marked 
the characters and lives of the noblest men and women recorded in 
all past history? Y et we accept the teaching of the Ancienl Wisdom. 
Did not Jesus himself teach: "Ye are gods," and exhort bis disciples: 
"Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is 
perfect?" This is the vision, this is the knowledge that alone can 
save humanity. This is the note that is lacking from modern educa
tion. If the words of J esus are true, shall we not give this teaching 
to our children - not as a religious belief, hut as a scientific fact? 
Let us at least teach it in our homes. 

We fight on the side of righteousness, of order, of man's true wel
fare, hut if we stand to win the battle we must call upon our reserves 
- which are limitless, for they are the reserves of the inner god that 
we are at the core of our being, our inner divine Selves. It is a time 
of grave peril, hut a time of great hope and of glorious opportunity. 
Dark as the picture is, we have passed the turning-point of the Cycle; 
we have already begun the ascent of the Luminous Are; the present 
darkness is the darkness before the dawn of a new day. In the words 
of Katherine Tingley: 

Keep the Light burning in your hearts, and like Watchers on the Hills of 
Peace, you shall see the first faint gleams of the New Day, ere you dream the 
Day is at hand. 

"Watcher, what of the Night? The Night is far spent; the Day 
is at hand." 

(To be continued) 

The next series of Studies in Freemasonry and Theosophy will deal with the 
Symbolism and Teachings of the Three Degrees and their relation to the An
cient Mysteries.- J. H. F. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BOOK VI-VII 

(1) Some have ascribed earthquakes to water, but not jrom the 
same cause. "In every land,'.' they say, "many kinds of waters run 
off: in some places perpetual rivers, whose size (renders them) navi-
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gable even without the aid of rains. On one side, the Nile brings 
down an immense quantity of water in the summer; on the other 
side, the Danube and the Rhine, which flow between the pacified and 
the hostile ( territories) : the former barring the inroads of the Sar
matians, and being the boundary-line between Europe and Asia; • 
the latter halting the Germans, a people eager for war. 

( 2) "Add now perf ectly inaccessible lak es, and marshes sur
rounded by peoples unknown to each other, and swamps from which 
no vessel can extricate itself - which are not even passable from 
one to another by the very people by which they are inhabited; next, 
so many springs, so many heads of streams vomiting forth from hid 
places unexpected rivers; finally, so many swollen and sudden tor
rents, whose strength is as brief as it is unlooked for. 

( 3) "Every quality and form of waters is within the earth also: 
there, likewise, some are home along with immense current, and 
tumbling, fall headlong down; others, more languid, overflow shal
lows, and smoothly and quietly glide onwards: hut who will deny 
that they are received into immense retreats, and that they come to 
a stop, sluggishly, in many places? It does not take long to prove 
that many waters are there where the origins are; nor would the 
earth suffice to bring forth so many streams, except that it poured 
them out from an immense reservoir. 

( 4) "If this is true, necessarily at times a river increases there, 
and leaving its banks, rushes violently against obstacles: thus occurs 
a quaking of some part against which the stream made an onset, and 
which (part) it will beat upon until it decrease. lt can happen, also, 
that a stream flowing upon some region eats it away, and carries off 
with itself some heavy mass, by the fall of which the overlying parts 
are shaken. 

( 5) "In very truth, he believes his ( mere) eyes altogether too 
much and knows not how to use them beyond his thought, who does 
not believe that in the hid parts of the earth there is the bosom of a 
vast sea. For I do not see what forbids or prevents there also being 
in ( those) hid parts some shore, and a sea admitted through secret 
avenues, which (sfäÎ in thai place also occupies just as great a space 
( as ours), or, perhaps, a wider ( space) by this, that the upper ( re
gions) had to be divided among so many living things, for wastes 
which are concealed and having no possessor, are more freely open 
to waters. 
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( 6) "And what forbids them from rising in waves there and 
from being driven by winds which every open space of the earth and 
all air form? Hence, a storm which does arise greater than usual ( in 
those regions) is able violently to shake some part of the earth which 
has been stricken ( by it), for likewise among us, many things which 
have been situated at a distance from the sea, have been beaten upon 
by its sudden attack, and it has invaded country-houses, located with
in view of the waves which were heard from afar. There, also, the 
underground sea can fall and rise, neither of which happens without 
moving the overlying ( strata of earth) ." 

VIII 

( 1) I do not think, indeed, that thou wilt long be undecided 
whether thou shall believe that there are subterranean rivers and a 
concealed sea: for whence break these forth, whence come they forth 
to us, if the origin of the fluid be not imprisoned? 

(2) Come! When thou seest the Tigris interrupted in the middle 
of its course go dry - not being entirely lost ( at once) but being 
diminished by degrees, at first with no obvious losses and then being 
entirely consumed - whither thinkest thou that it goes if not into 
the dark ( underground) parts of the earth, especially since thou 
mayest see it emerge once again not less in flow than what it was be
fore? What, when thou seest the Alpheus, celebrated by the poets, 
sinking ( into the ground) in Achaia, and, on the other hand, pouring 
forth, in Sicily, after the sea has been crossed, the delightful Are
thusan spring? 

( 3) Knowest thou not, then, that among the opinions in which 
the inundation of the Nile in summer is related, the following also 
exists: that it bursts forth from out the earth, and increases not from 
the waters above (rains) but from those given out from the depths? 
Indeed, I myself heard two centurions, whom the Caesar Nero- a 
great lover of truth especially, as of other virtues also - had sent 
to search for the head of the Nile, tel1 how they had accomplished 
the long journey, when, furnished with aid by the king of Aethiopia 
and recommended ( by him) to the neighboring kings, they had pene
trated to the farthest parts. "[And] indeed," they said, "we carne 
to immense marshes, whose outlets neither the inhabitants knew nor 
can an.yone hope ( to know), so greatly is the vegetation enveloped 
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by waters, for the waters are passable neither by foot-soldier nor by 
vessel, because the miry and choked marsh will bear nothing hut a 
small (boat) carrying one only. There," they said, "we saw two 
crags, out of which the mighty strength of the stream pou~ed." But 
whether this be the head of the Nile, or whether a tributary; whether 
( the Nile) be bom there, or whether it return to the surface recov
ered from a prior course: dost thou not believe that, whichever it is, 
it rises out of the great lake in the earth? But of necessity they 
(subterranean streams, etc.,) have fluid scattered around in various 
places and gathered together in the deeps, for them ( subterranean 
streams, etc.) to be able to throw themselves up with such impulse. 

IX 

( 1) Some declare that fire is the cause o j the quaking, and yet 
not according to one sole cause: first, Anaxagoras, who thinks that 
"by a nearly similar cause both the air and the earth are shaken, 
when, underground, spirit shatters air which is thick and gathered 
together into clouds by the same energy by which among us also the 
clouds are customarily broken up, and fire springs forth from the 
concussion of the clouds and the course of the air which bas been 
shattered. This fire rushes upon what is in its path, seeking an out
let, and rends asunder whatever opposes ( it), until it has either found 
a way out to the sky through difficult places, or (it) makes (a way) 
by force and damage." Others also (say that) the cause is in fire, 
yet not in the way (just said) ; hut because it is covered over in many 
places it burns and_ consumes whatever things are near, and, if at 
any time they fall from being eaten away, then follows a quaking of 
those parts, which, bereft of their props, sink, until they fall in ruin, 
nothing being in their path which might bear the burden: then 
abysses, then vast yawnings are opened; or, when they have wavered 
for a time, they finally settle down over what remains and what still 
stands. 

( 3) We see this also happen among ourselves as of ten as a part 
of the city suffers from a conflagration: when the beams are either 
burned through, or those parts dangerously weakened which gave 
support to what was over them, then the roofs, which have been so 
long assailed, fall, and they are borne down and hang uncertainly un
til they have settled on something solid. 
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X 

( 1) Anaximenes says that "the earth itself causes its own quak
ings, nor does anything from the outside rush upon it that may set 
it in movement: but it is ( all done) within itself and from itself; for 
some parts of it sink down, which either fluid has dissolved or fire 
has burned away or spirit has shaken to pieces by violence; but even 
when these have ceased, they are still present, on account of which 
something may become def ective or be torn away: for 

( 2) first, all things fall to pieces in decay nor is anything secure 
from old age: this plucks to pieces even what is solid and of greàt 
strength. Accordingly, just as in old buildings certain things which 
have not been shaken nevertheless fall when more weight is upon 
them than they can bear, so in this uni verse the. same happens to 
the body of the earth. lts parts are disconnected by decay; the dis
connected parts fall and produce a quaking in what overlies, first 
whilst they recede - for no great body, assuredly, is cut away from 
that to which it has adhered, without a quaking; then, when they 
have fallen, being stopped by the solid, they rebound after the man
ner of_a hall which, when it has fallen, springs up again and is many 
times so impelled - as often as it is thrown back by the ground into 
a new impulse. If they ( the disconnected parts) are carried down 
into standing waters, this very occurrence shakes the neighboring re
gions by the wave which the sudden and immense weight dashed 
into (the waters) has thrown up from the bottom." 

XI 

Some derive, indeed, this quaking /rom fires, but .in other wise. 
For when they burn in many places, of necessity they develop an im
mense body of steam having no outlet, which by its energy spreads 
forth spirit, and if it press on with much vehemence it breaks down 
what opposes it; if, again, it be less vehement, it does nothing more 
than move ( what opposes). We see how water froths by ( the heat 
o !) underset fire: what it (fire) does in this inclosed and small ( body 
o !) water, we may believe it to do much more ( violently) when a 
fierce and great (fire) excites huge (bodies of) waters: then, what
ever it may have set in violent motion by the steaming of the agi
tated waters, is shaken. XII 

( 1) That it is spirit which moves ( the earth in quakes) is ac-
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cepted by the most and the greatest authorities. Archelaus, a lover 
of antiquity, speaks thus: "The winds are carried down into the hol
low places of the earth; then when all spaces are filled, and the air 
has been compressed as much as it can be, the spirit which comes 
af ter it presses upon the former and squeezes it and by constant blows 
first condenses it and then agitates it. 

( 2) "Then, seeking room, it parts asunder all restricted places 
and tries to break open its prison: thus it happens that the earth is 
moved by the struggling spirit seeking flight. Hence, when an earth
quake is about to occur, tranquillity and quiet of the air precede 
it: evidently, because the energy of the spirit which customarily 
arouses the winds, is withheld in the retreats underground." 

( 3) N ow also when that quake happened in Campania, though 
it was in the unquiet season of winter, the air was still in the sky for 
days just preceding ( it). Y et what? Has the earth never been 
shaken when the wind.is blowing? It is exceedingly uncommon for 
two winds to have blown at the same time; yet it can happen and is 
known well enough; and if we accept it and it is well established that 
two winds are active at the same time, why can it not happen that 
the one agitates our air and the other the air underground? 

XIII 

( 1) In this opinion thou mayest place Aristotle and his pupil 
Theophrastus, who is not, as he bas seemed to the Greeks, a man of 
divine eloquence, but one of delightful ( eloquence), brilliant without 
eff ort. What is accepted by both I will ( now) set forth. "There is 
always some evaporation from the earth, and at times it is dry, at 
times mixed with moisture: this, ha ving been given out. from the 
deeps and, as far as possible, carried forward, when it finds no final 
place into which it may issue, it is carried backwards and rolled back 
against itself; then the struggle of the spirit moving back overturns 
obstacles, and, whether it be blocked in, or forces its way out through 
narrow openings, it causes quakings and tumult." 

( 2) . Straton is of the same school, who especially cultivated this 
part of philosophy and who was an inquirer into the nature of things. 
His dictum is as follows: "Cold and heat always go in contrary direc
tions: they never can be together. Cold flows thither whence the 
energy of heat departs, and, reciprocally, it is hot there whence cold 
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has been expelled. That what I say is true and that both are driven 
in opposite directions, will appear to thee from the following: 

( 3) "In the winter season, when cold is over the earth, wells 
grow warm, and caverns not less so, and all recesses under the earth, 
because the heat bas betaken itself there, ceding place to the cold 
which ( then) possesses the upper parts. When it ( the heat) bas 
reached the lower parts and, as much as it was able to do so, bas col
lected itself thither, in proportion as it is most dense, it is most pow
erful: to this (heat) another comes after it, to which place it goes of 
necessity, being collected already and driven into the contracted 
space. 

( 4) The same thing happens contrariwise when a greater energy 
of cold is swept into caverns: whatever heat lies concealed there, 
giving way to the cold, retires to narrower limits and is shaken with 
great force, because the nature of each of the two suffers no concord 
between them nor a tarrying together in one place. Fleeing, there
fore, and longing to escape by every means, it demolishes and over
throws whatever is nearest. 

(5) Accordingly, before the earth quakes, customarily a rum
bling sound is heard, ( caused) by the winds being in tumult in the 
bid parts." (Nor, truly, could it be otherwise, as our Vergil says: 

The earth roars under the /eet, and the highest mountain-ridges are moved, 
-Aen., VI, 256 

unless this were the work of the winds.) 
( 6) "N ext, there are vicissitudes in this battle: the compressiqn 

of the heat relaxes and an eruption (of it) backwards ( takes place) ; 
then the cold is checked, and soon there follow still stronger waves. 
Whilst the alternating energy runs to and fro and spirit passes for
wards and backwards, the earth is shaken." 

Ne lost touch ages ago with the Mighty Mother, Nature; and now need 
to go to her again. Out beyond hearing and seeing and thinking are infinite 
Laws that control our lives. Divine Laws hold us in their keeping; and im
mediately behind the veil of invisible things, and hut a little way from the 
consciousness of our mortal selves, are Higher Forces at work for our good. 

KATHERINE TINGLEY 
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I would share, and the path I followed when I sought thy presence, 0 
Holy One - to that Path I would point my brothers." 

Then the Master of Symbols raised his hands and with them he 
made the sign above Näman which is the Symbol of Service to Hu
manity, and he opened his mouth, and words like none that Näman 
had ever heard issued from His lips, yet were they without sound. 
And around Näman there was the color of mighty music, and over 
him was the fire which burned not, and about him there was placed 
the vesture that would allow of his return to the world of manifesta
tion, and into his ear was pronounced the name by which those who 
would know him for what he was, would call him. And Näman, who 
had learned that meditation is not all, and Näman who had learned 
that question and answer are one, and Näman who had dwelt with 
t)Je Masters and served them even as they served the Lords of Holi
ness, and who had tended Truth and had drunk of the Cup of Know
ledge and whose breathing was tranquil whether he looked upon that 
which called to him or that which he rejected, returned to the world 
of manifested life. 

And those brothers of Näman who had all these things to learn 
which Näman had known before he had been called to that Most 
High Place, sought him. On their lips was the name that brought 
them close to Näman as he had been close to the Holy Ones, and that 
which they called him with their lips they first knew in their hearts. 

'Teacher' they called him and 'Theirs' they named him, and it 
was a true name and it confirmed a holy bond, and it f ell sweetly on 
the ears of the one to whom they carne. And with loving heart he 
served them. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BooK VI-XIV 

(1) There are those who think that the earth trembles by 
( reason of) spirit and by no other reason, but from another cause 
than that which pleased Aristotle. What it is which is set forth by 
these, now hear. Our body is flooded (or, perhaps, nourished) by 
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blood and by spirit, which flow through their own channels; hut we 
also have certain very narrow receptacles of the ( animal) soul ( ani
mae), through which nothing larger than (it) can pass; some wider, 
in which it ( that soul) is collected and whence it is divided out into 
the parts. Thus this entire body of the whole world is pervious both 
by the waters - which hold the office of the blood - and by the 
winds - which one would call nothing other than ( animal) soul ( ani
mam). These two course along in some places, and are at rest in 
others. 

( 2) But just as in our body whilst good health exists, the undis
turbed movement in the veins also preserves its measure, and when 
something ad verse ( to health) exists it palpitates frequently, and 
sighs and panting as of one laboring and worn out are ( warning) 
signs: thus also in the earth, whilst ( its) posture is natura!, they 
( winds and waters) remain undisturbed. When something is trans
gressed, then, just as in an ailing body, there is movement by the 
spirit - which had been flowing along quietly- having been vio
lently disturbed and shaking its veins; nor is the case such as they 
were saying a little while agone, who are of the opinion that the earth 
is an anima!: for if this is so, just like an anima!, it ( the earth) as a 
whole will feel the trouble. Nor in ourselves does a fever assail most 
severely any particular parts, but extends over all with equal im
partiality. 

( 3) See, then, whether spirit enters it ( the earth) from the air 
diffused around, for as long as it bas an outlet, it moves gently along 
without ( causing) hurt; if it strike upon anything, and fall upon 
something that doses its path, then it is oppressed, at first by the air 
which is pouring in bebind it; finally, it escapes insufficiently through 
some crevice, and is borne along with greatest difficulty where it is 
narrowest: this cannot occur without a struggle, nor can the struggle 
( occur) without a quaking. 

( 4) But if it discover no crevice through which it may flow out, 
becoming pressed together into a mass, it rages there, and is driven 
about hither and thither, and throws some things down and destroys 
others. When it is exceedingly tenuous and likewise exceedingly 
powerful, it insinuates itself as much as possible into whatever things 
obstruct it, and whatever it bas so entered into it splits asunder and 
scatters by its energy. Then the earth is shaken; for it either parts 
asunder in order to give an egress to the wind, or, when it has given 
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egress, it sinks down into the very cavern whence it sent the (wind) 
forth, being robbed of the support below. 

XV 

Some think thus: The earth is perforated in many places; nor 
has it only those primeval avenues which, like vents, it received at its 
origin, but many ( others) which chance has wrought in it: in some 
places water has washed out whatever terrene matter was above; 
torrents have carved out other (passages) ; these, being broken open 
by floods, became passable. Through these openings spirit enters, 
and, if the sea has imprisoned it and drives it still lower and the 
flood has not permitted it to return on its path, then, both ,outlet and 
inlet being closed, it rolls about, and because it is unable to go straight 
onward- which is natura! to it - it strains upwards, and pressing 
strongly against the soil, it cleaves it asunder. 

XVI 

(1) Moreover, there must now be saiá that which pleases many 
authorities, and perhaps it will get many votes (discessio fiet). It is 
evident that the earth is not without spirit ( in it) : I speak not only 
of that (spirit) by which it ( the earth) holds itself together and con
joins its parts, which also is in rocks and dead bodies, but I speak of 
that which is vital and enlivening and which nourishes all things. 
Unless it had this (spirit), how could it infuse spirit into so many 
plants deriving their lif e from no other source, and into so many 
crops? How would it nourish such diverse roots, sunk into it in so 
many different wa:ys - some growing in the top-soil, some drawn 
farther down - unless it had so great a ( vital) soul ( animam), gene
rating so many and such various things and rearing them from its 
own drink and aliment? 

( 2) But thus far I use easy proofs. The entire sky which the 
fiery aether, the highest part of the world, incloses: all those stars 
whose number cannot be defined: all that assemblage of the celestial 
bodies, and - omitting other things - that sun, holding its course 
so near to us, greater by more than once than the entire circumf er
ence of the earth, draw (their) aliment out of the earth and divide 
it among themselves; nor are they sustained by any other, in fact, 
than by the breath of the earth: this, which is their aliment, is food 
here. 
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( 3) It would not be able to f eed so many things so much greater 
than itself, unless it were full of ( vit al - animal) soul ( animae), 
which it pours forth from all parts of itself both by day and night: 
nor could it so be, unless it ( soul) were greatly in excess of that from 
which so much is sought and taken; and in fact that which leaves is 
bom at that moment. Nor would there be in it the perpetual copious
ness of the spirit supplying so many celestial bodies, unless, recipro
cally, these latter ran out their courses ( i. e., ended their lives), and 
other things passed over into it. But nonetheless it is necessary that 
it ( the earth) abound with it ( the vital soul) and be full of it and 
bring it forth from secret places. 

( 4) It is therefore not doubtful that spirit lurks very largely ( in 
the eart~), and that widespread air fills <lark spaces under the earth. 
If this is true, of necessity the soil is often in movement, since it is 
full of an exceedingly mobile thing. For can it possibly be doubtful 
to anyone that nothing is so unquiet as the air, so changeable, and 
so delighting in activity? 

XVII 

( 1) Hence it follows that it exercises its own nature, and that 
what always desires to be moved, sometimes moves other things also. 
When does this occur? When its course is prevented, for as long as 
it is not hindered, it moves calmly; when it is opposed and checked, 
it rages and rends apart its bounds, not otherwise than that 

(river) Araxes, indignant of the bridge (Vergil, Aeneid, viii, 728.) 

( 2) As long as its channel is free and open, it deploys all its first 
waters. Where rocks, thrown into it either by hand or by chance, 
have curbed it as it flows along, then it seeks impetus by delay, and 
where the obstacles are the most numerous there it finds the greater 
strength; for all the water which comes upon it from bebind and 
which enlarges it, when it can ( no long er) sustain the pressure, gath
ers power for the rushing fall, and flies onward with the very things 
which were in its way. The same thing is done by spirit, which, where 
it is strongest and most active, breaks out the quickest, and most 
vehemently demolishes every inclosure. From this arises motion, 
that is, of the part under which the struggle occurred. 

( 3) What is said to be the truth may be tested by the following: 
often when there bas been an earthquake, if in fact some part of the 
earth bas been broken open, there has flowed forth thence a wind, 
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lasting many days, as, it is related, happened in that quake by which 
Chalcis suff ered: thou wilt find it in Asclepiodotus, a disciple of Posi
donius, in those very Quaestionum Naturalium Causae (Causes of 
Researches into Nature). Thou wilt also find in other authorities 
that the earth bas yawned open in some places and that thence for 
no small time a wind bas blown forth, which manif estly had made 
that way for itself through which it was home. 

XVIII 

( 1) Hence the greatest cause by which the earth is moved, is 
spirit, by nature quick, and changing from place to place. This, as 
long as it is not driven forward and remains quiet in a vacant space, 
lies harmless, nor is it trouWesome to what surrounds it; hut when 
from the outside some cause affecting it vexes and constrains it and 
drives it into some restricted place, if it still can do so it yields mere
ly and diffuses itself. But when the ability of withdrawing is denied 
it, and it is opposed on every side, then 

with great muttering of the mountain, 
Around the inclosed spaces tltey roar, (Vergil, Aeneid, i, 55-6) 

,and ( the inclosed spaces), ha ving been assailed for a long time, it 
wrenches them apart and throws them down, the most furiously 
where it bas strived against the strongest obstacle. 

( 3) Then, when it bas wandered around everything by which it 
is held in, and bas not been able to escape, it springs in recoil whither 
it bas been most strongly driven, and either is distributed into the 
secret recesses - formed in the looseness of the soil by the earth
quake itself - or it rushes forth through some new opening. Indeed, 
its great energy cannot be confined, nor does any structure hold in 
the wind, for it loosens every chain and carries off with itself every 
shackle, and diffused through the smallest things it yet exceeds the 
roomy spaces, and [ frees ( itsel f)] by the unconquered might of ( its) 
nature. Without fail, when it bas been aroused, it vindicates for it
self its own right. 

( 4) Spirit [ in truth] is an unconquered thing: never will it be 
hut that 

The struggling winds and the howling storms 
He controls, and curbs tltem in cltains and prison, 

(Vergil, Aen., i, 53-4). 

( 5) Without doubt the poets have desired that prison to be seen, 
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in which, under the earth, they should lie bid and confined; hut they 
understood not this: neither that which is confined can be still the 
wind, nor that which is wind can ever be confined, for what is in con
finement becomes still and is of the office of the air: hut all wind is 
in flight. 

( 6) Moreover, this also belongs to these proofs [by which it ap
pears that spirit causes motion], that our bodies also tremble no 
otherwise than as if some cause perturbed the spirit: as when it ( the 
spirit) is contracted by f ear; as when it languishes in age and droops 
in the torpid veins; as when it is numbed with cold, or is thrown out 
of its course under the paroxysm (of a disease). 

( 7) For as long as it flows along uninjured, and proceeds in its 
customary manner, there is no trembling of the body: when some
thing occurs which can inhibit its function, then, insufficiently pow
erful in carrying out the things that it did in its vigor, withdrawing, 
it shakes whatever it had home when unimpaired. 

XIX 

( 1) / t is necessary that we hear M etrodorus the C hian saying 
what he will, in place of determination; for I do not allow myself to 
omit even those opinions which I reject, since it will be preferable 
to have an abundance of all (kinds), and to reject rather than to 
omit those ( opinions) that we condemn. What then does 4e say? 

( 2) "Even as when the voice of one singing enters a dolium ( a 
jar with a very wide mouth), and runs all through it with a certain 
shaking, and re-echoes, and though so lightly moved nevertheless 
goes around it - not without a touching and a noise of that in which 
it is inclosed; thus the immensity of the caverns hanging under the 
earth bas its own air, which when another (air) falling upon it from 
above bas stricken, it shakes, not otherwise than as those void spaces 
- of which I spoke a little while agone - resounded with the com
municated din." 

XX 

(1) Let us now turn to those who have said that all these things 
which I have mentioned are the cause (i. e., causative agents), or 
(that) several of them are so. Democritus thinks (that) several (are 
so), f(?r he says: "The movement sometimes is caused by spirit, 
sometimes by water, sometimes by both," and he follows this up in 
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the following manner: "A certain part of the earth is concave ( hol
low) ; into it flows together the energy of water; of this ( energy), 
there is something (a part) tenuous and more fluid than the other 
(parts). This, when it is forced back by the incoming weight, dashes 
into the earth and moves it, nor can it be driven to and fro without 
( causing) movement of that upon which it is hurled. 

( 2) "Moreover, in the same manner as we treated of spirit, so 
must one treat also of water: when it bas been collected in one place, 
and has desisted from holding itself in control, it inclines strongly 
somewhither, and at first opens a way by its weight, then by impetus; 
for it can neither - having been for long inclosed - depart except 
down a slope, nor can it fall in a moderate manner in a straight line, 
or without the concussion of those places through which, or into 
which, it falls. 

( 3) "B ut if, when it bas now begun its impetuous course, it come 
to a halt in some place, and the energy of the stream be turned back 
upon itself, it is driven upon the inclosing earth, and shakes it in 
that part where it most strongly strikes. Further, sometimes, the 
earth being wet with the fluid which bas penetrated into the lower 
parts, settles far down, and the very foundation is thus weakened; 
then that part is heavily oppressed upon which the greatest weight 
of the incoming waters inclines. 

( 4) "Spirit, too, sometimes drives the waters, and, if it very vehe
mently press, it manifestly moves that part of the earth upon which 
it bas home the gathered waters. Sometimes, having been collected 
together in the earth's passages, and seeking an outlet, it moves every
thing; and the earth is likewise penetrable by the winds, while spirit 
is too subtil for it to be excluded, and too vehement for it to be re
strained when it is aroused and in rapid movement." 

( 5) All these causes are possible, says Epicurus, who also puts 
others to the test; and he also blames others who asseverated some 
one of these to be ( the cause), for it is difficult to assert something 
certain concerning the things that must be ascertained by conjecture. 

( 6) "Hence," as he says, "water can set the earth in motion if 
it have washed out and worn away certain parts, by which, thus 
thinned away, it (the earth) can no longer be sustained and (by 
which) it was upheld ( when they were) untouched. An irruption of 
spirit can ( also) set the earth in movement: perhaps the air is shaken 
by another (air) entering; perhaps it (the earth) is shocked by some 
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part suddenly giving way, and receives movement from that; per
haps some part of the earth is sustained by certain columns or pillars, 
as it were, by which, weakened and giving way, the superincumbent 
weight quakes. 

(7) Perhaps the energy of heat of spirit, turned into fire and 
similar to the thunderbolt, is driven onward, with great overthrowing 
of all things opposing it; perhaps some blowing ( wind) impels for
ward marshy and stagnant waters, and thence either the stroke shakes 
the earth, or a commotion of spirit, increasing and rousing itself by 
its very movement, is carried from the depths to the upper parts." 
Yet no greater cause of the movement than spirit is acceptable to him. 

XXI 

( 1) To us also this spirit is acceptable, which is able to accom
plish such great things, than which there is nothing in the nature 
of things more powerful, nothing more piercing, without which not 
even those things that are most strong are eff ective. Spirit rouses up 
fire; the waters, if thou deprive them of wind, are inert: then only do 
they receive an impetus when wind ( blowing) drives them; it is able 
also to dissipate great spaces of the earth, and, lying underneath 
( the soü) to raise up new mountains, and to place islands hitherto 
unknown in the midst of the sea. Thera and Therasia and that island 
of our own time - bom in the Aegean Sea before our own eyes-who 
will doubt that spirit tossed them forth to the light? 

(2) There are two kinds ( of earthquakes) - acceptable to 
Posidonius - by which the earth is moved: there is a name appro
priate to each of the two: the one is subcussion ( succussio), when the 
earth is shaken and is moved upwards and downwards; the other is 
inclination, by which it ( the earth) nods from side to side, af ter the 
fashion of a ship. / count as a third that ( kind) which is described 
by a designation of our own, for not without cause our ancestors 
called it a tremor of the earth, which is dissimilar to each of the 
( other) two, for then all things are neither shaken from beneath nor 
are they inclined, but are vibrated. The motion is least hurtful in a 
calamity of this sort, while the inclination is by far more ruinous than 
is the concussion: for unless a movement of return be very rapid to 
restore ( to position) what things have been inclined, ruin of neces
sity follows. 

(To be continued) 
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Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BooK VI - XXII 

( 1) Since the~e movements are dissimilar one to another, [ so 
also] are their causes different: hence, let us speak in the first place 
of the (up and down) shaking motion. If, at any time, heavy weights 
are carried by a succession of many vehicles, and the wheels pass 
over uneven places with great jolting, thou wilt feel the earth to be 
shaken. 

( 2) Asclepiodotus relates that when a crag, broken off from the 
side of a mountain, f ell, the neighboring dwellings collapsed from the 
tremor (of the earth). The same thing can happen under the earth, 
when from the rocks which overhang ( a valley) some one, being 
loosened, falls with great weight and noise into the cavern beneath, 
the more violently in proportion as it bas the greater weight or (falls) 
the greater distance; and thus the entire roof of the hollowed valley 
is shaken. 

( 3) Yet it is not credible that rocks are broken off by their own 
weight; hut when streams are borne overhead, the constant moisture 
weakens the seams of the stone, and daily removes ( something) from 
the portions with which it bas contact, and wears away the skin -
if I may so say - by which it is held together; then, the thinning 
(going on) for ages, so weakens the parts which it daily wears off 
that they cease to be ( able) to carry the weight: 

( 4) Theo rocks of vast weight fall: then that precipitate down
fall of stone, not suff ering whatever it bas stricken at the bottom to 
stand firm, 

lt comes witli din and all tliings are seen suddenly to fall, 

as our Vergil says. (Aeneid, viii, 525) 

XXIII 

(1) This wül be the cause of the quake shaking the earth from 
below ( subcussion). I pass ( now) to another ( cause). The nature 
of the earth ( its structure) is of loose texture, possessing many hol-
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lows: through these hollows spirit is borne, which, wherever it has 
-flowed in in quantity and is not sent forth ( again), shakes the earth. 

( 2) This cause also is acceptable to others, as I mentioned a 
short while agone, if a multitude of witnesses will advantage thee at 
all: this ( cause) Cailisthenes also approves - no contemptible man. 
(He had a noble genius, impatient of a mad king. Here is the eter
nal crime of Alexander, which no personal bravery, no felicity in war, 
will atone for. 

( 3) For as of ten as one shall say: "He killed many thousands of 
Persians," it will be answered: "And Callisthenes ! " As of ten as it 
s.hall be said: "He killed Darius, in whose authority the greatest 
kingdom then was," it will be answered: "And Callisthenes ! " As 
of ten as it shall be said: "He conquered all things up to the ocean, 
and he attempted even that with new ships, and he extended bis em
pire out of a corner of Thrace to the confmes of the Orient," it will 
be said: "But he killed Callisthenes ! " It may be granted that he 
surpassed all precedents of ancient leaders and kings, but of all that 
he did, nothing will be so great as that infamy ! ) 

( 4) Callisthenes, in the hooks in which he describes how Helice 
and Buris (towns of Achaia in Greece) were submerged: what the 
calamity was that (plunged) them into the sea or rolled the sea over 
them, says the following, which is said in the former porti on (of his 
work): "Spirit enters into the earth through bid openings: just as 
everywhere, so also under the sea. Then, when the passage is ob
structed through which it had descended, and the resisting water be
bind it bas taken away its return, it is borne hither and thither, and 
returning upon itself, causes the earth to shake. Hence, whatever 
things border on the sea are very frequently shaken, and hence this 
power of moving the sea is ascribed to Neptune." He who bas learned 
bis first Greek texts, knows that he ( N eptune) is called in Homer 
'EvoulxOwv (Earthshaker). 

XXIV 

(1) That spirit is the cause of this evil, I myself agree. I will 
discuss in what manner this spirit enters, whether through minute 
passages not visible by the eyes, or through larger and more evident 
( ones) ; and also whether ( it be) from the depths or also through the 
highest parts of the earth. 

( 2) This (last) is incredible; for even in our own bodies the skin 
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repels spirit, nor has it any en trance except through that ( entrance: 
the throat :-- by which) it is drawn in. Nor is it able even to abide, 
when received by us, except in the roomier part of the body; for it 
abides not between the sinews and the fleshy parts, hut in the viscera 
and the open recesses of the interior part. 

( 3) It is permissible to surmise the same thing concerning the 
earth, from the very fact that the movement is not in the highest part 
of the earth or around the highest parts, hut underneath, and from 
the deeps. A token of this is that seas of great depth are agitated 
manif estly by füose (parts) ha ving been moved above which they 
( the seas) are spread out: hence, it is probable that the earth is moved 
from out the deep, and that spirit is retained there in vast caverns. 

( 4) "So then," thou sayest, "as when we have shuddered from 
cold a trembling follows, so also spirit coming upon the earth from 
outside shakes it." This cannot happen in any manner. To be sure, 
it must f eel cold, since the same thing affects it as happens to us 
whom an external cause causes to shudder; and something similar 
to our own aff ection hap pens to the earth; hut I do not concede that 
it is from a similar cause. 

( S) An interior and deeper damage must impel it ( the earth), 
of which matter assuredly the greatest proof is this, that when the 
soil is opened by a violent movement and with widespread ruin, 
sometimes the yawning opening ingulfs entire cities, and hides them 
from view. Thucydides says that about the period of the Pelopon
nesian war the island of Atalante was swallowed down, either in 
entirety or certainly the greatest part of it. The same thing happened 
to Sidon, if thou believe Posidonius. Nor as regards this (!act) is 
there need of witnesses: for we remember that, the earth ha ving been 
rent asunder by internal motion, certain places were destroyed and 
fields were ruined: and I will now say how I think that it takes place. 

XXV 

( 1) When spirit with great energy has completely filled a hollow 
place far within the earth, and has begun to be in strife and to search 
for an outlet, it frequently assails the very sides within which it lies, 
over which ei ties at times are situated; these ( sides) sometimes are 
so greatly shaken that the overlying buildings are overthrown: some
times to such a degree that the walls by which the entire vault of the 
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hollow place is borne fall into the hollow place itself, and entire cities 
slip downwards to a great depth. 

( 2) If thou wish to believe it, they say that at one time Ossa 
formed one with Olympus; then, by an earthquake, broke away, 
and thus the bulk of a single mountain was doven into two parts. 
Then the Peneos found an outlet, which dried the swamps with which 
Thessaly labored, their waters which had stagnated without an out
let being drawn away by it. The Ladon is a stream (a river in Ar
cadia, Greece) midway between Elis and Megalopolis, which an 
earthquake poured forth. 

( 3) What do I prove by this? ( T hat) spirit collects itself in 
spacious cavities - for how otherwise should I name . the empty 
places under the earth? If this were not so, the great spaces of the 
earth would be violently moved, and many things would totter as 
one; but, as it is, small parts ( only) are afflicted, and the movement 
( earthquake) never extends as far as two hundred thousand (paces 
- about 200 miles). Consider that ( quake) which filled the globe 
with stories, and yet did not exceed ( the limits of) Campania. 

(4) What (else) shall I say, when Chalcis was shaken, yet 
Thebes stood quiet? When Aegium (a town of Achaia, Greece) was 
afflicted, yet Patrae, so near to it, heard nothing of the quake? That 
immense concussion which threw down two cities, Helice and Buris, 
took place around Aegium. Hence it appears that the motion ex
tends out over as much space as the emptiness of the hollow place 
stretches forth under the earth. 

XXVI 

( 1) I have been able, towards testing this, to make use of the 
authority of great men, who state that Egypt has never been shaken. 
They give this reason for the fact: that it ( Egypt) has been in its 
entirety hardened out of mud. Pharos, if faith is (to be placed) in 
Homer, was as far from the mainland as a ship, borne along under 
full sail, can cover in a da y's run, but it ( now) lies near the mainland: 

( 2) for the turbid Nile flowing down brings much mud with it, 
and continually depositing it on prior earthy matter ( brought down 
in the same manner), has carried Egypt by the annual increment al
ways farther out. Thence, it (Egypt) is of a fat and muddy soil, 
and bas no hollows in it, but has grown solid with the drying mud, 
whose structure has been compressed, and settles, when the parts 
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become glued together; nor bas any empty space been able to form, 
since soft and fluid (matter) constantly is added to solid. 

( 3) Yet both Egypt and Delos are shaken, which ( latter) Vergil 
has commanded to stand: 

He gave it to be tilled, iinmoved, and to despise the winds 
( whiclz bring rain - Egypt being watered by the Nile); 

(Aeneid, iii, 77). 

This (Delos) the philosophers likewise- a credulous tribe! -have 
said to be unmoved, Pindar being the authority. Thucydides says 
that formerly it was, in fact, unmoved, hut that it was shaken about 
( the time of) the Peloponnesian War. 

( 4) Callisthenes says that this took place also at another time: 
Among many prodigies, he says, by which the overthrow of two cities, 
Helice and Buris, was announced, were most noteworthy an immense 
column of fire, and (the /act) that Delos was shaken. (Delos) for 
this reason, he desires to be considered as stable, because it is placed 
in the sea, and bas hollow cliffs and rocks containing vents, which 
give the imprisoned air an outlet; and on this account islands have 
a more dependable soil, and cities are the safer the nearer they are 
to the sea. 

( 5) That these ( ideas) are false, Pompeii and Herculaneum 
found by experience. Add again, that every border of the sea is ob
noxious (exposed) to quakes: thus Paphos (a city in the island of Cy
prus) tumbled down not once only: thus Nicopolis, the renowned, 
is familiar with this evil; Cyprus does a deep sea incircle, and it is 
shaken; and Tyre itself is as much shaken as it is drenched ( by the 
sea). These causes are usually set jorth, on account of winch the 
earth is shaken. 

XXVII 

(1) Certain peculiar /acts, however, are narrated as having hap
pened in this Campanian quake, whose reason is to, be set forth. For 
they say that a ftock of six hundred sheep were küled in the territory 
of Pompeii. There is no reason that thou shouldst think this to have 
happened to those sheep from (mere) fear. 

(2) We have (already) said that it is common that a pestilence 
should arise af ter great earthquakes; nor is this a wonderful thing, 
for many death-dealing ( sub stances) lurk in the depths; the air it-
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self, which grows torpid either from a defect of the earth, or from in
activity and the never-ending darkness, is heavy to those breathing 
it, or corrupted by a defect of the internal fires; and when it is sent 
forth from a long period of inactivity, it defiles this pure and fluid 
( air above) and pollutes ( it), and to those breathing in the unusual 
spirit it brings new kinds of diseases. 

( 3) What of this, that waters likewise which are useless and pes
tilential lurk in concealed places, so that use may never set them in 
activity, or a freer air strike upon them? Consequently, being cov
ered by a thick and heavy and everlasting atmosphere, they have 
nothing hut what is pestiferous in themselves and contrary to our 
bodies. The air also which is mingled with them and which lies over 
those swampy places, when it has come forth spreads abroad its nox
iousness and kills those breathing ( it). 

( 4) But cattle, upon which the pestilence customarily falls, ex
perience it the more easily in proportion as they are more greedy: 
being in the open, they consume the waters in largest quantity, and 
to these ( the waters) is ( to be ascribed) the greatest danger from 
pestilence. I do not marvel that sheep, being of a more tender na
ture, are aff ected by disease, because they carry their heads nearer 
to the earth and thus inhale the breath of the deadly air near the 
soil: it would poison men also if it carne forth in larger quantity; 
hut the copiousness of the pure air renders it powerless before it rises 
up (high enough) to be breathed by man. 

XXVIII 

( 1) That the earth bas many death-dealing things ( in it), thou 
mayest certainly understand from this, that so many poisons exist, 
not spread by hand, hut ( arising) spontaneously, the soil manifest
ly having seeds both of good and of ill. How is it that in many places 
in Italy a pestilential vapor is exhaled through certain holes, which 
it is unsafe both for man and for beast to breathe? Birds also, if they 
fly into it ( the va por) before it is mitigated by a better sky, fall down 
while in the very act of flying, their bodies become livid, ( lead
colored), and their throats are swollen not otherwise than as if from 
a blow. 

( 2) This spirit, as long as it is held within the earth and flows 
along a narrow passage, bas no greater force than enables it to sweep 
away things which overhang and which have been brought there spon-
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taneously. When it has been held there for centuries, and bas grown 
in noxiousness in the darkness and the gloom of the place, it becomes 
more sluggish by the very passage of time; it is the more evil in pro
portion as it is the more inactive. When it bas found an outlet, it 
exhales that everlasting evil of the cold of the shades and the in
f ernal night, and ( thus) darkens the air of our world, for things 
which are better are overcome by things which are more evil. 

( 3) Then the purer spirit also passes over into noxiousness: 
thence sudden and widespread deaths, and horrible kinds of diseases, 
spring up as if from unknown causes. The calamity is short-lived 
or long, in proportion as the evils have prevailed, nor does the pesti
lence cease until the spaciousness of the sky and the activity of the 
winds have dissipated the heavy spirit. 

XXIX 

(1) Now fear, which paralyses the faculties, has caused a few to 
run hither and thither like crazed and frantic ( beings), in the cases of 
private individuals of mean standing; hut when it (fear) terrifies in 
.general, when cities fall down, peoples are stricken, the earth is shak
en - what wonder is it that minds should wander when placed be-
tween anguish and terror? , 

( 2) It is not easy, in great calamities, not to act foolishly: hence, 
minds of an altogether light character have suffered such terror that 
they have destroyed themselves. No one, in fact, has ever been 
greatly frightened without some loss of sanity, and whoever häs 
feared is similar to a madman. But in some cases fear quickly re
stores them to themselves; in other cases, it perturbs them more vio
lently, and conducts them to insanity. 

( 3) Hence~ in wars, the panic-stricken have wandered to and fro, 
nor wilt thou ever find more numerous examples of prophesiers than 
when terror, mixed with religious awe, bas afflicted the faculties. 

said that mountains have parted off from mountains, and that the 
very ground bas been to~n off from the depths (of the earth). 

They say that these places, by violence in olden times, and wrenched 
apart by a vast calamity, 

(So great a thing can a long course of. time effect!) 
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Burst asunder, wlten wit/tout a break botlt tlte lands were one. 
The main rushed in with mighty power, and broke the mighty 
ltalian side off /rom tlte Sicüian; the fields and cities being 
O'erwlielmed by the waves, it (the sea) ftowed between in narrow /food. 

(Vergil, Aeneid, iii, 414-419). 

( 2) Thou seest all ( that) region to have been torn asunder from 
its site, and that which had been within a common boundary, now 
lying across the sea; thou seest a sundering both of ei ties and peoples, 
when a part of nature has been aroused out of itself and has driven 
sea, fire, and spirit upon some place, their energy being astonishing 
as if ( derived) from the entire ( body of nature): for though it (the 
power) rage forth from a part ( only) yet it rages forth from the 
energies of the world. 

( 3) Thus also the sea tore away the Spains from the continent of 
Africa; thus, by that flood which the greatest ones of the poets cele
brate, Sicily was thrown off from Italy. The things that arise out of 
the underneath are, indeed, considerably more impetuous; for those 
things are very vehement by which it ( the impetus) is forced through 
the narrow (places) . 

( 4) Sufficient has been said ( as regards) how many happenings 
and what wonderful sights these tremors of the earth have shown 
forth: why, therefore, should anyone stand amazed at the fact that 
the bronze of a single statue - not, indeed, solid, hut hollow and 
light - bas been torn apart, when perhaps spirit, seeking its free
dom, had inclosed itself within it? Indeed, who is ignorant of the 
following fact: that we have seen buildings moved, their corners be
ing parted asunder, and then uniting anew? Some, indeed, having 
been insufficiently adapted to their situation, and having been build
ed by the workmen too carelessly and loosely, having been frequently 
shaken, the quaking of the earth bas settled ( them) into stability . 

. ( 5) Therefore, if they ( the earthquakes) split whole walls and 
entire buildings, and rend the sides of great towers where they are 
solid, and demolish the supports placed under constructions, why 
should anyone think it worthy of notice that a statue has been even-

ly divided, from bottom to head, into two parts? 

(To be continued) 
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(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, M. A., D. LITT. 

BOOK VI - XXXI 

(1) Yet why did the movement last through several days? For 
Campania did not cease from continuous quaking, more gently in
deed, yet with immense damage, for it continued shaking what was 
already shaken; and to overthrow what things were still standing 
weakly it was not (needful that those so standing) be heavily jarred 
but be gently shaken. Manifestly, all the spirit had not yet departed, 
but - the larger portion of it having gone - still hovered around. 
Among the proofs by which it is shown that these things happen by 
spirit, it is not needful for thee to hesitate to place this also ( which 
follows). 

( 2) When the greatest tremor has taken place, where it has raged 
against cities and districts, another equal to it cannot supervene; 
but after the greatest (shock) gentle shocks follow, because the more 
severe has made already an outlet for the struggling winds. Besides, 
the remaining portions of the spirit that is left cannot do the same, 
nor is there need for them to struggle, for they have now found a 
way out, and follow whither the first and greatest energy escaped. 

( 3) The following also, heard from a most learned and serious
minded man, / judge to be worthy of record: when it by chance oc
curred, he happened to be bathing: he affirms that he saw when in 
the bath the tessellas ( small cups of stone J, with which the ground 
was paved, separated /rom one another and united together anew; 
and the water received into the fissures when the pavement spread 
apart; and when it was forced together, bubbling out and squeezed 
out. I have heard the same man telling that he saw materials quiver 
more gently and compactly than the nature of the hard body allowed. 

XXXII 

( 1) These things, 0 Lucilius, best of men! as /ar as concerns the 
eaus es themselves. N ow ( with reKard to) those which Pertain to the 
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fortifying of minds, 'which it is more important in our (opinion) to 
render stedfast than learned: the one does not becomr (so) without 
the other, for strength accrues to the mind from nowhere else than 
from good employments, than from the contemplatfon of Nature. 

( 2) And whom has not emergency itself araused and fortified 
against all? For why is it that I (should tremble at) a man or a wild 
béast? Why is it that I should tremble at an arraw or a lance? Great
er perils await me: we are assailec:l by thunderbolts and soils and by 
great parts of Nat ure. 

(3) Death is to be challenged, therefore, by a great mind, whe
ther it come upon us with a vast and overwhelming rush, or· with 
the daily and common· passing. It matters nothing how menacing 
may be'.its approach, nor how great that may be whic.h it brings' upon 
us: that which it seeks from us is the1east (of things). By thisthing 
( death) old age will be removed from us, by it the aching of the ear; 
by it the abundance of the corrupted humors in us; by it the food in
suffi.ciently obedient to the stomach; by -it -the foot which has been 
slightly bruised! 

( 4) The vital soul (anima) of man, is a pal try thing, hut a mighty 
thing is scorn of the vital soul; he who has scorned it, untraubled 
will see the agitated seas, though all the winds have raused them 
up. Though the tide in some perturbatiön of the world turn the 
entire ocean upon the land, untraubled he will watch the grim and 
frightful face of the sky shot. with thunderbolts. . Though the sky 
be braken open and combine its fires for the destrudion of all things, 
fcir his own among the first; untraubled will he view the yawning 
earth, its honds of union braken, though the kingdoms of the infer
nal regions be laid bare; he will stand intrepid over the abyss, and 
perhaps, becaus'e he is doomed to fall, will he plunge downwards. 

( 5) What is it to me how great the things may be by which I 
perish? Perishing itself is no great thing. In the same way, _if we 
desire to be happy, if (we desire) to abide Dot in the fear of men 
nor of gods nor of circumstance; if we disdain fortune pramising 
things utterly vain and theatening trivial things; if we desire to live 
tranquilly and to maintaih with the gods tliémselves an argumentcon
cerning felicity, the vital soul (anima) must be held unencumbered. 
Whether stratagems or diseases assail it, whether the swords of foes, 
or the crashing of falling isles, or the ruin of the very eàrth; or the 
irresistible power of fires, or cities and fields involved in one com-
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inon destruction - he who desires it (the. vit al soul .thus disengaged) 
let him take (it) . 

(_6) What else must I. dq than to cheer the dying, and serid him 
forth with good omens: "Pass in strength; pass happily ! " Be .thou 
not at all irresolute: yield! There is no question of the thing, hut 
of the time:. thou dost what àt some time must be done. Entreat thou 
not.nor fear, nor recoH asif thou wert about to go forth to some ill: 
the nature of things, which brought thee forth, awaits thee, as does 
a better and a safer place. 

( 7) . There the earth is never· in tremor, nor do the winds rush 
upon each other with mighty clamor of the clouds; nor do conflagra
tions devastate countrie~ and ei ties; nor is there f eàr of ship-wrecks 
ingulfing entire fleets, nor armies arrayed under opposing standards, 
nor a common madness • for the reciprocal destruction of many thou
sands, nor pestilence and the flaming funeral pyres indiscriminately 
common to falling peoples. It ( death) is a light thing: that we should 
fear (it) is a serious thing: it)s preferable that it fall upon (us) 
once for all than that it always hang over ( us). 

(8) But should, I. feàr to perish since the earth may perish be
fore me; since those tliings are shaken which themselv.es do shake, 
and which corrie (upon-us)'to our hurt, yet to their own (as well)? 
The sea took Helice and Buris in their entirety: should I then fear 
for one small body? • Ships sail over two towns--,- but two which we 
knew, which memory preserved, and literature bas brought to our 
attention. How manyothers have been submerged in other. plac~s? 
How many people bas either the earth or the sea taken in beneath 
itself? Should I protest against my own end, when I kiiow that I 
am not to be without .an end? Yes, verily, when I know that all 
things have an end, should.I fear the last sigh? 

(9) As much thèrefore as thou canst, Lucilius, encourage thy 
own self against the f ear .of death: thisit is which makes us mean
spirited; this it is which disquiets and corrupts the very lif e which it 
spares;_ th,is it is which magnifies ( the danger o !) all those things -
quakings of the èarth and thundèrbolts. All these things thou wilt 
endure with constancy if thou wilt reflect that there is no difference 
(of importance) between a short time and a·long. 

( 10) There are hours which we have wasted: consider ihem to 
be days, consider ( them) months, consider ( them) years: we have 
wasted them, yet beyond' question they were to pass away. What 
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matters it, prithee; whether I attain lhem? Time flows. by, and 
abandons thosemost coveto~s of it; nor is the futurè mine, nor that 
which was: I hang upon a point of flying time, and to have -been 
moderate is a thing of great worth. 

( 11) Laelius Sapiens neatly ( answered) one who was saying: / 
have sixty years. These which thou hast not, he says, thou callest six
ty? Do we not, in fact, understand the nature of limit!ess life.à.nd 
the fortune-of a time nearer our own fröm the fact that we.number 
the years that have passed? 

( 12) Letus fix this in the mind, let us continually tell ourselves: 
One must die. When, what, (will be) thy (death)? Death is Na-

- J 

ture's law; death is mortals' tribute and duty, and the healing of all 
ills, whoever fears, has desired it ! Laying aside all else, Lucilius, 
muse over this one thing; lest thou dread the (mere) name of death; 
make it familiar to thee by much reflexion, so that, if it_ so requfre, 
thou mayest go forth even to meet it. 

BOOK VII-I 

(1) No one is so slow and stupid and so earthly in bent that he 
is.not quickened to divine concerns, and does not arise with his whole 
faculties, when some marvelous thing, especially if new; has flashed 
forth from the sky. As long a:s what is customary r~ns its course, 
familiarity hides the magnitude of things, for we are so composed 
that matters of daily occUrrence, even though they are-worthy of 
astonishment, pass us by. On the other hand, even ()f the smallest 
things; if unusual appearances occur, they become a fascinating spec~ 
tacle. 

(2) Hence, this multitude of stars by which the beauty of an 
immense body is adorned, assembles not the people; hut when sohle
thing has been changed from what is customary, the faces of all meri 
are turned to the sky. The sun has no watcher unless it be eclipsed; 
no one observes the moon, unless it be eclipsed; then ei ties cry out, 
then each ohe is in trepidation for himself from an empty .supei-sti
tion. 

(3) How much greater are the following things: That the sun 
has just as many paces, if I may so say, as it has days; and doses the 
year by its circuit; that it is turned about from the solstice [in order 
to shorten the days; that, from the solstice] it decreases its altitude 
and gives length to the nights; thàt it hides the stars; that, although 
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it is so much greater than .the earth, it does not burn it hut sustains 
its heat by mingling in. due proportion. intensification and lessenings 
(thereof); .that it never causes full moonnor hides her unless she be 
opposite to himself ! 

( 4) Yet we take no notice of these things as long as their regular 
courses are preserved; hut if something is disordered, and has sprung 
forth out of theordinary, we look, we question, we pointit out: to 
such a degree is it natura! to admire more what is new than ( what is) 
great. 

( S} The same thing happens with regard to cornets. If a rare 
fire of unusual figure has appeared, no one ·does not desire ~o know 
what it may be, • and, forgetful of other things, inquires about the 
strànger, ignorant whether he should admirè or f ear; nor are some 
men lacking who arouse terror, who announce that the significations 
of it(the comet) are serious; Hence they inform themselves, desir
ing to learn whether it be a pqrtent or a heavenly body. 

(6) But, by Hercules! One can investigate nothing either more 
august, nor learn anything more useful, than what concerns the na
ture of the stars and of the heavenly bodies, whether (they be) con
tracted flame, which our visic:in and the very light flowing from them 
and the heat descending thence assert, or whether they are not flam
ing spheres hut certain solid and earthy bodies which, falling through 
fiery tracts, draw thence splendor and heat, shining not from their 
own (power) ; 

( 7) of which opinion there have been many great men, who have 
believed the heavenly orbs ( to, be) concreted out of hard ( materiàl) 

• • ' 
and feeding upon fire not their own. ((For by itself," they say, ((the 
flame would melt away. unless it had something which it could hold 
and by which it would be held; the world had certainly already dis
sipated it by its ( the world' s) own whirling were it ( the ftame merely) 
conglobated and not placed within a stable body." 

II 

(1) In investigating these things, it will be useful to inquire 
whether.comets be of the same nature as the Jdgher (orbs), for they 
are seen to have certain things in ·common with the latter - risings 
and settings - also the same appearance, although ( this) is scat
tered and spreads much wider. forth; and they are equally fiery and 
shining. 
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( 2) Hence, if all the heavenly orbs are earthy, to these also will 
there be the same condition; hut if they are nothing other than pure 
fire, and tarry for six months at a time, and if the revolution ari'd 
the velocity of the world detàch them ( the comets) not, they also 
( the superior orbs) are able to abide in tenuous matter. and not be 
scattered by the constant cir:cular movement of the sky. 

( 3 J I t also pertains to this matter to examine thoroughly the f ol
lowing, so that we may know whether the world revolves whiie ihè 
earth remains motionless, or whether the earth is turned àround whüe 
the world remains motionless; for there have been those who have 
said that -it is ourselves whom - (though we are) ignorant of the 
fact - the nature of things carries ( around), and that the risings 
and settings occur not by the motion of the sky hut that we ourselves 
( our globe) arise and set: a thing worthy of our reflexion in. order 
thàt we may know in what condition of things we are,· whether we 
are allotted a very slow abode or an exceedingly rapid oriè; whether 
the god {move) all things around us, or whether we ourselves (our 
globe) move. 

lil 

( 1) It is necessary to have records of former risings of t11e com~ 
ets, hut on account of their rarit;r, their course cannot yet be under
stood, nor can it be discovered whether they keep regular cycles and 
whether a definite order ( law) brings them forth each to its day. 

(2) This watching of the celestial bodies is something new, and 
has. been only recently introduced into Greece. Deniocritus too -
the most subtil of all the ancients - sa:ys that he suspects that there 
are many sta~s which move, hut he bas set down neither their rium
ber nor their mimes, thé courses of even five of the heavenly bodies 
(planets) not yet being understood. Eudoxus was the first to carry 
into Greece from Egypt (knowledge of) these motions, yet he says 
nothing about cornets; hence it seems that not even among the Egyp
tians - among whom there bas been very great attention paid to the 
sky - bas this part ( of knowledge) been worked out. Afterwards 
Cö~on --'--a painstaking man and himself an investigator - colleded, 
indèed, the eclipses of the sun preserved by the Egyptians, hut bas 
made no mention of cornets, and he would not have passed this over 
if he had learned of <!,nything that had been discovered among ·them. 
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IV 

( 1) Two men, certainly, who say that they have studied among 
the Chaldaeans - Epigenes, and Apollonius of Myndus,* • most 
learned in natura! philosophy - are at variance between themselves: 
the Jatter, in fact, says that cornets are placed in the number of wan
dering stars by the Chaldaeans and that their courses are understood 
( by the C haldaeans). Epigenes, on the other hand, says that the 
Chaldaeans have nothing recorded about cornets, but that they are 
regarded as being inkindled by a certain whirlwind of aroused and 
circularly twisted air. 

( 2) First, then, if it please thee, let us set forth and re jute his 
opinions. It is his persuasion that the star of Saturn has the largest 
amount of energy for all movements of the bodies on high: "this 
( Saturn), when it bears down upon the neighborhood (proxima sig
na) of Mars, or crosses over [into] the neighborhood of the moon, or 
enters the sun's rays, being by nature windy and cold, contracts and 
conglobates the air in many places; then, if it take to itself the sun's 
rays, it thunders and lightens; if it have Mars consenting, it hurls 
thunderbolts." 

( 3) "Moreover," he says, "thunderbolts have one kind of mat
ter, lightnings another kind; the evaporation of waters and of all 
humid matter sets in motion splendors in the sky- menacing only; 
without a blow: but that botter and drier exhalation of the earth 
forces out the thunderbolts. Meteors ( trabes) and fire-balls ( faces) 
- which are in no wise different one from the other except in mag
nitude - are produced in the following manner: 

( 4) When some globe of air has inclosed within itself humid and 
terrene matters, that we call a vortex ( whirlwind), and wheresoever 
it is carried, it exhibits an appearance of extended fire, which lasts as 
long as that combination of the fire continues, ( the combination) 
carrying within itself much of the humid and of the terrene." 

V 

( 1) To begin with the nearest lies, it is false that fire-balls and 
meteors are forced out from the whirîwind, for the whirlwind is formed 
and carried in the neighborhood of the earth, and on that account 
tears out trees even by the roots, and wheresoever it have fallen upon 

*A city in Caria. 
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the soil it den~des it, sometimes whiding'. away groves and buildings, 
generally being lówer than the douds, and in any case rieverhigher; 
and, on· the other hand, it is the lof tier part (?f the skyw}j.ich exhibits 
the meteors: thus they have neverstood agains·t (under) the clouds. 

(2) Moreover, the whirlwind being much ,mol'e ·rapid.'than·all 
clouds, it is sèized and whirled into a globe; besides. these facts, it 
ceases quickly, breaking itself apart from its own fury; hut meteors 
( trabes) do not • rush across nor fly by like fire~balls (faces), hut 
linger and shine brightly in the same part of the sky. 

(3} Charmander, also, in the book which he wrote aboutcomets, 
says that there was seen by Anaxagoras a grand and unusual lightin 
the sky of the magnitude of a very large meteor ( tr<!,bis) ; and Callis
thenes relates that it shonè. for many days before the sea had over
whelmed Helice and Buris. 

( 4) Aristotle says that it was not a meteor ( tra bis), hut a cornet; 
besides, by reason of its surpassing heat, no scattering of fire ap
peared, hut with the lapse of time, when it was already less brilliant, 
it tookon again its cometary appearance. In which fire there were 
many things worthy (of mention) which should be · noticed; yet 
nothing more so than that when it had flamed in the sky, the sea im
mediately thereafter carne upon Buris and Helice. 

( S) Did, then, Aristotle believe that not this one only hut that 
all meteors ( trabes) are cornets -:they ha ving this difference, that 
in the former ( méteors) the fire is contiriuous, and scattered (inter
rnpted) in the öthers? Meteors (trabes), however, have an equal 
flame, not intetrupted nor waning in' any manner, condensed even 
in the most distant portions, such as Callisthenes relates ( the flame) 
was iri that one which I have just mentioned. 

VI 

( 1) "There are two kinds of comets," says Epigenes. "One,kind 
throws out heat at every po_int, nor do these change their place; the 
other kind put forth in one part only a flying fire like the hair of the 
head, and pass by the stars ( of which kind two have been seen in 
Ol~r age). The fqrmer ones are hairy everywhere and without move
ment and are generally small, and are kindled from the same causes 
as the meteors (trabes) and fire-balls ( faces) are; ( arising:) out of 
a tempest of .turbid air whirling around with -itself màny dry and 
moist particles exhaled from the earth; 
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( 2) for spiritis able, streaniirig forth through narrow openings, 
tö 'inflaine the supérincurilbent air which is. fillecl with aliments ap-, 
propriàte to fire: Then, lest from some cause it (the air) flow back 
again and be abated, to drive it forth out of the inflamed part; then, 
a second time on the next day, and on the following (days), to arise 
andto inkindle thèsame spot: for we see winds return for many days, 
according to fixed law; rains also, and other kinds of storms, return 
according to nile." 

(3) That I may briefty, however, express kis meanitig, he thinks 
that these comets are produced by the same method by whièh fires 
thrown f orth from a whirlwind are produced. There is this differ
ence, that they [the whirlwinds] are forted downwards to the,earth, 
from the upper regions: and the latter (comets) force their way from 
the earth to the upper regions. 

VII 

( 1) M any things are alleged against these ( theories). First, if 
the wind were related causally, a cornet would never appear -without 
wind; hut it appears even when the àir is exceedingly still. Next, if 
it were produced by the wind, it would fall with the wind; and if it 
began with the wind, it would increase with the wind, and would be 
the botter in proportion as the latter is the more violent. To these 
(reftexions) this also should be added, that the wind drives about 
many parts of the air; the cornet, however, appears in a single place; 
also that the wind does riot attain such a highth that cornets are seen 
above the range where the.winds are allowed to blow. 

(2) He next passes on to those which, he sàys, have a closer like
ness to stars, which move forwards and pass by the constellations. 
These, he says, are producedfrom the same causes as are those (just 
spoken of), which he says are lower; the only difference bèing this, 
that the exhalations of the earth, carrying along many dry partides, 
seek the higher parts and are driven to the upper parts of the sky by 
the storm-wirid ( aquilone - north wind). 

( 3) lf the north wind. ( aquilo - storm-wind) did drive them 
( the comets) they would álways be blown to the south, whither this 
wind flows: hut theircourses are various: some to the east, some to 
the west, all in an oblique direction, which ( sort of) course wind 
would not give. Finally, if the impulse of the north wind raised them 
aloft, cornets would not arise with' other winds: but in fact they so 
arise. 
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VIII 

(l) Let us now refute this explanation of his (forboth are made 
use of). Whatever of a humid and of a dry nature the earth has ex
haled, when it ( the exhalation) unites into a single body, spirit by the 
very discord of the bodies whirls it into a vortex( whirlwind) ; • then 
that energy ofthe whirling wind kindles whatever it holds within it
self by the, motion and raises it on high, and the shining of the re~ 
sultant fire remains as long a time as its aliments suffice: when these 
last are exhausted, the fire subsides. 

( 2) ,He who says this, does not observe of what nature the course 
of whirlwinds is and o~ what nature that of cornets: of the former, 
it is vehement and violent, and is swifter than the winds themselves; 
but of cornets ( the course) is smooth, and reveals neither by day
light nor by niglÎt the space traversed. N ext, the movement of whirl
winds is irregular and in various directions, and, if I may use the 
words of Sallustius, full of eddies; but that of cornets is orderly, and 
follows a fixed path. 

( 3) Who among us would admit that the moon and the five 
heavenly orbs ( the planets) are hurried along by the wirid, ör are· re
volved by a whirlwind? No one, I fancy. Why? Because their 
courses are not disturbed and are without irregularity; we allot the 
same to cornets: they follow their courses neither confusedly nor 
wildly, as one would-believe them to be, ,if driven by turbulent and 
irregular causes. 

( 4) Finally, even if thcise vortices ( whirlwinds) do contain ter
~ene and moist (particles) and could force them up to a lofty eleva
tion from the lower parts, nevertheless they are not carried above 
the moon: their entire range extends to the clouds. But we see thé 
cornets ·commingling with the orbs of the sky (stellis)and gliding 
along through the higher parts. Therefore, it is not likely that the 
whirlwind lasts as long a time ( as the co1tJ,ets ), and, in proportion as 
it is làrger, it is the more quickly broken up. 

IX 

( 1) Let him, then, choose which he will: either a slight energy is 
not able to reach to such magnitude; or, being great and vehement, 
it breaks itself to pieces the more quickly. Moreover, those fower 
cornets; on account of this - as they think- do not rise very high, 
becaus·e they holdmore of the earthy matter ,[andJ-their weight holds 
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them down: and, besides; it i~ necessarythat there be a larger quan
tity of matter in these cornets of Jonger duration than in the higher 
ones, for they would :r;iot be so long visible unless they were sustained 
by larger nourishment. 

( 2) I was. saying hut a moment agone that • the -vortex ( whirl
wind) .cannot last long, nor become visible àbove the möon or so high 
as the place of the stars .. Beyond question, it is the struggling of 
several winds among themselves. which produces the whirlwind: this 
( struggle) cannot long last, for when spirit, unfixed anél unsettled, 
has becon:1e involved (in the struggle) at the lastthe energies of all 
give way to the one. 

(3) No great storm lasts long: hurricanes,·in proportion as they 
are the more violent, last the less time;· winds, when they have 
reached their highth, cease from all violence: necessarily, they tend 
towards this end by their very impetuosity. Hence, no one has seen 
a 'Yhirlwind lasting an entire day; noteven for an hour: its velocity 
is wonderful, and wonderful is its brevity. • Besides, it twists most 
violehtly and most quickly near the eaith: the higher it is the weak
er it is and the looser, and oh this account it is scattered. 

( 4) Adc:l this, also; that. even if it could push right on to the high
est parts, where the path of the heavenly orbs is, it would be dissolved 
without fail by:that very movement which draws along the universe; 
for what is swifter than that reyolution of the world?. By it, the 
energies of all the winds united into one would be dissipated, as also 
the. solid and mighty framework of the earth, and much more so a 
small portionof twisteél air. 

X 

(l) . Moreover, fire whiéh has peen inclosed · in a whirlwind can
not last in the upper regions, unless the whirlwind itself persist. 
What, f4rtherinore, is so incredible as a very long tarrying in a whirl
wind? Unquestionably, motion is overcome by a contrary motion; 
and'. that region has its own rèvolution which grips the sky 

And liurries along the lofty orbs and whirls (them) witlt rapid turning. 
(Ovid, Metam., ii, 71) 

And that it may give them some-delay-a thing that cannot hap
pen .in any manner ! - what is to be said about those cornets which 
have appeared every six months? 

( 2) N ext, there must be two mötions in the same place, the oné 
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that is divine and constant, pursuing its own. work without iiltérmis
sion; the other; new and recent, and carried in' él':whidwind:.necés;.. 
sarily, therefore, the one is a hindrance to the other; '.butcertainly 
that or bit of the moon, and the movement of the, other bodies mov~ 
ing above the moon, are unchangeable, nor. are they ever tihcertain, 
nor do they pause, nor do they give us any suspicicm'whatsoever of 
a delay befalling them. One can give no credencè ( tä the notion) 
that the whirlwind - the most violent and disordered • kind;of storm 
- can reach the centra! ranks of the heavenly orbs, and thtis firi.d 
place among things that are ordered and serene. 

( 3) Let us believe that fire is kindled by a whirlwind in .circular 
motion, • and that this (fire), driven • upwards, off ers us the notion 
and the appearance of a lengthened orb: I think that it must be the 
same kind of thing as thatis which produces the fire. But the shape 
óf ·• a whirlwind is round: for it is turned in the same track and is 
twisted after the manner of a column whirling upon üself. Hence 
the fire also which is inclosed (in it) must be similar to it: for,in fact, 
it is long in fo~m and scattered, and least like what is compacted into 
a spherè. (To be continued) 

OCCULTISM AND. EASTERN YOGA IN 
THE NEW ERA 

C. l RYAN, M. A. 

·T· HEOSOPHISTS of the new erä have to facè a change in the at
titude of the public that thé older generation did not contact. 

This is the new point of view in regard to what may comprehensively 
be called 'the occult.'- Students will need to study • the sitÛatiort, 
as it contains somè unsatisfactoryJeatures: 

For a long time believers in the occult have been looked down 
upon: as being credulous and lacking in judgment. 'Supernaturàl' C>r 
'miràctilous' phenomena, if endorsed by the church, were of course 
respectable, hut other kinds of occult Ór psychic claims were ab
solutely tabu. 

Theosophists, however, have always rejected the 'supèrnaforál' 
or 'miraculous,' hut accepted the possibility of various kinds of oc: 
cult phenomena gove'rned ,by natura!, .thotigh hidden, laws. _ H. P. 
Blavatsky knew some of these laws and shê defied the public opin-
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RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Arinaeus Seheca 

(VII Bóoks. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION -BY G. DE PURUCKER, D. LITT. 

BooK VII ,_ XI 

( 1) Let us·now leave Epigenes and·takèup the opinions of otltèrs, 
but before I begin to set these fiJrth, it is needful to assume, in the 
first place, the f ollowîng: cornets arenot seen in only one part of 
the sky, nor solely in the zodiac, but as often in the east as -in the 
west, yet mcistfrequently around the north. 

(2} .Thefrshape, however, is always one. Although the Greek!; 
havè drawn distinctions as amorig those from whkh a flame hangs 
down· af ter the manner öf a beard, and those which spread forth 
everyV\There aroutid the111selves à head of hair as it were, and those 
whose fire is actually diffu~e-bût yet tending to a ·point: neverthe
less all these are of the same character ahd are properly said to be .. . -~ .-, :· . . . ' 
cornets, 

( 3) whose shapes it is difficult to. èomp11re thè one with the other, 
since they appeai- at long intervals of time. In.deed, at the very 
time when they appear, spectators do not agree among themselves 
as regards their. appearance, hut in proportion as anyone's vision is 
shatp or dull, 4e says that it(the comet) is very bright, or very 
ruddy, and that the mane (the 'tail,' etc.,) is either hanging down
wards or spread out on the sides. But whether there are certain 
diff erences among thenî "or whether there are none, necessarily cornets 
are produced by the same cause. - The one thing to be established 
( in o~der to show Ûiat it i's a ëomet )is this: th~t, out of the ordinary. 
course; thè form of a new orb is seen -hearing about itself a, scattered 
fire. 

XII 

(1) The following explanation has seemed pleasing to certain 
ones of the ancient (thinkers): when, among the wandering stars, 
some one has attached itself to another, the appearance of a leng
thened star is producèd by the light ofthe two having become melted 
into one. Nor does this occur only when one star actually touches 
anothèr star, but also when it hàs merely approached it, for the 
spaè:e separating therri is ilhiminated • by both and becomes full of 
flame, thu$ pröducing a lèngthened fire. 
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.(2) To these, we respond as follows: the rmmhér óf the movirig 
stars is determined, ánd both these and a cornet ordinarily are seen 
at the same time, from which it becomes manif ~st that a comèt is 
not produced from thèir union, hut is original and independent. 

( 3) Moreover; frequently a star passes under the path of a higher 
star: Saturn at times is above Jupiter, and Mars looks down upon 
Venus and Mercury in a straig~t line: nevertheless, a cornet is not pro
duced on account of this their conjunction - when the one passes 
under the other; otherwise one would be produced in every year: for 
yearly sóme stars are sitnultaneously in the same constellation. 

( 4) If a star, coming upon a star, made a cornet, it would cease to 
be in a mere moment, for the velocity of the passing ( stars-planets) 
is very great; hence, every occultation of an orb is brief, because 
thè • same course which had brought them ( tke two orbs) fogether 
quickly s~parates ( them ). We see the stin and moon freed (from 
èach otlzer) in a very short time whe? theyhavé begurit~ be obscured: 
how much more quickly must be the passing in stars, which are 
soîimch smaller? But yet cornets tarry for six months! -which 
could not occur if they were born from the conjunction of two stars, 
for they cannot remain long together, and of necessity the la\V of 
their velocity separates them; 

( 5 )' Moreover, the neighboring parts are seen by US: besides, 
they (the orbs) are separated by immense intervàls: how, then, can 
the one star send fire as far as the other in such fashion that they may 
appear yoked • the one 'to the other, since they are parted by an iril~ 
mense stretch? 

( 6) "The light of two stars," he says, "is mingled together, and 
presents' the appeararice of one: obviol,lsly in the ·samé maim,er as 
à cloud is reddened by the en trance of the sun; in the same manner 
as the everiing and morning hours becorrie gold-yellow; in the same 
manner as the rainbow or the other sun is seen." 

(7) First, all these (phenomena) are produced by great eriergy, 
for it is the sun which inflames them: the stars have rio such. power. 
Next, not one of these occurs except below the moon, in the neigh
borhood of the earth: the upper (regions) are de.ar and pure, and 
always of their own ccilor. • • 

(8) Moteover, if any such thing occurr.ed, .it would possess 
no permanenéy hut would qµickly be extinguished, lik~ the cornnas 
which incircle the sim or the moon: in an exceedingly small space 
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they disappear ;· nor does even the rainbow 1ong last. If some such 
thing were between two stars, by. which the intervening space were 
suffused, equa:lly quickly would•it.melt away: without fail it ~ould 
not remain as long a time as cornets ordinarily linger. The path of 
the stars (planets) is within the Zodiac: they hurry along this cir
cuit: butcomets are notked everywhere. The time in which they rriay 
appear is not more fixed, for them, than is ~ny place beyond which 
they may not go forth. XIII 

(1) Against these (matters), the jollowing(remarks) are màde 
by Artemidorus (the Parian): these five stars are not the ·only onès 
that hurry along, hut these alone have been observed: besides, imium
erable others are borne al01:1g in secrecy (i. e., unknown to us); or, 
on account of the uncertainty of (their) light are unlmown to us; 
or, on account of such a position of ( their) circles ( orbits) that 
they can be seen only when they have come tö their highest points. 
"Hence, certain stars intermingle/' as he says, "which are new to us, 
which mingle their light with the constant ( orbs), and send. forth 
a fire which is greater than is ordinary iri stars." 

( 2) TMs is the most trivia! of the things which he falsely asserts: , 
his èntire description of the world is an impudent falsehood; for if 
we believehim, the highest boundary of the sky is exceedingly solid,· 
hardened after thè manner of a roof, and of a high and thick body, 
which atoms, accumulated and massed, have made. 

( 3) To this, the succeeding surface ( the top) is fiery, so com
pacted that it cannot suffer dissolution and decay: it bas, however, 
certain vents and windows, as it were, through which fires flow in
wards frorp the exte1;ior parts of the world, yet not so great that they 
disorder the interior parts, and they glide back again out of the• 
world to. the exterior parts. I:Ience, these {bodies), which appear 
outside of the usual course of things, have flowed inwards from the 
matter lying beyond the wor.ld. 

XIV 

(1} To dissipate these (notions), what else is it than to exer
cise one's hand, and to toss.one's arms against the wind? ·Yet I would 
desire him to tel1 me who has imposed such a solid ceiling upon the 
world; and for ~bat reason should we believe him tb.at the s~y has 
such thickness; what it may be which could draw to it such solid 
bodies and .hold them there? 
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( 2) Further, that which is of such great thickness, necessarily 
is of great weight: in what fashion, therefore, do heavy bodies remain 
in the highest parts? How is it that the inass does not fall and dash 
itself to pieces by its weight: for it cannot happen that a weight _of 
such great magnitude - such as he has figured to himself - hangs 
suspended and is supported by things that are light. 

( 3) Nor can this even be said, that there are certain chains 
on the outside, by which it is prevented from falling; nor, on the 
other hand, that something is set underneath in the middle, which 
receives or props up the overhanging body. This, likewise, no one 
will dare to say, that the world is carried through boundless space, 
actually falling, but not appearing to fall, because its headlong de
scent is without beginning or end, having no bottom which it can reach. 

( 4) This, in fact, they have said of the earth, since they could 
discover no reason why a weight should remain motionless in air. 
"It is home along always," they say; "hut it does not appear to 
fall because that into which it falls is infinite." What is it, again, 
by which thou provest that il(?t only five stars are moved, hut that 
there are many (in motion) and in many regions of the world (uni
verse)? Or, if it be permissible to answer that this is }Vithout any 
obvious proof, how is it that no one says that either all the stars, or 
none, are moved? Moreover, such a multitude of stars moving 
hither and thither aids thee not at all, for where there were many 
( such), very frequently will they fall into each other; but cornets are 
rare, and on that accom;t are they wondered at. 

XV 

( 1) How is it that every age will bear witness against thee 
which has both recorded and has passed on to posterity the coming 
forth of such stars? Af ter the death of Demetritis King of Syria, 
of whom Demetrius and Antiochus were the children, a short while 
before the Achaian war there shone forth a cornet not less than the 
sun_ ( in magnitude). At first it was a sphere, fiery and reddish, emit
ting a brilliant light, sufficient to overcome the darkness; afterwards, 
by degrees, its magnitude decreased and its brilliance died away; 
and finally it totally disappeared. · How many stars, therefore, must 
uni te in order to produce so large a body! Do thou assemble a 
thousand into one, yet never will they equal the appearance of the 
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sun. When Attalus (a king ·of Pergarnus) was reigning, there ap
peared a cornet which à.t first was of moderate size; then, holding its 
own, it diffused itself and spread even to the eqµincictial circle, so 
that beirig extended over an immense space, it eqtialed that zone of 
the sky which bears the name of milky (the Milky Way). How 
many, wandering (stars) therefore, must have come together, to 
cover with a continuous fire so gr~at a tract of sky? 

JULIAN THE APOSTLE 
A Fourth-Cenfury History 

P. A. MALPAS, M. A. 

X 
THE CORRESPONDENCE OF A PHILOSOPHER 

JULIAN was an indefatigable correspondent. He w.rote late at 
_ night and he was up. in the morning hours before others, writing, 

studying, thinking, working. With the shorthand-writers he got 
through an enormous amount of correspondence and literary .labor. 
Without them he· was still a giant of the desk .. Several times he sat 
up all night to begin and end a 'book' which reads like no mere 
ephemeral journalism but is just as interesting to-day as it was 
when written in the sixties of the fourth century A. n. 

Much of his correspondence has been preserved and it is inter
esting to read, as showing the mind of the man in that age. Always 
he had before him the_ welfare of bis people, the pursuit ot true 
philosophy, the honor of the philosophers, and, above all, the duties 
of an initiate of the mysteries of the Sovereign Sun and the Virgin
Mother of the· Gods. 

Writing to ·Priscus, who was with him in Gaul and Constantinople 
ànd in Persia, he says: • • 

I swear by him who is the giver and preserver of all my good fortune that I 
desire to live only that I may in some degree be of use to you. When I say 'you' 
I mean the true philosophers, and convinced as ,I am that you are one of these, 
how much I have loved and love you, you well know, and how I desire to see 
you .. May divine Providence preserve you in health for many a year, my dear
est .and best beloved · brother ! •. • . . 

To the same Priscus he writes in another letter: 

J entreat you not to let Theodorus and his followers deàfen yo_u, too, by tlieir 
assertions that Iamblichus, that truly godlike man who ranks next to Pythago-
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both. ends. And, as people will insist on drawing analogies from 
science, it is well thatthey should have new material-to draw upon. 
In that way we may hope that morals can be scientific without being 
materialistic; and that methods, whether of art or music or what not, 
will not necessarily be wooden. 

Finally, do we not begin to suspect that man, in place of having 
to adapt himself to his surroundings; may some day find ways of 
adapting his sµrroundings to himself? Instead of being the sport of 
destiny, he may yet live to see destiny become the sport of him. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annáeus Seneca 

(VII Books. • Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, D. LITT. 

BoOI<. • VII - XVI 

(1) Wè ha1Je spoken against the proof ,'. let us now speak inop
position to thé witne,sses. · It is not a laborious undertaking to with
dtaw authoritative _ weight from Ephorus: he is a. historian. Some 
work up a recommendation of things which are incredible in recital, 
and the reader, who would behave otherwise if he were led on through 
daily matters, they excite _ by· marvels; some are credulous, some 
are careless; upon some, talsehood creeps stealthily·; some are pleased 
by it. The former do not shun ( it), the latter long for -it. 

( 2) These things are common with • every class, which does not 
think it possible for its work to be approved and to become popular 
unless it be bespattered with falsehood .. Brit Ephorus is not·of the 
most scrupulous fidelity: frequently he is deceived, frequently he 
deceives. Thus with regard-tothe cornet, which has been preserved 
by the eyes of all mortals because it brought on an event of immense 
importance when it submergèd HeHce and_Buris byits rising, he says 
that it parted asunder into two stars - a fact that no one except 
him .has recorded. 

(3) • Who; indeed, was capable of observing thè moment when 
the cornet dissolved and broke into two parts? . But how is it - if 
it be true that someone saw the cornet divided into two ~ that no 
one saw it produced from two (stars)? But why did he not add into 
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what stars it was divided, since it must have been ~ome one of the 
five stars (planets)? 

XVII 

(1) Apollonius Myndius is of a different opinion, for he says 
that a_comet is nota single (wandering body) produced out of many 
wandering bodies, but that there are .many wandering cornets. "It 
is not," he says, "à false appearance, nor a fire extended forth from 
the near neighborhood of two stars, but a cornet is an orb of itself, 
as is the fact with the sun and the moon. Its form is such that it is 
not wrapped around into a sphere, but is much more . extended and 
is drawn out at lengtlî. 

( 2) Besides, its course is not well known: it traverses the higher 
parts of the world, and only,then appears when it reaches the lowest 
part of its path. But we do riot think that the one that wa_s seen under 
Claudius was the same that_ we saw under. Augustus; nor the· one 
that appeared under Caesar Nero a_nd removed the bad name from 
cornets, to have been similar to the one that [after the murder:] of 
the divine Iulius, during the games of Venus Genetrix, appeàred 
around the eleventh hour of the day (an hour before Sunset). 

( 3) They are many and various, unequal in magnitude, dissimilar 
in color; some are red without any brilliance; some have a clear ra
diance and a pure and liquid light; sonie a flame. which is neither 
clear nor thin but which wraps itself around with an abundance of 
smoky fini; some are blood-red and menacing; which carry an omen 
of bloodshed to follow after their· appearances. These diminish 
and incrèa:se their .light, just like the other orbs which are brighter 
and larger when th.ey have approached because they are· seen at 
closer range, and smaller and more obscure when they recede, be
cause they retire to a greater distancè." 

XVIII 

( 1) Against this it must immediately 6e answered that the same 
thing does not occur in cornets thät ( o'Ccurs) in öther ( bodies), for 
cornets, first of all, are largest on the first day when tliey appear; but 
in Jact they should increase in siie- the nearer they approach, yet 
their first size remains .· until • they begin to be extinguished; Next; 
thatwhich (has been said) againsUhe former(b'Odies spoken of), is 
also .to be said against this (body - the comét) : ifa cornet were a: 
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wàndering, (body) ·and if it were an orb, it would move within the 
boundaries of the Zodiac, within which every orb retains its path: 

( 2) A star never is visible through another star: our vision can
not pass through the center of an orb to see through it what is higher; 
hut bodies beyond are :discovered through a cornet not otherwise 
than as if through a cloud: from which it is plain that it is not an 
·orb hut a tenuous· and tumultuary fire. 

XIX 

(1) Our: Zeno holds the following belief: he. declares that stars 
run together and uni te their rays; by this association of 1uminosity 
there emerges the image of a more distant star: hence, so~e think 
that there are no cornets, hut that an appèarance like them is pro
duced by the reflexiori of neighboring orbs, or by a uniting of cohèr
ing (particles) . · 

(2) Some say that they actually are, hut that they have their 
own paths, and af ter a specified number -of lustra (periods. à j five 
years each) rise into thè sight of mortals. Some, that they actually 
exist, hut thà.t thou shouldst not give to any one of them the name 
.of orbs, because they melt away and last not long, and in a short 
space -of, time are dissipated. 

XX 

(1) In this belief are many .. ojour own (thinkers), nor do they 
think that it is repugnant to truth, for we see in the upper regions 
various kinds of fires to be formed, and the sky at one time blazing, 
at another time 

Long trails of flames behind them whiten (the sky); 
(Vergil, Georg., i, 367) 

and at another time fire-balls ( faces) are hurried along with vast 
flame. Moreover, the very thunderbolts,. although by théir won
derful velocity they simultaneously blind the eyesight and leave it, 
are fires from air in friction and pressed together by the great im
petus ( o j air-currents) among themselves: hence, they make no 
pause at all, hut having been wrung out they stream forth, and perish 
forthwith. 

(2) But other fires last a longer time, and vanish. not until all 
the alimentby which they are -f ed has been consumed. In this cate
gory are those marvels mentioned by Posidonius, columns and flam-
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ing shield~like disks, and other flames of extraordinary novelty, which 
would not upset (our) minds if they fell as a customary occurrence 
and commonly (lege) : every one is dumbfounded at these which bring 
down an unlooked-for fire from above, whether something has sprung 
forth and has flown on, or whether it be the air which, being con
densed and concentrated into flaming heat, has offered the appear
ance of a marvel. 

( 3) What, then ! Has not, at times, a gap appeàred by the a~ther 
opening [inwardly], and a vast light in the concavity? Thou might
est exclaim: What is this? 

. . . . . . I see the middle heaven open 
And the stars straggling 'round the pole, (Vergil, Aenèid, ix, 20-21) 

which ( these stars), unexpected, have sometimes shone at night, 
and have .burst forth even àt midday.. But there is another reason 
for this. occurrence: why they app~ar in the air at an unseasonable 
time, and what they are, evën when they are hid, is well está.blished. 

(4) We do not see many cornets, because they are 09scured by 
the rays of the sun; which ( the ~un) being once formerly eclipsed, 
Posidonius relates thàt a cornet appeared, . which .. the neighboring 
sun had concealed (by its light); but frequently when· the sun sets, 
scattered fires are seen not far from him. Evidently, the star itself 
(the comet) is flopded over by the sun and hence cannot be observed; 
yet cornets flee from the rays of the sun. 

XXI 

( 1) Hence, it is accepted by our ( thinkers) that cornets, as also 
fire-balls, as also tubes (like straight war-trumpets) and meteors and 
óther prodigies of the sky, are formed by dense air. Hence they 
most frequently appear arotind the northern regions, because th~re 
is in that quarter the greatest quantity of inert air. 

"But why is the c:o.rriet not motionless, but in forward move
ment?" I will answer: after the manner of fires, it follows its. ali
ment; for although the eff ort be towards the higher regions, yet when 
mate,rial is lacking it falls, tuming back, and also in the air it presses 
ne_ither to the right nor to the léft. It has no path for itself, but 
where the vein of its food leads, in that direction it creeps along; 
nor does it advance like a star, but feeds alóng as .does fire. 

(3} '.'Why, then, does. it appear during a long time, and is not 
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quickly extinguished? Fór that onewhich we have seen during the 
most happy reign of Nero, exhibited itself for six months; and was 
turned in a different direction from that ( which appeared) in the 
Claudian (reign; the preceding Emperor, Claudius /). The latter, 
rising out of the- north up towa:rds the zenith, directed its course 
to the- east, constantly becoming fainter. The former began in the 

. . \ ' 

same quarter, but tending towards the west turned its course to the 
south and there disappeared from vision." 

(4) Evideritly it ( the Claudîan comet) had ( aliment) more hu
mid and more suitable to fires, which (aliment) it. followed closely 
af ter; of the óther the course was more distant and the field wider. 
Hither, therefore, it d~scended, the nutritive matter conducting it 
and not its path, which ( the path) appears to have been different in 
the two ( comets) thàt we have seen, since the rhOvement of the 
former was to the right and of the latter to the left. But the course 
of all stars· (planets) is in the same direction - that is, contrary to 
(that of) the world (the celestial vault): for this latter revolves from 
east to west, but the former ( the planets) advance from the west to 
the east, and beèà.use of this fact their movement is twofold: that 
by which they advance, and that by which they are borne along. 

XXII 

( 1) I do not agree with our ( thinkers) : for I do not think that 
a cornet is a sudden fire, btit one of the everlasting works of nature. 
First, whatever things the air forms are of brief duration, for they 
are bom in flowing and changeable matter'. How can anything long 
remain the same • in the air, since the air itself never long remains 
the same'? It is always _in flow, and its stillness is momentary: with
in a moment's time it is changed into another condition than what it 
had: now it is rainy, now it is serene, now variable between thé two; 
the douds, which are perfectly related to it, into which it enters into 
combination and· out of which it is dissolved, are at times congre
gated together and at times are divided:' but never do they remain 
motionless. -It éannot happen ,that a settled fire be at rest in an un
defined · body, and adherè as pertjnaciously as.the things that nature 
bas so adapted that they should never be driven out. 

(2) Finally, if it (the fire) is.tó stick to its aliment, it would al
ways go downwards, for the air is the thicker the nearer it is to the 
earth: but never is a comet·sent down to the lowest part; nor does 
it ever teach the ground. 
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XXIII 

(l) Moreover, fire either goes whither its nature leads it, that is, 
upwards; or thither where the nutritive ·matter draws it to which • it 
has adh_ered, and which it f eeds upon. The pàth of ho fires, com
mon or celestial, is bent; hut it is the characteristic of an orb to trace 
a circle (in its path): whether other cornets have done this, Iknow 
not: still, two have donè it in our time. 

( 2) N ext, everything that a tempbrary cause inflames, quickly 
passes away: thus fire-balls flame (only) while they dart past; thus 
thunderbolts have one blow only; thus the stars that are called the 
transversely flying and the falling, fly athwart and cut the àir. There 
is permanency in no· fires except in their own (nature) - I mean in 
those that are divine - which the world contains as everlasting 
things, because they are párts of it and its works; hut these perform 
some .· ( de finite) thing, and move, . and preserve their uninterrupted 
course, and are equal. Would not greater and iess . (fires) be pro
duced on alternate days, if fire were (a thing) collectecltogether and 
upstart from some cause? . It would beless or. greater in proportion 
as .it were fed more fully or more scantily. 

(3) I was saying a moment agoné that nothfog is lasting [in 
me'asure] which has flashed into flame from some affectión of the 
air; I now add more,fully: it cannot tarry and continue in anyfash
ion, for fire:ball and thunderbolt and star running athwart, and 
whatever other fire there is that is ·squeezed out of the air is in flight, 
nor does it become visible. except whHe it is falling. But a cornet 
has hs abiding-place, and hçnce it is not rapidly driven along hut 
passes over its own spaces; nor is it extinguishe,;l, but recedes. 

XXIV 

( 1) "If it were a wandering star -(planet) ," .he says, "it w.ould be 
in the zodiac." Who places a single boundary to the stars? Who 
assembles divine things within a narrow limit? Verily, these very 
orbs, which ye believe to be the only ones to be moved, have or bits 
many and different. Why, then, are there not some which reêede 
along their _individual paths remote from the others? Whyis it that 
in any part of the sky there may qot be a thoroughfare? 

( 2) Betause if thou judgest that no star can move forward ex
cept it touch the zodiac, yet a cornet can.have an orbit so.wide that 
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it may cut it (the zodiac) in some part of its ( length) : it is not neces
sary that this occur, butit is possiblé. Reflect whether this does not 
better become the immensity of the world, that it be divided into 
many paths, and does not wear out this one thoroughfare and be 
inactive . iri other parts. 

( 3) Dost thou really beliève, in this greatest. and most beautiful 
body and among .the innumerable stars which adorn the night with 
varying splendor, which permit the air to be empty and' inert in the 
leàst. possible degree, that there are only five which are allowed fo 
keep themselves busy, and that the others are motionless - 'a fixed 
and·. iminovable. host? 

XXV 

(1) lf anyone should question me in this place: "W hy then has 
not the path o1 these also been observed as (it hàs been in the case 
of) the five stars ( planets) ?" I will reply to him: There are many 
things which • we concède as exis,ting; but of what sort they are we 
do not know. 

(2} All will grant that we have a mind by whose authority we 
are both impelled and restrained; yet what this mind may be which 
is the mler and lord of us, no one will explain to thee further than 
(to say) where it abides: one will call it spirit; another a certain 
harmony; another a. divine energy .and a part of a god; another an 
exceedingly tenuous air; another an iricorporeal power; another will 
not be lacking who will call it blood or heat: hence, our mind can
not be clèar with regard to other things, since even itself seeks know-
ledge of itself. • 

( 3) Why then do we wonder that cornets _;_ so uncommon a spec
tacle in the world, whose returns are at immensely long intervals -
are not yet ( explained by us as being) controlled by fixed laws, and 
that their ,beginnings and endings have not (yet) become known? 
Fifteen hundred years have not yet gone by, since Greece 

gave numbers amd names to the stars. 

And many are the peoples evèn today who know the sky only by its 
face, who know not yet why the moon is eclipsed, why it is dàrk
ened. Even amóng ourselves it is only recently that investigation 
bas broughf these matters to certainty; 

( 4) An age will come when those things that now lie hid, time 
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will bring out into the light, as will also the diligence of a.longer agea 
For the investigation of so m'any things à single age suffices not for 
it to have full leisure (in ·study of) the sky: . Why is it that we divide 
such few years ( as is our life) in unequal proportion between study 
and vic~? I:Ience, these things will be explained through a long suc
cession of ages. 

( 5) A time will come when our posterity will marvel that we 
were ignorant of things so manifest .. We have only begun to know 
with regard to these five stars (the planets) which bring themselves 
to our attention, which, presenting themselves in this qtiarter and in 
that, force us to beconie inquisitive ( about them), what thèir morn
ing and evening risings may be, what their positions, when they are 
bornéforwards, why they are moved backwards. We have learned 
only. a few years agone w~ether Jupiter was ingulfed or whether he 
set or whether he were retrograde - fot this is the name. they have 
given to him in bis withdrawing movement. • 

(6) Some are met with who would say to us: "Y e err if ye judge 
that any star can check its course or alter it: the celestial bodies 
cannot stop nor be diverted; all advance: as they have been once for 
all started forth, so they go, and that which is their boundary, the 
saine will be their course; this eternal work has unchangeable move
ments, and, if ever they were to .stop, everything would fall·,.-away 
_fröm everything else which connexion.and uniformity ilow preserve." 
• (7) Then why is it that certain _bodies appear to pause? The 

advance of the sun imposes • on them an appearance of tardiness as 
also does the nature of their paths and orbits, so placed that at cer
tain· times they _deceive the observers: thus, ships, though advancing 
under full sail, yet seem to be motionless. Some day there will live 
someone ~ho will demonstrate the part in which cornets run when, 
drawn away, they depart so greatly from other bodies; ( and) how 
many and of what nature they are. Let us _be content with known 
facts: posterity also will add its quota to the truth. 

(To be concluded) 

Let us make every act the expression of all that is divinest in our hearts. 
- Katherine Tingley 
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WE SHALL KNOW! 
EDITH B. FELTON 

HOW shall we know our lovèd • ones when we· meet 
In that far distant time when once again ~è are reborn? 

New countries and new climes, new nàtions and another age 
will then be ours. 

How shall we know ?. 

Within the silent chambers of the Heart 
Where all the beauty and the good of bygorie lives is stored, 
Where memory lies; where all that ever was or is or shall be 

dwells within: 
There we shall know. 

RESEARCHES INTO NATURE 
Lucius Annaeus· • Seneca 

(VII Books. Haase's Text; Breslau, 1877) 

TRANSLATION BY G. DE PURUCKER, D; LITT. 

BooK VII - XXVI 

( 1) "Through the stars," he says, "we· do not discern what lies 
beyond, but our vision piercés through cornets." In the first place, 
if this happeris, it does not happen in that part where the orb itsèlf 
is of a thick and condensed fire, but where a transparént brillian:cè 
pours forth and is scattered about like a manè: thou seest through 
the interva,ls • of the fires, not through the fires themselves. ''Stars;" 
he· says, "are· all round; cornets are lengthened; 1rom which it ap
pears that they are not stars." Now who concedes to thee the point 
that cornets are long ( bodies) ? Indeed, their form, likè · thàt of 
the other orbs, is ·a sphere; • further, radiant splendor is emitted 
(!rom them). Just as the sun sends forth its ·rays faf and wide; 

·and, further, its own form is one, and that of the light which flóws 
from it is anöther: thus the body itself of cornets is rötinded, hut 
its brilliance appeafs longer than that of other otbs. 

XXVII 

( 1). "Why?" thou askest; Tell me first why the moon receives 
light most dissimila.r tothe.sun though it receiyes (#} from the sun; 
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why sometimes it grows reddish and sometimes pales; why its color 
is livid and gloomy when it is shut off from direct vision of the sun. 

( 2) Tell me why all the stars, as arhong themselves, have to a 
certain degi:ee a dissimilar appearance, exceedingly divergent (!rom 
that) of the sun. Just as nothing preverits these (the stars) from 
being orbs, c1lth~ugh th~y are U:ot similar, thus nothing prevents 
cornets from being everlasting and having the same destiny as the 
other orbs, even if they have not a similar appearance. 

(3) What more? The world itself, if thciu considerest it, is it 
riot built tip out of diverse eleinents? Why is it that in Leo the sun 
is always hot and pàrches the . earth with fervent heats, and in 
Aquarius makes the winter colder and locks up the streams by frost? 
Yet the latter and the former constellation are both of the same na
ture, though in effect and in quality they be dissimilar. Within a 
very short time Aries is risen, hut Libra takes a very long time: and 
yet both the latter and the· former • are of the sarhe nature, though 
the former ascends ( above the horizon) within a small space of time, 
• and the latter is raised in a longer time. 

( 4) Seest thou nothow opposite the elements are as among them
selves? They are heavy and light, cold and hot, moist and dry: 
all this harmony of the world is established out of discordant things. 
Dost thou deny that a· cornet is a star be_cause its form answers not 
to pattern and that it is not. similar to others (stars) ? What ! Is 
the. ( star-planet) that .every thirtieth year is turned back to its 
(former) place very similar to this (other) that within à year re
turns to its seat? 

{ S) Nature does not execute its work by followirig one form, 
hut delights in variety itself: some things she has made greater, 
some speedier, than others; some more powerf ul, some more calm; 
some things has she raised above the multitude; that they might, 
alone and conspicuously, pursue their path; arid soi:ne has she sent 
to be a flock. He is ignorant of Nature's power, who thinks that she 
has no freedom of action at times, except what she has made most 
frequently. 

( 6) She does not of ten show· forth cornets; she has assigned to 
them another place and other times, c1nd movements dissimilar to 
others; she has desired to adorn the immensity of her own work by 
thèni, whose appearance is too beautiful for thee to think it fortui
tous - whether • thou consider their • màgi:J.itudè; or their splendör 
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which is greater and more ardent than in others ( orbs) ; indeed, their 
form possesses something extraordinary and matchless, not col
lected together and contracted within narrow bounds, hut· freely dis
persed, and incompassing the field of many stars. 

XXVIII 

(1) Aristotle says that comets signify calamity, and excess of 
winds and rains. • What ! Dost thou judge that it is not an orb be
cause it announces the future? It is not, indeed, a s1gn of calamity 
in the manner that coming rains ( are announced) , . 

when the oil flashes (in the lamp) and ill-smelling /1tng11s 
forms in clusters, (Vergil, Georg., i, 392) 

or in the manner that the prognostic of an angry sea ( is announced) 

if sea-coots 'play on the dry sand, and the heron 
Deserts the well-known swamps and soars above the lofty cloud; 

(Vergil, Georg., i, 3q3-364) 

hut just as the equinox is ( a sign) of the (coming) heat and cold of 
the turning year; just as are tl;:iose things which Chald~.eans1 ( astrolo
gers) predict-'- what unfortunate or happy event a star may pre
pare for those in birth. 

(2) That thou mayest • know this to be so, a cornet does not 
threaten immediate high winds and rains, as Aristotle says, hut makes 
th~ entire year suspected; from which it appears that it would not 
calise the events that the constellations have drawn forth out of the 
last (event) to the next, hut that it has (its courses of action) stored 
up and comprised in the laws of the world. The cornet that appèared 
wheh Paterculus and Vopiscus were consuls, caused the things thaf 
were predicted by Aristotle and Theophrastus, for there were im
mense and continual calamities everywhere: indeed; in Achaia and 
Macedonia,. ei ties were ovèrthrown by an earthquake. 

XXIX 

( 1 )- "Their slowness;" he says, "is. a proof that they are quite 
heavy, and have much earthy maUer in them; moreover, their paths 
( are another prooi), for generaUy they are driv~n to:the (jour) quár
ters:11 ~oth are false. I will first speak of the former. What? Are 
things which are home along more slowly, heavy?_ Why so? Is 'the 
star of Saturn, which of all mostlingeringly pursues its path, heavy? 
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But, in fact; it bas proof of its lightness, because it is placed above 
tlie others. 

(2) "But," thou sayest, "it circles around in a larger orbit, nor 
does it advance morè slowlythan the others, but for a greater dis
tance." •• Let it occur to th.ee that thou canst say the same to me with 
respect to cornets, even if their course be slower; but it is a falsehood 
that they advance more liilgeringly, for the last one, (in Nero's thne, 
as mentioned before) before the sixth month, had passed over half 
of the sky, and the former one (the Claudian) withdrew within a 
very few nionths. 

( 3) "But th~y are borne downwards more greatly because they 
are heavy;" I~ the first :place, that which is carried arounèi drcular
ly is not borne downwards; next, the last one • ( that seen in N era's 
reign) begail its movement out of the north, and passing through 
the western parts, reached the southerri parts, and_ then elevating 
its course, vanished. But the other, the Claudian, first seen in the 
north, ceased not to be borne alorig a straight line constantly higher, 
until it departed. These are the /acts pertaining to comets which 
hàve inftuenced either othen or mysélf: whether they be true or not, 
the gods know, to whóm belongs knowledge of truth: to us it is only 
allowed to investigate them, ,arid to advance by conjecfure into secret 
matters, without.either an assurance of discovering (the truth) yet 
not without hope. 

XXX 

( 1) Admirably does Aristotle say. that never should we be more 
diffident than in matters concerning the gods. If we enter temples, 
(we .do so in a fram_e of mind) composed; if we enter upon a sacri
fièe, welower ourfaces, we draw together the. toga; if in any argu
ment, we are trained to moderation :: how much more must we do 
this when We treat of the heavenly orbs, of their nature, of the stars, 
lest thoughtlessly, lest impruderitly, being either ignorant we assert, 
or having knowledge we mislead? 

(2) Nor letus wonder that the things which lie so high above are 
explained so, tardily. Pahaedus ~nd those who desire thàt a Cornet 
be held. to be not a real ( ordinarium - according to rule or nature) 
orb hut a false appeatance of an orb, should be diligently disc.ussed, 
whether eqtially every part of the year. be sufficiently suitable for 
]?ringing cornets forth; whether every region of ,the sky, in which 
they are produced, be fit _(lor them); whethet tliey can be perceived 
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wheresoever they go; and other matters which are raisedin a body 
when I say that they are not fortt.i'itous fües but i!1,forwoven wïth the· 
world, which the latter not frequently brings forth, but moves them 
in secret. 

( 3} How .many things besides these (fires - comets) advance 
through secret places, and never adse to human eyes? Nor bas god 
made all things for man. How large a part of such a great work is 
intrusted to us? He who manages these things, who has fashioned 
( thein), who bas founded all this and has placed it about himself 
--'- the -greatest and the best part of his qwn work - escapes our 
eyes, but can be perceived in meditation. 

( 4) Moreover, many entities, kindred of the supreme divinity 
and allotted an allied power, are indistincdy (seen); or, perhaps
which thou mayest the more marvel at - they both infill our eyes 
arid escape them, whether their subtilty is so great thathuman sight 
cannot comprehend it, or whether such majesty and its réalm lie_ hid 
in holiest retirement: that is, it drawsits own boundades, and per
mits no access to itself _except to the mind. What this { divine ens) • 
may be, without which nothing is; we cannot know: and do we mar
vel if we know but slightly some small fires, when the greatest (i. e., 
the most august) part of the world-god ~is hid? How manyJiv
ing things have we become acquainted with, ~or the first time, .i~ 
this age! Verily, how many affairs in it (have we known) not! The 
people of the coming age will know many. things unknown to us: 
inany things are reserved ev-en then for the ages to be, when the 
memory of us shall have passed away: An • age is an insignificànt 
thing, unless every other age have part in that which it seeks for. 
Nöt all· at :once are certain holy matters_ delivered: Eleusis keeps 
pack, so that itmay shöw to those who come more than once: the 
nature of things delivers not its .holy matters àll at one time; we be
lieve ourselves initiates: we remain fixed irt its fore-court: those 
arcane mysteries lie open· neither in common nor to, all: they are 
drawn within and are lócked within the inner sanctua:ry; out of 
them this age will discern <>ne thing, anothér thing the age that will 
come· after ourselves. 

XXXI 

( 1) When, then, will these _matters .be brought to our atténtion? 
Great things comè to pass slowly, especially if exertion be deficient. 
That one thing which we pursue with all our mind we have not yet 
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èompleted - that we shoüld become the worst (of men) : up till 
now . vices have· been in development: • h.ixury discóvers ( always) 
something new over which it may ··rave;. shamelessness lights upon 
some new repro ach to itself: the dissoluteness of delights, and decay, 
discover something still softer and more delicate by which they may 
perish. 

(2) We have not yet sufficiently flung away all our vigor: wliat
_ever stiÜ remains of decent cÓnduct (in us) we are extinguishing by 
levity' and by the furbishing of (our) bodies; we excelthe elegance 
of women: we ·assume thè meretricious fashions with which matrons 
deck thèmselves out hut which -are unfit for a man; we check our 
pace with soft and mincing gait: we do not walk - we· move with 
dainty steps;. we detorate gür fingers with rings - we put a gem 
at every ·knuckle. 

(3) Daily _we devise (something) that may dcJ.mage our man
hood, in order to degrade it, since it cannot be stripped off: this one 
cuts away his gènitals; this other flees to the obscene part of play, 
and hired out, is equipped for ·an infamous death;_ even the indigent 
chooses that by which he may practise his own vice. 

XXXII 

(1) Dost thou marvel ij Wisdom has not yet completed its work? 
Proftigacy has not as yet revealed itself fully. As yet, it is in birth, 
andáll of us bestow attention upon it: to it our eyes, our hands, are 
subject; • who- follows af ter wisdom? Who judges it to be worthy, 
except what he may know of it by the way? Who looks to philosophy 
or to any liberal study except when the games have been deferred, 
or _whensome rainy çlay intervenes which one is willing to lose? 

(2) .· Hence, so many sc~ools of the philosophers have failed, be~ 
ing without a successor: the Academies, both the old and the new, 
left no leader. Who is it who càri hand on the precepts of Pyrrho? 
That Pythagoric school, invidiöus to the crowd, lighted upon noteäch
er. The new sect of Sextius (an eclectic Pythagoric philosopher, c~n
temporary with Iulius_Caesar and greatly admired by Seneca), of 
Roman vigor, though it attained.great recognition at it~ beginning, 
is extinct; 

(3) 'But what great solicitude is expended lest the name of some 
pantomime actor be lost! The schools of Pylades (a renowned.Cili
cian pantomime, undèr Augustus) and of Bathyllus (another panto-
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mimic of Alexandria, celebrated greatly, favorite of Maecenas, 1·ival 
of Pylades) still stand firm through their successors: of these arts 
there are many disciples and many teachers: the private stages all 
over the, city resound; on them men, on them women, caper about; 
husbands and wives contend between themselves which one of the 
two will give them irttimacy; then, when their forehead has for some 
time been rubbed under the mask, it is transferred to the helmet: 
hut for philosophy there is no solicitude. 

( 4) So that actually nothing at all is discovered of those mat
ters which the ancients left insufficiently investigated, just as many 
things which had been found out are forgotten: and, by Hercules! 
if we were to pursue this thing (philosophy) with all our faculties; 
if sober youth were to devote itself to it; if the elders were to teach 
it and the younger were to .Iearn it: scarcely would' one come to .the 
bottom where truth lies, which we now seek for on the surface and 
with trifling hand. 

THE END 

JULIAN THE APOSTLE 
A Fourth-Century History 

P. A. MALPAS, M. A. 

XII 

AFTERMATH 

THE n~w Emperor, Jovian,_ reigned önly seven months. After 
burymg the body of J uhan at Tarsus, he went on towards 

Constantinople, and soon died. The excellent Sallust was chosen 
Emperor to succeed him. But he, wise man, declared that he was 
too 'old for such a responsibility. His son, then? No, he was too 
young. Finally the army decided on Valentinian, a great soldier 
hut illiterate. He accepted. 

Within a month Valentinian made his brother Valens co-Em
peror. Valens was given the Eastern Empire while Valeiitinian 
ruled Europe. In reality, Valens was hardly fitted for the position. 
He had not been brought up as a soldier or an organizer and was a 
far weaker character than his brother. But the stràngest part of the 
combination was that Valentinian was an orthodox Athanasian Chris
tian, while Valens was an Arian, parties always ready to cut each. 
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